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Introduction

Peter Cole,  
David Struthers, and Kenyon Zimmer

This book proudly proclaims itself the first-ever global history of the 
Industrial Workers of the World (iww, or Wobblies). In this collection 
of essays, 20 scholars from around the world begin a long-overdue con-
versation about the iww as a global phenomenon. Although the union’s 
official membership never was numerically as large as mainstream unions, 
its influence during its early years—1905 into the 1920s—was enormous 
in the United States, where it was founded, and worldwide. The iww was 
part of a global upsurge of anarchism and syndicalism, which in the early 
twentieth century, before the Russian Revolution and birth of the Soviet 
Union, arguably occupied the central positions among the global Left as 
the dominant anti-capitalist ideologies. Subsequent scholarship focusing 
on western Europe and those leftist currents that fed into social democratic 
state structures has obscured the influence and vibrancy of anarchism and 
syndicalism around the world. Syndicalism envisioned replacing capitalism 
with a socialist economy, but simultaneously, maintained great suspicion 
of state power and centrally planned systems, and viewed the labor move-
ment as the primary vehicle for revolutionary change. In every industrial 
and industrializing nation in the world, varieties of syndicalism emerged 
by the early twentieth century, but few were better known or more globally  
influential than the iww’s “revolutionary industrial unionism.” 
 Wobbly ideals, Wobbly branches, and Wobbly members traveled far and 
wide, gaining adherents and fellow-travelers across the proverbial seven 
seas, with sailors and shipping being central, then as now, to the global 
economy. However, nearly all scholars who have examined the iww focus 
narrowly on the iww experience in a single nation, usually the United 
States, and neglect the rich archive of non-English-language sources.1

 Fortunately, in 2017, the world and even academic scholarship are 
changing. In recent years, global and world history have become major 
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academic fields, dramatically remaking how many historians research, 
write, and teach about the past. Hence, assessing the history of the iww 
on a global scale—considering its worldwide reach and influence—
screams for attention. Similarly, historians and other scholars increasingly 
employ comparative and transnational frameworks. Again, considering 
the global nature of the organization and its ideals, assessing the iww 
using these methods seems practically mandatory. The Wobblies them-
selves understood these matters more than a century ago. They founded 
their organization as a self-consciously global union; indeed, its very name 
suggested that, since capitalism was (and remains) global, so must be a rev-
olutionary movement of the working class. In recent years some writers 
have begun to pay greater attention to how Wobblies, like other syndical-
ists and radicals, routinely crossed and transgressed borders, bringing their 
ideas and tactical strategies with them and adapting them to new circum-
stances. The contributors to this volume are among those scholars who 
utilize these new methods to analyze the Wobbly phenomenon.
 This book assembles a selection of essays on the iww as a worldwide 
movement. At its peak, the organization enrolled members and established 
branches in literally dozens of countries, and its organizers and sympa-
thizers traveled to many more to work, agitate, educate, and organize. 
Although founded in the United States and with far more members there 
than in any other nation, Wobblies dreamed of overthrowing capitalism 
worldwide and far too many scholars have chosen to ignore “the World” 
in the organization’s title. This book, then, outlines a global history of the 
Wobblies and deploys comparative and transnational methods to widen our 
gaze. It is a collaborative and international effort, as the linguistic skills and 
far-flung archival digging needed to research the global dimensions of the 
iww limit the ability of any single scholar to write this history alone. Thus, 
an edited volume more effectively pulls together the talents of a diverse 
group of researchers to uncover the transnational and multilingual orga-
nizing of the iww. In the twenty-first century, interest in the Wobblies, who 
still organize in countries around the globe, remains high. This book does 
not intend to—and cannot—be a comprehensive history of the iww, but 
the following section provides a brief introduction and history for readers 
unfamiliar with the organization.

Who Were the Wobblies?

The iww captured the imagination of a generation of workers and rebels, 
in the United States and around the globe, with its fiery rhetoric, daring 
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tactics, and program of revolutionary industrial unionism. Pledging to re-
place the narrow craft unionism of the American Federal of Labor (afl) 
with massive industrial unions strong enough to overthrow capitalism, the 
organization grew in numbers and reputation in the years before the First 
World War by organizing workers neglected by the afl, notably immi-
grants in the Northeast, migratory farmworkers in the Great Plains, and 
multiethnic mine, timber, and harvest workers in the West. Simultaneously, 
Wobbly ideas, members, and publications began to spread beyond the bor-
ders of the United States—to Mexico and Canada, into the Caribbean and 
Latin America, to Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australasia in rapid succession. 
The expansion of the iww and its ideals across the world within a single 
decade is a testament to their power, as well as the passionate commit-
ment of many members and supporters. However, the iww’s revolutionary  
program and class-war rhetoric yielded more enemies than allies.
 The iww was born in 1905, the same year as the first, albeit failed, 
Russian Revolution. On January 2, 1905, several dozen people identifying 
as “industrial unionists” met in Chicago and issued a call to form a new 
labor union. They declared that “The great facts of present industry are 
the displacement of human skill by machines and the increase of capitalist 
power through concentration in the possession of the tools with which 
wealth is produced and distributed.” Accordingly, that June several hun-
dred people belonging to more than 40 unions and radical organizations 
returned to Chicago, where they founded the Industrial Workers of the 
World. The largest union represented was the Western Federation of 
Miners (wfm). Eugene V. Debs and other members of the Socialist Party 
of America (spa) along with Daniel De Leon of the Socialist Labor Party 
(slp) attended. So did Lucy Parsons, a prominent anarchist and widow of 
Albert Parsons, one of Chicago’s Haymarket Martyrs, and Mary Harris 
“Mother” Jones, a freethinking socialist and union organizer most closely 
associated with the United Mine Workers. Numerous less famous radicals 
and organizers also took part in the proceedings as informal delegates, in-
cluding Spanish anarchists Pedro Esteve and Florencio Bazora. William 
D. “Big Bill” Haywood, a wfm leader, presided over the gathering, which 
he called the “Continental Congress of the Working Class,” a reference 
to the body formed in 1775 that declared and helped lead the American 
Revolution. Haywood hoped the iww would lead a new revolution to 
emancipate workers from “the slave bondage of capitalism.”2

 On July 8, attendees adopted the now-legendary Preamble to the iww’s 
Constitution, which boldly and famously declared:
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The working class and the employing class have nothing in common. There 
can be no peace so long as hunger and want are found among millions of 
the working people and the few, who make up the employing class, have 
all the good things in life. Between these two classes a struggle must go 
on until all the toilers come together … and take and hold that which they 
produce by their labor.

Clearly, the iww believed in class struggle and the need for a proletarian 
revolution to bring socialism to the world. However, unlike most socialists, 
and later communists, be they in the Soviet Union or elsewhere, the iww 
did not privilege political means (or armed struggle) for achieving socialist 
ends. Rather, the iww and other syndicalist organizations saw industrial 
unions, direct action on the job, and the climactic general strike as the log-
ical and best ways to enact revolutionary change. Already in 1905, and 
even more so after 1908, this ideological distinction mattered a great deal.
 The iww, from its inception, committed itself to organizing all workers 
regardless of their ethnic, national, racial, or gender identities. Article 1, 
Section 1 of the Constitution’s By-Laws declared, “No workingman or 
woman shall be excluded from membership in local unions because of 
creed or color.” The founders made this point clear because of the noted 
racism, sexism, and xenophobia of many unionists in the afl, as well as 
in organizations claiming to be socialist. For instance, the Socialist Party 
compromised its principles of class struggle by supporting Asian exclusion, 
and in some cases racial segregation, in order to recruit and maintain the 
membership of racist white members.3 In 1906 and 1907, the iww helped 
organize striking factory workers in Paterson, New Jersey and Bridgeport, 
Connecticut, many of whom were Italian immigrants in Paterson and 
Hungarian immigrants in Bridgeport. The iww continued to organize un-
skilled and immigrant factory workers across the industrial cities of the 
United States, and soon other nations.
 The iww, while mighty in imagination, started off small. Its first big 
victory occurred among gold miners in Goldfield, Nevada, where lengthy 
boycotts and strikes won the eight-hour day. Despite this collaboration 
with the iww, the wfm soon withdrew from the organization, highlighting 
the tensions that the iww and other radical unions continued—and con-
tinue—to grapple with, namely how to agitate for and win short-term 
gains while also fighting for socialist revolution.
 Similarly, those committed to political parties as an important means of 
struggle, led by Daniel De Leon, left the iww in 1908. This group, primarily 
connected to the slp, abandoned the iww but refused to go quietly into 
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the night. Instead they formed an alternative iww, nicknamed the “Detroit 
iww” for its new headquarters location. Another such split later occurred 
with the spa, as individuals had to choose between the more radical iww or 
more moderate spa, which supported an electoral path towards socialism, 
also called evolutionary or democratic socialism. Haywood, for instance, 
had been elected to the spa National Executive Committee in 1912, but was 
recalled the following year as part of a campaign against “direct actionists” 
within the party; thousands of other Wobblies who also belonged to the 
spa joined Haywood in abandoning it. The splits inside the American iww 
were replicated, time and again, in other countries where socialists (and 
later, communists) broke with syndicalists and anarchists over the proper 
path to socialism.
 The iww also faced challenges from employers and city, state, and na-
tional governments that opposed the Wobblies for both pragmatic and 
ideological reasons. Among the earliest attempts to quash the iww was an 
elaborate, multi-state, corporate-backed effort to frame Haywood and two 
other wfm leaders for the murder of a former Idaho governor in the first 
so-called “trial of the century.” Although Haywood and the others were 
found not guilty in 1908, anti-iww repression had only just begun.4

 The iww’s “free speech fights” proved among the most noteworthy 
chapters in its US history. The first broke out in 1909 in Spokane, 
Washington, an important employment center in the Pacific Northwest for 
migratory workers in timber, agriculture, and construction. Many laborers 
wintered in Spokane until work picked up in the spring, but employment 
“sharks” preyed on these workers by collaborating with employers by 
charging “fees” for jobs. In response, Wobbly street speakers in Spokane 
urged workers to boycott the sharks and force employers to hire workers 
directly, without fees. When employment agencies convinced the city 
council to ban street speakers, the iww announced its first “free speech 
fight.” The Industrial Worker announced: “Wanted—men to fill the jails of 
Spokane.” Sure enough, footloose Wobblies traveled to Spokane and delib-
erately broke this law, and the city arrested them—500 in the first month. 
After four months of beatings and arrests, with the jails overflowing, the 
iww won: all its members were released from prison, the ordinance was 
overturned, and licenses of “sharks” revoked. Despite this victory, other 
cities copied Spokane ’s repressive efforts, and some of these cities beat 
back the iww’s organizing efforts.5

 Another signature chapter in Wobbly history was the “Bread and 
Roses” textile strike in Lawrence, Massachusetts in 1912. In the nineteenth 
century the New England-based textile industry had been the domain of 
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native-born workers, but technological changes led to deskilling and the 
rise of immigrant labor. By the 1900s, workers hailed from over 20 nations 
and spoke 50 languages, with the majority of workers female and many 
children. Their situation was atrocious: poverty wages, long hours, and ty-
rannical, racist, sexist managers. Thirty-six percent of mill workers died 
by age 25! Their strike began when employers cut wages. Though some 
already belonged to unions, tens of thousands walked out—led by Italian 
women who claimed it was “better to starve fighting than starve working.” 
Predictably, the local police and state militia soon arrived to assist the em-
ployers. Also typically, the afl refused to assist because the strikers were 
“unskilled,” female, and immigrant. The iww entered the picture, dis-
patching Italians Joe Ettor and Arturo Giovannitti who helped establish 
strike and relief committees in which each nationality had representatives, 
with literature and speeches distributed in many languages. In the dead of 
winter, pickets marched 24 hours a day, constantly moving to avoid city in-
junctions. Women strikers were arrested en masse, and one Italian woman 
was murdered; although strikers testified that a soldier killed her, Ettor 
and Giovannitti were arrested. After two months and national publicity, 
20,000 voted unanimously to accept a 25 percent increase in wages for the  
lowest-paid workers with lower raises for the higher-paid, new overtime 
rates, along with no discrimination against strikers.6 A strike by nearly 
25,000 silk workers in Paterson, New Jersey in 1913, where Italian anar-
chists had established an iww local in 1906, shared much in common with 
Lawrence—a largely immigrant, heavily female workforce which the afl 
had shunned proved themselves quite interested in the militant, leftist iww.7

 Similarly, the iww organized in the supposedly impossible American 
South, where black and white workers managed to overcome pervasive 
racism to form the Brotherhood of Timber Workers (btw). Despite laws 
and customs that prevented interracial or biracial unionism, the btw, which 
emerged independently but quickly affiliated with the iww, lined up tens 
of thousands of black and white men in Louisiana and Texas. From 1910 
to 1913, employers used lockouts, strikebreakers, private police forces (in-
cluding Pinkertons), and racism to prevent workers from organizing. This 
campaign gave lie to the notion that the iww could not organize in the South, 
among rural workers, or across racial lines. The iww successfully orga-
nized timber workers, primarily in the Northwest, for many years to come. 
Only the concerted, repressive effort of the US government, including 
the deployment of Army troops to break strikes and replace Wobblies,  
prevented the iww from dominating this industry into the 1920s.8

 The other major iww effort to organize African Americans occurred 
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on the Philadelphia waterfront where, for almost a decade, the iww’s 
Marine Transport Workers Local 8 dominated one of the nation’s largest 
ports. As in Louisiana’s piney woods and Massachusetts’ textile mills, on 
Philadelphia’s docks employers of longshoremen—those who load and 
unload cargo—had built a diverse workforce that was roughly one-third 
African American, one-third European immigrant, and one-third Irish 
American. Such heterogeneity often prevented workers from organizing 
effectively, but the iww directly challenged this issue. Born out of a suc-
cessful strike in 1913, Local 8 represented upwards of 5,000 dockworkers, 
among them the Wobblies’ most well-known African American, Ben 
Fletcher. A brilliant speaker and organizer, Fletcher, together with other 
Wobbly organizers—black and white, native-born and immigrant—forced 
employers to hire Local 8 members exclusively for nearly a decade. As in 
the Northwest’s woods, the government collaborated with employers (as 
well as the afl’s longshore union) to undermine the Wobblies. Unlike most 
other places, Local 8 held onto power until nearly 1923 before succumbing 
to ferocious pressures and repression, and it remains the Wobblies’ most 
impressive example of interracial unionism—perhaps the most integrated 
union in the United States in its time.9

 In the mid-1910s, the iww also organized among migratory farm-
workers in the nation’s many agricultural regions, especially the Great 
Plains and California. Despite the need of employers for seasonal workers, 
massive labor surpluses translated into poverty wage rates, long days, and 
horrible working conditions. The afl considered migratory farmworkers 
unorganizable but the iww proved that such workers were ready and 
willing to unionize. In 1913, for example, Wobblies agitated among thou-
sands of laborers who showed up in Wheatland, California to harvest hops. 
Notably, the workers spoke several dozen languages, and it was one of the 
first times the iww organized Asian immigrants—another taboo for the 
afl, which openly vilified Asian workers. The awful living and working 
conditions proved a good base for protest and organizing. Local police 
helped the management by trying to arrest Wobbly organizers, resulting in 
a violent clash. Several people were killed, and two iww organizers were 
later charged with murder, in what came to be known as the Wheatland 
hop riots. Soon thereafter, in 1915, the Wobblies launched the Agricultural 
Workers Organization (awo), which eventually lined up 20,000 workers 
in the Midwest and Plains, most of whom traveled by train and followed 
the agricultural season from planting to harvest, south to north, and back 
again. The tremendous success of the awo helped revitalize the entire iww 
in the mid-1910s.10
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 The economies and workforces of North America always have been in-
tertwined, and the iww was present in Canada and Mexico almost from 
the start. Semi-autonomous “national administrations” of the iww were 
created in both countries. As Wobbly influence expanded globally, other 
national administrations formed in England, Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa, Chile, and briefly Sweden. The Chilean iww alone enrolled 
at least 9–10,000 members by 1920, and was a powerful national union 
until repressed by Chile ’s government in 1927. In addition, iww locals also 
formed in Argentina, Cuba, Ecuador, Germany, Japan, Peru, Russia, and 
Uruguay, as well as in the US territories of Guam and Puerto Rico. De 
Leon’s breakaway “Detroit iww” (renamed the Workers’ International 
Industrial Union in 1915) likewise established locals in Canada, Britain, 
Australia, and South Africa before dissolving in 1924.11 True to its name, 
the iww reached almost every corner of the globe.
 Everywhere, Wobblies faced severe resistance. Frequently jailed or 
beaten when they tried to organize, American Wobblies faced even graver 
consequences after the United States mobilized for war in 1917. One such 
example, even before the war, was the Everett Massacre; in 1916, hundreds 
of Seattle Wobblies aboard a ferry traveling to nearby Everett were fired 
upon from shore by local law enforcement, resulting in seven killed, and the 
Wobblies being charged for the troubles. Once the US formally declared 
war, federal and state governments moved to suppress the organization, 
imprisoning hundreds of Wobblies, deporting others, and passing criminal 
syndicalism laws that made membership in the union a crime. Vigilantes 
also targeted Wobblies with extralegal, sometimes lethal violence. Inside 
the iww, the question of what stand to take on the war proved quite divisive. 
When the conflict originally broke out in Europe, US Wobblies condemned 
it in typically socialist fashion: the “real” war, they claimed, was the class 
war, whereas wars between nations simply resulted in working-class people 
killing each other on behalf of the ruling class. However, Wobblies were 
quite mindful that, once the United States officially declared war in April 
1917, the situation could be used to attack the union. Hence the iww officially 
took no stand for or against the war, although many Wobblies were openly 
and loudly anti-war—most famously Frank Little, a legendary organizer 
brutally murdered in Butte, Montana in August 1917.12

 Ultimately, the Espionage and Sedition Acts of 1917–18 were used as 
battering rams which drastically weakened the iww. Only a few months 
after formally declaring war in 1917, President Woodrow Wilson’s admin-
istration targeted the iww for destruction. Two thousand local and state 
law enforcement officers rounded up about 1,200 striking copper miners 
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and family members in Bisbee, Arizona, and illegally dumped them in the 
New Mexico desert; they remained confined at a US Army camp for several 
months while the federal government did nothing. In September 1917, fed-
eral agents raided iww offices across the nation and arrested hundreds of 
iww leaders in this and subsequent raids. Multiple federal and state courts 
put these Wobblies on trial in 1917 and 1918. The largest and most im-
portant trial took place in Chicago, where 101 Wobblies were charged with 
violating the Espionage and Sedition Acts. After more than four months, in 
the largest and longest federal trial in US history to that time, a jury found 
every defendant guilty after spending less than an hour deliberating. The 
Wobblies were sentenced to federal prison for terms ranging from one to 
20 years and given crushingly large fines.13

 The iww continued to operate after the war, in some places quite ef-
fectively, despite being greatly weakened. In Philadelphia, Local 8 
pulled off its largest strike ever in 1920 to push for raises and the eight-
hour day, and Wobbly dockworkers and sailors organized out of dozens 
of ports in the United States and throughout the Atlantic. In the woods 
of the Pacific Northwest, timber workers continued to follow the iww. 
So, too, did workers tenaciously carry its red card in copper mines in the 

“M.T.A. Offensiv I Europa (M.T.W. Offensive in Europe),” Marinarbetaren (Stockholm), 
February 1, 1921. This cartoon from the Swedish affiliate of the iww’s Marine Transport 
Worker’s Industrial Union shows the mtw spreading throughout Europe, while  
businessmen cry, “Oh God help us poor ship owners,” and “Help! The i.w.w. is coming.”
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Mountain West, the iron mines of Michigan and Minnesota, wheat fields 
of the Plains, and industrial cities across the nation. As Fred Thompson, 
the first historian of the iww who was also a Wobbly, noted, US member-
ship in the iww actually peaked in 1923. Of course, numbers do not tell the 
entire story, but the event that finally rent the organization asunder was the 
1924 schism over what was referred to as the Emergency Program. This 
was a confusing episode involving rifts over how much power the central 
administration should possess over locals, the union’s stance on post-war 
commutations and pardons of Wobbly prisoners, as well as relations with 
the Communist Party and Communist International, all of which the fed-
eral government manipulated toward a destructive climax.14 Of course, the 
iww survived, with pockets of real influence persisting locally and interna-
tionally into the 1930s, and it remains active today, but it never regained the 
momentum of its early years.15

Wobbly Historiography

In 2003, longtime Wobbly Franklin Rosemont complained, “Amazingly, 
after all these years, there is nothing even faintly resembling a compre-
hensive and reliable history of the union.”16 During its heyday in the 1910s 
rivers of ink were spilled writing about the iww, but much was sensation-
alistic and outright hostile. Sympathetic sociologists Paul F. Brissenden 
and Louis Levine wrote the best contemporary studies and recognized the 
union’s syndicalist character, but both authors emphasized the American 
roots of the iww in response to accusations that the Wobblies were mere 
imitators of the French syndicalists. Brissenden did note, “The activities 
of the i.w.w. are by no means confined to the United States and Canada,” 
but he failed to explore its international reach “because of the difficulty of 
getting at the facts of the situation.” The only contemporary treatment of 
the iww as both part of the transnational rise of syndicalism and an inter-
national organization came, instead, in The New Unionism (1913), a popular 
study of syndicalism by André Tridon, the American correspondent for 
the French syndicalist paper La Bataille syndicaliste. For decades thereafter 
little scholarly writing on the iww occurred, partially owing to the limited 
popularity of labor history more generally. The only significant study of 
the interwar years was John S. Gambs’s narrowly conceived The Decline of 
the i.w.w. (1932), which dedicated just four paragraphs to the union’s activ-
ities abroad and concluded, “The organization itself does not lay claim to 
having done much by way of international organization.”17

 Interest in the iww by scholars and the general public exploded in the 
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1960s, when social upheavals rocked nations around the globe. Many 
people looked to the organization as one of the most dramatic, passionate, 
and thoughtful examples of a radical past with lessons for those seeking 
for answers in the present. The most important historical surveys of the 
iww—regarded as the standard works to this day—were written in the 
1960s by Melvyn Dubofsky and Philip Foner, accompanied by a popular 
treatment by British journalist Patrick Renshaw. Dubofsky and Foner made 
little mention of the iww outside the United States, and although Renshaw 
included an 18-page “Postscript” surveying iww activities abroad, it was 
treated separately from the rest of his narrative. Moreover, all three authors 
relied exclusively on English-language sources. Even the wonderfully cre-
ative Rebel Voices, edited by Joyce Kornbluh in 1964, fell into the same trap 
of focusing exclusively on the United States and English-language sources. 
When Dubofsky revised his book in the late 1980s and Joseph McCartin 
abridged it in 2000, the focus on the United States remained, and Renshaw’s 
1999 updated edition expanded his coverage of neither foreign-language 
nor international aspects of Wobbly history. The most prominent recent 
history and analysis of the iww in the United States, by Eric Chester, falls 
into the same limited historiographical mold.18

 Another problem of these works is their dated methodologies. These 
major surveys, now more than half a century old, are institutional histories 
that largely ignore gender, race, and culture, aside from Dubofsky’s em-
ployment of a now-discarded “culture of poverty” theory in his original 
edition. Meanwhile, Foner was a strict Marxist who interpreted the iww 
as a precursor to the Communist Party which suffered from ideological 
“errors.” This generation of literature also minimized transnational influ-
ences on the iww and its connections to the global syndicalist movement, 
at times arguing against using the “syndicalist” label at all, a position most 
stridently made by historian Joseph R. Conlin.19 Most subsequent histories 
of the iww—many of them quite excellent—continued to focus on a par-
ticular location, industry, individual, or strike within the United States, and 
to rely on English sources.20 Thus, as Devra Weber noted:

Many studies have viewed the iww through a paradigmatic lens of what 
it was not: a geographically rooted union, bounded by the U.S. nation-
state, and composed of Anglo-Americans or immigrants in the process of 
“becoming American.” Understandably, this lens has yielded an iww that 
failed: failed to develop as a permanent union, failed to understand the 
nature of U.S. workers’ “job consciousness,” and failed to lastingly change 
the United States.21
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These earlier historians might be excused for writing surveys and mono-
graphs of the iww that exclusively examined the Wobbly experience in the 
United States, though perhaps not for their neglect of the rich and well- 
archived store of multilingual iww periodicals and other documents.
 Beginning in the 1970s and 1980s, however, a handful of scholars—some 
of them contributors to this volume—began studying the iww in other 
countries, such as Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Chile, and Mexico. Yet 
for many years, one of the only studies of the iww in Latin America was an 
unpublished 1974 manuscript by Peter DeShazo and Robert J. Halsted, read 
by and circulated among a handful of specialists.22 This research spawned 
several comparative studies of the iww in the Anglophone world, but sur-
prisingly little work has otherwise been done to connect these disparate 
narratives or to incorporate their findings into new surveys of the iww.23 
For example, when the iww published a revised and expanded version of 
Wobbly Fred Thompson’s 1955 history of the union in 2006, it included 
only a two-page addendum briefly summarizing iww activities outside of 
the United States—less coverage than Renshaw’s book had included three 
decades earlier.24 Meanwhile, autonomist Marxists in Germany and Italy 
looked to the iww to inform their theories of worker self-activity, class 
recomposition, and the “mass worker” of industrial capitalism, but this 
materialist approach, although breaking from an institutional and Leninist 
framework, also paid scant attention to transnationalism or non-English 
sources.25 Little of this work, in turn, was translated into English and,  
accordingly, it has been widely ignored by American historians.
 In the 1970s and 1980s, scholars in the growing fields of ethnic history26 
and gender history27 also began looking to the iww, producing a plethora of 
important case studies. However, gender and women’s historians still tended 
to rely on English-language sources, whereas ethnic historians inevitably 
limited their scope to a single immigrant or linguistic group. Nevertheless, 
these works did expand comparative and transnational frameworks for 
studying the iww. Since the 1980s, a number of international scholars also 
charted the interconnected rise of syndicalist movements throughout the 
world in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and finally, 
placed the iww firmly within this global phenomenon.28

 Salvatore Salerno’s Red November, Black November: Culture and 
Community in the Industrial Workers of the World (1989) was a ground-
breaking attempt to integrate many of these disparate threads into a new 
understanding of the Wobblies. Departing from earlier historians like 
Dubofsky, Salerno framed the iww as more of a social movement, rather 
than a formal organization, and focused on the interplay between “in-
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digenous” American and transatlantic factors in the development of the 
iww, with a particular focus on the ideological and cultural influence of 
European syndicalism and anarchism. The preceding scholarship, he 
rightly argued, was “seriously flawed for its lack of analysis and underesti-
mation of the role played by immigrant rank-and-file activists who carried 
European traditions of revolutionary unionism into the American labor 
movement.” Although Red November, Black November was hampered by 
Salerno’s own linguistic limitations at the time, his subsequent research in 
Italian-language sources confirmed and expanded the arguments he first 
put forth in the book.29 Franklin Rosemont’s less academic, if more am-
bitious, Joe Hill: The iww and the Making of a Revolutionary Workingclass 
Counterculture (2003) similarly brought together new historical approaches 
and recent research in areas like gender, race, and culture, but was lim-
ited in its international scope to Joe Hill’s Swedish origins and the Wobbly 
songwriter’s brief forays into Mexico and Canada.30

 Just as the rise of the New Left in the 1960s sparked interest in the 
Wobblies so, too, have recent social movements (anti-globalization, 
Occupy Wall Street, the Arab Spring, and so on) revived interest in the 
iww. Dozens of articles, dissertations, and books about the union have 
appeared since the 1990s, as well as new editions of classic texts by and 
about the Wobblies, and even a graphic history.31 Furthermore, a number 
of recent works on a variety of transnational topics include significant ma-
terial on the iww both in the United States and abroad.32 As historian Paul 
Buhle noted on the 2005 centenary of the iww’s formation:

The globalism that had been the very heart of the Wob understanding 
has become increasingly real in daily life. Workers of many countries 
now have no choice. They are being forced into solidarity with each 
other for dignity and survival, even if the official labor leaders maintain 
an outdated and conservative approach to the rapidly changing world 
economy. Antiglobalization demonstrations from Seattle to Manhattan to 
Latin America, Europe, and Asia, often brought out Wobbly signs for the 
best possible reasons. Perhaps, after a century, the organic basis for iww- 
envisioned success had finally arrived. At any rate, given the accelerating 
attack of corporations upon the planet and all living creatures, it is getting 
close to now or never.33

Once more, activists and historians alike are looking to the example of the 
iww for strategies to confront global capitalism.34 This anthology intends 
to contribute to this effort.
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Overview and Contributions to This Volume

Wobblies of the World is both a culmination and new beginning for studies 
of the iww. It brings together some of the best and most cutting-edge 
scholarship on the union and, we hope, also lays out parameters for future 
research. The histories told in these chapters highlight several fundamental, 
but often ignored, characteristics of the Wobblies. Subsequent scholarship 
must, we believe, take these factors into account, and the historiography 
practically cries out for a new, synthetic overview that incorporates them.
 First, the iww emerged as part of a global syndicalist movement, si-
multaneously influencing and influenced by syndicalist movements in 
other countries. This fact is self-evident, especially today, after the “trans- 
national turn” in historical studies. Even Dubofsky eventually conceded:

The emergence and growth of revolutionary syndicalism in the United 
States between 1900 and 1919 was inextricably linked to the rise of 
labour movements and socialism internationally in the era of the Second 
International. Although each national syndicalist movement bore its own 
characteristic cultural traits, syndicalism emerged and grew at a time when 
capital, people, and ideas moved freely across borders and oceans.35

Historians like Salerno and Michael Miller Topp have studied how French 
and Italian syndicalism and anarchism shaped the Wobblies, and Dominique 
Pinsolle and Kenyon Zimmer’s chapters here elaborate on these connec-
tions.36 There are also scattered historical references to the iww’s influence 
on the ideology and tactics of radicals in China, Japan, Germany, India, 
Norway, Spain, and Sweden, and the chapters here by Marjorie Murphy, 
Paula de Angelis, Tariq Khan, Johan Pries, Peter Clayworth, Lucien van 
der Walt, and Matthew White explore further dimensions of Wobbly in-
fluence on non-Wobbly organizations and movements abroad.37 However, 
the precise scope and nature of the iww’s reciprocal, transnational  
influences remains largely unexplored.
 Second, the iww was an international organization, with national ad-
ministrations, local branches, and mobile members spread out across the 
globe. In 1921, the Industrial Pioneer noted, “before the war broke out, 
some semblance of organization on a world-scale did exist. Administrations 
of the i.w.w. were functioning in Australia, Mexico, Chile, South Africa, 
England, Sweden and elsewhere,” including New Zealand and Canada, and 
iww locals formed in many more countries. In recent decades, small iww 
branches have reappeared in many of these places, as well as new locations 
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such as Austria, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Lithuania, Switzerland, Sierra 
Leone, Taiwan, and Turkey. Although some of these foreign iww organi-
zations were ephemeral, others grew into significant labor movements in 
their own right.38 But all were outgrowths of the American organization, 
with most founded by and including migrant laborers or maritime workers 
who first joined the union in the United States. The chapters by Kevan 
Antonio Aguilar, Verity Burgmann, Paula de Angelis, Mark Derby, Mark 
Leier, Heather Mayer, Marjorie Murphy, Saku Pinta, Johan Pries, Wayne 
Thorpe, and Lucien van der Walt explore some of these international 
branches, but many others remain historiographical black holes.
 Third, the iww was neither monolithic nor independent of other polit-
ical movements; instead, its ideology, tactics, and goals varied enormously 
between different local and national contexts. Thus, attempts to define the 
ideology of the union are exercises in futility, especially if they are based—
as so many have been—exclusively on writings in English. For example, 
after abandoning his earlier efforts to define the iww as a non-syndicalist 
movement, Joseph R. Conlin concluded there were in fact “many i.w.w.’s.” 
whose differences were “confusing and irreconcilable.” Paul Brissenden 
more generously noted the “many-sided intellectual character” of the iww 
and ventured, “Perhaps the least indefinite term which would give them all 
standing-room would be ‘revolutionary socialism’.”39 The organization’s 
openness and the relative autonomy of its locals and foreign administrations 
allowed militants of different political hues to find what Michael Löwy calls 
“elective affinity” with its somewhat vague radical program.40 Those who 
identified their own ideologies with the Wobblies included the doctrinaire 
Marxists of the slp (before breaking away in 1908), “Industrial Socialists” 
from the left wing of the spa, European syndicalists of many stripes (in-
cluding both Marxists and anarcho-syndicalists), class-struggle-oriented 
anarchists from around the world, and the Mexican revolutionaries of the 
Partido Liberal Mexicano, itself a multi-tendency movement containing 
anarchist, socialist, and nationalist elements. The iww was many things to 
many people, depending on place and language, as the chapters by Kevan 
Antonio Aguilar, Bieito Alonso, Verity Burgmann, Peter Clayworth, Tariq 
Khan, Saku Pinta, Johan Pries, David Struthers, Matthew White, and 
Kenyon Zimmer illustrate.
 Next, the history of the iww is a multilingual one. In addition to the 
union’s presence in non-Anglophone countries, a large percentage of its 
US membership was foreign-born. Even in the American West during the 
union’s heyday, 42 percent of its dues-paying members were immigrants.41 
Moreover, the majority of American iww periodicals were not printed in 
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English. Of the 14 weekly and biweekly Wobbly newspapers appearing 
in 1917, only three were for English readers. Before the Second World 
War, the union published newspapers in at least 18 other languages, in-
cluding the iww’s only daily, the Finnish Industrialisti. And even English 
papers circulated internationally within non-English-speaking coun-
tries; A. S. Edwards, editor of the Industrial Union Bulletin, reported that 
that his paper “literally circulates around the world. It goes to England, 
Scotland, Ireland, Germany, France, Sweden, Roumania [sic], Hungary 
and Australia.” Furthermore, the union’s international branches published 
a number of newspapers. These included, in addition to many publications 
in the Anglophone world, Sweden’s Marinarbetaren (1924–25), Germany’s 
Der Marine-Arbeiter (1930–32), and at least ten Spanish-language iww peri-
odicals produced in Latin America. The New Zealand iww paper Industrial 
Unionist even carried articles in the Maori language, as explored in Mark 
Derby’s chapter. Clearly, therefore, the Wobblies cannot be adequately re-
searched utilizing English-only sources. Based on his examination of its 
Latin American press, for example, Anton Rosenthal convincingly argues 
that “the i.w.w. is a missing chapter in Latin American labor history and 
the i.w.w. in Latin America is a missing chapter in the global history of the 
Wobblies.”42 Several contributors to this volume have similarly unearthed 
previously unknown dimensions of iww activity by mining untapped  
foreign-language sources, such as Bieito Alonso, Mark Derby, Saku Pinta, 
Johan Pries, David Struthers, and Kenyon Zimmer.
 Fifth, the chronology of iww history is highly variable, depending on 
local and national context. It no longer is tenable, therefore, simply to 
date the union’s decline to government repression during the First World 
War, or even to the iww’s disastrous 1924 split. Among many American 
immigrant groups, and within many countries, the organization’s size and 
influence did not peak (or in some cases, did not even begin) until the 1920s 
or 1930s. Some elements of the Wobblies continued to exercise significant 
power or influence in these decades (and beyond), as seen in the chapters by 
Bieito Alonso, Bucky Halker, Johan Pries, and Matthew White. Moreover, 
the iww—like the Joe Hill of Alfred Hayes’s and Earl Robinson’s song—
never really died; it lives on to this day as both a source of inspiration and, 
in some locales, a functioning labor union willing to take on corporate 
giants like Starbucks and Jimmy John’s.43 So too must the historiography of 
the iww evolve and expand in chronological scope over the coming years.
 This book’s contributions to these topics are organized in three thematic 
sections. The first section includes chapters examining the transnational in-
fluences on the iww in the United States. These influences included French 
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syndicalism, the anarchism of Italians, Spaniards, and Mexicans, and South 
Asian anti-colonialism. Wobbly ideals and practices germinated in these 
interconnected transnational movements, which in turn helped to further 
their own global growth. The second section shifts outward, with chapters 
providing case studies of the expansion and transmission of the iww at the 
institutional and individual levels to locations outside of the United States. 
Here contributors explore Wobblies in Australia, Canada, Mexico, New 
Zealand, and Spain. The final section moves further toward expanding our 
understanding of the iww’s legacy by examining the many softer forms 
of diffusion that carried its influence worldwide, with a focus upon the 
cultural transmission and reinterpretation of Wobbly ideals beyond the  
organization and the country of its initial formation.
 Just as the Wobblies were quite heterodox, so too is this anthology. Each 
essay stands alone and can be read independently, though many of the 
chapters interconnect and they have been arranged in a logical sequence. In 
addition, we wished to make this book accessible to non-academics. Thus 
some of the essays are relatively short biographical accounts, and none are 
overly long. This choice also allowed us to include more contributions, and 
therefore better sketch the incredible breadth of the iww’s global history. 

Conclusion

As economic inequality in the United States, Europe, and across the world 
has increased, the national and global narrative of economic fairness 
has expanded drastically. In recent years, the domination and inequality 
fostered by neoliberalism has pushed some people rightward and others 
leftward. The Brexit vote, election of Donald Trump, and growing pop-
ularity of right-wing and fascist parties across Europe all exemplify the 
former. The Occupy Wall Street movement, and the popularity of Bernie 
Sanders in the United States, Podemos, Syriza, and other growing left 
parties represent the latter. Not surprisingly, both left and right populists 
imagine themselves as fighting the 1 percent on behalf of the 99 percent. 
Yet what has been missing from nearly all of the left responses has been or-
ganized labor. That is because neoliberalism—along with its handmaidens, 
corporate-driven globalization and automation—has decimated unions 
and other working-class organizations. 
 Nevertheless, many aspects of the current moment reveal a growing  
interest in and influence of Wobbly tendencies, with the roots going 
back to the union’s heyday a century ago. This is no accident. As Buhle  
noted:
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The world of the Wobs was made up of immigrant workers (like ours now), 
without steady employment, health plans, social security, or drug benefits 
(like the future that Republicans and many a Democrat envision), without 
any responsibility on the part of the filthy rich for the growing class of 
poor—so much like the society around us. The world of the Wobblies was 
one realized in its best moments by solidarity across race, ethnic, gender, 
and nationality lines …. What the Wobs did was to hold up an alternative 
vision of labor and social solidarity against capital, the alternative we need 
now more than ever. Lacking this, we confront a continuing collapse of 
organized labor.44

The general public, of course, does not know of the iww, even when they 
invoke its ideas and tactics. This book attempts to correct the scholarly 
record and educate those beyond the academy by showing a more sophis-
ticated historical treatment of the Wobblies using global and transnational 
methods of scholarship. 
 Given the current weaknesses of unions and decline of welfare state cap-
italism around the world, we believe that alternative forms of unionism and 
political praxis must be explored, now more than ever. In the words of the 
editors of the Wildcat series, “New and modernized unions are adapting 
to conditions and creating class-conscious workers’ movement rooted in 
militancy and solidarity.” The iww defined, in a very real way, the ideal 
of solidarity when it coined the legendary motto, “An Injury to One is an 
Injury to All.” That slogan, like the Wobblies themselves, spread globally. 
For example, it was introduced by Wobbly sailors to South Africa in the 
First World War era, and today remains the motto of South Africa’s largest 
labor federation, the Congress of South African Trade Unions. The strug-
gles of a century ago still resonate throughout the industrializing Global 
South as well as the deindustrializing Global North. Only when workers 
around the world embrace the spirit and internationalism of the Wobblies 
will they be strong enough to challenge global capitalism, which might as 
well formally adopt as its own motto, “divide and conquer.”
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“A Cosmopolitan Crowd:” 
Transnational Anarchists, the IWW, 

and the American Radical Press

Kenyon Zimmer

It is no coincidence that Salvatore Salerno’s groundbreaking study of trans-
national influences on the Industrial Workers of the World, Red November, 
Black November, devoted much space to the role of anarchists. Within the 
constellation of late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century radical move-
ments that gave rise to the iww, anarchism was the most transnational in its 
activities and internationalist in its commitments. Anarchists, Jose Moya 
notes, “formed the world’s first and most widespread transnational move-
ment organized from below and without formal political parties,” and both 
anarchism and syndicalism spread across the globe through the same in-
ternational migrations of workers, exiles, activists, and students. Many 
transnational anarchists were therefore instrumental in shaping the iww 
and its ideology, at both the institutional and local levels. To a great extent, 
globetrotting anarchists were responsible for forging the iww into “a  
diverse, multilingual, transnational organization.”1

 This aspect of the iww’s history, however, remains largely unknown. Most 
scholarship on the Wobblies in the United States relies on English-language 
sources, whereas the vast majority of anarchists—and a great number of 
Wobblies—were immigrants. In particular, Mexican, Italian, Spanish, Finnish, 
and Russian immigrants were over-represented in the union, and anarchism 
ran strong within each of these ethnic groups. Moreover, as Davide Turcato 
observes, “a key reason for … the inherent difficulty in studying anarchist  
organization, is that anarchism is often an opaque movement,” and  
deliberately so. Anarchist involvement in the iww is no exception.2

 For example, the Paterson silk strike of 1913 is typically portrayed as 
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beginning with a spontaneous work stoppage, after which iww organizers 
were invited to the city to aid the strikers. Even Steve Golin’s excellent 
study of the strike, which emphasizes Paterson’s strong iww presence 
leading up to the conflict, concedes that the union’s local leaders “remain 
largely unknown.”3 English-language iww sources are, in fact, conspicu-
ously evasive on this topic. Organizer Elizabeth Gurley Flynn noted, “the 
preparation and declaration as well as the stimulation of the strike was all 
done by the i.w.w., by the militant minority among the silk workers,” but 
gave no specifics, and when a Paterson rabbi asked William D. Haywood 
who belonged to the strike committee, the iww co-founder replied, 
“I don’t know; and if I did I wouldn’t tell.” There was a simple reason 
for this obfuscation, as organizer Adolf Lessig told the Commission on 
Industrial Relations: “I should not care to mention anybody’s name out-
side of those that to-day are free from losing their position” in Paterson’s  
silk mills.4

 But in 1914 Margaret Sanger, who had aided the strike, described in 
an anarchist publication how “the Italian anarchists had been working 
among the silk workers for years, sowing the seeds of dissatisfaction and 
rebellion against their slavery, and when the strike was called this small 
minority formed the backbone of the strike.” Italian-language sources con-
firm this claim, and show that Paterson’s immigrant anarchists had been 
organizing their fellow silk workers into militant, revolutionary unions 
since the 1880s, and expounded syndicalist ideas and tactics years before 
the formation of the iww. In 1906 Paterson’s anarchists founded one of 
the first stable iww locals in the country and proceeded to lead a series of 
strikes under its auspices. They also emblazoned the masthead and store-
front offices of their newspaper, La Questione Sociale, with the union’s 
logo, and spent more than a year quietly laying the groundwork for the 
general strike that broke out in 1913—a task that included forming shop 
committees in most of the city’s mills.5 During the struggle, Flynn lodged 
with Firmino Gallo and Ninfa Baronio, weavers who had belonged to 
an anarchist circle in Italy, were founding members of Paterson’s anar-
chist Gruppo Diritto all’Esistenza, and ran the local radical bookstore 
in their off hours. Likewise, Haywood stayed with Paolo Guabello, an-
other Italian anarchist weaver, who was arrested for picketing during 
the strike. Paolo’s brother Alberto was also a veteran anarchist as well as 
the iww’s leading local organizer, and one of the strike committee mem-
bers whom Haywood refused to name.6 In 1919, former La Questione 
Sociale editor and Wobbly organizer Ludovico Caminita boasted, 
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“damn modesty, the i.w.w. enjoys the glory which to a great extent is  
due to us.”7

 The same year of Caminita’s outburst, One Big Union Monthly editor 
John (Johan) Sandgren penned an article on “The importation of ideas in 
the labor movement.” He declared social democracy, anarchism, syndi-
calism, craft unionism, and communism to be European creeds unfit for 
“purely American conditions,” whereas the indigenous iww was “the cor-
rect expression of the form needed here in America.” Sandgren neglected 
to mention that he was himself a Swedish immigrant and “self-admitted an-
archist” who, after helping to organize the founding convention of the iww, 
had argued in favor of removing all references to “political action” from 
the union’s constitution. He also wrote for Swedish anarchist and syndi-
calist newspapers, and authored two Swedish-language books that “became 
important for political development of the Swedish syndicalists during 
the 1920s.”8 In other words, Sandgren concealed—even disparaged—the 
very strands of transnational radicalism that animated his participation in 
the iww. The contributions of Sandgren and the Paterson anarchists are 
emblematic of two overlapping spheres in which immigrant anarchist in-
fluence was simultaneously pervasive and opaque: the iww’s formation and 
doctrinal evolution, and its multilingual press. Anarchist members pushed 
the organization in a more decentralized direction, disseminated liber-
tarian socialist ideas among its membership, and connected the union to  
international anarchist currents and struggles.

Offices of La Questione Sociale, Paterson, New Jersey, 1908. Note the iww logo on the 
windows. Courtesy of the Newark Public Library.
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Anarchists in the Making of the iww

Vincent St John listed anarchists as one of four major factions at the union’s 
founding convention, in addition to socialists, industrial unionists, and 
opportunistic “labor union fakirs.” At least 14 anarchist delegates partic-
ipated—fewer than 7 percent of the representatives present, but wielding 
more than 14 percent of the convention’s total votes. At least seven of these 
anarchists were foreign-born, out of only “thirty emigrants” among the 
delegates, making anarchists substantially over-represented among the 
union’s immigrant founders.9 At this and subsequent conventions, they  
rallied to infuse the new union with anarcho-syndicalist values.
 Several delegates were local Chicago anarchists: veteran anarchist ag-
itator and Haymarket widow Lucy Parsons; Haymarket riot survivor and 
editor Jay Fox; Julia Mechanic, a former editorial board member (along 
with Fox) of the anarchist newspaper Free Society; Jean E. Spielman, 
a Romanian bookbinder who immigrated in 1902; and one A. Wrink or 
Wermich, about whom few details are known.10 Spanish-born anarchist 
Florencio Bazora attended from St Louis, and Italian anarchists Joseph 
Corna and Antonio Andrà came from Spring Valley, Illinois, where they 
organized for the United Mine Workers and Corna later formed a small 
iww local. This pair reported on the proceedings (and the anarchists 
present) for Paterson’s La Questione Sociale.11

 Josef Peukert, once a leader of the extreme “autonomist” faction of 
German-speaking anarchists, represented the Chicago Debaters Club, 
an organization “composed of socialists and anarchists.” However, he 
voted against affiliation with the new union. By contrast, Slovene anar-
chist Andrew (“Al”) Klemencic played a major role in the proceedings 
and voted to install the Pueblo, Colorado local of the Journeymen Tailors’ 
Union that he represented in the iww. Born near Trieste in 1860, Klemencic 
was an experienced, multilingual radical organizer whose activism had 
taken him across most of Europe as well as to San Francisco and Hawai’i, 
and he regularly contributed to anarchist publications in both the United 
States and Europe.12 The largest anarchist-controlled bloc of votes, how-
ever, belonged to three delegates from the Western Federation of Miners 
(wfm) and American Labor Union (alu) whom Corna and Andrà iden-
tified as fellow anarchists: alu Executive Board member M. E. White, 
Arizona mine organizer Albert Ryan, and wfm member John Riordan of 
Phoenix, British Columbia (also discussed by Leier in Chapter 9). Thomas 
J. Hagerty, another alu member, had been involved in Chicago anarchist 
circles in the 1880s, but then entered a seminary and became a priest, only 
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to be suspended for using the pulpit to champion socialism. Although now 
affiliated with the Socialist Party, he invoked French and Spanish anarcho- 
syndicalism and opposed electoral activity in favor of direct action and 
the general strike.13 Hagerty belonged to the delegation of the Industrial 
Workers Club of Chicago, an organization composed of antiparliamen-
tary socialists like himself and anarchists like Robert C. Goodwin, the 
final individual named in Corna and Andrà’s report. Several other anar-
chists attended as observers, including Spaniard Pedro Esteve (see Alonso,  
Chapter 5).
 During the convention M. E. White nominated Riordan to the union’s 
General Executive Board, to which he was elected by a wide margin. The 
convention also adopted a resolution by Klemencic and Corna condemning 
militarism, and Riordan and Hagerty helped draft the organization’s con-
stitution, including its famous Preamble. Even the union’s name bore an 
anarchist imprint; when some delegates proposed “The Industrial Union 
of America,” Riordan and Klemencic passionately appealed for the global 
“Industrial Workers of the World.” In Klemencic’s words:

we are a cosmopolitan crowd. Now, then, as it is, all lines that were ever 
established have always been established by men who were a bunch of 
robbers, thieves and exploiters, and we want to combine ourselves as 
humanity, as one lot of people, those that are producing the wealth of our 
oppressors, and we want to have under that banner our brothers and sisters 
of the world.14

This cosmopolitan internationalism reflected Klemencic’s anarchist beliefs, 
as well as his own experiences as a transnational labor radical.
 When the iww’s second convention met in 1906, Albert Ryan and John 
Riordan again attended, joined by anarchist Michel Dumas, a representative 
of Paterson’s silk workers, who had published that city’s French anarchist 
paper Germinal from 1899 to 1902. Ryan and Riordan played major roles 
in the tumultuous proceedings, which saw the removal of sitting president 
Charles O. Sherman and the abolition of that office altogether. Dumas also 
cosponsored a failed motion to strike the words promoting action “on the 
political field” from the Preamble.15 At the following year’s convention La 
Questione Sociale editor Ludovico Caminita was the only known anarchist 
delegate. He spoke against a proposal to reinstate the office of president, 
and in support of yet another motion to remove the “political clause” from 
the union’s preamble. This provoked a heated exchange with Socialist 
Labor Party leader Daniel De Leon, whose defense of the existing docu-
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ment carried the day.16 However, the 1908 convention finally removed the 
“political clause” and ejected De Leon from the organization.
 Nevertheless, not all anarchist members approved of the degree of 
centralization that remained in the iww’s structure or its version of syn-
dicalism. Several, including Jay Fox and Lucy Parsons, broke away from 
the union in 1912 to join William Z. Foster’s Syndicalist League of North 
America, which, influenced by the French model of anarcho-syndicalism, 
aimed to “bore from within” the mainstream unions of the American 
Federation of Labor (afl). Foster, a future leader of the Communist Party, 
also drew heavily on anarchism, championing anti-statism and arguing, 
“Syndicalism has placed the Anarchist movement upon a practical, effec-
tive basis.”17 In 1924, anarchists participated in a more consequential clash 
between iww “centralists” and the “decentralists,” with many supporting 
the latter’s “Emergency Program” for union reorganization. This conflict 
overlapped with struggles between and pro- and anti-Communist mem-
bers, as well as disagreements over clemency campaigns for iww prisoners. 
The result was a violent annual convention and disastrous organizational 
split that left the union in a shambles.18 Throughout the union’s institu-
tional development, then, anarchist influence was significant, if not always 
self-evident or successful.

Paper Politics

The depth and breadth of anarchists’ role in the organization was even 
greater within the multiethnic, multilingual web of iww-affiliated publi-
cations. In 1913, sociologist Louis Levine noted “the numerous anarchists 
who have joined the organization during the past few years. In the Far 
West and in the East many of the i.w.w. locals are dominated by anar-
chistic elements, who have come to regard the i.w.w. as the most promising 
agency for revolutionary propaganda and action.” These local efforts were 
linked—and made visible to historians—through anarchists’ informal net-
works, within which “radical newspapers were the major connective tissue 
linking the scattered nodes … facilitating the exchange of resources, the 
movement of people, the creation of identity, and the spread of tactics.”19 
Anarchists edited at least 19 iww periodicals in the United States before the 
Second World War—over 20 percent of all Wobbly titles published—and 
in 1919–20, anarchist-edited iww publications had a combined circulation 
of over 47,000 copies, more than four times that of the union’s English-
language Industrial Worker.20 These editors’ transnational anarchist politics 
manifested themselves in ways both implicit and explicit.
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 John Sandgren was one such Wobbly who wove anarchism into his ed-
itorial duties. Fluent in both Swedish and English, he began editing the 
One Big Union Monthly and the iww’s Swedish-language Nya Världen in 
1919. Although Sandgren did not explicitly voice his anarchism in these 
publications, he was removed from the One Big Union Monthly in 1920 
after publishing anti-Bolshevik editorials and translations of anti-commu-
nist articles from Swedish anarchist and syndicalist papers, at a time when 
friendly feelings toward Soviet communism still persisted among many 
Wobblies. Sandgren also opposed iww affiliation with the communists’ Red 
International of Labor Unions (the Profintern), and supported affiliation 
with the Berlin-based anarcho-syndicalist International Working Men’s 
Association (see Thorpe in Chapter 6). Nor was Sandgren the union’s only 
Swedish anarchist newspaperman; Gustav Bergman, an “active anarchist 
in Sweden” before coming to America, edited Seattle ’s bilingual Swedish-
Norwegian Industri-Arbetaren in 1924–25.21

 William Risto, a Swedish-born Finn who led an anarcho-syndicalist 
faction in the Midwest’s Finnish Socialist Federation before his expul-
sion, served as a contributing editor of the popular iww-affiliated daily 
Industrialisti, beginning in 1916.22 Risto’s close comrades, Carl Paivio and 
Gust (or Gus) Alonen, belonged to a Finnish iww group in the Bronx com-
posed of anarchists, and co-edited its paper, Luokkataistelu. Some members 
of this organization hoped to turn the paper into an explicitly anarchist 
organ, and in 1919, New York State convicted Paivio and Alonen under its 
criminal anarchy statute. Following their 1923 release from prison, Alonen, 
a carpenter by trade, moved to the anarchist community in Mohegan, New 
York, where he built homes and the schoolhouse. Paivio, by contrast, 
joined the Communist Party and died in 1952 while awaiting deportation as 
a communist alien.23

 Finnish radicals featured prominently in the iww’s 1916 mining strike 
on the Mesabi Iron Range, which also propelled Bulgarian iww organizer 
George Andreytchine to national prominence. Andreytchine ’s Macedonian 
parents reared him on the Christian anarchist teachings of Leo Tolstoy, 
and in high school he read the works of Peter Kropotkin and joined a 
radical Tolstoyan group. Traveling to France and Germany, he also ab-
sorbed syndicalist ideas. In 1913 Andreytchine came to the United States, 
where he found work at a Minnesota iron mine, read Alexander Berkman’s 
paper The Blast, met Emma Goldman, joined the iww, and became secre-
tary of his local branch. Ralph Chaplin, in his autobiography, described 
Andreytchine as “a fiery young Bulgarian intellectual turned anarchist 
who had joined forces with the i.w.w. because of its ideological kinship  
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with European syndicalism.”24 Andreytchine also founded and edited the 
iww’s first Bulgarian newspaper, Rabotnicheska Misul, and contributed to 
the Parisian syndicalist paper La Vie Ouvrière. Postal authorities banned 
Rabotnicheska Misul in the summer of 1917, but Andreytchine immediately 
launched a new publication, Rabotnik. 
 After helping lead the Mesabi strike and narrowly avoiding deportation, 
Andreytchine attended the iww’s tenth convention, in 1916, and drafted the 
anti-militarist resolution adopted there, which declared the Wobblies to be 
“the determined opponents of all nationalistic sectionalism, or patriotism, 
and the militarism preached and supported by our one enemy, the capitalist 
class.”25 A revised version of this statement was used as a key piece of ev-
idence in the 1918 conviction of 93 iww leaders, including Andreytchine, 
for violating the wartime Espionage Act. The Bulgarian was among those 
to receive the maximum sentence of 20 years in prison and a $30,000 fine.26 
 Meanwhile, new editor Georgi Zafirov replaced Rabotnik with Probuda 
(later changed to Rabotnicheska Probuda), which was subsequently 
banned by authorities in 1920 for anarchist content. Zafirov then revived 
Rabotnicheska Misul and Andreytchine, out on bail while appealing against 
his conviction, took over as editor once again while also assuming ed-
itorship of the iww’s flagship publication Solidarity (briefly published 
as New Solidarity) and writing for Sandgren’s One Big Union Monthly. 
Andreytchine, however, clashed with Sandgren over the Bolsheviks, whom 
he strongly supported. After Sandgren’s removal, the Bulgarian briefly 
edited the One Big Union Monthly, and wrote in favor of affiliation with 
the Profintern.27 In April 1921, after losing their appeal, Andreytchine, 
William D. Haywood, and seven others jumped bail and fled to the Soviet 
Union.
 In 1915, the founders of the iww’s first Russian newspaper, Rabochaia 
Rech’, included anarchist Anatolii Gorelik, a veteran of the failed 1905 
Russian Revolution who spent time as a labor organizer in France before 
coming to the United States in 1913 and joining the Wobblies. Postal au-
thorities banned the publication in 1916, so in 1918 the union launched a 
new paper, Golos Truzhenika, edited by anarchist Yakov Sanzhur (who in 
1921 wrote a Russian-language history of the iww).28 Lithuanian anar-
chist Juozas Laukys, meanwhile, published a string of radical newspapers 
in Chicago before editing Darbiniku Balsas, organ of a Lithuanian iww 
garment worker local in Baltimore, and then the national organization’s 
official Lithuanian paper, Proletaras, from 1919 to 1923.29 The iww also 
worked closely with the Union of Russian Workers of the United States 
and Canada (uorw), formed in New York in 1908 by anarchist refugees. 
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In 1912, the uorw adopted an anarcho-syndicalist program profoundly in-
fluenced by the iww, and at its 1918 convention the organization resolved 
that its members should, wherever possible, also join the iww. Several 
Russian anarchists were organizers for both organizations, and some uorw 
branches functioned as de facto Russian iww locals. By the end of 1919, the 
uorw reached a membership of more than 9,000.30

 This growth occurred in spite of the departure of hundreds of uorw 
members for Russia following the 1917 February Revolution, including ex-
perienced Wobblies like Vladimir (“Bill”) Shatoff, Anatolii Gorelik, and 
Aron and Fanya Baron. These returned radicals led a resurgent Russian 
anarchist movement. In Ukraine, 25–30,000 miners joined newly created 
iww locals, although “the subsequent civil war destroyed those begin-
nings,” and returned Wobblies in Vladivostok requested American aid for 
“starting a Russian i.w.w. paper there.”31 But Soviet Russia did not long 
remain a haven for either anarchists or Wobblies. Communist authorities 
shot Fanya Baron in 1921, and repeatedly arrested and imprisoned her 
husband Aron, before executing him in 1937. Bill Shatoff, after two de-
cades of service to the Soviet regime (despite never renouncing anarchism 
or joining the Communist Party), was arrested in 1937 and shot in 1941, 
a victim of Stalin’s purges. Expatriate George Andreytchine did join the 
party, but his newfound allegiance to Leon Trotsky led to his expulsion in 
1927 and a series of arrests, culminating in his execution in 1950.32 Gorelik 
was more fortunate: he was expelled from Russia in 1921 and went to live in 
exile in Argentina. Deported with him was prominent anarcho-syndicalist 
G. P. Maximoff, who made his way to the United States in 1924, where 
he immediately joined the iww and became editor of Golos Truzhenika,  
continuing the close association between Russian anarchism and the iww.33

 On the West Coast, anarchists spearheaded efforts to enroll Asian 
workers into the iww. In 1906 Japanese socialist-turned-anarchist Kotoku 
Denjiro (aka Shusui Kotoku) visited San Francisco, where he frequented 
iww events and incorporated Wobbly ideas into the program of the Social 
Revolutionary Party he founded in Berkeley, which consisted of dozens 
of Japanese radicals. They helped translate iww literature into Japanese 
and founded the short-lived bilingual newspaper Kakumei (Revolution), 
which promoted the iww. Members of this group then founded the paper 
Rodo in 1907 as the organ of the anarchist-led Japanese Workers’ Union, 
which the following year became the iww-affiliated Fresno Labor League 
and went on to organize a majority of the region’s Japanese grape pickers. 
In 1909 the Chicago-based Japanese iww Propaganda League published 
the bilingual paper Proletarian, which denounced anti-Japanese sentiment 
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among American workers and socialists in English, and propagated iww 
ideas in Japanese. Emma Goldman described its editor, T. Takahashi, as an 
“energetic comrade” who “strives to acquaint his readers with the modern 
ideas of Anarchism and to free them from jingoism.” Through such con-
nections, iww literature was sent “by all manner of routes” to Japan, where 
it influenced the developing socialist and anarchist movements.34 Similarly, 
during his stay in California anarchist Har Dayal adapted and disseminated 
the iww’s version of syndicalism among his fellow Indian revolutionaries 
within the Ghadr movement (see Khan, Chapter 3).
 Nowhere, however, was anarchism as pronounced among iww mem-
bers as among Spanish-speaking Wobblies (see also Chapters 4, 5, and 7, by 
Struthers, Alonso, and Aguilar). In the Southwest, most Mexican iww mem-
bers also belonged to the anarchist-led Partido Liberal Mexicano (plm), 
whose official newspaper, Regeneración, carried so much Wobbly news that 
in 1913 a well-informed observer mistakenly labeled it a “Spanish i.w.w. 
weekly.”35 This mutual support worked both ways: during the opening 
phase of the Mexican Revolution a few hundred American Wobblies and 
Italian anarchists joined the ranks of the plm’s armed insurgency in Baja 
California to fight for “Land and Liberty.” Paterson anarchist and iww 
organizer Ludovico Caminita helped direct the invasion, and briefly edited 
a special Italian section of Regeneración. Furthermore, as Nicolás Kanellos 
notes, “The Hispanic affiliates of the Industrial Workers of the World … 
produced numerous labor newspapers that promoted anarchism.”36 

 In fact, plm members edited nearly every Spanish-language iww pe-
riodical.37 The remainder were directed by Spanish-born anarchists like 
Herminio González, who edited El Obrero Industrial in Tampa, Florida, 
on behalf of a local of Cuban and Spanish cigar workers, “inclined to be 
anarchists if anything.” José Castilla Morales, a Spaniard who organized 
maritime workers and collaborated on several anarchist newspapers in Cuba 
before migrating to Brooklyn, likewise edited the iww’s Solidaridad.38 New 
York’s anarchist Cultura Obrera also became an official iww publication. 
These Spanish-language newspapers—like all iww periodicals—circulated 
widely both within and outside of the United States, joining other papers 
produced by Wobblies in Latin America, where the union’s connections to 
anarchism were even “stronger than they were in the United States.”39

 English-language anarchist periodicals sustained interethnic links be-
tween these networks. Lucy Parsons founded The Liberator three months 
after the iww’s formation, and placed the union’s logo prominently on its 
masthead. During its short run, the paper served as a voice for the iww’s 
anarchist faction, and included Albert Ryan, Andrew Klemencic, and 
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Joseph Corna among its contributors. That same year, Jay Fox took over 
editorship of the Demonstrator, published out of the anarchist community 
of Home, Washington, and added an iww section edited by Klemencic. 
Fox also carried frequent articles on the iww in its successor, the Agitator, 
which he edited from 1910 until he left the organization in 1912.40

 Jean E. Spielman, the Romanian anarchist who attended the founding 
convention, wrote occasional pieces for the Liberator, the Agitator, and 
the Industrial Worker. In 1907, he defended the iww from criticisms in 
Emma Goldman’s Mother Earth, arguing, “though the i.w.w. organization 
is not imbued with Anarchist views, it is, nevertheless, revolutionary.”41 
Spielman, a Wobbly organizer active in Minneapolis and Connecticut, 
also participated in the 1912 Lawrence strike. However, he was expelled in 
1913 “as a result of internal politics”—probably linked to his sympathy for 
Foster’s strategy of “boring from within.” He became an afl organizer and 
in 1916 co-edited the short-lived anarchist paper Free Lance.42

 In November 1906, the first issue of San Francisco’s Emancipator an-
nounced, “This Paper has no right to call itself an organ of ‘The Industrial 
Workers of the World,’ but it stands as an advocate of industrial unionism.” 
Its editor was the miner and anarcho-syndicalist Laurent Casas, who spent 
six years in a French penal colony for attacking a foreman before moving, 
in 1902, to the United States, where he contributed to both the Liberator 
and the Parisian anarchist paper Les Temps Nouveaux. When the failing 
Emancipator was absorbed by The Demonstrator in 1907, Casas tempo-
rarily replaced Fox as editor. Casas later joined the Latin Branch of San 
Francisco’s iww Local 173, a pan-ethnic organization encompassing Italian, 
French, and Spanish-speaking workers led by anarchists like Casas (who 
later became a socialist) and Italian organizer Luigi Parenti, convicted 
in the federal iww trial in 1918 and subsequently deported.43 As this and 
many of the examples above illustrate, anarchist-edited iww publications 
were intimately linked to practical organizing—as well as revolutionary 
undertakings—at the local and transnational levels. They also proved 
instrumental in mobilizing anarchist support for iww initiatives, and re-
cruiting radicalized workers for anarchist projects like the invasion of Baja 
California.

Conclusion

Contrary to the old shibboleth, anarchists in the iww organized not only 
themselves but also tens of thousands of their fellow workers into a mili-
tant minority dedicated to building a libertarian socialist world within the 
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shell of the old. Decades of their “opaque” activism profoundly shaped the 
union, and their influence only increased over time. Their contributions 
ranged from constructive and organizational—even, at times, remark-
ably procedural—to disruptive, factional, and insurgent. They did their 
best to push against bureaucracy and centralization within the union, and 
to support workers’ initiative and rebellion wherever they could. They 
also used the iww as a vehicle for anarchist ideology and forms of orga-
nization—though not always by that name—and in doing so blurred the 
lines between Wobblies and anarchists, as well as between local, national, 
and international struggles. Non-anarchist iww leaders and organizers, in 
turn, usually were more than happy to accept the aid of anarchist activ-
ists and tap into the pre-existing networks that connected them to anarchist 
and syndicalist movements abroad. And quite often, it was through these 
anarchist intermediaries that the iww and its influence spread outside the 
United States.
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Sabotage, the IWW, and Repression: 
How the American Reinterpretation of 
a French Concept Gave Rise to a New 
International Conception of Sabotage

Dominique Pinsolle  
(translated by Jesse Cohn)

Symbolized by the famous black cat drawn by Ralph Chaplin, sabotage 
is closely associated with the Industrial Workers of the World (iww). 
However, France was where this practice was theorized (though not 
invented) in the middle of the 1890s, particularly by the revolutionary syn-
dicalist Emile Pouget.1 The Confédération Générale du Travail (General 
Confederation of Labour, or cgt) officially adopted sabotage as a means 
of struggle at the Toulouse Congress of 1897, although the term’s ety-
mology is obscure. The iww generally endorsed the legend of wooden 
shoes (sabots) being thrown into machines by workers,2 which explains the 
recurrence of the symbol of the wooden shoe in its iconography. However 
it seems rather that the term derives from the verb saboter, which, in the 
French slang of the early nineteenth century, indicates the act of working 
badly on purpose, “as if by sabot blows.”3

 At the beginning, certain French revolutionary syndicalists conceived 
of sabotage as a voluntary and clandestine degradation of the quality of 
work, of materials, or of the product itself, in order to harm the interests 
of the employer alone.4 The iww enthusiastically embraced the concept 
of sabotage, including using the French term, and routinely advocated 
this tactic from at least 1912 until the great Chicago trial of 1918.5 Many  
historians have studied the defense of this means of action, its real or os-
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tensible influence on the practices of the Wobblies, as well as its use by 
local and federal authorities to repress the organization.6 However, few 
have studied the very definition of the concept of sabotage and its evo-
lution during this period. The extreme malleability of this concept raises 
another question: was sabotage, such as it was propounded and denounced 
in the United States during the period when the iww considered it a legit-
imate means of struggle, merely the prolongation of the tactic adopted by 
certain French syndicalists and revolutionaries since the mid-1890s? This 
chapter contends that, far from being reduced to a French influence, iww 
defenders of sabotage actually reinterpreted this concept, which, while 
used by the Wobblies’ enemies to justify attacks on the organization, ended 
up acquiring characteristics peculiar to the United States, the likes of which 
did not appear in France.
 William D. “Big Bill” Haywood, for one, delivered a speech on March 
16, 1911 in New York, in which he used the strike of the French railway 
workers and the methods of the “sabotagers” as an example.7 This speech 
launched the process of reinterpreting the concept of sabotage first devel-
oped within the cgt. Then, between 1912 and 1913, this tactic became the 
object of intense debates and discussions that led to a particular American 
conception of sabotage. Lastly, this chapter will examine the way in which 
the repression directed at the iww during the First World War helped 
broaden the definition of sabotage by associating it with subversive and 
clandestine acts ostensibly in the service of a foreign power.

The Partial Importation of a French Concept

In the United States, as elsewhere, the practices associated with the term 
“sabotage” predate its adoption.8 The word first appeared in the English-
language US press to account for the new methods used by French 
syndicalists.9 However, only during the French railroad strike of October 
1910 did American newspapers take a more specific interest in sabotage, 
presented as a French peculiarity and very strongly related to the anti- 
militarist agitation which, up to that point, had been absent from the United 
States.10 In the International Socialist Review, Austin Lewis, a lawyer special-
izing in trade union questions, noted, “[s]o far nothing of the sort has been 
reported in this country,” but he predicted the inevitable use of such prac-
tices in the United States.11 The term appears for the first time in the iww 
paper Solidarity on June 4, 1910, in connection with a garment workers’ 
strike in Chicago.12 However, it was William D. Haywood’s visit to Europe 
that proved decisive in the concept’s adoption by the iww. Haywood  
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attended the Copenhagen congress of the Second International (August 28 
to September 3, 1910) as a delegate of the Socialist Party of America (spa), 
but extended his stay in Europe beyond Denmark.13 Haywood arrived in 
France that October, with the railroad strike in full swing. Following a 
visit to Italy, he returned to France, and met with the revolutionary so-
cialist Gustave Hervé, then incarcerated in the prison of La Santé, where 
he also met Miguel Almereyda and Eugène Merle.14 All three belonged to 
the editorial board of La Guerre Sociale, a revolutionary journal founded 
by Hervé in 1906 that had consistently advocated sabotage since the postal 
strike of 1909. 
 Haywood’s time in France left a strong impression on him. On his return 
to the United States, he cited the French railway workers’ strike as proof 
of the effectiveness of revolutionary syndicalism. In his speech of March 
16, 1911, he even exaggerated the movement’s effectiveness. The striking 
workers’ demands, far from having been met after three days, as Haywood 
claimed,15 only resulted in concrete measures several months later.16 As for 
the dismissed workers, less than half of them had been reinstated by the end 
of 1915, for reasons having little to do with continued disruptions caused by 
militants.17

 The October 1910 strike, however, remained an exceptional event, 
as much for its scope as for the methods used by the railway workers.18 
Haywood’s interest is understandable, insofar as the iww, which he helped 
found, was in a delicate situation. 
 Weakened by the schism of 1908, the organization scarcely averaged 
12,800 members during 1911,19 whereas the American Federation of Labor 
represented 80 percent of the country’s approximately 2 million unionized 
workers.20 Similarly, at the beginning of the twentieth century, the cgt was 
isolated, numbering approximately 108,000 members in 1902. The French 
revolutionary syndicalists considered sabotage to be a tactic well suited 
to their theory of the general strike and the action of conscious minori-
ties.21 Sabotage, thus, likely also appealed to Haywood as an effective tactic 
both fully compatible with the direct action tactics celebrated by the iww 
and ready to be put into practice by a small number of militants. While 
speaking to workers in New York, he emphasized this point: “I tell it to you 
in hopes that you will spread the good news to your fellow-workers and 
apply it yourselves whenever occasion demands.”22

 However, the iww leader only mentioned part of what those he referred 
to as “sabotagers” had done.23 In his speech, it is only a matter of the “grève 
perlée”; he used the French term, which he translated as “drop strike,” that 
is, the intentionally poor performance of tasks. In focusing on this aspect 
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of the French railway workers’ resistance, Haywood omitted the more 
destructive dimension, as manifested in the cutting of an unprecedented 
number of telephone and telegraph lines, along with other sorts of damage 
inflicted upon the rail network.24 Haywood could not have been unaware 
of these events because line cuts were a daily occurrence while he was in 
France and he talked with sabotage ’s principal theorists.25

 In other words, he only discussed the least violent aspect of the French 
railway workers’ mobilization on his return to the United States, and for 
good reason. First, Haywood delivered his speech in New York in March 
1911, less than six months after the bombing of the Los Angeles Times 
building which, in October 1910, took 21 lives. The McNamara brothers, 
accused of that crime, remained fugitives and were not caught until 
April 1911, while the United States remained in a state of shock. In this 
context, Haywood’s cautious celebration of sabotage—only citing non- 
destructive methods as examples—glossed over the rest. His choice also 
can be understood given the bloody repression visited upon past mobiliza-
tions involving US transportation, particularly the Great Railroad Strike of 
1877 and Pullman strike of 1894. These examples likely dissuaded Haywood 
from praising the merits of sabotage directed against the telephone and 
telegraph lines with the intent of disrupting or even preventing the normal 
operation of France ’s transportation systems. As a former leader of the 
Western Federation of Miners, he knew full well of the violence of the 
“Colorado labor wars” a few years before, which quite possibly led him to 
remain very moderate about sabotage. Finally, his own two-year travail, 
when he was prosecuted and eventually acquitted for hiring someone to 
blow up the former governor of Idaho, could not have been far from his 
mind.26 
 The other explanatory factor probably lies in the question of anti- 
militarism, which had much greater weight in France than in the United 
States at that time. Since 1909, Gustave Hervé and his friends had theorized 
sabotage from an anti-militarist perspective. In their eyes, workers had the 
power to paralyze the country and to prevent the mobilization of soldiers 
in case of war by sabotaging the telecommunications network.27 Haywood 
and the editors of La Guerre Sociale had talked a great deal about opposi-
tion to militarism and war when he visited the prison of La Santé.28 Even 
though the French anarchists scarcely had begun working out their plans 
for “mobilisation sabotage” by March 1911, when Haywood delivered his 
New York speech,29 advocates of sabotage in France already widely em-
braced the idea that attacks targeting certain points of the transportation and  
telecommunications systems could block an entry into war. Many  
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increasingly advocated anti-militarism, especially as concern over a new 
conflict with Germany increased following the First Moroccan Crisis 
of 1905, during which Wilhelm II challenged French domination over 
Morocco by going to Tangier. By contrast, no compulsory military service 
existed in the United States and war did not seem to be on the agenda after 
the ending of the US–Philippines war in 1902. Therefore Haywood retained 
only the strictly labor aspect of sabotage, at the same time that the French  
increasingly integrated this tactic into large-scale anti-militarist projects. 
 The French influence on the iww is thus undeniable with regard to the 
promotion of sabotage, but it remained limited. In the end, Haywood did 
not entirely import the concept first developed by the cgt and then La 
Guerre Sociale, and as put into practice during the railway workers’ mobili-
zation he witnessed in 1910: instead, it inspired him to praise the merits of 
a non-destructive form of direct action adapted to the American context. 
While perhaps not the first to speak of this means of struggle, Haywood 
nonetheless set out the bases of a conception specific to the iww, clearly 
distinguished from the methods then adopted by certain French anarchists 
and syndicalists.

The iww’s Specific Conception of Sabotage

Only amidst the legendary “Bread and Roses” textile workers’ strike 
in Lawrence, Massachusetts did the word “sabotage” become truly 
“Americanized.”30 When the strike erupted in January 1912, Joseph Ettor 
and Arturo Giovannitti, important figures in the iww, helped lead the strike 
but they suffered imprisonment after being brought up on bogus murder 
charges. Into the breech came Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and Haywood, who 
became deeply involved in the strike, “preaching [like Ettor] ‘solidarity’, 
‘passive resistance ’, ‘direct action’, and ‘sabotage ’ as means to victory.”31 
The especially violent conflict also elicited a wave of solidarity across 
the country, and in early March, ended in an impressive victory for the 
workers, including wage increases and the subsequent release of Ettor and 
Giovannitti.32 
 Due to this strike, the iww became more widely known by the general 
public, but the Wobblies’ advocacy of sabotage posed a problem for the spa. 
Then enjoying increasing electoral success, the spa leadership feared the 
loss of potential voters scared off by overly radical methods.33 The question 
of violence thus took a central place in its Indianapolis convention of May 
1912.34 Although it was not explicitly mentioned at the beginning,35 the call 
to endorse the use of sabotage was condemned, after a sharp debate, by the 
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vast majority of the socialist delegates—191 to 90 votes.36 This amendment 
seemed to be aimed at the iww militants, including Haywood, who was 
forced off the party’s executive committee in 1913. Even though this split was 
owing to a broader conflict between the ballot and direct action, the sabotage 
issue crystallized the debates and “[t]he discussion centered on [this] motion 
to insert a new clause in the constitution of the Socialist Party.”37

 For their part, the Wobblies continued to develop their own concept of 
sabotage. In 1912, iww secretary-treasurer William Trautmann published a 
booklet entitled Direct Action and Sabotage.38 Active in Russia and Germany 
before emigrating to the United States in 1890, Trautmann was one of the 
first promoters of European-style “syndicalism” in the United States, first in 
the Brewery Workers Union, then in the iww.39 After reviewing the various 
forms of direct and indirect action available to workers, Trautmann, just 
like the first French advocates of sabotage, affirmed that capitalists were 
the real saboteurs, as proven by their willingness to sacrifice the quality of 
the products they sell to increase profits. He used the example of bakeries 
to support the same argument made at the time of the Parisian bakers’ strike 
of 1906.40 Trautmann’s definition of the method—the withdrawal of effi-
ciency from work—strongly recalled the first forms of sabotage theorized in 
France before 1909, which were in turn strongly influenced by the practice 
of “ca’canny,” a Scottish slang expression indicating the act of working at 
less than full effort, or in other words “going slow.” Glasgow dock workers 
used this method in 1889 and, in spite of their strike ’s failure, then achieved 
their goals by working as poorly as did the strikebreakers employed during 
the conflict.41 However, Trautmann also recalled the example of the French 
railway workers’ strike of 1910 (without referring to it explicitly), relying on 
Haywood’s account.42 Here, still, Trautmann said nothing about the cutting 
of telephone or telegraph lines.
 Unlike Trautmann, Walker C. Smith, a Colorado militant, was di-
rectly inspired by Emile Pouget’s book, Le Sabotage.43 Starting in 
January 1913, Smith published 13 articles on the subject of sabotage in 
the Industrial Worker, which were collected in the form of a booklet later 
that year.44 In these, Smith reproduced extracts from Pouget, adapting 
Pouget’s propositions to the US context. After describing various forms 
of sabotage, including the destructive ones, the author took care to specify, 
from the outset, that he opposed any action endangering human life or 
harming consumers. However, his defense of sabotage went farther than 
Haywood’s and Trautmann’s insofar as, according to Smith, this tactic also  
constituted a means of resisting war. The examples he gave, however,  
remained the same, again defined in terms of the “withdrawal of efficiency,” 
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the slow-down, the grève perlée, obstructionism (excessive application of 
the rules), and the “open mouth” technique (informing consumers about an  
employer’s fraudulent practices).45 
 During his imprisonment after the Lawrence strike, Arturo Giovannitti 
translated Pouget’s book into English, and it was published in Chicago in 
1913. In the introduction, Giovannitti denounced the adoption of the anti- 
sabotage amendment by the Socialist Party, but he proved more cautious than 
Smith in his defense of sabotage: whether it entailed reducing productivity or 
putting machines out of service, he assured readers, “[i]t is not destructive. 
It has nothing to do with violence, neither to life nor to property.”46

 Writings devoted to sabotage multiplied after 1912, discussing tactics as 
well as theoretical questions. In February 1913, the great silk workers’ strike 
of Paterson, New Jersey, broke out. During the conflict, Frederick Sumner 
Boyd, an iww militant, delivered a speech in which he advised strikers, as a 
last resort, to sabotage the spinning and dyeing operations. On September 
30, he was tried and convicted of having advocated the destruction of pri-
vate property. This sentence was the first in the country involving the 
advocacy of sabotage. The iww quickly published a booklet in New York 
denouncing Boyd’s punishment and highlighting that sabotage did not nec-
essarily mean destruction of property.47 Boyd was nevertheless imprisoned. 
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn took up his defense, and in a famous speech made 
to the Francisco Ferrer School in New York on December 21, explained 
the principles of sabotage.48 This text, published in April 1915 and again 
in 1917 (without the permission of its author 49), synthesized the imported 
European principles and their American interpretation.50 
 While acknowledging the significance of the cgt congress of 1897, 
Flynn immediately emphasized that this tactic already existed in the form 
of the “withdrawal of efficiency.” Her description otherwise generally 
tracks closely to Pouget in Sabotage, except for the passages devoted to 
Boyd’s case. As in the writings previously quoted, she made no allusion 
to the French workers’ severing of telecommunication lines in 1909–11. 
“Sabotage is not physical violence,” explained the orator, who assured 
readers that this tactic “is an internal, industrial process. It is something 
that is fought out within the four walls of the shop.”51 This rather will-
fully restrictive definition demonstrates the reinterpretation of the concept 
in the American context. Ralph Chaplin emphasized this key point in his 
memoirs: “Gurley Flynn’s pamphlet … was a brief restatement of the type 
of sabotage advocated by European anarchists and syndicalists from which 
the iww had adopted only a few features applicable to conditions in the 
USA.”52 
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 Setting aside Smith’s remarks suggesting the usefulness of this tactic for 
anti-militarist ends and presenting some destructive acts as legitimate, the 
promotion of sabotage by iww leaders remained generally much more lim-
ited than in France, where anarchists and anti-militarists had hoped, since 
1911, to paralyze the country in the event of war.53 The discrepancy be-
tween the two countries was so great that the Scottish influence at times 
seemed predominant in America. After the war, returning to the Wobblies’ 
use of the term “sabotage,” Austin Lewis rightly noted: “iww literature has 
used it in many ways and frequently in the mere sense of passivity, what is 
called ca’canny.”54 However, in spite of its overall moderated character, the 
defense of sabotage by the iww (which only officially endorsed this mode 
of action after its ninth convention, in 1914)55 served as a pretext for the au-
thorities to criminalize the organization. Beginning in 1915, a campaign of 
repression, initially conducted on the local level, then on the federal level 
after 1917, helped to associate the figure of the saboteur with that of the 
criminal, and then the traitor.

How the Saboteur Became a Traitor 

In the West, where the iww managed to rebuild itself following the 
failure of the Paterson strike,56 the question of sabotage took on a new  

Cartoon by Ralph Chaplin [“Bingo”], 1910s
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dimension. Following the August 1913 Wheatland hop riot in the northern 
part of California’s Central Valley, two iww militants, Dick Ford and 
Herman Suhr, were arrested. The California iww immediately demanded 
their release, threatening to launch a campaign of sabotage in the agricul-
tural industries, and, in the summer of 1915, hinted that fields might be 
set on fire. These threats, approved by the leaders of the organization (in-
cluding Haywood),57 were taken all the more seriously by the Government 
of California when suspicious fires multiplied that summer. The California 
Commission of Immigration and Housing, soon assisted by the Pinkerton 
National Detective Agency, investigated, hoping to prove the culpability 
of the Wobblies. In spite of the absence of credible evidence linking the 
fires to the rhetoric of the iww, the governors of several Western states re-
quested federal intervention, in vain. Simultaneously, the iww abandoned 
its strategy of threats in the autumn of 1915, yet left behind the image of 
a dangerous, extremist trade union—and without having obtained the re-
lease of Ford and Suhr. Although the organization’s responsibility for these 
fires was never proven, local authorities believed the iww was behind a 
vast plot across the West. This theory failed to convince the federal gov-
ernment, for the moment, but the enemies of the iww reused it after the 
outbreak of war in Europe.58 In this context the figure of the saboteur took 
on a new dimension, associated with an internal enemy in the service of a 
foreign power. 
 Starting in 1917, the federal authorities initiated a campaign of repres-
sion against the iww which conflated sabotage and treason. Conversely, 
during the war, the French government paid scant attention to the possi-
bility of sabotage serving (intentionally or unintentionally) the interests 
of Germany. The immediate rallying of the French working class to the 
“Sacred Union” as of August 4, 1914 suddenly made the threat of “mobili-
zation sabotage” disappear, though previously it had considerably worried 
the authorities.59 Before the war, beginning in 1909-10, the cgt had begun 
to distance itself from insurrectionary doctrines, and Gustave Hervé him-
self renounced his anti-patriotism upon his release from prison in 191260 
– paradoxically, the same year the iww published a translation of one of 
his texts, dating from 1905, denouncing patriotism.61 Only certain anarchist 
groups continued to advocate a form of destructive sabotage intended to 
prevent France from entering the war, but their projects remained a “dead 
letter.” During the conflict, thus, there exists almost no record of any sab-
otage in France, whether in the form of slowdowns or acts of destruction, 
even after 1917. 
 Therefore, while the term “sabotage” spread and continued to designate 
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rather disparate acts, the method was not publicly associated with a clan-
destine practice likely to weaken the country in its war against Germany.62 
In the United States, however, the Wobblies’ attitude seemed more ambig-
uous. As a precautionary measure, the iww ceased calling for anti-militarist 
actions after the declaration of war on April 6, 1917, but it did not endorse 
the government’s war efforts. Nevertheless, in the eyes of state and fed-
eral government officials the union remained highly suspect for having 
established itself among the immigrant agricultural workers of the West, 
and supposedly for receiving German money as early as 1915.63 As iww 
strikes multiplied during the war years, the union posed a real threat to 
federal war production,64 as well as to industries in Western states that sub-
jected it to “criminal syndicalism” laws they adopted or tried to adopt in  
1917–18.65 
 In this context, the question of sabotage became central, and the debates 
that had ceased to trouble France continued in the United States. (In 1917 
the Cornell Dramatic Club, for instance, adapted the French play Sabotage, 
staged in Paris in 1910.66) The defense of this mode of action by the iww 
proved a decisive role in the ferocious repression targeting the iww. From 
then onward, Wobblies were no longer merely accused of advocating vi-
olence but were also denounced as traitors. When the United States was 
still officially neutral but providing material aid to the Allies, the country 
was the scene of a sabotage campaign orchestrated by Germany. German 
agents acting on US soil were suspected of having committed nearly 200 
acts of sabotage before the United States’ entry into the war, including 
the destruction of an ammunition dump on Black Tom Island and of a 
Kingsland, New Jersey munitions factory in 1916.67 Many Americans be-
lieved the iww also acted on behalf of Germany, or, at the very least, that 
the context of war justified launching a new campaign of repression against 
the organization. 
 After the adoption of the Espionage Act on June 15, 1917 (supplemented 
in April 1918 by the Sabotage Act, and by the Sedition Act in the following 
month), the California Commission of Immigration and Housing and 
eight Western governors again demanded federal intervention to end iww 
intrigues, to which Wilson agreed in the summer of 1917.68 Whatever the 
motivations, the repression that fell upon the union focused on sabotage. 
Documents published by the iww since the beginning of the 1910s in support 
of this tactic were used to affirm that the Wobblies had advocated violence 
and clandestine action for years. Moreover, the anti-militarist stances of 
the organization, albeit prior to April 6, 1917, allowed the enemies of the 
iww to accuse it of obstructing the war effort. As a result, hundreds were 
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arrested and 93 militants were sentenced to federal prison, some of them 
(including Haywood) for 20 years, in the mass trial in Chicago in 1918.69

 If this history is well known, the extent of the transformations in the 
concept of sabotage at the time is not. In vainly attempting to prove that 
the iww received German money,70 those campaigning against the union 
contributed substantially to giving this concept a new dimension. Whereas 
to iww militants the term “sabotage” indicated, first and foremost, a form 
of direct action confined to the workplace, during the war it became syn-
onymous with subversive and clandestine acts in the service of a foreign 
power. It is necessary to examine in detail who precisely took part, and 
at which times, in this concept’s redefinition. For, indeed, the process in-
volved a multitude of actors. Among the many enemies of the iww, for 
example, the National Civic Federation, a conservative think tank created 
in 1900, played a decisive role. During the year 1918, this organization 
strove to explain that, in spite of the impossibility of proving any connec-
tion between the iww and Germany, the defense of sabotage by Wobblies 
and its practice by German agents sufficiently proved their collusion.71 
 No doubt the German government itself used the term sabotage, at 
least as of January 1915, to designate the clandestine acts of its agents in 
the United States,72 although later sources should be read with skepticism 
as they tended to use the term in an anachronistic way, especially during 
the deliberations of the Mixed Claims Commission between 1922 and 1939, 
which intended to determine responsibility for the acts committed on US 
soil prior to April 6, 1917.73 Contrary to what the National Civic Federation 
asserted, this did not prove that iww methods directly inspired the German 
government. However, the extension of the definition of the term “sab-
otage,” and the appropriation of this term by a multitude of actors on an 
international scale, reveal this concept no longer remained the preserve of 
a fraction of the workers’ movement. 

Conclusion 

Studying the iww from the standpoint of the practices and concepts it 
used highlights the influence of French revolutionary syndicalism on the 
organization but also qualifies it. Certainly, sabotage as a concept origi-
nated with the cgt, itself inspired by the Scottish practice of “ca’canny.” 
However, the iww redefined it according to the American context. Despite 
the very limited conception of sabotage promoted by the iww, its enemies 
associated this tactic with a form of treason in wartime. Paradoxically, a 
rather reductive version of sabotage, while being denounced in the United 
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States as an antipatriotic practice, subsequently contributed to the emer-
gence of a new and much broader concept that included subversive and 
clandestine acts in the service of a foreign power. However, it was in the 
United States—rather than in France—that sabotage was conceptualized 
as such and this transformation occurred. Further research is necessary to 
determine whether we might observe a similar process in other countries, 
particularly in Soviet Russia, which created the “All-Russian Extraordinary 
Commission for the Struggle Against Counterrevolution and Sabotage” 
(the Cheka) in December 1917. Regardless, the defense of sabotage by the 
iww, far from being the pale imitation of a French syndicalist tactic quickly 
reduced to nothing by the federal government, gave rise to a concept 
adapted to the US context that indirectly contributed to the international 
dissemination of yet another iteration of the concept after 1918.
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Living Social Dynamite: 
Early Twentieth-Century  

IWW–South Asia Connections

Tariq Khan

Neither the East, ancient or modern, nor the West, nor again a union 
of the two, but something higher than both, will save us. Some noble 
souls dream of the interchange of ideas and ideals between the East and 
the West, but that will not give us much. Barbarism added to barbarism 
remains barbarism still. Above the East and the West, far from the present 
misery of both, shines the light of truth, freedom and social cooperation, 
that beckon us.

Har Dayal, 19121

Founded in Chicago in 1905, the Industrial Workers of the World (iww) 
played a crucial part in the social circuitry of a radical, transnational com-
plex of networks connecting revolutionary movements on every inhabited 
continent. This chapter discusses the influence of the iww in the anti- 
colonialist movement that defied British authority in Hindustan—mainly 
the part of British India consisting of present-day India and Pakistan. 
Wobblies admired Indian rebels as serious insurgents who took direct 
action against elite power. Historian Kornel Chang wrote, “Within iww 
circles, no figure was held in higher esteem than the South Asian revolu-
tionary.”2 The Ghadr movement acted as the major connection between 
the iww and the people ’s struggle for a free Hindustan. The chapter intro-
duces the Ghadr movement, why it formed in the US West, its connection 
to the iww, and the significance of that connection. 
 “Ghadr” (sometimes transliterated as “Ghadar” or “Gadar”) is an Urdu 
word that translates to “mutiny” or “revolt.” Ghadr’s immediate purpose 
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was exactly that, to embolden and empower both Indian soldiers to mutiny 
against their British officers and Indian workers to take up arms against 
colonial authority. The Ghadr Party operated in India but formed in the 
Indian diaspora, founded in 1913 by migrant Indian intellectuals and la-
borers. It was headquartered in the San Francisco Bay area at its Yugantar 
Ashram, named in honor of the Bengali revolutionists. British authorities 
were aghast to discover that Ghadr supporters, bases, plots, and propaganda 
operated throughout the diaspora—in cities and towns along the North 
American West Coast, Mexico, Panama, the Caribbean, British Guiana, the 
Netherlands, Germany, Morocco, Southern Africa, Madagascar, Réunion, 
Aden, Sudan, Egypt, Turkey, Mesopotamia, Persia, Afghanistan, Burma, 
Siam, Singapore, the Dutch East Indies, Australia, the Philippines, Japan, 
Hong Kong, Tien-Tsin, and almost anywhere else that Indian migrant  
laborers and revolutionists traveled.3 
 The Ghadr movement was simultaneously destructive and constructive. 
From 1914 to 1917, it was responsible for anti-British attacks, dacoities (bandit 
raids), assassinations and attempted assassinations, weapons-smuggling op-
erations, acts of infrastructural sabotage, and attempted mutinies. These 
activities led to two of the most sensationalized trials of the era: the “Lahore 
conspiracy case” of 1915, in which a British colonial court sentenced over 
40 Indian conspirators to be executed and more than 200 to be imprisoned, 
most with life sentences; and the dramatic “Hindu-German conspiracy” 
trial held in San Francisco from November 1917 to April 1918. During the 
latter trial, defendant Ram Singh shot dead co-defendant Ram Chandra in 
the courtroom, with a pistol hidden in his turban, just as Ram Chandra was 
about to testify concerning the activities of Ghadr. A US marshal then im-
mediately shot Ram Singh dead. The remaining 34 defendants were found 
guilty under the 1917 Espionage and Sedition Acts and sentenced to varying 
prison terms in the infamous Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary.4 
 Ghadr activity, however, was not all sedition, conspiracy, and armed 
insurgency. While members engaged in acts of violence and destruction 
to demoralize British agents and weaken the Empire ’s ability to control 
India, they also worked to build counter-infrastructure and autonomous 
communities: spaces in which Indians could organize, develop skills, and 
meet needs without the corrupting influence of colonial dependency. For 
example, in Salwant (a Punjabi village in Hoshiarpur) Ghadarites Balwant 
Singh and Arur Singh organized a society to build a veterinary hospital, 
school, library, and court that operated outside the authority of the state. 
These projects were not separate from insurgent activities but a complement 
to them. Ghadarites did not envision a dichotomy between prefigurative 
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politics and insurrectionary politics as many on the radical Left do today. 
For them it was a given that the two must go together. Colonial police traced 
the cutting of telegraph lines, destruction of railway lines, and the looting of 
arms and ammunition from government armories to that very same village.5 

South Asian Revolutionaries in America

Landowning former enslavers in the Caribbean islands, Guiana, and 
Suriname brought South Asians to the Americas in significant numbers be-
ginning in the 1830s. These landowners used indentured Indian “coolie” 
labor to replace enslaved African labor. The United States and Canada, 
however, did not see significant numbers of South Asian immigrants until 
the start of the twentieth century; even then, the numbers were small com-
pared with Eastern and Southern European immigrant groups. Between 
1899 and 1913, fewer than 7,000 South Asians entered the United States, 
and by 1914 there were about 10,000 South Asians in the United States 
and Canada combined. Of those, most were men and a majority Punjabis 
(from a region of Hindustan now split between Indian and Pakistan), who 
worked as migratory agricultural laborers along North America’s West 
Coast. A more socially and economically privileged minority of 200–300 
among them were intellectuals who came to study or teach at universities 
such as Stanford and the University of California, Berkeley.6 
 Ghadr sprang from politicized communities formed by these intel-
lectuals and laborers. Social and economic divisions and hierarchies that 
existed in India began to break down in the Indian diaspora, and new soli-
darities were carried back. In North America, South Asians who had been 
divided by caste, class, and religious lines in India experienced common 
racism and xenophobia. Regardless of their social status in India, they were 
just “Hindoos” in the eyes of many white North Americans. The term 
Hindu (often spelled “Hindoo”) was a racial, not religious, designation 
that white North Americans used to describe all South Asians regardless 
of religion or caste. Since whites targeted them not for being a particular 
religion or caste, but for being Indians, they united as Indians to defend 
themselves from white supremacy.
 Economic downturns led to white scapegoating of Indians. From 1907 
to 1910 Indians were victims of organized white supremacist vigilante at-
tacks in Washington state, Oregon, and California. They also faced racist 
discrimination in immigration policy, with lawmakers in both the United 
States and Canada seeking ways to ban South Asians. A 1910 Immigration 
Commission report referred to Indians as “universally regarded as the least 
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desirable race of immigrants thus far admitted to the United States.”7 South 
Asians immigrants quickly recognized that it was in their interests to put 
class, caste, and religious barriers aside to organize for their common ad-
vancement. Hindus, Sikhs, and Muslims together founded the Ghadr Party, 
which included privileged intellectuals as well as exploited laborers. Its 
tricolor flag represented its religious pluralism, described by British colo-
nial police who found the flag among insurgents in Lahore, Peshawar, and 
Ferozepur as including “yellow for the Sikhs, red for Hindus and blue for 
Muhammadans as advocated by the Ghadr.”8 
 Historian Maia Ramnath writes that Indian revolutionaries in North 
America organized for two purposes, to fight British imperialism and pro-
tect the South Asian immigrant community from racism. Further, they 
sought to arouse a consciousness among Indian immigrants that their 
personal experiences of racism and xenophobia were deeply connected to 
larger systems of imperialism: that to fight the former required fighting the 
latter. This message resonated powerfully throughout the Indian diaspora 
in the United States and Canada. Within a few months of its founding, 
Ghadr had 5,000 members and 72 branches in North America alone.9

 During this period of Ghadr formation, the iww also organized in the 
same parts of the United States and Canada. The decade of 1910–20 was one 
of lively and intense radical activity for both the iww and the Ghadr move-
ment. The organizations were entwined in several significant ways. There 
was an overlap in membership in the iww and Ghadr, with the iww serving 
as a gateway into the international revolutionary anarchist movement for 
some Ghadarites. They shared much of the same space—geographic as well 
as political and ideological—and similar mobilization strategies. Outsiders 
perceived the two as connected since British authorities partly attributed 
Ghadr’s radicalism to iww influence, and US popular culture represented 
the two groups as part of the same social and political space. And North 
American law enforcement targeted members of both groups with the same 
anti-anarchist and anti-immigrant laws, resulting in incarcerated Wobblies 
and Ghadarites becoming fellow prisoners. Many Wobblies and Ghadarites 
were united by the shared experience of economic exploitation, racism,  
xenophobia, state repression, and anti-authoritarian resistance. 

Pandurang Khankhoje and Har Dayal

It is difficult to know the extent of membership overlap between the Iww 
and Ghadr but it definitely existed, as Kornel Chang confirms in his book 
Pacific Connections.10 At the very least, two of Ghadr’s most influential 
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organizers and founders, Pandurang Khankhoje and Har Dayal, were 
Wobblies. Khankhoje organized the military wing of the Ghadr move-
ment, while Har Dayal organized the educational and propaganda wing. It 
was Har Dayal, against the wishes of Khankhoje, who insisted on the name 
“Ghadr” for the organization.11 
 Khankhoje had an impressive biography. Born around 1885 into a rel-
atively privileged Brahmin family in the Central Provinces (present-day 
Maharashtra), as a youth he became a nationalist agitator involved in sev-
eral anti-British projects, including a circus that was actually a ruse to hide 
nationalist activities from the police. His family disapproved of his actions 
and alienated him. At the age of 19, hounded by police, his comrades cap-
tured and imprisoned, and with no family support, he decided to leave 
India. A French Messageries Maritimes captain smuggled him out of the 
country, beginning a lifelong journey that led Khankhoje into collabora-
tions and friendships with Sun Yat-sen’s Chinese revolutionaries, the US 
labor movement, the anarchist Partido Liberal Mexicano (plm), Emiliano 
Zapata’s Zapatistas, and anti-imperialists in Berlin, Constantinople, 
Aleppo, Baghdad, and Russia, until he finally obtained asylum in Mexico 
in 1924, where he worked as a respected agricultural scientist. He is still re-
membered in Mexico for his contributions to both the Mexican Revolution 
and Mexican agriculture. In particular, he developed a high-yield corn 
strain, “Maize Granada,” that Diego Rivera commemorated in a mural that 
hangs in the Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City. In 1949, the Mexican 
government even sent Khankhoje to India as a diplomat to forge relations 
with the newly independent nation.12

 For all of Khankhoje ’s travels and connections, he credited the iww with 
introducing him to socialism and the US labor movement. In 1910 Corvallis 
State Agricultural College (present-day Oregon State University) ac-
cepted him as a student. As he needed a job to pay his expenses, he sought 
employment at a lumber mill near Astoria since he had heard that other 
Indian immigrants worked there. He hitched a ride with some lumberjacks 
and approached the boss, who took one look at Khankhoje, saw that he was 
a “black Hindu,” and told him there was no work for him there. During 
this period the iww had been organizing energetically in lumber mills and 
camps throughout the Pacific Northwest, including the one that rejected 
Khankhoje. Upon hearing what happened, a Wobbly organizer employed 
there approached the boss and used his leverage as a labor leader to pressure 
the boss into hiring Khankhoje as a lumberjack. Khankhoje wrote of those 
days: “We stayed in log cabins and every night after work we sat around a 
campfire and listened to the lectures of the old labour leader who had got 
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me my job. This was the first time I had heard of the labour movement in 
America and it was my first introduction to socialist thought.”13 Khankhoje 
became a Wobbly not out of any prior ideological commitment to the labor 
movement, of which he knew little at that point, but from direct economic 
necessity—he needed a job and the iww helped him get one. The socialism 
the iww introduced to Khankhoje later made its way into the Ghadr party’s 
vision for a new India. 
 Har Dayal, likewise, was a larger-than-life character. He was born in 
1884 in Old Delhi, like Khankhoje in circumstances of relative privilege. 
His family was Kayastha, an intellectual/literary caste with occupations 
in the universities, the legal profession, and government record keeping. 
His father had a high-status job working for the British in the District 
Court at Delhi. As such, Har Dayal had access to education at a level 
that most Indians of his time did not. He excelled scholastically: he was 
the first Punjabi to receive a state scholarship, which he used to under-
take postgraduate studies at St John’s College, Oxford, beginning in 1905. 
The British granted such scholarships to outstanding Indian students with 
the expectation that they would enter government service. Secretly, how-
ever, Har Dayal was attracted to anticolonialism and anarchism. Once at 
Oxford, he made a “pilgrimage” to meet the famed Russian anarchist- 
communist Peter Kropotkin, who was exiled from his native Russia, living 
in London, and serving as editor for the revolutionary journal Freedom. 
Har Dayal held Kropotkin in high regard, referring to him in a later iww 
speech as “the Saint Francis and Saint Bernard of Labor.”14

 Har Dayal became very involved in India House, a space at Oxford 
alight with Indian students discussing and debating Indian nationalism 
and independence from British rule. After two years at Oxford he resigned 
from his state scholarship as an act of protest against British authority. He 
had entered an arranged marriage at the age of 17, and it appears to have 
been a happy union. His wife Sundar went with him to Oxford, against 
the wishes of both families, because the couple did not want to be apart. 
When Har Dayal denounced his scholarship and increased his involvement 
in the nationalist movement, Sundar’s parents were furious, accused him of 
destroying her life, and made her move back in with them, forbidding him 
to see her. Sundar was pregnant with a daughter, Shanti, whom the family 
also banned Har Dayal from seeing.15 
 Alienated from his family and having destroyed his chances of a civil 
service career, Har Dayal set off as a traveling philosopher. He returned to 
India, went again to England, then Paris, Algiers, and Martinique, making 
contacts in radical and intellectual circles wherever he went. In 1911 he 
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sailed to Massachusetts to study Buddhism at Harvard but did not enroll 
in any courses. He heard there were thousands of Punjabi Sikhs living on 
the West Coast ready to be organized into a political force, so he moved 
to Berkeley. After a short while he left for Hawai’i, perhaps to meet Sun 
Yat-sen, then in Honolulu. There he lived a short while in a cave on 
Waikiki Beach, where Japanese Buddhist fishermen treated him as a sage, 
fed him, and discussed Buddhism with him. At this time he also studied 
Marx, Hegel, and Kant.16 
 Har Dayal returned to Berkeley and immersed himself in radical and in-
tellectual circles. He received a faculty appointment at Stanford University 
as a lecturer on Indian philosophy in the Spring 1912 semester, which was 
renewed for the 1912–13 academic year. In the Bay area in 1912, Har Dayal 
became involved with the iww. It is not clear how this happened but, in 
the Bay area radical circles Har Dayal associated with, it must have been 
almost impossible for him not to cross paths with Wobblies. He became 
secretary of the Oakland branch of the iww.17 
 He also started a monastic order for anarchists called the Fraternity of 
the Red Flag, which combined Hindu and Buddhist asceticism and self-dis-
cipline with anarchist politics and goals. Joining the order required no less 
than a year-long term as an initiate; the taking of vows of poverty, home-
lessness, humility, purity, and service; and faith in the “eight principles of 
radicalism.” These principles included the abolition of government, reli-
gion, patriotism, and racism, as well as “The establishment of the complete 
economic, moral, intellectual and sexual freedom of woman.” The order 
also intended to establish Modern Schools based on the ideas of martyred 
Spanish anarchist educator Francisco Ferrer i Guardia, the “promotion 
of industrial organization and strikes (in cooperation with the i.w.w. and 
the Syndicalist movements),” and “In Asia and Africa, it will further the 
movements of progress and revolt in various countries.”18 Here we can 
see Har Dayal fusing anarchist education, Wobbly syndicalism, and anti- 
colonial insurgency, which sums up his politics at that point in his life rather 
well. 
 A “female comrade,” identified as E. Norwood in the Mexican anarchist 
paper Regeneración, donated to Har Dayal 6 acres of land and a house on 
a hill near Oakland. It had a view of the sea and served as the monastery 
of the Order of the Red Flag. Named the Bakunin Institute, after the great 
Russian anarchist theorist and organizer Mikhail Bakunin, it was also in-
tended to be the location for the Modern School, in which Norwood offered 
to teach for free. The Bakunin Institute operated for at least two years, 
and saw visits from revolutionaries such as the Flores Magón brothers 
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and other Mexican anarchists, whose plm movement Har Dayal and his 
comrade Pandurang Khankhoje openly supported. Khankhoje even led 
a squad of Ghadarites on a foolhardy military reconnaissance expedition 
into Mexico to support the  plm and Zapatistas and to gain experience in in-
surgency tactics. After crossing the border, he found the situation to be far 
more violent than he had expected and decided the plan was unfeasible.19

 Har Dayal endeavored to contribute to an internationalist conscious-
ness among the Wobblies and other leftists with whom he organized. In 
January 1913, prior to the founding of Ghadr, he spoke at the Oakland iww 
hall to educate Wobblies about Indian resistance and British repression in 
Hindustan. He told his fellow Wobblies that he planned “to establish an 
association based on i.w.w. principles for the benefit and uplifting of the 
people of India.” Five days later he delivered a speech in Jefferson Square 
Hall about the revolutionary labor movement in France. He said that the 
unions there were the most advanced he had seen in his travels, and spoke 
highly of the “Anarchist Society of France,” which he claimed he had 
joined when living there. The iww, said Har Dayal, was the US organi-
zation that most closely resembled the French movement. He also urged 
the workers to “love one another among the labouring-class, but hate, hate 
the rich.” He pointed to the US flag that hung near the podium and said 
state flags were a “sign of slavery.” William C. Hopkinson, an undercover 
British intelligence agent sent to the Bay area to spy on Indian national-
ists, attended both meetings and reported that “Of all the Indian agitators” 
in North America, “Har Dayal is the most dangerous.”20 A Ghadarite 
later discovered Hopkinson in Vancouver and assassinated him in 1914 in  
retaliation for the killing of two Ghadarites.21

Transnational Comrades

Har Dayal’s attraction to the iww makes sense in light of the significant 
commonalities between Wobblies and Ghadarites. Philosophically the 
iww and Ghadr shared more in common with Diogenes than Plato. Both 
groups shared a common affinity for parrhesia—bold, plain, and un-
varnished truth—over sophistry and metaphysics. Just as the Wobblies 
derided preachers who taught workers to await “pie in the sky” in the after- 
life, rather than class struggle in the here and now, Har Dayal derided the 
Indian gurus who mystified people ’s minds with metaphysics while ig-
noring actually existing suffering on earth: “While so much transcendental 
nonsense is being perpetrated, famines are desolating the land, pestilence 
and malaria hang like a pall on town and country, and there is not a single 
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decent representative institution, technical institute, laboratory or library 
in the whole country.”22 
 Further, as a faculty member in academia, he felt constricted by what 
anticolonialist and antiracist organizers today contemptuously refer to 
as “respectability politics.” Part of what attracted Har Dayal to the iww 
was that it was a society in which he could speak unencumbered by re-
spectability politics. Shortly after finishing his first semester as a Stanford 
faculty member, he gave a speech to the Wobblies in which he commented 
what a breath of fresh air it was to be among them. He said that it “was 
a great pleasure to stand out boldly for my ideas. I hate hole-and-corner 
hypocrisy and silence.”23 It appears that this aversion to sophistry was an 
attitude he developed as a youth before he ever left India; British intel-
ligence confiscated a letter Har Dayal wrote to a friend in 1905 in which 
he registered his disgust with bourgeois assimilationist Indian reformers, 
declaring, “No, when I write I shall dip my pen in my heart’s blood and 
write about what I feel and think …. Depend upon it, plain speaking car-
ries conviction to the heart, while sophistry only perplexes honest men.”24 
This orientation to parrhesia partly explains why Har Dayal recognized the 
bold, radical, plain-speaking, scrappy fighters of the iww as comrades. 
 Har Dayal’s speeches to Wobblies and anarchists in the United States 
show some of the similarities in the politics of the iww and Ghadr. He 
taught that working-class resistance must be organized transnationally and 
revolution must be global, because “Should one nation acquire freedom, 
the rich of another nation will crush it.” The rich, he believed, devised 
patriotism to instill in the poor a false consciousness and keep the workers 
of the various countries from uniting across borders. Just as the Wobblies 
saw electoral politics, parliamentary democracy, and even the tactic of run-
ning socialist candidates for office as a dead end, Har Dayal told audiences 
that these supposed progressive and even socialist politicians were oppor-
tunistic cowards who served the capitalist function of taking the steam out 
of truly revolutionary people ’s movements. Both the iww and Ghadr pre-
ferred direct action of organized people ’s movements instead of rallying 
behind politicians. However, direct action, said Har Dayal, did not nec-
essarily mean terrorism. As an example he pointed to the martyrdom of 
Francisco Ferrer, who threatened the system and was executed “not for 
killing, but for his greater love. A man who lives and acts in the interests of 
freedom is himself living social dynamite.”25

 The iww resisted militarism, as did Ghadr. Most soldiers were re-
cruited from the ranks of the working class, only to go to kill impoverished 
workers in another country, or sacrifice their own bodies, minds, and lives 
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for the sake of the rich who exploited everyone below them while giving 
nothing in return. The iww worked to instill in workers a sense of global 
working-class consciousness against jingoism. Likewise, Ghadr worked 
to instill a sense of solidarity among Indians living under the British Raj 
and a sense of solidarity with other colonized peoples. Har Dayal’s Ghadr 
newspaper, distributed in India and throughout the diaspora, often pointed 
out the British strategy of sowing enmity between Hindus and Muslims 
to keep people divided, stupid, and obedient. Further, said Ghadr, “With 
Indian money and with Indian troops China, Burma, Afghanistan, Egypt, 
and Persia have been subdued.”26 This shows that Ghadr cultivated a sense 
of transnational anti-colonial consciousness; that unlike the Indian bour-
geois nationalists, Ghadr thought in terms of global socialist revolution, 
not mere national independence. 
 This consciousness can be attributed in part to iww influence. However 
there were also other influences at work. Khankhoje ’s introduction to 
transnational anticolonialism came from Sun Yat-sen’s students he met in 
Japan. When they asked him and a comrade how it was that Indian soldiers 
could help the British plunder China, “We had no answer.”27 Just as the 
iww encouraged workers to fight their own bosses rather than fighting in 
the rich men’s wars, Ghadr encouraged Indian soldiers to mutiny against 
their commanders. Among Indian soldiers, British authorities found sev-
eral Ghadr leaflets with messages such as “Imperialism is gangsterism on 
a large scale.”28 Organizing within military barracks was a primary reason 
the Raj found Ghadr so dangerous.29 
 The iww and Ghadr shared much ideologically: both were syndicalist, 
anti-imperialist, anticapitalist, antiracist, direct action-oriented, and in-
sistent that revolutionary initiative must come out of the ranks of the 
subaltern. As Har Dayal told his fellow Wobblies, “The rich and respect-
able cannot lead us.” He also absorbed some level of feminist consciousness 
from the iww and anarchist movements. In a speech he called his “frank 
confession of faith,” he asserted that the labor movement and the woman’s 
movement must join ranks: “The workers and the women are two enslaved 
classes and must fight their battles together.”30 Ghadr, however, remained 
a largely male-dominated affair, partly because the Indian population 
in North America, where Ghadr was based, overwhelmingly consisted 
of men, but also because the society those men came out of was highly  
patriarchal and organized along strict gender lines. 
 Nevertheless, women played a significant role in the Ghadr movement. 
A few examples are Gulab Kaur, “Madam” Bhikaji Cama, and Agnes 
Smedley. Gulab Kaur was a Punjabi woman who joined a Ghadr branch 
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in the Philippines. Among her many contributions to the movement, she 
posed as a journalist to smuggle weapons and propaganda to Ghadr in-
surgents. British agents eventually captured, tortured, and imprisoned her 
at Lahore. Madam Cama is still remembered in India for her work in the 
Mumbai slums during a plague outbreak and as the person who boldly 
raised the Indian independence flag—a tricolor flag with a Hindu sun 
and Muslim crescent on it—at the International Socialist Conference in 
Stuttgart, Germany in 1907. She became involved with Ghadr after meeting 
Ghadarites in the United States. Smedley, a socialist-feminist and journalist 
from the United States, aided the Ghadr Party with communications and 
propaganda.31

 Communications and propaganda was one of the main ways non- 
Indian socialists, anarchists, and Wobblies supported the Ghadr move-
ment. For example, Irish anarchist and Wobbly Ed Gammons produced 
English-language literature for Ghadr. However, Gammons later betrayed 
the anarchist movement and Ghadr by becoming a paid informant for the 
British government.32

 In terms of organizing strategies, both the iww and Ghadr placed the 
highest importance on cultural production, using leaflets, newspapers, folk 
music, and homespun poetry as tools to mobilize subaltern peoples. Maia 
Ramnath writes that both the iww and Ghadr “sourced a prolific well-
spring of militant propaganda, newspapers, pamphlets, and volumes of 
singable poems in the 1910s and 1920s: where the iww had the Little Red 
Songbook, Ghadar had Ghadar-di-Gunj.”33 Much of this material possessed 
influence far beyond the organizations themselves. 
 Outsiders also recognized the iww and Ghadr as connected. The 
British Foreign Office reported that Har Dayal “became a member of the 
Industrial Workers of the World, the most lawless labour movement which 
has ever existed, and was on intimate terms with Anton Johan[n]sen [an 
anarchist and Wobbly], one of the accused in the California dynamite con-
spiracy case.” British Ambassador Spring-Rice wrote to the US Secretary 
of State to convince the United States to crack down on Ghadr, saying 
“efforts are being made [by Ghadr] to affiliate some of the Industrial 
Workers of the World, one of whom is now in Berlin,” and claimed that 
the organization was storing weapons and ammunition at New York and 
San Francisco.34 US officials likewise saw this connection. US immigration 
inspector Charles Riley reported, “As evidence of their proficiency in the 
art of ‘blowing people up,’ I was assured that most of the members of the 
Hindu nationalist party were also ‘iwws’.”35

 The iww and Ghadr were connected not only in law enforcement and 
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state department circles but also in popular culture. iww association became 
part of the Indian rebel “type.” In his 1916 novel The Little Lady of the Big 
House, Jack London created a character clearly based on Har Dayal named 
Dar Hyal, described as:

a revolutionist, of sorts. He’s dabbled in our universities, studied in France, 
Italy, Switzerland, is a political refugee from India, and he ’s hitched his 
wagon to two stars: one, a new synthetic system of philosophy; the other, 
rebellion against the tyranny of British rule in India. He advocates indi-
vidual terrorism and direct mass action. That’s why his paper, Kadar, or 
Badar, or something like that, was suppressed here in California.36 

The character Dar Hyal narrowly escapes deportation officers and hides 
out at a camp in the woods with a small group of social outsiders who 
spend their days reading and debating philosophy. One of his accomplices 
is a character named Terrence McFane, an “epicurean anarchist” who got 
“mixed up in some i.w.w. riot for free speech or something.”37 Giving Dar 
Hyal’s comrade the Irish name McFane perhaps also played on Ghadr’s 
actual ties to the Irish independence movement.

War and Repression

Har Dayal really did narrowly escape a brush with immigration inspec-
tors in March 1914, after being arrested under the 1903 Immigration Act, 
which the US Government created specifically to exclude and deport an-
archists. However, he did not hide in the woods of California; rather, he 
traveled to Switzerland and carried on Ghadr organizing in Europe. He 
still considered US Wobblies to be his comrades in the struggle. In October 
1915 he sent two letters from Amsterdam to anarchist Alexander Berkman 
in New York, asking Berkman if he could send any radicals to meet him 
in Amsterdam to aid in the struggle against Britain. Har Dayal specified, 
“They should be real fighters, i.w.w.’s or anarchists.”38 
 While no evidence exists that Berkman complied with this request or even 
responded, the state used these letters as evidence against Berkman and his 
life-long accomplice Emma Goldman. The two were arrested in June 1917 
for conspiring against the draft and sentenced to prison. The Department 
of Justice took special interest in the case, wanting Berkman and Goldman 
deported. Based on Har Dayal’s letters to Berkman, Attorney-General 
Gregory charged that Goldman and Berkman were “working in conjunc-
tion with German spies in foreign countries.” Goldman admitted that she 
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knew Har Dayal from his days in Berkeley, and she called him a “great 
idealist,” but claimed that she would never have complied with a request to 
send anarchists to fight for Ghadr’s cause because she did not think “out-
siders can free a country.”39 The United States had allied with the United 
Kingdom in the war against Germany, and in the wartime political atmo-
sphere, to work against the British Empire was to be pro-German; and so 
to be a friend of Ghadr meant to be an enemy of the United States. 
 The war also brought heightened hysteria, jingoism, xenophobia, 
racism, and state repression that criminalized dissent. Chang writes, “The 
converging radicalism of the iww and South Asian revolutionaries caused 
widespread alarm and would justify an enormous expansion in state sur-
veillance around the time of the First World War.”40 In addition to being 
targeted by the 1903 Immigration Act, radical leftists had to contend with 
the 1917 Espionage Act. Wobblies, Ghadarites, socialists, black radicals, 
plm organizers, Irish republicans, and other “undesirables” soon became 
prison mates in Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary. In this space Wobblies, 
Ghadarites, and Mexican anarchists continued working as co-conspirators. 
Historian Christina Heatherton writes: “Incarcerated for their resistance 
to militarism, capitalism, and racism, prisoners transformed Leavenworth 
into an organizing space, a laboratory for new ideas and tactics, or, as one 
federal surveillance file called it, ‘A University of Radicalism’.”41 
 Ghadr organizer Taraknath Das and famous Wobblies like “Big Bill” 
Haywood, black longshore workers organizer Ben Fletcher, and artist 
Ralph Chaplin gathered the Wobblies and other radicals in a corner of the 
prison yard, which they called “the campus,” to hold classes and discus-
sions on cutting-edge politics, philosophy, art, and the revolution in Russia. 
Mexican anarchist Enrique Flores Magón and Wobbly Aurelio V. Azuara 
taught Spanish classes. Taraknath Das taught classes on Vedanta philos-
ophy and organized the prison library, which quickly became filled with 
anarchist and socialist periodicals and books. Within their prison walls they 
continued forging revolutionary transnational solidarity.42

 Nevertheless, both the iww and Ghadr suffered greatly under the ex-
traordinary repression of the First World War and the subsequent era of 
fascism and Red Scares. Neither organization fully recovered. The rise 
and decline of both were intertwined. That the lives and fates of these two 
organizations were so connected confirms that the iww significantly influ-
enced the South Asian movement, and vice versa. Further, the iww–Ghadr 
connection shows that the iww contributed not only to anti-capitalist labor 
struggles but also to transnational anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist  
ones. 
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IWW Internationalism and Interracial 
Organizing in the Southwestern United States

David M. Struthers

In the contested space of the Southwestern United States that previously 
had been Native American land, New Spain, and northern Mexico, the 
Industrial Workers of the World (iww) was a syndicalist labor union that 
promoted a beautiful ideal for a better world. The iww’s organizational 
foundation in the region grew from locals in Los Angeles, Phoenix, and 
San Francisco. Yet historians need to balance attention to the formal con-
solidation of these locals with the grassroots organizing undertaken by 
loosely affiliated, or even unaffiliated individuals, in the name of the iww. 
In a dispersed productive landscape requiring mobile labor to satisfy the 
demands of capitalist agriculture, mining, and infrastructure development, 
most iww locals experienced ebbs and flows in membership. Formal orga-
nizations and members with their red cards held the center of gravity, with 
other organizers and workers passing through their orbits and crossing  
national boundary lines. 
 This chapter sketches out the institutional history and instances of 
radical organizing inspired by the iww in Los Angeles and across the 
Southwest. It also identifies key points of transmission when the iww’s on-
the-ground internationalism spread outward to nearby Mexico and even 
more distant Japan.1

 Internationalism is commonly understood as solidarity across a national 
border.2 The iww in the region engaged in this practice, but the racial and 
national diversity of immigrants in the region gave workers the opportu-
nity to extend international solidarity to multiracial fellow workers in their 
own communities: a local internationalism. A common practice in most lo-
cations where the iww organized, it took a broad form in the Southwestern 
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United States, where the diversity of types of employment and races of 
laborers combined with continued mobility. Multiracial migratory la-
borers and miners hundreds of miles from the nearest city, speakers carted 
away from soapboxes by police during free speech fights, bindlestiffs in 
hobo “jungles” or wintering in cities, organizers traversing state lines and 
national borders, foreigners fighting in the Mexican Revolution, and dock-
workers who served as human connections between local, national, and 
global happenings all shaped the union’s regional character.

The Regional Organizing Landscape

In California’s two largest cities, many leftists rolled their existing institu-
tions into iww-affiliated organizations after the iww’s foundation. In San 
Francisco, George Speed, an eclectic radical who once had belonged to the 
Knights of Labor, joined others in forming an industrial union club in re-
sponse to the “Industrial Union Manifesto” issued in Chicago in January 
1905, the document that announced the iww’s forthcoming founding con-
vention in July 1905. In Los Angeles the socialist-oriented Emancipation 
Club reformed itself as an iww local directly after the Chicago convention. 
Mortimer Downing, a member of an anarchist club in Los Angeles, joined 
this iww local shortly after its formation. Both Speed and Downing became 
prominent national figures in the iww and eventually served prison time 
during the First World War.3

 In its first year the iww had a limited presence outside of San Francisco 
and Los Angeles and its membership remained largely white and English-
speaking. These early iww locals functioned as clubs and vehicles for 
propaganda, lacking the power to insert themselves into syndicalist labor 
organizing at the point of production. The groups in both cities maintained 
institutional and personal links to one another, but focused upon their local 
spheres. Nevertheless, this period saw one of the earliest transmissions of 
iww ideals abroad. In 1905 and 1906 the Japanese anarchist Denjiro Kotoku 
traveled through California and met with workers while speaking and or-
ganizing. He shared the stage with iww organizers on a few occasions, 
organized Japanese laborers, and incorporated iww ideals into his own 
vision after returning to Japan (see Zimmer, Chapter 1).4

 In the early twentieth century, Los Angeles and San Francisco functioned 
as hubs that connected two major migratory circuits. The first saw workers 
traveling along the West Coast to labor in Alaska’s fishing industry, the 
Pacific Northwest’s timber and related trades, California’s vast agriculture 
industry, and in San Francisco itself. At the southern end of this circuit, 
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Los Angeles also connected to inland southern California agricultural 
centers such as Redlands and Holtville, developing San Diego, and then 
eastward to Phoenix and the copper belt in Arizona and Northern Mexico. 
The racially and ethnically diverse workers transiting through these labor 
circuits—migrants from Mexico, Europe, Asia, the Eastern United States, 
and elsewhere—brought with them organizing traditions and cultural  
perspectives that shaped their engagement with the labor movement.
 The organizing landscapes of California, Arizona, and Mexico also in-
fluenced the regional path of the iww. The American Federation of Labor 
(afl) dominated the trade union movement in California. Similar to most 
American locales, afl locals and trade councils concentrated the power of 
white, so-called skilled workers, while actively excluding most non-whites 
and women. Strongest in cities, the few times the afl ventured to organize 
agricultural workers, it quickly reached the limits of its methods, struc-
ture, and racism. Such was the case with the California State Federation 
of Labor’s failed United Laborers organizing campaign between 1909 and 
1913.5

 In the mining camps of Arizona, California, Colorado, and Utah the 
Western Federation of Miners (wfm) led union organizing. The wfm, an 
active force in the creation of the iww, split from the organization in 1907, 
and eventually reaffiliated with the afl in 1911. Apart from joint wfm-iww 
organizing in Goldfield, Nevada between 1906 and 1908, the iww attempted 
to organize this essential sector of the regional economy in competition 
with the wfm. In the American West the wfm forged its own path toward 
organizing non-Anglo workers. In Arizona copper camps local conditions 
shaped what Philip Mellinger described as the wfm’s “ethnically tolerant 
inclusion”—a reminder that trade unions often spoke with multiple voices 
and local members could work for more inclusive organizations.6

 The Socialist Party of America (spa) and to a lesser degree the Socialist 
Labor Party (slp) also remained active forces in the region. spa locals ex-
isted in Los Angeles, San Diego, Globe, and Bisbee. The Anglo-led Socialist 
Party in Los Angeles included European immigrants of many ethnicities 
and nationalities, and African American socialist George Washington 
Woodbey often spoke in Los Angeles and San Diego during this period. 
However, no African American socialist group emerged, and Anglos in the 
West also directed their racism toward Asians, the “indispensable enemy” 
of California’s white working class, in Alexander Saxton’s crucial formu-
lation, which further constrained the prospects for interracial organizing 
by both the afl and spa. Mexicans and Spaniards in Los Angeles jointly 
formed a socialist group affiliated with the spa to advance their interests 
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in 1907, and this organization remained active until around 1911. Rafael 
Carmona, Anselmo Figueroa, and Lázaro Gutiérrez de Lara all took 
public roles in the Mexican Branch of the spa in Los Angeles, and each also  
belonged to the Partido Liberal Mexicano (Mexican Liberal Party, or plm).7

 The iww belonged to this broad confluence of forces that collectively 
formed the regional left and labor movement. The syndicalist union or-
ganized multiracial workers in locations and industries often disregarded 
or excluded from other unions, and distinguished itself from the spa by 
limiting its engagement in politics and consistently defending nonwhite 
workers. Collaboration and conflict occurred across ideological difference.

The Ground-Up Growth of the Regional iww

Two interrelated strands of organizing led to the iww’s regional growth. 
First, Mexican organizers deeply involved with the revolutionary plm 
expanded the perspective and ranks of the Wobblies, while also working 
on both sides of the border to push Mexico along the path to revolution. 
Part of a multinodal network, Phoenix-based Mexican organizers for the 
iww and plm saw important early success before being supplanted by 
Los Angeles-based iww and plm militants. Second, mostly white iww 
organizers agitated among multiracial regional laborers and agricultural 
workers. All regional organizing occurred with extremely limited financial 
support and independently from the national iww.
 Fernando Velarde personally connected many of the region’s overlap-
ping organizational currents. As Devra Weber noted, Velarde “organized 
Mexicans with the wfm, belonged to Daniel De Leon’s Socialist Labor 
Party, organized and voted for the Socialist Party, joined the plm, and orga-
nized for the iww.”8 In 1906 Velarde, along with Rosendo Dorame, added 
a Spanish-speaking branch to Phoenix iww Local 272. One of the first 
locals in the region outside of California, Local 272 soon had a majority of 
Mexican members. In August 1908, Velarde informed the Industrial Union 
Bulletin that he had started collecting funds to finance a Spanish-language 
iww newspaper. The next year the Phoenix local commenced publishing 
La Union Industrial, the second Spanish-language iww newspaper, which 
continued until 1911. Newspapers like this served the vital function of 
facilitating communication and building community across space— 
especially important in bridging the Southwest’s vast distances.9

 La Union Industrial came on the heels of an earlier publishing effort. 
In 1908 the indefatigable Fernando Palomares, a Mayo Indian, and Joseph 
Ettor, the son of Italian immigrants, published Libertad y Trabajo, backed 
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by Los Angeles Local 12, to which Palomares belonged. The pair only 
released a few issues, as Palomares’ organizing drew him elsewhere. The 
newspaper included iww content as well as the writings of plm leader 
Ricardo Flores Magón. Ettor lived in Los Angeles at the time, organizing 
sailors and dockworkers for the iww in San Pedro, the port of la. He signed 
up 22 members, including 17 Italians, in the summer of 1908. Ettor went 
on to notoriety when police arrested him along with Arturo Giovannitti 
on murder charges during the 1912 strike in Lawrence, Massachusetts, but 
Ettor cut his teeth organizing out West. La Union Industrial and Libertad y 
Trabajo supplemented a handful of other radical Spanish-language newspa-
pers published in the region, such as the plm’s Revolución and Regeneración, 
and the affiliated La Voz de la Mujer and El Mosquito.10

 Mexican organizing in Los Angeles and the borderlands drew on the 
mutualista tradition to form Club Liberales, associated with the plm, and 
other local community organizations. Mexican iww organizing also fit 
within this tradition. Devra Weber characterized Mexican involvement 
with the iww in the following way: “Mexicans’ complex histories and cul-
tural contexts framed and shaped their involvement with the organization, 
and linked the diverse concerns of Mexican members. Their perspective 
decenters the iww by framing it as part of a spectrum of organizations 
attempting to counteract dispossession. Yet in doing so, Mexicans also ex-
panded the iww.”11 Neither the plm nor the iww demanded the singular 
allegiance of their supporters, and iww growth among Mexican workers 
corresponded to the growth of the plm up to 1911. The organizers that 
most directly led to the growth of the iww among Mexican workers—in-
cluding Fernando Palomares, Fernando Verlarde, and Pedro Coria—were 
Mexican or Native American and also organized with the plm.
 As the national iww endured organizational changes by splitting with 
the slp and its supporters, new locals sprouted up in the Southwest. By 
1908, iww locals operated in San Diego (Local 245), in the inland citrus 
town of Redlands (Local 419), the Imperial Valley town of Holtville (Local 
437), and the Arizona copper town of Globe (Public Service Local 100). 
These locations illustrate the iww’s appeal across different industries, from 
agriculture, to infrastructure projects, to mining.
 The organizing of the legendary Wobbly Frank Little brings to life 
the second strand of iww organizing in the Southwest. Little and many 
others like him spread the iww’s message in a direct, personal way, like 
Mexican iww-plm organizers. Little is often mistakenly identified as Native 
American or various percentages thereof: “Half Indian, half whiteman, All 
i.w.w.”12 Wobbly Ralph Chaplin remembered, “Frank Little boasted of 
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being a half-breed.”13 While this appears to be a willful distortion by Little, 
he undeniably found his place among itinerant and multiracial miners and 
laborers in the western United States, and Franklin Rosemont character-
ized him as being “widely regarded by fellow Wobs as the union’s single 
greatest organizer.”14

 Little ’s travels are the stuff of iww legend. During one trip in 1908, Little 
wrote to the Industrial Union Bulletin to share his experiences as a “hobo 
miner.” He first left Prescott, Arizona for Octave with a friend. A manager 
recognized Little from his earlier organizing in Clifton so they traveled 
on to Congress and Wickenburg. They then left Arizona for California, 
“the state of little matches and big scabs,” where he attended a meeting of 
the wfm-affiliated Mojave Miners’ Union. He praised the local’s former 
radicalism but lamented that the mine owners now controlled the union. 
Little managed to speak in the town before he and his traveling companion 
dropped from the high desert down into the inland fruit-producing valleys. 
After a short stay in southern California, they proceeded north into the 
Sierra mining town of Graniteville. Little got a job though quickly found 
himself blacklisted for his labor agitation.15

 Little spent that summer in Fresno, spreading the iww gospel among 
the city’s multiracial workforce. He noted the presence of Russians, 
Armenians, Japanese, Mexicans, Italians, and “other Latins,” and chartered 
a “Latin-American” spa local with nine members. He called for further or-
ganizing for the “real Revolution.”16 His efforts helped charter Fresno iww 
Local 66 in October 1909, which soon raised the funds to rent a union hall. 
Fernando Velarde and Fernando Palomares also contributed to organizing 
this iww local. The iww’s 1910 free speech fight in Fresno began when 
police prevented a “Mexican socialist” speaking at a street meeting. Frank 
Little had a permit to hold a public gathering, but the police claimed that 
permission did not extend to the Mexicans present.17

  The Wobblies’ growing strength in the Southwest, and in turn the re-
gion’s importance to the organization as a whole, became visible as early as 
1909. The national leadership increased their personal support for regional 
organizing. Bill Haywood toured southern California in 1909, lecturing 
in Rialto, San Bernardino, Hemet, El Centro, Brawley, Upland, Redlands, 
Santa Ana, San Diego, and Escondido.18 Also in 1909, the iww’s Industrial 
Union Bulletin relocated to Spokane, Washington. The name changed to 
the Industrial Worker, and it served as the iww’s official West Coast voice 
in English. Along with La Union Industrial in Phoenix, the iww now had 
two newspapers with local content for workers within the American West’s 
migratory circuits. However, very little financial support flowed from the 
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national organization; instead, Southwest organizers with the language skills 
and cultural entrée helped expand the iww from the grassroots. They built a 
regional support base, gave voice to the ideal of industrial unionism across 
a broad swath of industries, and expanded the organization’s institutional 
footprint, increasingly allowing it to put radical ideals into action.

A New Militancy

Southern California led the way in this militancy as the two strands of or-
ganizing, Mexicans with ties to the plm and multiethnic whites, drew closer 
together. A series of free speech fights across the West best illustrate the 
iww’s insurgent direct action. Its first major free speech fight kicked off 
in Spokane, Washington in 1909. Despite brutal treatment by local police 
and jailors, the iww prevailed in March 1910.19 In Fresno, the repression of 
iww street speaking and organizing through the spring, summer, and fall 
of 1910 gave rise to a similar struggle, but within a more racially diverse 
workforce. The Industrial Worker publicized the struggle and asked fellow 
workers to travel to the city to take part. Many heeded the call, including a 
group of about 50 Wobblies and sympathizers from Los Angeles.20

 In the summer of 1910, while Frank Little and others geared up for the 
free speech fight in Fresno, San Diego saw a remarkable spurt of interra-
cial iww organizing. A new iww branch, Mixed Local 13, formed there in 
December 1909 and grew through the spring of 1910. Its members soon 
raised the funds to establish an office and reading room. In June, Local 13 
elected Fernando Palomares, who went by the name Francisco Martinez 
in his iww organizing, as its corresponding secretary. In July the local re-
ported a membership of 90, though some left town to work elsewhere. This 
recurrent pattern was a double-edged sword that made organizing more 
difficult in a single location, but also helped expand iww ideals through 
regional circuits. iww organizing picked up speed throughout the summer. 
By August, Local 13 held two street meetings a week in English and an-
other “two or three” in Spanish. It also reported 50 Mexicans interested 
in forming a Mexican local, who soon became members of iww Public 
Service Local 378.21

 A few weeks after Local 378 applied for a charter, Mexican laborers for 
the gas company walked off the job in the “first strike to be pulled off in 
this city for a number of months.” Anglos and some Italians on the jobsite 
earned $2.25 for a nine-hour day, while Mexicans and the rest earned $2.00 
for the same work.22 The strikers demanded $2.50 and an eight-hour day 
for all workers, regardless of race. The strike soon extended from the gas 
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plant to the “pick and shovel” and “concrete men” employed by the Barber 
Asphalt Company. When the Mexican workers walked off these jobs, the 
owners tried to replace them with Anglo and Italian strikebreakers. The 
scabs worked on “Tuesday, but Wednesday morning the Mexicans and 
American i.w.w. men got them to quit.” Local 378 held the “biggest street 
meeting that was ever held in San Diego” in support of this strike, where 
around 200 people listened to Fernando Palomares, the poet, author, and 
organizer Laura Payne Emerson, and others for three hours. Another 
meeting followed, with 250 attending, and still more workers joining 
the strike. The Industrial Worker reported, “Five Greeks and a couple of 
Italians and Americans who at first refused to strike quit work today.” 
In the same issue, San Diego Wobblies called for iww members fluent in 
Italian, Spanish, Japanese, and Greek to come to the city.23

 In September, San Diego Local 13 appealed to California and Arizona 
locals via the pages of the Industrial Worker. It claimed that “during the last 
month we have pulled off several strikes and have won two of them,” with 
some workers still off the job. Palomares, José Ruiz, and “some of the other 
Mexican boys” had trained a number of other Mexican iww speakers. In 
total, 75 workers for the gas company walked off the job before winning 
a wage increase to $2.25 for all workers. It also claimed that “only i.w.w. 
men” would henceforth be employed as excavators for the gas company. 
It is unclear whether they won an eight-hour day. The afl, meanwhile, 
organized the rest of the company’s employees.24 The success of the gas 
strike still left the asphalt workers off the job, and Local 13 proclaimed “the 
beginning of the great uprising of the oppressed and poorly paid Mexican 
laborer in America and Mexico.” The prominent plm speaker Lazaro 
Gutiérrez De Lara joined the organizing, traveling from Los Angeles to 
San Diego. While it is not clear how the concrete strike ended, it likely 
failed. The local did not report on it again, although it did continue  
organizing to establish a citywide standard of $2.50 for an eight-hour day.25

 In October, the iww held a public meeting at San Diego’s Germania Hall 
to commemorate the murder of Spanish anarchist and educator Francisco 
Ferrer i Guardia. The “Spanish speaking fellow workers” of Local 373 
and the members of Local 13 marched behind a red iww flag from their 
headquarters on Fourth Avenue to the hall.26 Still in San Diego, Palomares 
reported that the iww had 200 members in the city, including 100 Spanish 
speakers. When Local 378 finally received its formal charter from the 
iww headquarters in Chicago that October, it elected José Ruiz president,  
E. Vasquez recording secretary, and Francisco Martinez (Palomares) 
secretary-treasurer.27 Laura Payne Emerson reported that in response 
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to continued iww street meetings that fall—“nearly every night in both 
Spanish and English”—local merchants “formed a ‘club’ to stop street 
speaking.”28 This led to police arresting two iww members in November. 
Local 378 wrote to the Industrial Worker: “Workers, Fresno first, then San 
Diego,” sowing the seeds of the San Diego free speech fight in 1912.29

 The San Diego iww locals did not neglect broader issues during their 
local actions. They lambasted the California spa’s support for Asiatic 
exclusion while still having the “nerve to wear the little emblem of the 
theirs—that button where the workers of America are clasping hands 
with the foreign worker and with the inscription, ‘Workers of the World, 
Unite ’.”30 The iww call for Japanese organizers to come to San Diego 
showed that it backed this criticism with action. Another example of the 
reach of the iww’s outlook came from farther out in its network. The union 
celebrated when “fifty members of the Pima tribe of Indians who were em-
ployed by the government in building bridges at Phoenix, Arizona recently 
struck for an eight hour work day and won their strike.”31 The Industrial 
Worker did not claim this as an iww action, but made clear its support.
 The San Diego locals articulated a broad vision that extended out 
through the borderlands and into Mexico: “The Mexican workers of the 
United States want to organize in the i.w.w. and co-operate with their 
fellow slaves in Mexico and organize them. An organization of the syn-
dicalists in Mexico is being formed secretly.” To support this drive, they 
asked the iww General Executive Board to appoint Spanish-speaking 
organizers for California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas. In 1910, 
the Phoenix local reached a membership of 500, still with a Mexican 
majority. Local 437, encompassing both Holtville and El Centro, also  
expanded.32

 As Palomares publicly organized workers in San Diego, he and many 
others quietly laid the groundwork for an armed incursion into Baja 
California, part of a broader attempt to ignite armed revolution in Mexico. 
In August 1910, three plm leaders—Ricardo Flores Magón, Librado 
Rivera, and Antonio Villareal—returned to Los Angeles after a stint in 
prison in Florence, Arizona for earlier transborder agitation. In September, 
the Industrial Worker informed its readership that this group would soon 
resume publication of the plm newspaper Regeneración.33 Throughout this 
period the plm and the iww cooperated extensively. In 1910, as Devra Weber 
has noted, “Arizona and California locals” in the plm’s “network formally 
merged with Mexican iww branches.”34 In late 1910 and early 1911, as iww 
supporters took to the streets in Fresno to demand freedom of speech and 
their right to organize, the plm began fighting in Baja California, 450 miles 
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to the south. Events in Baja illustrate the confluence of the two strands of 
iww organizing in the region.
 The Baja Raids helped launch the Mexican Revolution. The plm-led 
force largely crossed over from California in January 1911, and seized 
Mexicali and then Tijuana. The insurgents were defeated after Francisco 
Madero displaced Porfirio Díaz as president and turned federal troops on 
the rebels in June 1911. The rebels demonstrated a remarkable amount of 
interracial solidarity, and included Mexicans as well as Anglos, Italians, 
African Americans, and others. Hundreds of Wobblies, mostly channeled 
through the Holtville local—which also helped smuggle arms across the 
border—as well as anarchists, particularly Italians, joined the rebel army in 
Baja California. Many more in the iww sphere of influence supported those 
fighting in Mexico. The outbreak of the Mexican Revolution also dramati-
cally impacted iww organizing in Phoenix. The pull of the revolution drew 
away almost the entire Phoenix iww’s Mexican membership. However, 
these men did not join the insurgency in Baja California, instead joining 
groups fighting elsewhere in Mexico.35

  The Baja Raids and Fresno free speech fight overlapped temporally 
and organizationally: an extraordinary display of the ability of radicals in 
the region to rally hundreds of supporters in locations roughly 500 miles 
apart. In Fresno, the iww achieved a limited victory, ensuring its ability to 
hold public meetings. To the south, the cooperation between the plm and 
iww continued after defeat in Baja California, through the organizations’ 
mutual support during the court cases that followed. Many of the partic-
ipants in the Baja Raids, particularly non-Mexicans, stayed in San Diego 
after returning across the border, and fed the initial wave of support for 
the free speech fight there. This struggle grew out of repression during 
iww organizing in the fall of 1910, and eventually boiled over in 1911 when 
these idle radicals lingered in town. The fight kicked off in earnest in 1912 
and garnered national support and attention as word traveled about the  
brutality of the city’s vigilantes and authorities alike.36

 1913 brought the Wheatland hop riot, where a dizzyingly diverse work-
force of 27 different nationalities joined forces to better their lot, held 
together by a shared sense of solidarity rather than official union mem-
bership (see Pinsolle, Chapter 2). A few common themes drew together 
these interconnected events during these intense years. iww organizing, 
its ideals, and even its songs effectively rallied racially diverse workers 
toward cooperation in labor struggles as well as armed revolution south 
of the border. The mobility of iww members and sympathizers across vast 
distances facilitated these actions. But as iww ideals and members moved, 
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sustainable victories remained elusive because of the same mobility that 
empowered these struggles.37

 The organizational strength of the plm diminished through continued 
arrests of its leaders after the Baja Raids, and the shifting revolutionary 
landscape within Mexico. Yet the plm labored on, working to influence 
events in both Mexico and the United States. The iww continued to grow 
in Los Angeles, especially its Mexican membership, and it replaced the 
plm as the leading radical Mexican organization in the years immediately 
before the First World War. Mexican Wobblies concentrated on organizing 
Mexican workers on both sides of the border into the iww rather than on 
choosing sides in the ongoing Mexican Revolution.38

 In 1913, Wobblies in Los Angeles started to publish another newspaper, 
Huelga General, to replace the now defunct La Union Industrial. It only 
lasted about a year because of a lack of local funds or national iww sup-
port. That same year, the Spanish and English-speaking members of the 
iww shared a Los Angeles office a few blocks from the plaza, the center of 
the city’s multiracial working class. In 1915, the iww regained a Spanish-
language voice with El Rebelde, published in Los Angeles. This newspaper 
consolidated a new wave of Mexican iww organizing by Aurelio V. Azuara, 
a Spanish immigrant, who joined Tomás Martínez, Armando M. Ojeda, 
and longtime plm supporters Pedro Coria and Fernando Velarde. These 
men became—or remained, in the case of Velarde—the leading public 
voices and on-the-ground local facilitators of Mexican iww organizing 
in southern California and Arizona. As El Rebelde rolled off the press, 
these organizers cycled through managing their duties with the paper 
in Los Angeles and organizing in Clifton, Morenci, Metcalf, Jerome, 
Bisbee, and Trona in Arizona, as well as in places like Shasta County in 
Northern California. iww organizing significantly contributed to the dra-
matic, and brutally suppressed, copper strikes in Arizona during the First  
World War.39

War, Repression, and Decline

The United States’ entry into the First World War brought with it the com-
bined repression of the iww by federal, state, and local governments, with 
vigilantes added to the mix. Authorities arrested hundreds of iww mem-
bers and sympathizers throughout California and Arizona. Repression led 
Pedro Coria to flee to Tampico, Mexico where he had recently traveled on 
an organizing trip. The iww spread internationally through this kind of 
grassroots transnationalism. Coria’s direct connection to the foundation of 
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the iww in Tampico during the peak of wartime repression in the United 
States illustrates this crucial interpersonal component of iww internation-
alism (see Aguilar, Chapter 7). In this regard the iww functioned similarly 
to the transnational anarchist movement which, Davide Turcato observed, 
“shaped up more often as networks of militants than as formal organiza-
tions.”40 Furthermore, Anton Rosenthal has documented how the Wobbly 
press and migration both extended the reach of individuals:

In the period between the fall of the Baja commune and the establishment 
of a central i.w.w. administration within Mexico, the Wobblies carried out 
a concerted propaganda campaign through their press, which was estab-
lished in ports and border cities such as Los Angeles, Phoenix and Tampa. 
Mexican workers who had migrated to work on mines in Arizona had 
already encountered the i.w.w., and many of them returned to work in 
Northern Mexico, bringing syndicalist ideology and strategy home with 
them.41

The transmission of iww ideals, union forms, and practices came through 
the complementary practices of on-the-ground organizing, the press, and 
the movement of people.
 Clearly the iww declined in the 1920s, but this occurred slowly over 
the decade and not as a sudden rupture during the First World War. In 
1918 and 1919, the Los Angeles iww organized closer to home, among 
San Gabriel Valley citrus workers. In 1923 and 1924, the union organized 
San Pedro dockworkers. In retaliation, the Ku Klux Klan, which included 
many prominent local citizens, attacked its headquarters. The vigilantes 
severely burned 12-year-old May Sundstedt with scalding coffee and mur-
dered her mother Lisa, who succumbed to her injuries a few days after the 
attack. After the iww’s 1924 split, the Emergency Program faction, led 
by Mortimer Downing, relocated its headquarters to Los Angeles from 
Chicago, but failed to establish a viable organization. One of the last large-
scale industrial actions organized by the iww in the region came in 1931, 
among workers constructing the Boulder Dam.42

 Recognizing continued iww organizing in the 1920s allows for a more 
complex understanding of its regional decline, rather than solely blaming 
wartime repression. Postwar criminal syndicalism legislation in many 
Western states contributed, as did shifting regional migration patterns, 
increased urban development, and shifting terrain on the left with the 
rise of the Communist Party. Immigration restriction passed in 1921 and 
1924 and a decline in immigration during the Depression also reduced the  
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immigrant labor pools that had organized under the iww banner. Mexican 
labor organizing in the region found outlets in new organizations that built 
on the iww-plm legacy, including communist-led unions. But both older 
organizations served as points of reference and inspiration for Mexican 
radicals for decades to come.43

 The iww in the US Southwest consciously nurtured a remarkable form 
of local cooperation to create a multiracial union. Organizers and workers 
carried this on-the-ground internationalism through regional migra-
tion paths as they traveled to organize or to scratch out a living. When 
Wobblies called for interracial organizing, it was not an internationalism 
to emerge after some future revolution. Diverse migrant streams and re-
gional labor practices pulled racially diverse workers together into close 
proximity, giving them an opportunity to put their ideals to action.
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5

Spanish Anarchists and Maritime 
Workers in the IWW

Bieito Alonso  
(translated by Kevan Antonio Aguilar)

Spanish emigrants to the United States in the early twentieth century 
typically had proletarian backgrounds. Largely unskilled, these workers 
migrated to different parts of the Americas in search of jobs or occupations 
that other European migrants rejected owing to their difficulty or limited 
duration. Until the global financial crisis of 1929, this transnational group 
of workers helped erect some of the most iconic infrastructure projects of 
the period, from the tobacco factories of Tampa to the Panama Canal. This 
same group also labored aboard American ships that crossed the Atlantic 
and other oceans. Spanish maritime workers recognized themselves as the 
workforce that moved commerce from one continent to the next, invisible 
laborers that helped transform the United States into a world power.
 Although many Spanish maritime laborers did not settle permanently in 
the United States, they nevertheless participated in many labor struggles. 
Spaniards joined the unions of their professions and became actively in-
volved in proletarian immigrant struggles they helped foster. Among the 
most important of Spanish maritime workers’ efforts, during the first third 
of the twentieth century, was their formation of the ethnic-based Unión de 
Fogoneros, Cabos y Engrasadores del Atlántico (Stokers, Sailors, and Oil 
Workers Union of the Atlantic, or ufcea). The organization emerged at 
the end of the nineteenth century as a union for maritime workers without 
links to other union structures in North America. In 1909–10 it affiliated 
with the International Seamen’s Union (isu) and then, in 1913, joined the 
ranks of the Industrial Workers of the World (iww). The history of the 
iww is thus also one of anarchist Spanish maritime workers struggling 
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for the recognition of their labor, achieving social dignity, and mobilizing 
compatriots in the struggle against capital.
 Similar processes of international migration and transnational orga-
nizing increased syndicalism’s sway among maritime workers in Australia, 
New Zealand, and Chile in the same era. Spanish Maritime workers 
drew inspiration from their comrades in the Confederación Nacional del 
Trabajo (National Confederation of Labor or cnt), formed in Spain in 
1910, and community labor organizing in Paterson, New Jersey, where 
anarcho-communists, individualist anarchists, and syndicalists all dis-
cussed labor matters. Their own migratory experience also guided them, 
much like Spanish workers in Cuba who organized unions with anarchist 
sympathies.1

Enter Pedro Esteve

In 1892, the Catalan anarchist Pedro Esteve arrived in New York, fleeing 
the repression unleashed by Spanish authorities against the libertarian 
movement. Esteve ’s arrival proved a crucial moment in the organizing of 
Spanish sailors in the Atlantic. That same year in the Port of New York the 
ufcea was formed, the first association of Spanish-speaking workers in the 
United States. With few labor affiliations and little organizational struc-
ture, the union persisted until 1902, the year that marked the first strike by 
Spanish sailors. Although the reasons for the union’s collapse are unknown, 
possibly members of the group grew disillusioned by the racist attitudes  
towards Spanish-speaking sailors displayed by some of its delegates.
  In 1895 Esteve moved to Paterson, New Jersey, a location that hosted 
a multiethnic and polyglot anarchist community with a predominantly 
Italian immigrant population. In Paterson he renewed his friendship with 
Errico Malatesta, with whom he shared a commitment to organizational 
anarchism and revolutionary syndicalist action. Esteve favored collective 
organizing because he understood the mobilization and organized resis-
tance of the working class as essential in the fight against the state and 
capital. Anarchists, Esteve proposed, should be near workers, in facto-
ries and workshops, guiding them toward anarchism. Anarchists should 
also join unions and turn them into instruments of struggle for social 
revolution.2

 Esteve left Paterson in 1902 to participate in a nation-wide propaganda 
tour to organize miners. Under his leadership, the Paterson group decided 
to assist Colorado miners by providing monetary support and publishing 
news of their struggle in the pages of their newspaper, La Questione Sociale.3 
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For a few months Esteve also collaborated with the Western Federation of 
Miners and United Mine Workers, the former of which played a key role 
in the formation of the iww. He assisted Italian miners in a wave of strikes 
they organized throughout Colorado and Utah. Esteve ultimately sought 
to contribute to the mobilization of unskilled immigrants who had been 
abandoned by the American Federation of Labor (afl), and encouraged 
them to organize and disseminate revolutionary anarchist ideas.4 
 In June 1905 Esteve traveled to Chicago to participate, as an unofficial 
observer, in the founding convention of the iww. In the iww, Esteve and 
Italian anarchists found an organization that could accommodate their 
militant demands while allowing them to organize alongside workers 
of different nationalities (see also Zimmer, Chapter 1). Esteve became a 
leading organizer within the Italian and Spanish-language radical move-
ments in the United States. Many anarchists acknowledged that he greatly 
influenced workers, but also remembered him as a gentle, idealistic, and 
generous person whose character displayed a strong sense of honor and 
moral integrity.5

From the iSU-afL to the IWW

By 1907 the newly founded Marine Firemen, Oilers, and Water-Tenders 
Union (mfow), an affiliate of the isu-afl, had incorporated the remnants 
of the Stokers Union into an ethnic section of their union.6 Over time,  
relations between the stokers and isu administration improved to the point 

Pedro Esteve, Spanish  
anarchist ideologue and  
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US New York Herald,  
July 7, 1900.
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that the latter’s leader, Andrew Furuseth, did not hesitate to publicly ac-
knowledge the level-headedness of the “Latin” leaders (Juan Martínez, 
Secundino Brage, José Berenguer, and Jaime Vidal) and their understanding 
of union affairs. In February 1910 the Spanish stokers, representing 85 per-
cent of the Atlantic Coast Marine Firemen’s membership, accepted their 
integration into the isu and began to reform their organization. With 
institutional and financial support from the isu, the union launched a 
campaign to agitate and recruit workers in all ports on the Atlantic coast 
while promoting the regeneration of the union’s inner workings with the  
appointment of a new general delegate, the Galician Frank Ernesto.
 While the reconfiguration of the Marine Firemen received praise from 
Furuseth, another event occurred with profound consequences for the 
organization. In May, shortly after the union joined the isu, the anarchist col-
lective Cultura Proletaria (Proletarian Culture, also known as Solidaridad 
Obrera or Worker Solidarity) was formally established in Brooklyn. The 
group merged libertarian political exiles and a small group of migrant 
workers—cigar makers and stokers (also known as “firemen”)—of mainly 
Spanish origin. They aimed to publish a Spanish-language anarchist 
weekly, Cultura Proletaria, to propagate the virtues of social struggle and 
serve as a meeting point for the scattered and fragmented community of 
Spanish workers. They began publication in the spring of 1911, printing 
issues at the local hall of the Stokers Union on the docks near West Street. 
Editor Jaime Vidal was among those who had pushed for the union’s  
incorporation into the isu. 
 Vidal, a libertarian from Barcelona, had worked closely with Francisco 
Ferrer i Guardia in his Modern School project before going into exile in 
London. During his time in exile, between 1897 and 1903, he made close 
contacts with other anarchists throughout Europe and the United States, 
eventually relocating to Paterson, New Jersey in 1904. Paterson’s poly-
glot anarchist community warmly welcomed him upon his arrival. There, 
Vidal encountered an enclave of anarchism, which, as the New York Herald 
warned, permeated the Italian, German, French, and Spanish communities 
and various other foreign residents.7 Multilingual intellectuals helped trans-
late for their comrades at meetings and sustained relations between these 
radical immigrant communities. The inter-ethnic solidarity established by 
the immigrants’ shared interest in anarchism facilitated the incorporation 
of various immigrant communities in the predominantly Italian-speaking 
Paterson movement. Within this community, the Italian anarchists’ cosmo-
politan outlook proved essential in mobilizing the multiethnic labor force 
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during times of struggle. Soon after arriving, Vidal also met Pedro Esteve, 
an influential man in Vidal’s future militant ideological drift.
  While ideologically far from the unionist model of the isu-afl, the 
Spanish anarchists found no great difficulty in organizing within its struc-
ture. The afl allowed for the autonomy of union locals, and structurally 
it did not have the statutory ability to interfere in their internal affairs. 
The anarcho-syndicalist group that led the Atlantic Coast Marine Firemen 
valued this organizational autonomy. This “consolation” appealed to the 
Galician anarchist sailor Antonio Ucha, who justified the Spaniards’ re-
lationship to the isu by arguing, “we have neither God nor country, and 
lately, we organize and affiliate with the International without losing 
our autonomy, despite having neither leaders nor pastors in our midst.”8 
Nonetheless, the isu’s structural limitations, as a craft rather than industrial 
union, forced Spanish libertarians as well as other anarchist immigrants to 
pursue a “modern” and revolutionary syndicalist tendency, as defined by 
Jaime Vidal.9

  The union tactics applied by these new Spanish labor leaders, despite 
the isu’s organizational restraints, seemed nearly identical to revolutionary 
syndicalist models. Direct action, understood as the direct negotiation be-
tween workers and employees without the mediation of the state or another 
body, emphasized the general strike as the primary instrument of collec-
tive mobilization. On multiple occasions, Juan Martínez and Pedro Esteve 
publicly defended anarcho-syndicalism’s promise of solidarity that tran-
scended vocation, and the incorporation of all workers without exclusion. 
Such a model seemed useful to respond to the multiple actors and interests 
that navigated the maritime world, which relished in its isolated nature. 
Maritime labor remained a sector that negotiated largely through informal 
boycotts, strikes, and other acts of solidarity within a single port rather than 
as a united social movement. Accordingly, port unions often succumbed to 
a cyclical process of formation, rupture, and reformation.10

  Organizing under the isu, though, provided immediate results. The 
Marine Firemen formed locals in the main Atlantic ports and established 
relations with Spanish-speaking workers. The dues and financial support 
accrued by the union’s membership led to publication of a new periodical, 
Cultura Obrera, which included a four-page booklet in English edited by 
Pedro Esteve. The isu, however, remained under the control of George 
Bodine and Ed Anderson, who feared the Spanish syndicalists could take 
control of the organization and transform it into a “radical” union. This 
produced what Stephen Schwartz characterized as the hybridization of  
radical American unionism with Spanish syndicalism.11
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 The pages of Cultura Obrera persistently promoted the virtues of indus-
trial unionism in contrast to trade unionism. The fundamental challenge 
facing trade unionism, according to the industrial unionists, was the ability 
to merge as many territorial federations as possible in an effort to forge the 
basis of a true industrialist structure. The differences between the syndi-
calist model of industrial unionism and rigid separation of craft unionism 
also stemmed, in part, from the anarcho-syndicalists’ unwillingness to  
negotiate legislative initiatives for the grievances of seafarers.
  In the summer of 1911, anarcho-syndicalist leaders of the Atlantic Coast 
Marine Firemen considered transferring their industrialist principles to the 
rest of the districts and imposing their organizational model on the whole 
isu. Recognized for their mobilizing success, the radical sectors won ad-
ditional strength in the face of the immediate celebration of the isu’s sixth 
convention in Baltimore in December 1911. Despite opposition, “radical” 
delegates such as Spaniards Jaime Vidal and José Filguerira took control of 
the Marine Firemen’s three districts (Atlantic, Pacific, and Great Lakes). 
 Although the ranks of the Marine Firemen may have viewed the results 
of the convention positively, they gravely misunderstood the inner work-
ings of the isu. This misreading was fueled by poorly contained euphoria 
and a flagrant underestimation of the power of “conservative” leaders in-
cluding Andrew Furuseth. Faced with the prospect of “radical” groups 
taking control of a large part of the organization, the response of the isu 
leadership was relentless. It not only mobilized the majority of member-
ship in elections, it also aimed to strangle economically entities that were 
hostile to its practices. This included the suppression of economic aid ($30 
a month) given by the Marine Firemen to Cultura Obrera. The voluntarism 
of the anarcho-syndicalists and their allies was not enough to prevent a 
clear internal defeat which was a culmination of grave strategic errors. The 
leadership of the Atlantic Coast Marine Firemen had only two alternatives: 
accept defeat and fold into the dominant craft union orientation or abandon 
the isu.
 Radical workers chose the latter, and stated their position in Cultura 
Obrera: “After the Baltimore Convention, we have nothing in common 
with the International.”12 Indeed, in the first months of 1912 the pages of 
Cultura Obrera hosted a torrent of articles and editorials highlighting the 
virtues of industrial unionism and consolidation of the craft federations. 
The thin alliance between the Spanish stokers and the isu definitively 
broke that summer. 
  In June 1912, the shipping companies tossed out the agreement reached 
with the union the previous year as it came up for renegotiation. The  
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refusal of the companies to implement the contract provoked a strike by 
dissident isu-affiliated Spanish sailors and stokers in the Port of New 
York, who organized a new labor entity, the Federación de los Obreros 
del Transporte de América (National Transport Workers Federation of 
America, fota). Violent clashes and boycotts by non-Latin stokers backed 
by the isu plagued this strike. It ended with the defeat of the Spanish sailors. 
By December, the fota took its final step away from the isu and requested 
affiliation with the iww.13

  Within six months, the fota integrated itself within the iww with little 
resistance, except for a small collective of individualist anarchists led 
by Dionisio Freijomil who opposed the merger. The Spanish maritime 
workers’ affiliation with the iww officially began in April 1913. Cultura 
Obrera started to publish an English edition, Labor Culture, and became an 
official iww periodical. The newspaper was published in Brooklyn, sharing 
office space with the anarchist Center for Social Studies.14 Pedro Esteve 
became editor of Cultura Obrera as well as secretary of the Spaniards’ 
Marine Transport Workers (mtw) local.15

Other Ports, Other Leaders

Spanish sailors organized and agitated in many ports beyond New York 
during the early part of the twentieth century, including Philadelphia, one 
of the largest manufacturing centers and ports in the country. The lack 
of job security for unskilled laborers and constantly changing employer 
demands on workers there had produced a surplus labor population. On 
May 14, 1913, Philadelphia longshore workers struck, demanding a wage 
increase of 10 cents per hour and a ten and a half hour workday on night 
shifts and Sundays. Strikers quickly invited iww organizers, who helped 
win the strike and formed a union which organized relentlessly over the 
next ten years. By August 1913 the iww’s mtw Local 8 had created what 
historian Bruce Nelson called “the most striking example of class solidarity 
between blacks and whites in this country.”16 
 With the docks under workers’ control, the iww launched a recruitment 
campaign aimed at maritime workers. Among others, Local 8 hired Manuel 
Rey, a Galician anarchist who led a Spanish-speaking libertarian group, La 
Sociedad Pro-Prensa (the Pro-Press Society), composed largely of Latin 
sailors and longshore workers.17 Rey, who arrived in Philadelphia in 1910 
as a boatswain on a cargo ship from Cuba, never considered himself an 
“authentic” syndicalist despite being an iww organizer. He argued that 
“[Syndicalism] is not true anarchism because it is built on hierarchy and  
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authoritarianism.”18 However, unlike other Spanish anarchists who opposed 
the iww, Rey accepted union activism as a means to promote anarchism 
and moral regeneration among workers. He explained, “Anarchism is as 
old as man …. Anarchism is the natural philosophy of life; and through the 
process of education we may be able to make of every human being a man, 
a man who can think freely and do the best he can for himself and his fellow 
human beings.”19

 Anarchism galvanized Rey and the other 500 Spanish sailors attracted 
to iww organizing in the port of Philadelphia. Rey and the workers held 
regular meetings and established a Spanish library filled with iww litera-
ture, musical scores, and novels. Sailors voraciously read articles in Cultura 
Obrera and El Rebelde, published in Los Angeles (see Struthers in Chapter 
4), while organizing at the port. What is more, the racial dynamics between 
the isu and Spanish organizers became a major point of contention. Manuel 
Rey staunchly opposed the racist and discriminatory language used by isu 
organizers in Philadelphia, who largely organized in the interest of Anglo-
American workers. isu organizers despised black workers and immigrants 
from South and Southwest Europe, whom they viewed as incapable of as-
similation and hostile to unionization. The contention found its way onto 
the ships, where heated debates between the racially divided stokers re-
garding the isu’s exclusion of blacks and “undesirable foreigners” broke 
out. isu loyalists retorted by accusing the iww of being an organization 
run by a handful of “foreigners.” The isu’s discrimination and xenophobic 
policies ultimately led many sailors and longshoremen to join the iww 
throughout 1913.20

  Manuel Rey proved an invaluable asset to the iww, as the only national 
organizer of Spanish descent who worked for the Union. While other 
Spanish organizers such as Jaime Vidal, Juan Martínez, and the former 
stokers’ leaders decreased in prominence on the New York docks, Rey 
became the recognized leader of Latin sailors in the Atlantic. Both Vidal 
and José Vilariño, secretary of the Marine Firemen during the strike of 
1911, moved to Los Angeles in 1913 and published the short-lived anar-
chist newspaper Fuerza Consciente. Rey’s affiliation with the union came 
to an abrupt end on September 5, 1917, when the Justice Department 
raided 64 iww offices across the country. Six Wobblies were arrested in 
Philadelphia, including Rey, accused of interfering with the Selective 
Service Act, violating the Espionage Act, conspiring to strike, violating the 
rights of employers, and using the postal service to commit fraud against 
businessmen.21 
  The arrest of Manuel Rey not only left Local 8 without one of its key 
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organizers but also took away the Spanish maritime workers’ main leader. 
The iww rushed to hire another organizer with experience among mari-
time workers to maintain ties with the port’s Spanish sailors. Genaro Pazos, 
another Galician anarchist, soon took the position. A former collaborator 
on Cultura Obrera who defended the incorporation of the Atlantic Coast 
Marine Firemen into the iww, Pazos participated in mtw propaganda cam-
paigns throughout Atlantic ports, and raised funds for the iww General 
Defense Committee.22 Nonetheless, the repression continued. In the spring 
of 1918 Philadelphia police prevented mass public events and meetings on 
ships. In this repressive context, Pazos understood the need to increase the 
frequency of internal assemblies to maintain workers’ mobilization and 
sustain solidarity for imprisoned leaders. Members sold “freedom bonds” 
to liberate Philadelphia Wobblies Ben Fletcher, Rey, John Walsh, and 
others, and to assist their family members.
 Because of the state ’s heightened attacks on the iww, the mtw held a 
national convention in May 1919. Genaro Pazos represented the sailors of 
Philadelphia. By then, he maintained correspondence with sailors scattered 
across the Atlantic, including close ties with Gerardo Malvido, a Galician 
who served as secretary for the mtw organizing committee in the port of 
Buenos Aires. In their correspondence, Malvido noted the great interest of 
workers in Spain and Cuba in the iww’s organizing model, and viewed the 
union as being on the same level of the powerful maritime union La Naval, 
based in Barcelona.23

 Soon after, Wobblies began to discuss the formation of a Revolutionary 
International Marine Transport Workers Federation, a new organization 
grouping all Atlantic sailors, though this project never came to fruition. 
In addition to a complex organizational model, the proposed federation 
suffered the negative effects of the global economic crisis that permeated 
throughout commercial shipping following the First World War. Employers 
curbed expansion throughout the early 1920s, leading to massive layoffs. 
With fewer workers to mobilize, many of the mtw’s primary organizers 
returned to their countries of origin.24 

 The proud and aggressive Wobbly organizing in Philadelphia paved im-
portant roads for multiethnic labor mobilizations in the nation’s greatest 
Southern port, New Orleans. Between 1880 and the 1920s labor organizers 
established a remarkable and long-lasting multiethnic labor campaign, al-
though New Orleans was a racist stronghold of the US South. Eric Arnesen 
described it as “the most powerful biracial labor movement in the nation.”25 
In the summer of 1913 one of the biggest citrus monopolies, the United Fruit 
Company, locked out stokers from their vessels in the ports of New York, 
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Boston, Philadelphia, and New Orleans. Maritime workers in New Orleans 
produced the greatest response, largely due to the influence of the mtw 
among sailors. On June 2, 1913, the mtw launched a total work stoppage 
on ships owned by the United Fruit Company and demanded collective 
control of the ships. The strike quickly erupted in violence, with clashes 
between workers and private security guards paid for by the company. Four 
sailors were killed, including two members of the strike committee. Dozens 
of Wobblies were wounded and arrested, including the remaining members 
of the strike committee. One of the most prominent members of the organi-
zation was the Spanish stoker Frank Prego, brother of the Galician cnt leader 
José Prego, the first director of the confederation’s Galician publication 
Solidaridad. Charged with the illegal possession of weapons and sentenced 
to 12 years in prison, Prego eventually was deported to Spain in 1918.26

  As was seen in earlier organizing campaigns, the connection between 
unions on both sides of the Atlantic displayed the transnational dynamics 
of the labor movement among Spanish sailors. Their objective, as always, 
was to form a single global union of all Atlantic maritime workers. The 
decline in union organization and agitation was perhaps the most pro-
found consequence of the defeat on the New Orleans docks. It embodied 
a point of no return in maritime trade unionism. Despite the solidarity 
among workers, the disadvantages of calling a general strike in the mari-
time sector outweighed its prospects. Subsequently the mobilization failed. 
The United Fruit Company defeated the iww and regained control of its 
shipments, and the isu absorbed radicalized workers into its ranks.

Repression

While the first Red Scare targeted immigrant workers, it also destroyed 
a dense network of cultural centers, publications, left-libertarian soci-
eties, and other institutions of revolutionary movements. These elements 
had galvanized the most combative and conscious sectors of workers, 
for whom radical organizations not only offered opportunities to foster 
a space of dignity, but also facilitated integration into American society. 
Spaniards—whether businesspeople, anarchists, or common laborers—
suffered the consequences of the US anti-Bolshevik hysteria. Some were 
deported, others imprisoned in the United States. Most sought isolation or 
fled to places less hostile.27

  All the while, the anarchist press on both sides of the Atlantic called 
for solidarity and support despite the increasing pressures on the Iberian  
immigrant community:
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There are currently thousands of prisoners in North America whose families 
have not been notified [of their imprisonment]. They were disappeared 
when going to work and nobody knows where they are. One periodical, 
Cultura Obrera, was initially saved … but it has been suppressed. Some of 
those that edited it have been imprisoned while others who were Spaniards 
just arrived in Vigo, uprooted.28

Manuel Rey’s case is particularly interesting, not only because of the severity 
of his sentence but also the national dimension of the process. After a five-
month trial, Rey and 93 other iww leaders were found guilty of espionage. 
Rey and 14 others, those deemed the most dangerous or charismatic, received 
the harshest sentence of 20 years in prison and a $20,000 fine. Along with the 
rest, Rey went to prison in Leavenworth Federal Penitentiary.29

  During his time in Leavenworth, Rey established a close friendship with 
the Mexican anarchist Ricardo Flores Magón, and came into contact with 
Lilly Sarnoff, a Russian anarchist known by the pseudonym Ellen White. 
Rey’s relationships with Flores Magón and White stimulated his libertarian 
yearnings. He served as a liaison between the prisoners and their defense 
committees, a labor that frequently earned him punishments.30 Nonetheless, 
Rey kept writing articles and collaborative works which were published 
in the anarchist press. The August 1919 edition of the iww periodical One 
Big Union Monthly published one of Rey’s poems, “Thoughts of a deal-
living soul.” He also published an untitled poem in the New York-based  
publication The American Political Prisoner in 1922.
  In addition to the aid received by the General Defense Committee, the 
Workers Defense Union (wdu) offered Rey financial support. However, 
Rey and a small group of Wobblies openly disagreed with the iww and 
wdu’s policy of rejecting individual prisoner support, and instead de-
manding collective liberation. In the opinion of the iww leadership, only 
a unified response could provide the leverage to achieve amnesty of all 
political prisoners. Harry Weinberger, Rey’s defense lawyer, argued that 
clemency to one individual did not negatively affect the labor movement, 
and submitted a clemency petition on Rey’s behalf. Some imprisoned 
Wobblies, however, openly criticized the Spanish anarchist as undermining 
the group’s collective struggle against imprisonment.31

  By 1922, the most radical wing of the prisoners created the Workers 
Prison Relief Committee, which aimed to prevent disunity among jailed 
militants. Its first public statement called for solidarity among the dis-
senting prisoners: “This committee is a class conscious proletarian group 
primarily interested in the strengthening of the labor movement. We are not 
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romantics who seek to alleviate the personal situations of each person.”32 
It specifically condemned Rey’s plea for clemency, but Rey and other im-
migrants continued to propose individual petitions for clemency based on 
their legal status as foreigners. Their mental and physical deterioration was 
ultimately a more pressing concern than a hypothetical act of solidarity.33

  The determination of Rey to receive individual support demonstrated 
the limitations of iww principles, which were unable to prevent individual 
initiatives concerning the pursuit of freedom. In fact individual requests for 
clemency were eventually accepted by the organization, but this did not stop 
Rey and other dissidents from being expelled from the very union they had 
helped build. The union’s expulsion of prisoners was done by means not so 
different from the undemocratic practices of the United States, with the deci-
sion being made in a secret clandestine meeting which was not advertised and 
so did not receive public comment. Ultimately, federal authorities released 
Rey on December 22, 1922 on the condition that he accept deportation to 
Spain and never return to the United States.34 Rey arrived in the Port of Vigo 
in early 1923, but after a brief visit with his family he returned clandestinely 
to the United States. Following an anonymous complaint, Rey was deported 
again in 1925. That same year, however, he returned to the United States by 
crossing the Mexican border under the alias Louis G. Raymond, a name he 
maintained until his death at the Stelton anarchist colony in New Jersey on 
December 14, 1989, at the age of 101.
 The release of Rey marked the beginning of the end of the Spanish 
Wobbly activism. Initially inspired by libertarian ideas disseminated by 
Spanish sailors and longshore workers throughout the Atlantic, the ideo-
logical basis of this movement ended in 1925, devoid of newspapers and 
workers to sustain it. Along with the transfer of Vidal to California, Cultura 
Obrera ceased publication in 1922. Pedro Esteve, the ideological heart of 
the movement, resigned from the iww after becoming disillusioned with 
its “authoritarianism,” and died in 1925.35 Nevertheless, what remained of 
the Spanish libertarian movement reaffirmed its commitment to anarchist 
principles with the revival of Cultura Proletaria, which ran from 1927 to 
1953. Through it all, Spanish anarchists held on to the prophetic words of 
Manuel Rey: “Another century may pass before people truly understand 
the significance of anarchism. We cannot lose heart.”36
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The IWW and the Dilemmas 
of Internationalism

Wayne Thorpe

By its very name the Industrial Workers of the World (iww), now well 
into its second century, suggests an international organization.1 Its his-
tory is certainly international: though founded in 1905 in Chicago, its 
influence quickly extended into Canada and Mexico. In countries further 
afield, groups identified with it, adopted its name, and established offi-
cial or semi-official branches. But that is not to say that the iww regarded 
itself in 1905 as a self-standing world organization or a labor International. 
Founded as an industrial rival of the craft-based American Federation of 
Labor (afl), the iww also encouraged radical industrialism beyond the 
borders of the United States. Some delegates in Chicago in 1905 favored 
the name “Industrial Union of America” to indicate the national char-
acter of the organization, while others favored “Industrial Workers of the 
World” to symbolize the fact that the working class, rather than the organi-
zation founded in Chicago, was itself world-wide. Lucy Parsons preferred 
the “American Branch of the Industrial Workers of the World.”2 This 
chapter focuses not on the repercussions or outposts of the iww in countries 
beyond the United States, but first, on the evolution of the organization’s 
international policy over its first three decades. The main contours of that 
policy did not change markedly thereafter. Second, it examines the posi-
tions taken by the General Executive Board or the conventions of the iww.3 
One way to delineate that evolution is to ask: did the iww consider, seek, or 
decline membership in the formal labor Internationals that existed in these 
years, or offer itself in lieu of them? What international options did the  
iww have?
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The Socialist Option

In 1905 labor’s international options consisted of the Second Socialist 
International, founded in 1889, and the International Secretariat of 
National Trade Union Centers, founded in 1901, the former largely the 
political, and the latter the trade union, arm of the international social dem-
ocratic movement. The iww made a single appearance at the assemblies 
of each. Still debating its own views on political action, the iww delegated 
Fred Heslewood to attend the 1907 congress of the Second International 
held in Stuttgart, Germany. On a major congress issue, Heslewood un-
successfully opposed linking unions to political parties. He regretted that 
few wage earners were present. Most delegates were socialist intellectuals, 
well-fed and “eligible to [enter] any fat man’s race.”4 The following year, 
the iww’s affirmation of its exclusive reliance on direct action and its inde-
pendence from all political parties precluded further association with the 
Second International, which insisted that affiliates endorse political action. 
That left the Berlin-based International Secretariat, administered by Carl 
Legien, the head of the massive German trade union federation. Although 
dominated by social democratic unions, the International Secretariat did 
not require a pledge of political action. This permitted the Confédération 
Générale du Travail (General Confederation of Labor, cgt) of France, 
its only revolutionary syndicalist affiliate, to promote democratizing and  
radicalizing the Secretariat.
 That its founders in 1905 directed it to enter into relations with the 
International Secretariat is an indicator that they did not consider the 
iww itself to be a labor International. In August 1909, the iww applied for 
membership in the Secretariat, which admitted only one union organiza-
tion from each country. In 1909, the Secretariat had 20 national affiliates 
with nearly 6  million members, but as yet no affiliate from the United 
States. Legien long had courted the afl. For his part, afl leader Samuel 
Gompers was deeply suspicious of the socialism of most national affili-
ates of the Secretariat, but also eager to secure international recognition for 
his organization. He could take consolation, moreover, in the fact that the 
Secretariat sidestepped contentious issues, deferring them to the Second 
International. The Secretariat, therefore, had refused cgt proposals to put 
the general strike and antimilitarism on its agenda, prompting the French to 
boycott the Secretariat’s 1905 and 1907 conferences. The French neverthe-
less agreed to host the 1909 conference in Paris, which Gompers attended 
as a guest. 
 Having lingered in Europe to study the labor movement, Gompers 
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found the cgt to be greatly different “in both organization and methods” 
from the afl, and the large, highly organized German trade unions the 
most similar to it.5 The afl joined the International Secretariat in 1910. Its 
longevity and size (1 million members in 1909) favored the afl’s bid to rep-
resent US labor in the International Secretariat. But for Legien, the afl had 
additional appeal: it was moderate, whereas the iww was revolutionary; 
and it was an opponent, and the iww a potential ally, of the French cgt. 
That the iww’s application to the Secretariat had preceded that of the afl 
was inconvenient to Legien, but he simply temporized, not presenting it to 
the 1909 conference.
 The domestic rivalry between the iww and the afl took the interna-
tional stage in Budapest, dominating the Secretariat’s 1911 conference. 
Speaking for the iww, William Z. Foster challenged the presence of the 
afl. As Foster described it, Legien tried “to steam-roller me,” but as “a 
‘wobbly’ from the West and not so easily squelched, I took the floor and 
caused … a hubbub.”6 In the words of James Duncan, the afl delegate, the 
“misguided and vulgar i.w.w. man” invoked “force and language too vile 
to repeat.”7 Only the French cgt supported Foster’s condemnation of afl 
complicity with employers, and the iww’s repudiation of class collabora-
tion. The cgt’s plea that the interests of unity dictated that both US unions 
be enrolled fell on deaf ears. All remaining national affiliates rejected ad-
mission of the iww. Not only did the iww suffer a rebuff in Budapest; to add 
insult to injury its delegate Foster, who had spent a year in Europe and was 
impressed by the French cgt, returned to the United States to encourage 
the iww to abandon “dual unionism” in favor of boring from within ex-
isting unions, as the cgt advocated. In February 1912, Foster paid his last 
dues to the iww. He joined the afl craft union of railway car workers and 
soon launched the Syndicalist League of North America.8

 For the iww, the International Secretariat proved no option at all. The 
Budapest decision closed that door, whereupon Solidarity declared on 
September 16, 1911: “Up with the New International, typified by the c.g.t. 
and the i.w.w.!” But by 1913 another door appeared ajar, though it was not 
thrown open for nearly a decade. Syndicalist organizations beyond France, 
barred, like the iww, from the Secretariat, also began to consider their own 
international options. These syndicalist groups included the 100,000-strong 
Unione Sindacale Italiana (Italian Syndicalist Union), the Confederación 
Nacional del Trabajo (National Confederation of Labor) in Spain, smaller 
organizations in Sweden, the Netherlands, and Germany, along with revo-
lutionary unions in Latin America. Nearly all of them looked to the French 
cgt, perhaps 500,000 strong in 1910–11, for inspiration. As one Belgian put 
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it, the French were “the older brothers” of the syndicalist movement, while 
Armando Borghi observed, “we in Italy were the daughters of France.”9 
Embattled minorities in their own countries, they sought to overcome their 
domestic isolation and enhance their own sense of legitimacy and purpose 
by deepening their ties with like-minded organizations beyond their bor-
ders. Some favored an International of their own, a major issue pondered at 
the First International Syndicalist Congress held in London in September 
1913. European syndicalists saw the iww as a part of their family. 
 Despite its earlier bid to enter the socialist-dominated Secretariat, the 
iww was much closer in spirit and outlook to the syndicalists who met in 
London. Along with them, the iww supported the Bulletin international 
du mouvement syndicaliste, published from Paris by the Dutch syndicalist 
Christiaan Cornelissen to keep the revolutionary unions informed about 
one another. The iww also shared with European syndicalists an insistence 
on the autonomy of workers, the primacy and independence of revolu-
tionary unions, the importance of economic organization, and direct action 
at the point of production. In organizational emphasis they differed, with 
prewar syndicalists favoring federations of craft unions to preserve local 
autonomy over the industrialism endorsed by the iww. The Industrial 
Worker observed in 1913 that the iww “represents a higher type of revo-
lutionary labor organization.” But “in international affiliations,” it added, 
the iww “is more closely allied with the revolutionary syndicalist than 
any other body.” Three months later, speaking of the proposed syndicalist 
congress, it wrote: “Let its most important work be the formation of a con-
necting link between the revolutionary syndicalists and industrialists of all 
countries.”10 The iww, noting the costs involved and its own almost simul-
taneous convention, did not send a formal delegate to London. General 
Secretary Vincent St John’s letter to the organizers, however, emphasized 
that abstention should not “be construed as opposition to the Congress” 
or to formation of a revolutionary International, which the iww hoped 
soon to see and which it was willing to help finance.11 Nine European and 
three Latin American countries were more formally represented. The cgt, 
committed to working within the International Secretariat, boycotted the 
meeting. The London assembly, still hoping to win French support, post-
poned the question of establishing a specifically Syndicalist International 
to a later congress. Between 1909 and 1911, the iww had sought to join 
the French effort to revolutionize the Secretariat. In 1913, finally, it lent its 
blessing to a separate revolutionary labor International.
 The hopes of the syndicalists for more formal international bonds were 
derailed by the outbreak of war in 1914. The 1913 London congress had 
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reiterated syndicalist opposition to war, and the European organizations 
represented there—from Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden, and 
Spain—refused to support the defensive or war policies of their respective 
governments. So did the iww. In contrast, most of the national affiliates 
of the Second International and the International Secretariat (or, as it was 
known after 1913, the International Federation of Trade Unions) sup-
ported their governments during the war, including initially the French 
cgt. It is an irony worth noting that those labor organizations that most 
fully honored labor internationalism during the First World War tended to 
be those systematically excluded from the labor movement’s international  
institutions. The high cost of the iww’s resistance to war is well known.

The Communist Option

War brought with it the Russian Revolution, followed in 1919 by the 
founding of the Third or Communist International (Comintern), and its 
bid to unite the global revolutionary movement under its own banner. The 
purported workers’ revolution in Russia captured the attention of radicals 
everywhere, who made of it, as the Italian syndicalist Armando Borghi re-
called, “our polar star. We exulted in its victories. We trembled at its risks 
… . We made a symbol and an altar of its name, its dead, its living and its 
heroes.”12 The appearance of soviets, seemingly a new form of occupational 
representation, held inescapable appeal for those who had no sympathy for 
prewar socialist parliamentarism. Some Wobblies could celebrate the early 
Comintern as the realization of the program and ideals of the iww. As “Big 
Bill” Haywood said, “here is what we have been dreaming about; here is 
the iww all feathered out.”13 Enthusiasm penetrated the iww’s General 
Executive Board as well. It unanimously voted in August 1919 to estab-
lish a Committee on International Relations to enter into fraternal relations 
with the communists and syndicalists of Russia and Europe, the industrial 
unionists of Canada and Australia, and “to provide for the representation 
of the i.w.w. as a constituent member of the Third International.”14 This 
decision, however, never was confirmed by an iww convention. Before 
1919 ended, the Spanish and Italian syndicalists similarly declared for 
the Comintern, before their fervor ebbed. The early enthusiasm for the 
Russian Revolution remained alive for some radical unionists; for others 
it yielded to more cautious assessment. This ambivalence could be felt by 
individual Wobblies. George Hardy, who favored the iww’s entry into the 
Comintern, was elected iww general secretary at the May 1920 convention. 
During the vote, as Hardy recorded, a delegate called out: “‘God damn it, 
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I’ll vote for you although I know you’re a politician’—already recognition 
of my changed outlook.”15

 The Second Comintern Congress in the summer of 1920 endorsed the 
primacy of political action, the necessity and preeminence of communist 
parties, and repudiated “dual unionism.” The hopes of most syndicalist 
delegates that an autonomous revolutionary labor International would 
emerge from Moscow evaporated. “All my beautiful illusions came to fall 
one by one,” wrote the Spaniard Angel Pestaña, “withered and dead, like 
the petals of the rose fall when they lack the sap of the plant.”16 The iww 
did not have a delegate in Moscow, but the congress’s results hopelessly 
divided its Board. Three motions were put before it: first, that the iww 
affiliate with the Comintern (failed); second, that it not affiliate (passed); 
third, that it affiliate with reservations about engaging in parliamentary 
action (passed). The Board decided to put this confusing compendium of 
motions in a referendum to the membership, but such protest and uncer-
tainty followed (all motions reportedly failed) that the Board declared the 
ballot void at the end of 1920.17 The Board removed Hugh R. Richards as 
editor of Solidarity in October 1920, because of his undue sympathy to the 
communist cause, and John Sandgren as editor of One Big Union Monthly 
in December 1920, for undue hostility to it (see Zimmer, Chapter 1).18 
 To circumvent resistance to Comintern policies by revolutionary 
unions like the iww that repudiated parliamentary action and political par-
ties, Moscow proposed to establish a separate Red International of Labor 
Unions (Profintern). European syndicalists, in turn, summoned an inter-
national conference in Berlin in December 1920 to seek common ground 
regarding the proposed Profintern, whose founding congress would meet 
in 1921. Delegates from the British Shop Stewards movement, the United 
States, the Netherlands, Germany, France, Sweden, and Argentina were 
present. The Spanish and Italian delegates had been jailed en route in 
Italy. Representing the Russian unions and the Provisional Council of the 
Proftintern, S. Belinsky was also seated, though he remained hostile to a 
syndicalist assembly preceding that of the Profintern. The iww delegate 
in Berlin, its general secretary George Hardy, had urged iww entry into 
the Comintern, with “reservations,” but also wrote that what the iww 
and the syndicalists wanted was “a purely industrial international.”19 He 
endorsed the “Berlin declaration” requiring that the new revolutionary 
labor International be free of all political influence. “Russia will have to 
come into line,” Hardy wrote back to Chicago. But he also unsuccessfully 
proposed that the “Berlin declaration” endorse “the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat” and that all organizations represented at the Profintern’s congress 
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should accept its decisions.20 Hardy accepted Belinsky’s invitation to travel 
onward to Moscow, where the spell of the revolution and its leaders led him 
to alter his views. He now assured Lenin that he accepted the necessity of 
a disciplined political party and would work for the communists upon his 
return to the United States. Hardy’s term expired in 1921. On March 18, 
1922, Industrial Solidarity reported his expulsion from his local union. He 
later worked in England for the Anglo-Saxon section of the Profintern. 
“To help to overcome the anarchist and syndicalist prejudices in the in-
ternational trade union movement,” his memoir records, “was made my 
special task.”21 
 The 1921 founding congress of the Profintern significantly changed the 
picture for the iww. The “Berlin declaration” formed the iww’s mandate, 
and George Williams, the union’s delegate, favored affiliation before he left 
for Moscow.22 The Profintern Congress, however, rejected “dual unionism” 
generally, explicitly condemned the policies of the iww, and called for the 
national coordination of communist parties and labor unions and the in-
ternational coordination of the Comintern and the Profintern. In a long 
report, Williams lamented the congress: the credentials committee deter-
mined the course of the proceedings; delegates from revolutionary unions 
“might better have stayed home;” congress decisions “were made before it 
started.” For organizations like the iww to maintain a “separate existence” 
“was an unpardonable crime.” The assembly reminded Williams of a mas-
sive trial, “in which the high priests of the Communist International were 
sitting in judgment over the ‘criminal’ Syndicalists.” At year’s end the iww 
Board, having studied the congress resolutions and Williams’s preliminary 
report, concluded that affiliation with the Profintern, which it dismissed as 
“the Communist Party, thinly disguised,” was “not only undesirable but 
absolutely impossible.”23

 Although this judgment of December 1921 would never be reversed, 
the issue of relations with the communists continued to reverberate within 
the iww. As a leading labor historian put it, “Communism became topic 
number one in the iww; when Wobblies weren’t fighting over it in their 
halls or in the streets, they debated the issue in their newspapers and con-
ventions.”24 Profintern head Alexander Lozovsky issued “An appeal to the 
rank and file of the iww,” lamenting, “We have searched in vain for one 
correct statement in the report of Joe [George] Williams.” The iww press, 
he claimed, “abounds with anarchist phraseology” and was more critical 
than the capitalist press in its coverage of the first proletarian state. The 
syndicalists of Europe remained divided over a Syndicalist International 
and, in any event, the Profintern wanted a united political and economic 
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front. If the rank and file broke with iww officials, those diluters of “rev-
olutionary spirit,” the iww would be welcome at the second Profintern 
Congress. This appeal drew a 24-page hostile reply from the iww Board.25

 While some members who embraced communism simply left the iww, 
others campaigned openly to convert it.26 The Red International Affiliation 
Committee, headed by Harrison George, adopted this tactic and worked to 
reverse the iww’s decision regarding the Profintern. It argued that the iww 
must affiliate internationally, that the Profintern was nearest “in harmony 
with its own best interests,” above all since it endorsed “revolutionary in-
dustrial unionism.” There was also “an insignificant anarcho-syndicalist” 
International at Berlin, “which profanes the name of the First International 
of Marx, whose science they despise and ignore.” The Profintern, more-
over, renounced “syndicalist prejudices toward a revolutionary party.”27 
But while some committed communists worked openly to convert the 
iww to the Profintern, others, like Vern Smith, found it more effective to 
work behind the scenes. Smith served as the editor of the iww’s weekly, 
Industrial Solidarity, for nearly three years in the mid-1920s. 

“The ass in the lion’s skin or ‘all dressed up and no place to go’,” One Big Union 
Monthly, October 1920
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The Syndicalist Option

On the heels of the communist option another quickly appeared, with which 
it became inextricably intertwined for a time. The iww did not stand alone 
during 1921–22 in seeing both the reformist International Federation of Trade 
Unions (formerly the International Secretariat), now sitting in Amsterdam, 
and the politicized Profintern in Moscow, as unpalatable. Syndicalist organi-
zations met for preliminary discussions in Germany in June 1922. The iww, 
lamenting that notice arrived too late to send a delegate, elaborated its views. 
The lessons of the Russian Revolution included that an International had 
to be free of political influence, unlike the Profintern, which was controlled 
by the “Russian Communist Party.” The Board stressed that affiliates of the 
Syndicalist International should be autonomous in dealing with distinctive 
national circumstances. It also emphasized the iww’s “Industrial Unionism,” 
declaring craft unions and federations merely divisions “clustered around 
their own particular interests.” The syndicalist assembly, it concluded, “is 
without doubt the most important event in the history of the International 
labor movement.”28 The syndicalists reassembled to found the Berlin-based 
International Working Men’s Association (iwa) in December 1922. With 
the founding of the iwa, the choice for revolutionary unions was no longer 
“Amsterdam or Moscow,” but “Berlin or Moscow.” Organizations in 15 
European and 14 Latin American countries eventually affiliated with Berlin. 
The iwa hoped to win the iww’s affiliation as well. The iww had identified 
with the syndicalists before 1914 and its immediate postwar conventions also 
specified them as potential partners in a revolutionary labor International. 
Two years earlier the iww had participated in the syndicalist conference in 
Germany and embraced the “Berlin declaration.” Now that the iww and 
most syndicalist organizations had rejected the Profintern, the way seemed 
open to unite in the new iwa.
 Yet that affiliation, urged by the iwa and pondered within the iww for 
over a decade, never happened. In the early 1920s, the iww faced an array 
of profound challenges: continuing judicial persecution, attempts to assist 
imprisoned Wobblies, increasing divisions between centralizers and decen-
tralizers, changing economic conditions, and pressure from communists 
within and outside the organization. Competition between supporters of 
the Profintern and the prospective Syndicalist International only exac-
erbated tensions. The iww’s 1922 convention sought to defuse the issue. 
Anticipating two greatly differing revolutionary Internationals in Moscow 
and Berlin, neither of which the iww could enter “without forfeiting  
fundamental principles,” the convention adopted temporary neutrality, 
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while maintaining “friendly intercourse with both.”29 The issue of inter-
national affiliation drew lightning, threatening the fragile internal unity of 
the iww. Neutrality appeared to be a useful lightning rod.
 The iwa also tried to deal with more substantive issues that might 
work against the iww’s affiliation, especially that of its industrialism. The 
iww, in its 1922 reply to the Profintern, had described itself as a non-syn-
dicalist organization, as supporting direct action, as “an economically 
militant organization, which acts upon the theory that the workers learn 
to fight by fighting.” It placed “no reliance upon political action.” The 
iww constituted “an economic working-class organization,” whose “unit 
is the industrial union.”30 The iwa Secretariat responded in 1923 that this 
self-characterization of the iww fit syndicalist views and aims “almost to a 
tee.” While syndicalism had originally developed on a craft basis, this was 
not a matter of principle, as syndicalists increasingly advocated industrial 
organization and the iwa included explicitly industrialist national affiliates, 
including the Chilean administration of the iww.31

 Beset by external challenges and profound internal differences, iww 
had a membership hovering around 25,000 in the early 1920s.32 Supporters 
often saw the iww’s most pressing need as that of organizational rebuilding, 
with the international issue being important but highly divisive and best 
deferred. A friendly but candid letter of May 1923 from the iww Board to 
Rudolf Rocker of the iwa Secretariat is revealing in several respects. First, 
it reiterated that neutrality towards Berlin and Moscow was temporary. 
“International affiliation has occupied our attention very much …. We 
know that sooner or later we will have to take some step towards this end.” 
Second, it noted that the issue was explosive, both because of wider public 
suspicions about the loyalty of the iww and because within the labor move-
ment in the United States “every international has its partisans who are 
continually and severally condemning the other.” Prudence required min-
imizing such disputes. Third, it frankly acknowledged that the iww needed 
to concentrate on rebuilding at home and, therefore, “that there be no un-
necessary wrangles on Internationals …. We hope you can understand 
this important point.” The Board suggested that the iwa should similarly 
concentrate on strengthening its European components. Building an ef-
fective and genuine International required the absorption of the working 
class through “contact and experience.”33 The iwa was itself beleaguered 
by 1923, both by competition within the left from the communists and by 
hostile states. Its largest affiliates had fallen victim to repressive right-
wing governments in Spain and Italy, and its affiliates elsewhere, except in 
Sweden, failed to sustain their membership levels of 1919.
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 Tensions between centralists and decentralists, reinforced by regional 
factors, had shaken the iww in 1913, but drove it on the shoals in 1924. After a 
virtual split, which witnessed a precipitous membership decline and ongoing 
infighting in the iww, it clung to its policy of international non-alignment. Its 
conventions to the mid-1920s had sometimes agreed to hear speakers appeal 
for the Profintern (James P. Cannon in 1923, Harrison George in 1925), 
and sometimes refused (1924). The iwa simultaneously but inconclusively 
corresponded with the iww’s Board and saluted its conventions. In 1926, 
Rudolf Rocker of the iwa Secretariat visited iww headquarters in Chicago. 
Still, the international issue remained unresolved. The work of undeclared 
communists within the iww further muddied the waters. 
 Vern Smith, the editor of Industrial Solidarity, could not openly support 
the Profintern but he did work to discredit the iwa. In October 1923, for 
example, Smith asked C. E. Payne, the editor of the Industrial Worker in 
Seattle, to publish a denunciation of the iwa, including charges that it en-
dorsed scabbing. This, Smith explained, would “avoid serious injury” to the 
iww, “which at present seems to be lined up too much with the … outfit in 
Berlin …. I think this is a pretty bad outfit, but will admit that they had me 
fooled too, for a long time.” Payne’s terse reply: “You go to hell!” Refusing 
to publish the material Smith sent, Payne demanded: “Who put you up to 
sending it out here, anyhow?”34 In August 1924, Smith attacked the Berlin 
International more directly in Industrial Solidarity. He accused it of “treach-
erous … attacks” on the iww in Mexico, and although his editorial offered 
no evidence, of fiscal malfeasance. “What kind of a bunch is this anyway, 
that slanders us among our Mexican fellow workers, steals our money, and 
then scolds us for not sending them more?”35 The iwa was astonished at 
these charges in an official iww journal. iwa Secretary Augustin Souchy, 
suspecting communist “machinations,” asked the iww Board either to sanc-
tion the editorial or repudiate it.36 The Board did neither; nor did Industrial 
Solidarity’s attacks on the iwa end there. Smith was removed from editorial 
functions only in August 1926, when the French journal La Vie Ouvrière 
printed part of a report to the Profintern by US Communist Party leader 
Earl Browder, a former Wobbly himself, which inadvertently revealed Smith 
to be a communist mole in a position of influence within the iww.37

The Industrialist Option

Socialist, communist, and syndicalist strands had all been woven into the 
fabric of the iww’s international policy by the mid-1920s, without having 
produced a clear or dominant pattern. But a fourth strand—an industrialist 
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strand—must be considered as well. That strand did not simply highlight 
the industrialist form of organization, but also emphasized the role of the 
iww itself in the capacity of a world organization or a labor International 
stressing industrialism. This returns us to our starting point: that the name 
Industrial Workers of the World itself implies a labor International. After 
all, there were organizations outside the United States deemed to be iww 
“administrations.”
  The claim that the iww was itself an international organization, 
moreover, provided one means of defense against partisans of labor 
Internationals in Moscow and Berlin who sought to win its allegiance. 
It only came to the fore after the First World War, when the enthusiasm 
for the Comintern ebbed. From 1921 or so this assertion was sometimes 
advanced. In 1930, reviewing 25 years of international policy, Board 
chair Joseph Wagner wrote, “from its very inception, the i.w.w. was  
international in sentiment and scope.”38

 Some qualifications and complications should be noted here. Despite 
Wagner’s claims, the conception of the iww as a labor International did 
not predominate in the early association. The iww repeatedly pondered 
bringing itself under the umbrella of socialist, communist, or syndicalist in-
ternational organizations. The labor unions outside the United States that 
bore the iww name, moreover, did not necessarily regard themselves as 
members of an international organization. The largest of them, the Chilean 
iww, identified with and immediately joined the new iwa. Supporters in 
other nations sometimes compelled the iww to clarify its own policies or 
complicated relations with otherwise sympathetic foreign labor organiza-
tions. In Sweden, for example, when maritime workers founded an iww 
branch, the country’s national syndicalist organization objected. The 
iww’s Board responded by ruling in 1920 “not to issue industrial char-
ters in countries where there are already organizations in existence with 
a program similar to ours.”39 Later Boards did not observe the same 
policy. In Mexico a new Confederación General de Trabajadores (General 
Confederation of Labor) emerged in 1921, with perhaps 36,000 members. 
Based on decentralized principles, it soon joined the iwa. Some former 
Wobblies were influential within it. Other members of the Mexican iww, 
having failed to convince the new organization to accept centralism and 
industrialism, continued to maintain their own smaller organization. The 
two could announce an alliance, oppose the government, and resist afl 
influence in Mexico, but frictions remained. Finally, the iww union most 
active internationally (notably in Latin America and Europe), the Marine 
Transport Workers Industrial Union (mtw), urged the iww to enter the 
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iwa. The mtw even approached the iwa, in October 1933, about entering in 
its own name.40

 Despite ambiguities complicating the concept of the iww as a labor 
International, the industrialist strand periodically recurred in the weave of 
the Wobblies’ international policy. Prior to the First World War the iww, 
without precluding joint participation in a new International, had pointed 
to industrialism as distinguishing it from its nearest allies, the syndicalists. 
When the Board reported to the 1920 iww Convention that “the interna-
tional field has never looked better for a realization of a World International” 
of the iww,41 it expressed optimism that a global organization incorporating 
syndicalists and industrialists might emerge, but also recognized that the 
iww based in Chicago itself was not, or not yet, that International. The 
unifying principles to which the Board alluded, moreover, were those of 
non-political direct action. But the emergence of the communist-oriented 
Proftintern and the syndicalist iwa in 1921–22 had a double effect on the 
iww. Internally, it left supporters of these Internationals dueling within 
it. Externally, it drew off many revolutionary unions in other countries, 
potential partners of the iww, circumscribing its international focus con-
siderably. Both effects encouraged an increased inwardness, or at least 
self-sufficiency. Against this backdrop, the iww’s 1925 convention struck 
the industrialist note more clearly than previously. The iww intended to 
provide the working class with a “world-wide organization revolutionary 
in philosophy and industrial in structure.” Noting its far-flung “adminis-
trations and branches” the convention instructed the Board to investigate 
the calling of “a world congress of the i.w.w.”42

 However optimistic or desperate this proposal may have been, it bore 
no fruit in an iww beset by problems and weakened by a nearly incapac-
itating internal split. The iww held seven conventions from 1919 to 1925, 
but managed only four between 1926 and 1935. A world iww congress 
seemed unlikely. The 1925 proposal nevertheless signaled a new emphasis 
in international relations. For the next decade or so the syndicalist and 
the industrialist proved to be the major strands in proposed international 
strategy. While each had advocates, the international issue was less fiercely 
contested than in the first half of the 1920s; the iww felt rather than fought 
its way toward a resolution over the next decade. For one camp, industri-
alism and self-sufficiency were the guiding features in that they favored, 
at least for the time being, strengthening ties with iww “branches” else-
where, particularly in Europe. In the early 1930s this position, promoted 
above all by Joseph Wagner, prevailed. Speaking to the 1932 convention, 
Board chair Albert Hanson saw the international choice as “affiliation 
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with existing labor unions which recognize the class war” (the iwa) or, 
Hanson’s preference, “establishing the i.w.w. on a world-wide basis.” As 
if to remove long-standing ambiguity on the point, the convention en-
dorsed Wagner’s declaration that the iww “is a Working Class Union of 
the World,” and its branches were not “affiliates but integral parts of the 
General Organization.” It also directed the iww to improve contact with 
groups outside the United States and to assist in summoning a European 
conference of the iww. Secretary Treasurer Herbert Mahler voiced con-
cerns that some branches might affiliate with the iwa. At the same time, 
however, the convention directed the Board to cooperate with the iwa.43

 A second camp, promoted above all by the mtw, argued for the neces-
sity of more formal international links beyond iww outposts, particularly 
during a global depression. By the nature of the field in which it organized, 
the mtw was the most active iww union internationally and many foreign 
“administrations” were primarily the work of seamen, the “missionaries” 
of the movement.44 The mtw, however, concluded that establishing iww 
branches elsewhere was not an adequate international strategy. In 1931, 
the mtw petitioned the iww to ally with “existing syndicalist organizations 
of various countries who are of the same principles,” whereupon the mtw 
would send its foreign members into national syndicalist unions.45 As for 
the iwa, circumstances had no more favored it than they had the iww. In 
Europe alone, the rise of fascist and quasi-fascist governments had led to 
the suppression of the iwa’s Italian and Portuguese affiliates, and the ascent 
of Hitler in 1933 spelled the end of its German affiliate and the flight of the 
iwa’s headquarters from Berlin. Nevertheless, the syndicalists persisted in 
their overtures to the iww. In 1933 they published a brochure in English, 
The International Working Men’s Association: Its Purpose – Its Aim – Its 
Principles, which directly addressed iwa relations with the iww.
 The mtw resolved in 1933 that if the iww did not affiliate with the iwa, 
it would seek admission on its own as an industrial union organization. The 
iww Board soon insisted to mtw members that the provisions of both the 
iww and the iwa prohibited components of a larger body to affiliate. The 
iwa took another view, though with much hesitation: either the mtw could 
affiliate, with iwa congress approval, until its parent organization did so, 
or it could enter the proposed iwa international industrial federation of 
marine workers then being formed (but which failed to materialize).46 
 With no significant progress with its overseas branches and the iwa’s 
brochure in hand, the iww decided to act. Its 1934 convention resolved to 
put the question of affiliation with the iwa to a ballot. It decided to dis-
seminate the brochure, but when it ordered additional copies, US custom 
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officials seized the shipment as seditious material. The anticipation of the 
affiliation issue triggered an internal debate (“For Members Only”) in the 
General Organization Bulletin well before the 1934 convention. Those op-
posed to affiliation, Secretary Treasurer (former Chair) Joseph Wagner 
and Fred Thompson being the most visible, advanced four main arguments. 
Wagner raised first the centralist–decentralist issue and, second, that the 
iwa urged incorporating small farmers, eking out an existence, into agri-
cultural unions against larger landowners. Thompson vociferously argued, 
third, that the referendum was unconstitutional, since the iww constitution 
declined alliances with political parties or anti-political sects. Thompson 
asserted that the iwa was anti-political, comprised of “anarchistic freaks.” 
He added that it was anti-clerical and atheistic, a “bughouse clique of 
professional Jesus-killers.” Frank Cedervall, also no friend of rhetorical 
restraint, mused that mtw membership could not be increased “by making 
the iww an Anarchistic, Farmer Loving, Jesus Killing, Anti-Political sect.” 
Fourth, Thompson argued that the iww was itself “an international body 
with more than one national administration.” How could one international 
body join another on the basis of a referendum in the United States only?47

  The supporters of affiliation countered these arguments, and offered far 
more contributions to the debate. They urged the iww not to be dogmatic. 
The centralist-decentralist issue was “most bitterly contested” and will-
fully “misrepresented.” The iwa admitted revolutionary unions whatever 
their structure. Autonomy meant “the iww will deal with the farmer as it 
sees fit.” Britt Smith, recently paroled as a Centralia prisoner, pointed out 
that neither the 1934 convention, nor the iww Board, nor the membership 
itself saw the issue as constitutional. The rank and file determined these 
issues, or was there some hidden power unknown to them? “We might 
just as well have a dictatorship.” Fred Hansen, himself a delegate at the 
1934 iww convention, scoffed at the union itself being international. He 
further observed that the iwa does not “ask the iww to kill Christ or any-
body else,” and Wobblies could have whatever political and religious views 
they chose. Was it constitutional for the Chilean iww to have affiliated with 
Berlin? Others pointed out that the iwa organized revolutionary economic 
movements just like the iww. The iww could affiliate without imposing 
views on Wobblies, and that the question was a constitutional one there-
fore defied the imagination. Would affiliation undermine propaganda with 
US workers? “This is silly.” Harry Owens, a sailor whose internation-
alist commitment would cost his life in the Spanish Civil War (see White, 
Chapter 13), contrasted the iww as an international body (“How? When? 
Where?”) with the larger membership and the many countries affiliated 
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with the iwa. (The Spanish iwa affiliate alone was then far larger than all 
iww bodies combined.) Had the Chilean iww, by affiliating, lost its iden-
tity? The Canadian iww, for its part, could make up its own mind. Owens 
resisted “a policy of isolation.” H. Streisant observed that “theoretically 
the iww is international; practically, it is not. It has few foreign (geograph-
ical) connections.” Ethics and effectiveness should prevent the iww from 
forming dual unions in countries with syndicalist organizations. How 
would the iww respond if the iwa pursued the same policy in the United 
States?48

 There were procedural issues as well. The first ballot, issued in July 
1935, supported affiliation by a slight majority of 17 votes. Some indus-
trial unions, including those in forestry and metal and machinery, protested 
about the speed and results of the first referendum. A second was held and 
those opposed to affiliation prevailed. The 1936 iww convention, in re-
porting the ballot results from 1935, hoped that “continuous cooperation 
and harmony will exist” between the iww and the iwa. This convention 
also rejected the mtw motion to affiliate with the iwa.49 
 In any event, few international options were left to the iww by 1940. 
Fear of the Nazis’ rise to power in Germany prompted the 1935 Comintern 
Congress to endorse the Popular Front and unity on the left. The 
Profintern, in consequence, was dismantled in 1936–37. In 1939, Franco’s 
nationalists won the Spanish Civil War. This victory, in Rudolf Rocker’s 
opinion, “sealed the fate” of the iwa as a viable labor International,50 al-
though Sweden harbored it during the Second World War and it survives 
still today.

Conclusion

The decision in the mid-1930s completed the evolution of the iww’s inter-
national policy, at least in its major outlines. Warp and weft, for 30 years, 
had interlaced in the fabric of international policy before a clear pattern 
emerged. The socialist, communist, syndicalist, and industrialist strands 
constituted the warp in the weave, each coming to the fore at one time 
or another. The evolving needs of the iww constituted the weft: the need 
for an international policy that would respect its organizational integrity; 
harmonize with its own revolutionary goals, industrialist aspirations, and 
commitment to direct action and workers’ autonomy; and win something 
like a consensus from its membership, or at least not disrupt internal unity. 
The iww’s ambiguity about its own international role inevitably colored 
the process, notably after 1921. 
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 The iww tested the alternatives that were, or appeared to be, open to 
it for three decades. It unsuccessfully had sought a voice, a permanent 
and revolutionary one, in the councils of the largely social democratic 
International Secretariat before 1914. The Comintern and the Profintern 
had fired and then dashed powerful hopes. The contest over communism 
had severely shaken the iww. Even before 1914, the iww had viewed the 
syndicalists as next of kin. However, reservations about entering into an 
international organization which was anarcho-syndicalist and not pro-
grammatically industrialist proved decisive. Despite being poorly phrased 
and conducted, referenda seemed to demonstrate that in neither the rela-
tively robust iww of 1920 nor the diminished one of the mid-1930s could 
communist or syndicalist internationalism command a clear allegiance. It 
is tempting to see the development of the international policy of the iww 
between 1905 and the mid-1930s as the natural unfolding of what was im-
plicit within it from the start. But to argue that the trajectory of the iww’s 
international policy was predetermined is to read history backward, to 
project some future stage onto its beginning. The strand of industrialism 
and self-sufficiency came to dominate in the weave of the iww’s interna-
tional policy, but it took over 30 years to do so. That pattern was far from 
predictable in 1905.
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The IWW in Tampico: 
Anarchism, Internationalism, and 

Solidarity Unionism in a Mexican Port

Kevan Antonio Aguilar

On the morning of July 2, 1917, 15,000 workers affiliated with the Industrial 
Workers of the World (iww) and the anarchist labor confederation La Casa 
del Obrero Mundial (House of the World Worker or com) brought the Port 
of Tampico in Mexico to a standstill. The unions called for a general strike 
targeting Mexican, US, and British oil companies located throughout the 
Eastern Gulf region of Mexico. Workers marched from their dilapidated 
tenements to obtain better living conditions for themselves and their families. 
They called for salaries and conditions comparable to the white American 
drillers, who received better treatment, higher salaries, and segregated 
housing away from the Mexican oil workers. Such stipulations were com-
monplace in iww strikes throughout the world, yet the ideological parameters 
of their demands emerged out of the workers’ specific political landscape.
 The strike commenced just two months after the United States en-
tered the First World War to support its British allies. Both nations grew 
increasingly concerned over the security of one of the war’s most pre-
cious commodities—oil. Tampico, located in the state of Tamaulipas and 
Mexico’s primary oil-exporting port, was also of strategic importance for 
the country’s various military factions vying for governmental control. 
Francisco “Pancho” Villa’s recent attacks in New Mexico and encroaching 
proximity to US and British-owned oil refineries located in Tampico 
prompted an increased surveillance of revolutionary activities in Mexican 
border towns and ports. For Tampico’s port workers, the eight-month pres-
ence of six US destroyers idling in the Pánuco River, which separates the 
city from the neighboring state of Veracruz, offered a constant reminder of 
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the prospects of foreign military intervention. One iww-affiliated news-
paper, Germinal, called on oil workers to defy the threat of US invasion and 
prepare for a “war of all the wretched of the earth in open revolt against 
the murderers of humanity.”1 Germinal’s proclamation looked outward—
past the refineries, oil fields, and seas—to the class struggles enveloping 
the world. The iww’s influence in the port came from the organization’s 
adaptability to local social and political conditions, thereby allowing the 
port to become a significant nodal point within a world engulfed in social 
revolutions of many ideological flags. 
 The city’s relationship to myriad international trade networks—
connecting the United States, the Caribbean, Spain, and South 
America—created a heterogeneous population deeply intertwined in both 
global capital and transnational radical movements. Tampico’s significance 
to both the Mexican Revolution and global revolutionary struggles of the 
early twentieth century emerged from the port’s geographical relationship 
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to other sites of radical contestation and the ways in which urban, rural, 
and foreign workers defined their politics within the context of a global 
revolution. From 1915 to 1930, Wobblies organized with local anarchists 
and communists in Tampico and the neighboring working-class barrio of 
Doña Cecilia (now Ciudad Madero) against the centralization of the labor 
movement under the Mexican revolutionary governments, foreign ex-
ploitation, and the suppression of anti-capitalist struggles throughout the 
world. 
 With over a quarter of Tampico’s population connected to the petro-
leum industry, the port provided a unique environment for the prospects 
of revolutionary syndicalism, global solidarity networks, and industrial 
unionism. While many studies of the Tampico labor movement empha-
size its significance to the Mexican Revolution, few detail the social and 
cultural impacts of the iww’s various transnational campaigns among the 
port’s working-class communities.2 In contrast to the increasingly nation-
alist scope of Mexico’s military factions, the iww’s ideological framework 
provided an organizing space that complemented the port’s cosmopolitan 
political landscape. Wobblies from Tampico and around the world coor-
dinated with local radicals to promote anarchism, internationalism, and 
anti-imperialism while persistently resisting state cooptation. The city’s re-
lationship to various social movements and capitalist interests throughout 
the Atlantic and Pacific worlds demonstrated the radical worldview of 
Wobbly organizers and rank-and-file members.

Origins of the iww in Tampico, 1915–20

From its first mobilizations in Tampico, the iww integrated its vision of 
revolutionary syndicalism with the existing political views of the city’s 
working-class communities. The port’s laborers were, as Myrna Santiago 
describes, “born political,” enraged by decades of foreign management 
in the growing industrial hub along with a lack of social prosperity. 
Anarchism and other anti-capitalist ideologies permeated the Huasteca 
region as far back as the 1850s; by 1907, cells affiliated with the anarchist 
Partido Liberal Mexicano (Mexican Liberal Party, or plm), led by Ricardo 
and Enrique Flores Magón, emerged. Starting in the 1910s, the plm’s news-
paper Regeneración helped fortify “a new vocabulary and set of ideas” for 
the port’s working class.3 In conjunction with the arrival of foreign revolu-
tionaries from Europe, the United States, and other parts of Latin America, 
workers were emboldened by a lexicon of internationalism and anti- 
imperialism. This mixture of local and immigrant laborers quickly forged 
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a transnational network of radical activity within which Tampico’s iww 
branch germinated.
 Between 1915 and 1917, Mexican Wobblies affiliated with the plm moved 
from the US Southwest and Northern Mexican mining hubs to the port to 
escape escalating repression. Pedro Coria, one of the iww’s most promi-
nent organizers during its Bisbee, Arizona mining strikes, fled to Tampico 
to evade federal indictment in late 1916, and helped establish the iww’s 
Marine Transport Workers Industrial Union (mtw) Local 100 in January 
1916. In 1917, members of iww Local 602 from Los Angeles joined Coria in 
Tampico to help with Local 100 (see Struthers, Chapter 4).4

 Wobblies also forged ties with the local branch of the com, which 
founded its Tampico branch in 1915. Ricardo Treviño, an iww and plm 
organizer, arrived in Tampico from San Antonio, Texas and quickly rose 
to be a prominent Wobbly in the port.5 By 1917, the com had formed 14 
craft unions and the iww established two industrial unions. The iww’s in-
fluence came through its collaboration with the com as well as with the US 
headquarters of the iww. At some points, the union’s influence expanded 
beyond its own capacity. In February 1919, an iww member-at-large from 
Tampico contacted the publishers of the iww’s Spanish-language paper, 
La Nueva Solidaridad (New Solidarity), requesting that administrators 
send more copies of the newspaper and additional Spanish-language lit-
erature.6 Similar to many iww hubs outside of the United States, however, 
the Tampico branch largely depended on local networks to sustain itself. 
Though Spanish-language literature sent from the United States provided 
a valuable resource to workers, the local anarchist press functioned as the 
primary means of disseminating news of the iww’s local activities. 
 From 1916 to 1918, Treviño assisted the com’s local newspaper, Tribuna 
Roja (Red Tribune), which produced the city’s first articles on radical 
labor. While most Wobblies in the port were Mexican, they interacted fre-
quently with “fellow workers” (iww members) and anarchists from the 
United States and elsewhere. Spanish anarchists such as Jorge D. Borrán 
and Vicenta Cabrera also allied with the iww and assisted in forming the 
Tampico branch of a New York-based anarchist group, Germinal. The 
new organization quickly forged bonds with the iww, com, and Centro 
Femenil de Estudios Sociales (Women’s Center of Social Studies), led 
by Cabrera and Maria Márquez. Women were of particular impor-
tance to the city’s radical sectors; Cabrera and Marquez both worked as 
administrators for the Grupo Germinal and accrued much of group’s do-
nations through worker outreach. Women such as Cabrera and Marquez 
served as intermediaries for transnational revolutionary campaigns and  
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reaffirmed the internationalist worldview of Tampico’s rank-and-file by  
incorporating local struggles into a global context.
 While most iww members in Tampico were of Mexican origin, the port 
served as a harbor for migrating radicals from the United States, Latin 
America, and Europe. Wobblies from Los Angeles established a small farm 
outside of González, Tamaulipas as a way station for organizers heading 
to the port. One Wobbly, Ret Marut—an enigmatic German anarchist 
who became a world-famous novelist under his pen name, B. Traven—
wrote extensively on Tampico’s revolutionary struggles.7 Many South 
American and European political exiles arrived by boat and joined local 
campaigns upon arriving in Tampico.8 Regardless of nationality, the city’s 
Wobblies and other radicals embraced the struggles of their newly adopted 
home as their own. Although frequently labeled “foreign agitators” by the 
Mexican and US governments, Tampico’s working class viewed them as 
comrades in arms. Mexican workers saw in the ideals and actions of radical 
immigrants the same aspirations to forge a new world from the shell of  
the old.
 The iww and its com allies created a cultural sphere of influence among 
the local working class. Both groups worked out of the same building, 
actively produced anarchist publications, and held joint union and or-
ganizational meetings.9 On any given night of the week, the iww-com 
headquarters buzzed with activity; various unions affiliated with the two 
groups met three nights a week, with Tuesdays and Sundays reserved for 
general assemblies and internal propaganda meetings. Bartenders, taxi 
drivers, service laborers, construction workers, and seamen all frequented 
the building and became acquainted with one another through the various 
services provided by the organizations.10 Educational lectures frequently 
commenced between union meetings, utilizing the pedagogical influences 
of Catalan anarchist Francisco Ferrer i Guardia. In their attempts to for-
tify a radical working-class culture, com and iww members aimed to steer 
workers away from what they perceived as capitalist vice and threats to 
“social morality.” Lectures and articles frequently condemned activities 
such as drinking, cockfighting, the running of the bulls, and gambling.11 
In order to expand radical thoughts beyond the workplace, Wobblies and 
anarchists aimed to empower workers both in their professions and their 
homes. They perceived the creation of alternative forms of community 
congregation, distinct from the lure of capitalism, as an integral part of 
fortifying a stronger network of radicals in the city.
 As radical consciousness spread throughout the working-class neigh-
borhoods surrounding the ports, Mexican Wobblies began to look 
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beyond their immediate surroundings and towards their role in other 
North American iww campaigns. The dissemination of iww literature in 
Tampico gives an indication of the scope of such transnational perspec-
tives. Wobbly-affiliated periodicals, which disseminated between 2–3,000 
copies for little to no cost on a weekly basis, provided the context for the 
union’s struggles. Along with the persistent interaction with foreign rad-
icals coming in and out of the port, the dissemination of literature and 
verbal recitation of radical ideas informed local workers of the various iww 
campaigns occurring throughout the United States. Despite rapid inflation 
counteracting the higher salaries of petroleum laborers between 1918 and 
1928, over 200 of Tampico’s iww militants contributed funds to interna-
tional solidarity defense campaigns in Arizona, Colorado, and other parts 
of the United States.12 During this time, the local activities of the Tampico 
iww branch connected the local struggles of petroleum workers with the 
fights of workers beyond the borders of Mexico. 

Internationalism and Anti-Imperialism

The Tampico iww’s pedagogical and cultural activities helped fortify 
a belief in the imminence of a global revolution. Unlike other parts of 
Mexico, Tampico’s revolutionary movements were uniquely bound by 
shared ideological and mobilizing practices. The port’s communists and 
anarchists collaborated more often than they succumbed to ideological 
disagreement. Whereas foreign Wobblies in Mexico City frequently im-
mersed themselves in various skirmishes between party-based communist 
groups and anarcho-syndicalist organizations, the Wobblies in Tampico 
focused their attention on collaborating with communists and anarchists 
to unionize the petroleum industry. As seen in various other radical move-
ments during this time, the ideological positions of the Wobblies, early 
communists, and anarchists were virtually synonymous. Their collective 
dedication to worker control of the means of production encouraged cross- 
ideological collaboration among radical groups such as the iww, the 
com, and, by 1921, the Confederación General de Trabajadores (General 
Confederation of Workers, or cgt). José C. Valadés, a cgt commu-
nist with strong anarchist leanings, reflected on the labor movement’s  
multifaceted political ideologies:

There existed a general idea: social welfare. A pragmatic doctrine: 
extinguish the bourgeois state. A longing: to sow fraternity. Hence, the 
questions concerning domestic ideologies were distinct from our dreams. 
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We wanted to follow the example of the Russians [before] Lenin became 
the terrible dictator.13 

While the influence of the Russian Revolution served as a unifying 
point for Mexican leftists, the working class maintained a strong anti- 
authoritarian tradition. US-born Wobblies and foreign radicals affiliated 
with the Comintern, however, downplayed the ideological sentiments of 
Mexico’s various radical movements as the consequence of a politically and  
economically underdeveloped country. 
 Some US-born Wobblies overlooked the anti-statist nature of the 
Mexican left and labor movement to focus attention on reconciling the 
iww with Soviet communism. Linn A. Gale, an American Wobbly and 
self-proclaimed “Lenin of the Americas,” came to Mexico to avoid con-
scription into the First World War draft and quickly attempted to form 
both a Communist Party of Mexico and an iww branch in Mexico City. 
Through the English-language periodical, Gale’s Magazine, Gale aimed 
to attract US Wobblies and radicals to Mexico by emphasizing Mexicans’ 
sympathies for the iww.14 Rather than viewing all Americans as impe-
rialists, Gale argued that the Mexican working class understood the 
differences between foreigners with radical politics and those who ex-
ploited them, such as Samuel Gompers of the American Federation of  
Labor:

When a “Wobbly” comes to Mexico, the peon knows the difference 
instantly. He feels a kinship for the “Wobbly,” believing the latter is 
actually an under-dog like himself and is on the level in his promises. 
He has an idea that i.w.w.’ism [sic] is something not distinctly American 
and this appeals to him, for he has come to associate “Americanism” with 
robbery and slavery. The word “world” in the name “Industrial Workers 
of the World” sounds pleasanter to him than the word “American” in the 
name “American Federation of Labor.”15 

While exalting Mexican workers’ solidarity to US-born labor radicals, 
Gale fell short of acknowledging the laborers’ agency in determining their 
own political ideologies, distinct from their US counterparts:

Internationalism, although he [the Mexican] usually only incompletely 
understands the word, seems to him a desirable thing, but he detests 
“Americanism.” The only “Americanism” he knows is misery, wretched-
ness and abuse, and if he had no other reason this would be sufficient to 
perpetually prejudice him against the Gompers organization.16
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As affirmed in his numerous articles published both in his own magazine 
and iww periodicals, Gale promoted a paternalistic stewardship of Mexican 
workers by foreign organizers, with little interest in grassroots organizing 
in Mexican communities.
 Such aims contrasted starkly with the ideals and tactics of iww or-
ganizers of Mexican descent, who persistently called for an end of 
top-down political structures and, instead, proposed mutual aid and the 
reciprocal allocation of support for campaigns and communities beyond 
national boundaries. Vanguardism under the auspices of the Communist 
International (Comintern), as promoted by Gale as well as the leader of a 
rival Communist Party faction, Indian anti-imperialist Manabendra Nath 
Roy, demonstrated the cultural illiteracy of many foreign radicals regarding 
the conditions and aspirations of Mexico’s anti-capitalist movements.17 
What is more, the publication of Gale ’s writings in US-based iww liter-
ature demonstrated the organizational limitations of American Wobblies 
to provide solidarity for their Spanish-speaking Mexican counterparts. By 
April 1921, these disparities in tactics reached an apex when Gale joined 
the state-backed labor federation, the Confederación Regional Obrera 
Mexicana (Region Confederation of Mexican Workers, or crom), while 
continuing to write on behalf of the Mexican iww branches for the English-
language iww press. Mexican Wobblies demanded that the Chicago-based 
newspapers cease the publication of Gale ’s articles, as they did not reflect 
their organizing efforts occurring on the ground. Following his deporta-
tion from Mexico in 1921, Gale collaborated with the US government in 
order to avoid prison time for draft evasion, naming radicals located in 
both the United States and Mexico.18 
 By the end of the First World War, Mexico’s social revolution became 
increasingly complicated owing to various power struggles and sectarian 
conflicts. Linn Gale ’s and M. N. Roy’s attempts to incorporate Mexico’s 
radical movements into the Comintern emphasized a nationalist con-
vergence of revolutionary movements—an aspiration that directly 
contradicted many existing organizations’ anti-statist praxes. Tampico’s 
anarchist and Wobbly contingents adamantly opposed any support or re-
lation to the Mexican state during the 1918 National Labor Congress in 
Coahuila. While the Congress led to the formation of the crom, anarchists 
and Wobblies from Tampico disapproved of collaborating with the state in 
every capacity.
 The Tampico delegation’s disapproval of a centralized national labor 
organization exposed deep-rooted ideological differences between anar-
chists, communists, and labor reformists. By 1918, prominent iww and com 
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organizer Ricardo Treviño resigned from the radical labor movement to 
join the state-backed Partido Laborista Mexicano (Mexican Labor Party). 
In his memoirs, Treviño chastised the anarchists’ utopian proposals:  
“[T]he anarchist radicalism and intransigency created the environment 
and feasible conditions for new struggles and sterile sacrifices, unnecessary 
and detrimental to the development of the country’s Worker Organization 
[crom].”19 Vicenta Cabrera, speaking on behalf of the Grupo Germinal’s 
anarchist women’s center and as an ally of the iww, opposed the nation-
alist sentiments of the conference ’s labor reformists and called for regional 
labor organizing and transnational labor solidarity. After chastising the 
congress’s lack of women, she explicitly reiterated the anarchist call for ex-
propriation as opposed to modest reforms, stating, “Not only do we need 
bread, comrades, we need the land!”20 Cabrera’s sentiments reflected the 
demands proposed by iww and com unions in their strikes against foreign 
oil industrialists and state profiteers; the oil below the workers’ feet repre-
sented a source of their own wealth, not that of the Mexican state. Rather 
than supporting the national unification of the labor movement, Cabrera 
called for the expansion of the country’s social revolution. Whereas the 
Mexican government aimed to consolidate control through the crom, or-
ganizers with the iww reaffirmed their anti-statist ideals and called for a 
transnational labor movement.
  The refusal of Tampico organizers to concede to the Mexican state was 
rooted in their experiences in the port. Foreign extraction of local resources, 
unequal pay, squalid living conditions, and racial segregation produced a 
social environment ripe for radical organizing.21 While Wobblies utilized 
wildcat strikes, direct action, and demonstrations to bring about change in 
Tampico, acts of international solidarity forged bonds between Wobblies 
of various countries in the face of state suppression. Wobblies in Mexico 
frequently distinguished between foreign opponents and “fellow workers,” 
and ensured that their actions reflected such distinctions. Solidarity 
unionism, in turn, aimed to coordinate a global reconstruction of labor 
based on equity and need. Such a vision required a programmatic effort 
to not only implement but also sustain it. As conditions worsened for iww 
members around the world, Tampico’s radical sectors mobilized to counter 
what they perceived as an affront to their own revolutionary struggle.

Solidarity Unionism In Action: Transnational Prisoner Support

Beyond strikes, solidarity with political prisoners provided a method of 
expanding political consciousness amongst the port’s working-class com-
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munities. As the iww in the United States faced debilitating repression under 
the federal Espionage and Sedition Acts of 1917–18 and many states’ criminal 
syndicalism laws, Tampico’s radical working class attempted to alleviate the 
associated financial burdens through donations to the union’s general de-
fense campaigns. Throughout 1918, Wobblies Santiago Martínez and Pedro 
Coria called upon petroleum and construction workers to support radical 
campaigns throughout the world. In particular, they encouraged workers 
to preserve the visions of social revolution characterized in the Wobbly 
and anarchist periodicals, plays, and education circles that had radicalized 
them and their communities. As state suppression of the iww in the United 
States increased, Martínez and Coria utilized workers’ consciousness as a 
means to galvanize support for imprisoned organizers being “buried alive 
in penitentiaries.” Creating a transnational network of financial support, 
demonstrations, and publicity for struggles in the United States linked 
Wobbly prisoners to Tampico’s working class. The two organizers summa-
rized their call for the global unification of Wobblies and fellow travelers by 
exclaiming, “Rebellious workers from north to south and from east to west, 
all to form One Big Union!”22 
 On March 30, 1918, Pedro Coria called upon Tampico maritime workers 
to support imprisoned Wobblies in the United States by putting the interna-
tionalist ideals of anarchist revolution into practice. Before escaping federal 
indictment and deportation, Coria had organized with the plm and the iww 
throughout California, Texas, and Arizona. When not organizing workers, 
Coria frequently contributed articles to the iww-com newspaper Germinal 
to stress the importance of the transnational solidarity networks that he 
himself had utilized to flee the United States. Coria’s pleas to Tampico’s 
working class to support the iww’s General Defense Committee, which 
conducted prisoner support for Wobblies, strengthened the union in both 
Mexico and the United States.
 In an article entitled “To the organized and unorganized workers of Mexico 
and Latin America,” Coria invoked May Day, the international holiday com-
memorating the execution of the Haymarket martyrs, as the historical basis 
of worldwide solidarity against capitalism. Noting the September 5, 1917 
raid of US iww locals and subsequent indictment of 166 organizers, Coria 
called on the port’s maritime workers to join other industrial unionists in 
sending financial support for those imprisoned. Coria invoked the historical 
precedents of iww support for Mexican radicals in the overthrow of Mexican 
dictator Porfirio Díaz, particularly from co-founder “Big Bill” Haywood and 
Latino Wobblies in the Southwest. He concluded by noting the importance 
of solidarity unionism to the struggle against global capitalism: 
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Let us understand, fellow workers of Latin America, that if we allow our 
comrades to be sent as victims to the gallows, we will be complicit in this 
criminal act. We also suffer from this brutal industrial imperialism as they 
extend their economic tyranny over Mexico and South America. Therefore, 
it is our duty to respond to the persecution of our comrades in the North 
with our class solidarity through the One Big Union, to lead by the slogan 
“an injury to one is an injury to all.”23

For Coria, the Red Scare not only drove him from the United States, it also 
hurt the struggle for global revolution. Further, the article encapsulated 
the worldview of Tampico’s working class as members of a global struggle 
forged by groups such as the iww. Wobblies from around the world sent 
contributions to post bail for their fellow workers in the United States, 
though these attempts at solidarity could not fully counteract the ferocious 
repression of the iww. 
 In August and September 1919, the iww headquarters in Chicago re-
ceived over $6,000 in donations from fundraisers organized in Tampico for 
the prisoners, and an additional $5,000 collected for the General Defense 
Committee. These donations helped 30 of the 118 Wobblies imprisoned at 
Leavenworth Penitentiary in Lawrence, Kansas go free on bond. Attacks 
against the union persisted despite these efforts; another 30 Wobblies were 
imprisoned by November.24 Nonetheless, Coria and the Tampico Wobblies 
remained dedicated to international solidarity campaigns into the 1920s 
and 1930s. 
 Coria published numerous articles throughout March and April 1918 in 
support of various anarchists and Wobblies, including Emma Goldman and 
three of the plm’s leaders—Librado Rivera, Enrique Flores Magón, and 
Ricardo Flores Magón—also imprisoned at Fort Leavenworth, the latter 
three owing to their anti-militarist articles in Regeneración.25 Tampico’s 
support of the Wobblies, plm leaders, and US anarchists represented a 
continuity of transnational anti-imperialist organizing in opposition to mil-
itary conscription and the suppression of the radical left. Yet just as the 
iww in the United States faced the repercussions of the Red Scare, so too 
did Tampico’s Wobblies. 
 The iww in Tampico encountered opposition on both sides of the US–
Mexico border. The mainstream Spanish-language press in both countries 
warned readers of “the terrible threat of bolshevism” in Tamaulipas. 
According to the San Antonio-based newspaper La Prensa, “impar-
tial” informants notified the periodical that three Wobblies from Russia, 
Poland, and Catalonia had recently spent exorbitant amounts of money 
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publishing thousands of copies of a newspaper, El Bolsheviki, in Tampico, 
and distributed it throughout the eastern part of the country. Fearing the 
consequences of “Bolshevik” organizing so close to the border, La Prensa’s 
publishers declared, “We Mexicans here [in Texas] are beginning to feel 
the prejudices that have created global calamity.”26 Newspapers in Mexico 
City also commented on the suspected influence of Bolshevism amongst 
the port workers, and American businesspeople collaborating with US sen-
ators alleged that members of the Tampico anarchist organization Grupo 
Hermanos Rojos (Red Brothers Group) and iww organizers worked as 
agents for Moscow and published El Bolsheviki to promote communism 
in the port.27 Despite these sources’ claims of widespread dissemination 
of the periodical, the Mexican military had confiscated all copies before 
its release. The military also raided a local shop producing the Hermanos 
Rojos’s other publication, El Pequeño Grande, and confiscated it along with 
its printing press; a Russian organizer in the shop was deported as well.28 
Furthermore, one of the leading members of the Hermanos Rojos, José 
Allen, worked as an informant for the US consulate in Mexico City, and 
encouraged political infighting among the various radical organizations.29 
Although it is unknown whether Allen was the informant that notified the 
press of the new publications, US-backed infiltrators clearly functioned at 
the highest levels of the Mexican radical movements. 
 Even after the sweeping suppression of the iww in the United States 
during the late 1910s and early 1920s, Tampico Wobblies continued to 
support prisoners of the global class war. By the mid-1920s, the rise of 
fascism represented a new front for international solidarity campaigns. 
Along with comrades in Tampico’s cgt unions, Wobblies called for the 
boycott of Italian ships following the suppression of anarchists under the 
dictatorship of Benito Mussolini. Radicals in the city also offered refuge 
for the children of Italian anarchist prisoners through the various maritime 
networks between Europe and Tampico.30 By fomenting ties to European 
popular struggles against fascism, Wobblies and fellow travelers in Mexico 
stimulated a cyclical network of financial and practical solidarity. Such 
campaigns expanded the worldview of radical working-class communities, 
as localized struggles became internationalized and affirmed by workers in 
different geographic, political, and economic conditions.
 Another important example of long-term iww organizing in Tampico 
could be seen during the trial of the Italian-American anarchists Nicola 
Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti. When the pair were convicted of robbery 
and murder in 1921, radical movements throughout the world responded to 
what they perceived as yet another attempt to suppress radical organizing. 
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Wobblies and anarchists in Mexico and many other nations responded with 
demonstrations that attracted workers, including conservatives, who op-
posed the United States’ racial prejudices.31 Subsequently, the United States 
became the central target of the port’s Wobblies and others opposed to the 
trial. On November 16, 1921, a group of 300 radicals, including a number of 
uniformed soldiers, demonstrated outside of the US consulate in Tampico 
to protest the sentencing of Sacco and Vanzetti.32 Upon the 1926 announce-
ment of the two men’s sentence of execution, the iww organized a march 
through the streets of Tampico before descending upon the US consulate.33 
On August 23, 1928—the first anniversary of Sacco and Vanzetti’s exe-
cutions—workers affiliated with the Federation of Labor of Tampico, a 
long-standing iww ally, and the Mexican Communist Party marched to the 
US consulate to celebrate the memories of the fallen anarchists. The march 
lasted for three hours, bringing traffic and commerce to a standstill. Three 
workers were arrested, charged with insulting the Mexican military.34

 Workers and radicals in the city continued to uphold the memory of the 
fallen Italian anarchists. On November 7, 1930—the 13th anniversary of 
the Bolshevik revolution—30 men and three women labeled “communists” 
were arrested after a parade outside the US consulate. Protesters lambasted 
the US and Mexican governments as well as the press while shouting the 
names of Sacco and Vanzetti throughout the demonstration. The police 
also raided the offices of the Labor Federation.35 Despite growing suppres-
sion of the radical labor movement under President Plutarco Elías Calles, 
Wobblies, anarchists, and communists continued organizing throughout 
the 1930s to sustain the country’s revolutionary elements of organized 
labor.36 While left-leaning labor unions certainly faced the brunt of various 
government policies to oppose worker-controlled industries, the earlier or-
ganizing campaigns forged a legacy of deep distrust of foreign monopolies 
and collaboration with the state.

Conclusion

As the 1930s commenced, the persistent suppression of the remaining ves-
tiges of anti-authoritarian labor movements continued, resulting in the 
decline of IWW activities in Tampico. State arbitration of labor grievances 
and the violent suppression of collective organizing outside of the influence 
of the Mexican state decimated the iww’s capacities to organize effectively. 
With the severance of diplomatic relations under Calles’s presidency, 
approximately 1,400 Mexican Communist Party members were forced un-
derground until the ascension of President Lázaro Cárdenas in 1934.37 iww 
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dues from Tampico continued to trickle into the iww general headquar-
ters in Chicago as late as 1930, though active organizing dissipated after 
years of state suppression. Nonetheless, the memory of the Wobblies and 
other revolutionary syndicalists fostered new forms of dissent within the 
state-supported labor federations. Even during the nationalization of the 
oil industry in 1938, workers maintained anti-authoritarian ideals regarding 
how and why they organized.38 A new generation of workers reaffirmed 
earlier struggles against foreign exploitation, but under the veil of national 
autonomy rather than anarchist or communist revolution. Still, the notion 
of internationalism remained a key component of the city’s collective con-
sciousness. Universal declarations of hope and camaraderie exemplified 
the legacy of years of bloody struggle forged on the docks, in the factories 
and union halls, and on the streets of Tampico. 
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The Wobblies of the North Woods: 
Finnish Labor Radicalism and the 

IWW in Northern Ontario

Saku Pinta

Northern Ontario occupies a unique place in the socioeconomic structure 
of Ontario, Canada. The economy of “New Ontario,” as it was known in 
the colonial phraseology of the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, has traditionally been dominated by primary resource extraction, 
above all mining and forestry. The expansive, sparsely populated northern 
hinterland sits in sharp contrast to the much more populous political, man-
ufacturing, and financial centers of the south. As historian Jean Morrison 
remarked, “the splendors of Toronto’s financial district … could be ex-
plained, in part, by northern Ontario’s scarred landscape.”1 Large-scale 
settlement began in the 1880s, with the construction of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway (cpr), and later, other regional railroads built to open the 
region up to resource development. The discovery of massive mineral de-
posits in Sudbury in the 1880s and Cobalt in the early 1900s drove further 
settlement, as did the harvesting of the region’s enormous timber wealth. 
At the turn of the last century, the logging industry grew rapidly thanks in 
part to regulations that required pulpwood cut on Crown land to be pro-
cessed in Ontario and the elimination of tariffs on exports of newsprint to 
the United States. From the 1920s to the mid-1940s, logging operations 
typically employed 20,000 to 30,000 workers in Ontario, providing the 
wood supply that fed the demands of the burgeoning saw mill and pulp and 
paper industries.2 
 It is in this setting that the Industrial Workers of the World (iww) 
emerged as a significant force in the labor movement during the first  
decades of the twentieth century, especially amongst the Finnish lumber 
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workers who constituted a plurality and perhaps even a majority of the 
Canadian iww membership after the mid-1920s. Although the iww ex-
perience in northern Ontario has not escaped the attention of Canadian 
labor historians, previous research has concentrated chiefly on the interwar 
period in the region surrounding modern-day Thunder Bay—an era best 
known for the intense rivalry between the iww Lumber Workers Industrial 
Union No. 120 and the similarly named Communist-led Lumber Workers 
Industrial Union of Canada (lwiuc)—and has relied heavily on English-
language sources.3 The origins of the movement, especially within the 
Finnish community, are not well known. This chapter examines the history 
of the iww in northern Ontario before 1918, the year that the Canadian 
federal government outlawed the organization. It demonstrates that the 
Wobblies built up a well-organized base of support in the logging industry 
earlier than has previously been assumed. The period under consideration 
is also notable in that it reveals the beginnings of the divisions that later 
bisected the Finnish-Canadian socialist movement into opposing political 
and anti-parliamentary factions. 

The Finnish North American Socialist Movement, 1906–14

The Finnish-Canadian socialist movement did not develop in isola-
tion, but rather was shaped by its close relations with the much larger 
Finnish-American immigrant left through a shared language, personal and 
organizational contacts, and news and information exchanged through a vi-
brant press.4 People and ideas flowed easily across the porous US–Canada 
border—particularly in the region around the western Great Lakes—
until the early 1920s, when the United States passed more restrictive  
immigration laws. 
 Between the years of 1893 and 1914, over 300,000 Finns immigrated 
to North America. Of this number, approximately 22,000 Finns arrived 
in Canada, the majority of whom settled in Ontario.5 Oiva W. Saarinen 
notes, “From the 1880s to World War II, Finns in the labour force con-
sisted largely of farmers and unskilled workers in the resource industries 
… as most came from rural areas with limited skills in the trades.”6 Like 
other immigrant groups, they imported their culture, language, and a va-
riety of institutions that helped newcomers adapt to their surroundings. 
The Finnish socialist hall, a fixture in many rural and urban communi-
ties, stands out in this regard. As historian Varpu Lindström writes, the 
halls served as multi-purpose community centers, doubling “as schools, 
employment exchanges, cultural centres, gymnasiums, libraries and  
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counselling centres, and the socialist leaders gave not only political but 
social, moral, and economic guidance.”7 The socialist hall, and the many 
practical services that it provided, helped left-wing ideas secure a receptive 
audience in the Finnish diaspora. 
 Finnish socialist groups and clubs proliferated across North America in 
the early twentieth century, and discussions soon centered on the creation 
of nationwide socialist organizations. The Finnish Socialist Federation 
(fsf), founded in August 1906 in Hibbing, Minnesota, became the first 
and largest foreign-language federation of the Socialist Party of America. 
By 1907, the fsf produced three newspapers in its Eastern, Central, and 
Western Districts, as well as a variety of monthlies and other literature. 
This print media enjoyed a large readership in Canada, and in 1907 Finnish 
Leftists established the newspaper Työkansa (The Working People) in Port 
Arthur, Ontario. The Finnish Socialist Organization of Canada (fsoc), 
founded in 1911 and largely modeled on the fsf, affiliated to the Social 
Democratic Party of Canada (sdpc) that same year. Thirteen of the 24 
founding socialist groups that formed the fsoc were located in northern 
Ontario. By 1914, the fsoc had grown to 64 local branches with over 3,000 
members, constituting a majority of the sdpc’s membership.8 
 The Finnish iww movement developed out of the radical left wing of 
the fsf and fsoc, and while the Wobblies found adherents among Finnish 
socialists early on, not all socialists embraced the doctrine of revolutionary 
industrial unionism. A longstanding rift in the fsf between pro and anti- 
iww groups became an all-encompassing factional conflict by 1914. In what 
became known as the “first schism,” radical left-wing branches of the fsf, 
located primarily in the Central and Western Districts, were expelled from 
the federation or voluntarily withdrew.9 Radicals were pejoratively labeled 
“syndicalists” or “anarcho-syndicalists” by the social democratic faction, 
terms that all but a tiny segment of the Finnish iww movement rejected.10 
The radicals, in turn, referred to the social democrats as “yellow social-
ists” or “opportunists.” The expelled branches launched the newspaper 
Sosialisti (the Socialist, later renamed Industrialisti or the Industrialist) in 
Duluth, Minnesota in June 1914 and retained stock ownership of the Work 
People ’s College, a residential labor college in Smithville, Minnesota 
which was an important educational institution attended by Finnish immi-
grants on both sides of the border. fsoc branches in Canada helped sustain 
the labor college through fundraisers and the purchase of shares until 1915. 
It is evident, for example in Työkansa editorials appealing for increased 
Canadian enrolment, that the Work People ’s College was regarded not as a 
Finnish-American institution, but as an institution intended for the benefit 
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of the entire Finnish North American working class.11 As will be seen later, 
the factional struggle in the fsf created an analogous schism in the fsoc 
which centered on the iww, support for the Work People ’s College, and the 
Finnish Wobbly press. 

The Wobblies and the Western Federation of Miners, 1906–13

In the early twentieth century, over the same period that Finnish immi-
grants began forming nationwide socialist federations, the Western 
Federation of Miners (wfm) embarked on an eastward expansion from its 
well-established strongholds in the Western United States and Canada into 
the hard-rock mining districts around the Great Lakes basin. The wfm ar-
rived in the western Great Lakes region with a well-earned reputation for 
labor militancy, a status later reinforced by its affiliation to the iww, as the 
wfm served as the iww Mining Department between 1905 and 1907. 
 The wfm came to northern Ontario with the mining boom that followed 
the discovery of silver during the construction of the Temiskaming and 
Northern Ontario Railway in 1903. Many of the miners who flocked to 
the area were veterans of the fierce class warfare waged between the wfm 
and mine owners in the West. On March 24, 1906, miners founded the 
Cobalt Miners’ Union Local 146 of the wfm. iww union organizers like 
Vincent St John and Robert Roadhouse toured the mining camps of the 
north during these years, spreading the message of direct action and indus-
trial unionism.12 As late as 1909, two years after the wfm exited the iww, 
William “Big Bill” Haywood lectured at the Orpheum Theatre in Cobalt 
as part of a cross-country speaking tour. Cobalt’s Daily Nugget newspaper 
reported that Haywood delivered two lectures “under the auspices of the 
Cobalt Miners’ Union” on the topic of “The class struggle in the West,” 
describing the lecture as “very fiery” with “lots of applause.”13 

 The miners’ embrace of the Wobblies in the early days outlived the brief 
wfm-iww alliance and was also felt further afield. Richard Brazier first en-
countered the iww in Cobalt in 1906 and fondly recalled the miners’ songs 
and the “gusto” with which they sang them. When he came across the iww 
again in Spokane, Washington in 1907, Brazier joined the union immedi-
ately. The Cobalt miners’ musical culture consequently factored into the 
creation of the iww’s Little Red Songbook, as Brazier was a member of the 
committee that produced the first edition, contributing 15 of its 24 songs.14 
 From its beachhead in Cobalt, by 1910 the wfm had established new 
locals in mining camps in Elk Lake, Gowganda, South Porcupine, Silver 
Centre, Swastika, and Boston Creek.15 Cobalt, South Porcupine, and Silver 
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Centre all had large Finnish contingents and fsoc locals.16 The sizeable 
Finnish mining workforce required the wfm to hire union organizer John 
Välimäki from Michigan, who frequently toured the mining communi-
ties in Ontario, a role later taken on by Frank Snellman.17 The mines in 
the Sudbury basin – especially the Canadian Copper Company mines in 
Copper Cliff, Creighton, and Crean Hill – also had large Finnish commu-
nities and fsoc locals, but aggressive company resistance to unionization 
kept the wfm out of this district for all but a brief period between 1913 and 
1915.18

 When the wfm reaffiliated to the afl in 1911, miners sympathetic to iww 
ideas and methods were outraged at what they regarded as a regression to 
conservative trade unionism. The 1912–13 South Porcupine miners’ strike 
is indicative of these attitudes. The strike began on November 16, 1912, to 
protest about a wage reduction and demand an eight-hour workday. Some 
1,200 miners of Local 145, which had become the largest wfm branch in 
Ontario, participated in the strike. It was a long, bitter, and violent affair, 
intensified by the introduction of armed private detectives by the Hollinger 
Mining Company.19 Finnish miners referred to the area as “Canada’s 
Siberia” because of the ominous atmosphere reminiscent of a penal 
colony.20 Four months into the strike, Local 145 President Jack Barry pub-
lished an article in the International Socialist Review affirming the Local’s 
adherence to industrial unionism and the tactic of the general strike. “We, 
as an organization,” wrote Barry, “would not stand for the workers in one 
camp digging out the war chest to defeat the members of the organization 
in a sister local only a few miles away.”21 
 A letter published in the Industrial Worker claimed that agitation for 
a general strike was met with enthusiasm in the unorganized mines in 
Copper Cliff, Sudbury, and the steel mills in Sault Ste. Marie. The wfm 
Executive Board, however, sought compliance with the Industrial Disputes 
Investigation Act—legislation that required 30 days of notice for industrial 
action as a cooling off period—and threatened “non-support” in the event 
of illegal strike actions.22 When wfm president Charles Moyer then visited 
South Porcupine, his nearly three-hour speech provoked a heated response 
from the striking miners. Jaakob Taipele, a member of the Finnish strikers’ 
aid committee and correspondent for Työkansa, wrote that Moyer’s talk in-
cluded commentary on “William Haywood’s bad deeds” in the wfm. Jack 
Barry was the first miner to take the floor. Barry declared that “it is not 
harmful to the organization of the working class when workers struggle 
against capitalism, this incites workers to organize. But when union leaders 
fight one another it impedes workers’ unity.” Taipele noted, “After this 
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speech dozens of workers took to the floor and each one gave Moyer a 
tongue-lashing.”23

The Sault Ste. Marie iww Mixed Workers’ Union, 1912–14

In the mid-1920s the iww signed up as many as 3,000 miners and railroad 
workers in the Sudbury and Timmins-South Porcupine areas in what were 
apparently fairly short-lived locals; beyond this, the union was never able 
to establish a stable presence in Ontario’s mining industry.24 The situation 
was different in the logging camps, where the iww found its most ardent 
supporters and established its most powerful unions. The arrival of the 
iww in the logging industry was precipitated by the labor radicalism in the 
mines. Finnish miners were a part of a highly mobile workforce which also 
found work in forestry, where many carried their union creed forged in the 
conflicts with mine companies. The labor organizers who established the 
first iww local in the logging industry in 1911—Verner Venhola and several 
others—hailed from Copper Cliff, a mining “company town” dominated 
by the Canadian Copper Company. Venhola was a member of the Copper 
Cliffin Nuorisoseura (Young People ’s Society of Copper Cliff )—an 
fsoc-affiliated group—and attended the Work People ’s College in 1913. 
In the 1920s, the iww gained control of the Copper Cliff Young People ’s 
Society and went on to operate several labor halls in Sudbury, the last of 
which, Workers’ Hall on 28 Alder Street, closed in 1938.25

 The lumber workers’ group to affiliate first with the iww, likely formed 
in the winter of 1911, was organized not in the Sudbury district, but on the 
Algoma Central Railway line north of Sault Ste. Marie. In January 1912, 
a notice appeared in Työkansa, written on behalf of a group of 40 lumber 
workers in Wabos, Ontario, proposing a three-day camp workers’ festival 
to be held in Sault Ste. Marie in the spring, timed to coincide with the end 
of the logging season. The purpose of the festival was to organize the 
kämppäjätkät, or “camp lads,” as workers in the logging and railway camps 
came to be known, into a union. Verner Venhola served as the recording 
secretary for the group.26 
 The camp workers’ festival attracted over 200 attendees. A meeting of 
lumber workers convened on the second day of the festival and formed a 
Sekatyöläisten Unio (Mixed Workers’ Union), promptly electing a seven- 
member executive. The assembled workers deferred the question of af-
filiation to either the afl or the iww, and the executive was entrusted 
with the task of acquiring, as quickly as possible, information about both  
organizations. Later that month, the Mixed Workers’ Union—now boasting  
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96 members and the tidy sum of $10,046—unanimously endorsed  
affiliation to the iww after vigorous discussion and debate.27 
 The formation of the Mixed Workers’ Union represented a significant 
breakthrough for the iww in northern Ontario. It came at a time when 
massive iww-led strikes in 1912—like the famous Fraser River railway 
strike in British Columbia and the Lawrence “Bread and Roses” textile 
strike—captured the headlines and sympathies of working-class people 
across the continent. The fsoc branch in Sault Ste. Marie organized a 
fundraiser in support of the Lawrence strikers, raising more funds than 
any other Ontario branch.28 The large Finnish iww membership in the 
lumber mills of Grays Harbor, Washington also struck in March 1912.29 
Työkansa as well as Finnish-American socialist newspapers such as Toveri 
(Comrade) and Työmies (The Worker), which circulated widely in the camps 
along the Algoma Central line, carried the news of these labor conflicts. 
Also significant was the formation of the iww’s National Industrial Union 
of Forest and Lumber Workers in 1912, which demonstrated the union’s  
commitment to organizing loggers.
 The Sault Ste. Marie iww Mixed Workers’ Union represented a major 
snub to the Työkansa and fsoc leadership. These evolutionary socialists, 
influenced by the sdpc and the moderate Fitchburg, Massachusetts-based 
newspaper Raivaaja (the Pioneer), favored the afl.30 The fsoc locals in 
Port Arthur and Fort William attempted to form a lumber workers’ union 
in February 1911, but it proved to be a failure. In May of 1911, the union 
executive made the unilateral decision to apply for affiliation to the afl, as 
they felt it was impossible effectively to build the union without belonging 
to a larger organization. The application was accepted that summer on 
the condition that the union be named the Laborers’ Protective Union of 
Ontario (lpu), thus conforming to the afl federal labor union model de-
signed to consolidate unskilled workers in occupations outside of existing 
craft union jurisdictions. However, by January 1912 the lpu was moribund, 
having dwindled to 22 members.31

The Schism Between the iww and Social Democrats in the fSoc

The Mixed Workers’ Union, like the lpu, proved to be a short-lived affair, 
dissolving some time in 1914. One source hostile to the iww later claimed 
that the union failed because low initiation fees did not allow the organiza-
tion to build up a sufficient treasury, and when the main agitators left the 
area, the union collapsed.32 The impressive income that the union claimed 
appears to refute the first claim, but organizer Verner Venhola had indeed 
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returned to Copper Cliff shortly after the formation of the union, and left 
to study at the Work People ’s College soon after. However, the principal 
cause for the local’s disappearance was the sectarian split in the fsoc that 
paralleled the ideological divide within the Finnish-American left.
 The fsoc leadership rallied to support the social democratic faction 
in the fsf, and moved to purge iww supporters by securing a mandate to 
do so from its membership. In an fsoc referendum held in June 1915, 990 
members voted in favor of officially severing all ties to Sosialisti, with 220 
opposed. A second referendum question on the Work People ’s College 
saw 979 members vote to discontinue support of the school, with 175 op-
posed. From this point onwards, the fsoc officially forbade its members 
from serving as agents, correspondents, or supporters of Sosialisti, and 
local branches barred from supporting the Work People ’s College in any 
form, on threat of expulsion.33 fsoc membership fell substantially, from 
3,062 in 1914 to 1,867 a year later.34 Between August 1915 and October 
1916, a steady stream of fsoc members were expelled from multiple 
branches for distributing Sosialisti.35 Finnish Wobblies were incensed at 
the “excommunications,” as they called them, regarding the expulsions 
as an attack on freedom of speech, and thus in violation of basic socialist  
principles. 
 In June 1915 Työkansa went bankrupt, in part because of an overly 
ambitious effort to publish as a daily, but the expulsion or resignation of 
radicals from the fsoc may have also contributed. Its successor, Vapaus 
(Liberty), did not begin publishing until June 1917. Finnish socialists in 
Canada relied on Finnish-American newspapers in the interim, including 
Sosialisti, which appealed for Canadian subscribers. By July 1915, Sosialisti 
had eight local correspondents in seven Canadian towns or cities, five of 
them in Ontario.36 The ideological division within the Finnish immigrant 
left in Canada now took on a much more hostile tone. As one Sault Ste. 
Marie correspondent for Sosialisti later declared, “it would be just as good 
for us to join the Catholic Church in Canada and vote to expel the bishops 
and priests from its leadership, until it becomes an industrial organization, 
as it would be for us to join the AF of L.”37

The Re-Emergence of the IWW in Sault Ste. Marie, 1916–18

The Sault Ste. Marie Work People ’s College Support Ring, founded on 
December 25, 1916, became the first Finnish pro-iww group in Canada 
to definitively break ties with the fsoc. The 34-member group pledged 
to advance the cause of industrial unionism and revolutionary socialism, 
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and soon established its headquarters at Hussey Hall.38 The revived iww 
presence grew quickly thanks to the foothold the Wobblies had secured in 
the region in 1912. Several members, like Dave Mansonen, Work People ’s 
College alumnus John Huppunen, and August Torttila had been involved 
with the region’s first iww local. By far the most prominent members were 
John J. Wilson (an Anglicized version of his given name, Johan Filsson) 
and his wife Fanny Wilson. 
 The founding of the Work People ’s College Support Ring followed 
months of agitation and fundraising for the iww-led Minnesota Iron Range 
miners’ strike.39 An account of one such “magnificent and rousing enter-
tainment and agitational” fundraiser held at Hussey Hall, where “Italians 
and Finns jointly acted for the benefit of the Minnesota strikers,” appeared 
in Sosialisti. Speakers in three languages addressed the assembled audience: 
John J. Wilson in Finnish, Giuseppe Mancini and Umberto Martignago 
(“Albert Martigvage”) in Italian, and C. N. Smith in English. Finns Fanny 
Wilson and John Palokangas read poetry, including a poem by Giordano 
Bruno. Songs followed in Italian, Finnish, and English, and the Finnish 
and Italian orchestras played the dance that followed. The account con-
cluded with a moving statement of internationalist principles: “let this be 
a demonstration that the global working class, once we have come to un-
derstand one another, will not be blinded by national and ethnic hatred and 
plunged into the bloody games of war against each other.”40

 In late 1916, the fsoc branch in Sault Ste. Marie founded the afl- 
affiliated Lumbermen and Laborers’ Union. Arthur Salo, a Finnish-
American union organizer, was dispatched to the Algoma Central, and 
fsoc speaker Sanna Kannasto traveled to the area in support of the initia-
tive.41 Wobblies accused the union of accepting “jobbers” (subcontractors) 
into the union who, as bosses with the power to hire and fire, had opposing 
class interests to those of the workers they employed.42 By October 1917, 
some branches had quit the union, sending their charter back to the afl. 
The fsoc responded by sending Victor Rossi, a former Wobbly, to tour the 
camps in an effort to revive the union.43

 Meanwhile, on November 11, 1917, a branch of the iww General 
Recruiting Union (gru) formed in Sault Ste. Marie.44 One of the first 
gru socials at Hussey Hall was a Joe Hill memorial event which featured 
songs from the iww songbook and the launch of a new local publication, 
Nouseva Voima (Rising Power).45 Membership in the iww grew rapidly. By 
December 1917, some 415 Finnish workers were involved in iww affairs in 
Sault Ste. Marie. Of this total, 163 worked in the camps along the Algoma 
Central. The only other known iww presence in northern Ontario at this 
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time was in the James Hongon Company camp near Port Arthur, which 
had a total of 55 members.46

The 1918 Algoma Central Log Drivers’ Strike

In late April 1918, the iww struck at several logging camps on the Algoma 
Central. The strike, which primarily involved log drivers, was almost cer-
tainly the first successful coordinated labor action to be waged by a lumber 
workers’ union in Ontario. Details of the strike are scarce, even in the pages 
of Industrialisti, likely owing to the watchful eye of the Canadian press 
censor and fears that too much publicity could attract unwanted attention 
from the authorities. Indeed, the Ontario Provincial Police (opp) carried 
out surveillance on the Algoma Central, and even obtained the minutes of 
one of the strike committees, revealing that plans for the strike were well 
under way by late March.47

 The key to the strike ’s success was its strategic timing, coinciding with 
the annual log drive when the spring snow melt and rains combined to raise 
the volume of water carried by the rivers. Logging subcontractors settled 
the strike quickly in order to avoid disruptions during this critical period 
which could have risked the security of the pulpwood supply to the paper 
mills. The iww proclaimed victory in a short announcement released on 
May 1 and published on the front page of Industrialisti. Log drivers se-
cured a $4.00 wage for an eight-hour day, after having first rejected an offer 
of $3.75 for a ten-hour day.48 While the eight-hour day was established 
in nearly every camp along the Batchewanna River, where the well- 
organized Wobbly presence was largely concentrated, camps on Mile 140 
and 138 “stood like a wall” but negotiated a ten-hour workday on the con-
dition that travel time from the bunkhouses to work areas would be paid.49 
Nick Viita, who joined the iww at a camp on the Algoma Central in 1917 
at age 15—later becoming one of the union’s most outstanding Canadian 
leaders—recalled that the workers had also won clean mattresses and  
blankets in 1918.50

An Enemy Language and an Unlawful Organization

Between February and May of 1918, radicals withdrew from fsoc branches 
at an increasing rate, establishing their own independent workers’ or-
ganizations committed to the iww and class struggle. Pro-iww Finns in 
Copper Cliff and Port Arthur formed Marxian clubs, and by April 1918, 
as many as ten new Finnish radical groups had formed across Canada.51 
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That summer, a five-member committee formed in Sault Ste. Marie, com-
mitted to forming a central organization to coordinate activity between 
these groups.52 This growing radical sentiment was bolstered by the worker 
uprisings that engulfed Russia and Germany in the postwar era—events 
which appeared to support the view that revolutionary change on a global 
scale was a concrete possibility.
 However, the anti-immigrant and anti-radical hysteria that gripped 
the Canadian federal government ultimately thwarted these efforts. On 
July 31, 1918 the Canadian press censor placed a ban on Industrialisti be-
cause of the radical views expressed in the paper, preventing it from 
being mailed from the United States to its approximately 1,500 Canadian 
subscribers.53 Less than two months later, in September 1918, passage of 
Order-in-Council pc 2381 and pc 2384 listed Finnish as an enemy language 
and outlawed the iww, along with 13 other organizations, including the 
fsoc.54 The repression was swift. In mid-October, police conducted raids 
on 50 homes in Sault Ste. Marie, arresting 15 Russian and Finnish indi-
viduals on charges related to membership in an unlawful organization or 
possession of banned literature. John J. Wilson, one of the five Finnish 
Wobblies arrested in the raids, received a sentence of three years impris-
onment or a $1,000 fine for his membership in the iww, and opted to pay 
the fine rather than go to jail. Having contracted influenza, Wilson died of 
pneumonia at the age of 32 on December 16, 1918, shortly after his release 
from Kingston Penitentiary. Finnish and Italian workers attended his fu-
neral and gave speeches. His body was lowered to the tune of the Finnish 
revolutionary song Barrikaadimarssi (The Barricade March). Afterwards, 
the Canadian government provided a refund of $800 of the original $1,000 
fine to Wilson’s widow Fanny and his two children.55

 The fsoc successfully appealed the ban on their organization on the 
condition that they cease political activity. In a letter to the Director of 
Public Safety, dated December 12, 1918, secretary J. W. Ahlqvist wrote that 
from its founding the fsoc had opposed to the iww and “a large part of the 
activity of our organization has been a constant struggle against syndicalist 
and anarcho-syndicalist concepts.”56 Decades later, iww organizer Nick 
Viita still bitterly recalled this betrayal.57

Conclusion

After the Canadian government banned the iww, the union went under-
ground. iww delegates continued to collect dues and kept the organization 
going, at great risk to themselves, but did so “without any brass banding” 
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and “avoided any fanfare about it.”58 Wobblies and members of the Finnish 
Organization of Canada (foc), the successor to the fsoc, again found a 
common organizational home in the Lumber Workers Industrial Union 
of Canada’s iww-influenced One Big Union (obu), founded in 1919. 
Predictably, old rivalries resurfaced as the foc grew closer to the nascent 
Communist Party of Canada and sought to affiliate the obu to the Red 
International of Labor Unions, or Profintern. The pro-iww faction—the 
dominant force inside the obu—fiercely resisted this proposal. In 1924, 
lumber workers in the obu voted to affiliate to the iww, and in that same 
year, the Communist-led foc established the Lumber Workers Industrial 
Union of Canada (lwiuc) as a competing labor organization. For a five-
year period, from 1930 to 1935, the foc accepted the first major departure 
from its longstanding “boring from within” labor strategy with the adop-
tion of the Communist International’s Third Period policy. This directed 
affiliated parties to form revolutionary unions independent of either the 
afl or tlc. By this time, the Communist lwiuc had become the most pow-
erful union in the north woods. With the shift to the Popular Front strategy 
in 1936, the lwiuc in Ontario affiliated en masse to the Lumber and Saw 
Mill Workers Union, a branch of the afl-affiliated United Brotherhood of 
Carpenters and Joiners. The iww, meanwhile, gradually faded into obscu-
rity in the north woods, but Finnish Wobblies continued to operate halls, 
cultural organizations, and cooperatives, and to distribute Industrialisti, 
well into the 1970s.
 Labor historian Mark Leier, in his study of the iww in British Columbia, 
argues that the Wobblies are deserving of serious attention, and moreover 
that they posed a “realistic historical alternative.”59 Such an approach offers 
a useful counterweight to studies shaped by hindsight. Applying this per-
spective to the Finnish iww experience in northern Ontario suggests the use 
of direct action to wrest concessions from employers and the rejection of 
timed contracts were not “utopian” or “infantile,” as the union’s detractors 
have claimed. Rather, this was the de facto method of labor organization in 
the logging industry—indeed, in most industries, outside of a small seg-
ment of skilled occupations—until the passage of Order-in-Council pc 
1003 in 1944, the legislation that first codified labor law and established 
the legal framework for collective bargaining in Canada. Labor union con-
tracts were the exception, not the rule, during the first three decades of the 
twentieth century, and the afl and tlc were simply not concerned with 
organizing “unskilled” workers. While labor union density increased after 
pc 1003, helping to secure important gains for the working class, it also 
ushered in a more bureaucratized labor unionism. We would do well to 
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reflect on the example of the Finnish Wobblies in relation to the Faustian 
bargain between labor and capital—union legality in exchange for labor 
peace—in our own post-Keynesian era, as well as how historical models 
of non-contractual labor organization could help revive the working-class 
movement, and what kind of community infrastructure is required to  
sustain such movements. 
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“We Must Do Away with Racial Prejudice  
and Imaginary Boundary Lines”: 

British Columbia Wobblies 
before the First World War

Mark Leier

Transnationalism may seem an odd concept to apply to people moving 
back and forth across the US–Canadian border. As settler-colonial states 
largely populated by immigrants from around the world, neither country is 
a “nation-state” in the sense of a community sharing a common language, 
heritage, economy, and culture, especially during the years of the Wobblies’ 
greatest influence. “American” and “Canadian” were formal, legal labels 
signifying citizenship rather than a national identity, and citizenship did 
not erase privileges and stigmas of race and ethnicity. Furthermore, capital 
and workers flowed easily across the border, and the two countries de-
veloped in broadly similar economic and political ways, making national 
differences less obvious. As Samuel Gompers, longtime head of American 
Federation of Labor (afl), put it, “when the Yankee capitalist” crossed the 
border to “oppress Canadian workingmen … it was but natural that the 
Yankee ‘agitator’ should follow.”1 
 That did not mean, however, that the border did not matter. Labor or-
ganizers could expect very different reactions in the two countries. When 
the iww launched free speech fights in Victoria and Vancouver, British 
Columbia (bc) between 1909 and 1912, the battles were won with rela-
tive ease. In contrast, iww members in free speech fights in San Diego, 
California and Everett, Washington in the same period were met with 
firehoses, beatings, long prison terms, and murder at the hands of vigi-
lantes and police. The two-year strike of coal miners on Vancouver Island 
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between 1912 and 1914 saw workers thrown out of company housing, the 
militia deployed, and mass arrests, but nothing like the violence of Ludlow, 
Colorado, where nearly 200 people, including 13 women and children, 
were killed in armed skirmishes and the blaze caused when the state mi-
litia set the strikers’ tent city on fire. Despite the similarities between the 
two countries, then, the “national” boundary between Canada and the 
United States could mean a great deal, and so the question of transnational  
experience still has some meaning.
 Gompers also proved mistaken in his assessment of the cross-border 
movement of union organizers. It was not one-way and not limited to 
“Yankee” afl craft unionists. Wobblies in and from British Columbia 
demonstrated a practical transnationalism as they crossed between the 
two states to work and organize, and in doing so they proclaimed a radical  
internationalism while articulating their interests as workers.
 Transnationalism and internationalism began at the iww’s founding 
convention. Canadian-born John Riordan, representing the American 
Labor Union (alu), and James Baker, representing the Western Federation 
of Miners (wfm), traveled 2,000 miles from the Kootenay region of 
British Columbia to participate in the deliberations. The two had learned 
from their experience as miners and union organizers that nationalism 
was nothing more than an ideology cynically deployed by both govern-
ments and capitalists to divide workers. When the alu and wfm struck in 
British Columbia, they were red-baited and branded as “foreign” unions. 
Yet the same governments and corporations that denounced the influence 
of American unions colluded to bring American scabs across the border 
to break strikes. Conservative craft unions were no better. Canadian and 
American unions might use the rhetoric of nationalism to compete with 
each other for members and influence, but they were quick to unite and 
encourage their members to break the strikes of industrial unions. By 1905, 
Riordan and Baker were convinced that a new union movement—mili-
tant, organized by industry rather than craft, and based on international  
solidarity—was the only solution for workers, so they headed to Chicago.2 
 At the iww convention, Baker suggested that “that the word ‘interna-
tional’ be used … wherever ‘national’ occurs; as ‘national president’ and 
‘national secretary-treasurer’ have no place here.” When some delegates 
proposed calling the new union the Industrial Workers of America to 
avoid appearing too ambitious, Riordan had two objections. The first was 
the desire to avoid national chauvinism which would potentially alienate 
workers not as enlightened as they should be. There were, he said, some 
Canadian organizations and some “patriotic Canadians who do not agree 
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with the name of an organization defining itself too closely …. It creates 
more or less of a prejudice when you define things so closely as to name or 
designate international boundary lines.” This reflected the acute competi-
tion between independent Canadian unions and the so-called international 
unions from the United States that Gompers encouraged to organize in 
Canada. Riordan’s second objection came from his experience with con-
servatives in both Canadian and American unions who worked with the 
Canadian government against the radical industrial unionism of the wfm 
and alu. Solidarity had to be based on class and commitment, not national 
boundaries, and many workers in Canada “realize the fact that they must 
be cosmopolitan in a matter of this kind. They do not want to recognize 
international boundary lines. I for one do not.” He insisted the new union 
be called the Industrial Workers of the World.
 Riordan was a popular figure at the convention, where he allied him-
self with the anarchists and revolutionary syndicalists present (see Zimmer, 
Chapter 1). He had been a Canadian delegate to alu conventions and a 
member of its executive board, and when he was nominated for a posi-
tion on the iww’s executive board, he was referred to as “a brother who is 
well-known in the northwest and Chicago and especially Canada.” In the 
subsequent balloting, Riordan topped the polls, though this was in part of 
the reflection of the voting scheme that gave the delegates votes according 
to the membership of their unions.3 The executive, however, was largely 
made up of unionists who were not dedicated syndicalists; as the radical 
iww member William Trautmann put it, “only John Riordan … was in 
full agreement with the principles and methods of the industrial union  
movement. All the others were plain ‘Reactionaries’ to say the least.”4 
 Over the next year, Riordan literally put his stamp on the organization. 
Forced to pay the bloated expenses submitted by the conservatives such as 
iww president Charles O. Sherman, Riordan stamped “For Graft” on the 
receipts to signal his disgust. At the same time, according to Trautmann, 
Riordan “organized the educational department of the iww, to his ever-
lasting credit.”5 Despite this, or because of it, the conservative faction 
purged Riordan from the executive board shortly before the 1906 conven-
tion. Their victory, however, proved short-lived, for at the second annual 
convention Riordan, Trautmann, Vincent St. John, Fred Heslewood, and 
other radicals, including Daniel De Leon, unseated Sherman and abolished 
the office of president (see Zimmer, Chapter 1).6 
 We know very little about Riordan, but his life is an example of 
Canadian-US transnationalism. He moved back and forth across the border 
throughout his life. Born in Ontario, he moved to Michigan and then to bc 
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by 1900. There he was elected financial secretary of the Phoenix Miners’ 
Union Local 7 of the wfm and was the local’s delegate to the 1901 wfm 
convention in Salt Lake City. In 1903, Riordan ran for the provincial leg-
islature as a candidate for the Socialist Party of British Columbia, a radical 
party with links to De Leon and his Socialist Labor Party. Riordan finished 
second in a three-way race and received about 30 percent of the votes cast. 
In 1905, the Boundary Creek Times reported that Riordan “leaves shortly for 
Chicago where he will establish his permanent home,” and he took up the 
position of general-secretary of the alu a few months before the iww con-
vention.7 He returned to Canada, and in 1907 spoke to a “monster parade” 
of Phoenix, bc miners to celebrate the acquittal of “Big Bill” Haywood 
on the charge of murdering former Idaho governor Frank Steunenberg. 
He was also elected to the position of vice president of the Phoenix Public 
Service Union No. 155, iww. Some time after 1910, he moved to Brimley, 
Michigan, but the bonds of family and the harsh reality of class brought 
him back to Canada in 1914. His brother Frank had continued working in 
the copper mine in Phoenix until he was killed along with two other mine-
workers in a rock fall. After settling his brother’s affairs, John Riordan 
returned to the United States. He appears to have played no further role 
in the iww or radical politics, though he was remembered with respect and 
some fondness in Trautmann’s memoirs, written more than 20 years after 
the two fellow workers had battled the conservatives and pie cards in the 
union.8

 The British-Canadian Wobbly Robert Gosden was also instrumental in 
helping to shape the iww. Gosden emigrated to Nova Scotia around 1910, 
and made his way to Prince Rupert, bc shortly afterwards. He took part in 
a strike of road construction laborers there, and by late 1911 had headed 
south to San Diego. He may even have joined with other Wobblies to take 
part briefly in the Mexican Revolution. By early 1912, he returned to San 
Diego, getting arrested during its free speech fight. From his prison cell, 
Gosden contributed to the iww press, notably weighing in on the debate 
over industrial sabotage the union had recently taken up (see Pinsolle, 
Chapter 2). Gosden was an advocate of sabotage, including the destruc-
tion of machinery. Strikes and free speech fights, he argued, had produced 
very little. The iww strategy of the general strike to take over the means of 
production was no closer in 1912 than it had been in 1905, and the union’s 
membership was still small, perhaps 100,000 across the entire United 
States. But that was enough, he continued, “to tie up every industry at any 
time if we use sabotage, and by such action alone will we have the liberty to  
organize in the industries so that we can feed and clothe the world’s workers 
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when the class war has ceased.” In another piece, he commented directly 
on transnationalism. “Democracy is the order in jail,” he wrote. “The aris-
tocrat of labor bums his cigarette from his Oriental brother, and the white 
man argues with black. All race prejudices are swept aside.” Furthermore, 
fellow prisoners from Japan and China were “well informed” on indus-
trial unionism and staunch allies in the class war. Released from jail after 
nine months, Gosden was deported to Canada, but as the Industrial Worker 
noted, “as the iww is not particularly patriotic and there is a class struggle 
in Canada, we fail to see how a system based on theft has gained by making 
the change.”9

 The cross-border activities of Gosden and Riordan are important re-
minders that the objective links of class and the subjective links of class 
experience easily crossed the lines drawn by governments. Due to those 
links, American Wobblies such as John H. Walsh found ready audiences for 
their message of militancy and solidarity in bc. Walsh is better known for 
helping to create the iww’s famous Little Red Songbook, and for his role at 
the 1908 iww convention. Along with his wife, whose first name has been 
lost to history, Walsh organized a delegation of West Coast Wobblies known 
as the “Overalls Brigade” to ride the rails to Chicago for the convention. 
Nicknamed “the bummery” by Daniel De Leon, the western delegation 
joined with Trautmann, St. John, and others to defeat the DeLeonites and 
assert the iww’s syndicalist character by disavowing political action. The 
year before, Walsh had led a month-long strike of Vancouver longshore 
workers in iww Lumber Handlers Local 526.
 Other US Wobblies came across the border to organize, agitate, and 
educate. Joseph Ettor, who played a crucial role in the Lawrence “Bread 
and Roses” textile strike in 1912, organized teamsters into an iww local 
in Vancouver five years earlier. iww speakers such as Lucy Parsons, “Big 
Bill” Haywood, and Elizabeth Gurley Flynn stopped in bc during their 
speaking tours, as did “Mother” Jones, who was born in Ireland, trained as 
a teacher in Toronto, and was a delegate at the iww founding convention. 
Edith Frenette, a friend of Gurley Flynn, traveled with her husband and 
brother-in-law to organize loggers in the northern region of Vancouver 
Island, where she gave birth to her daughter Stella in 1911 and saw her 
issued with iww card number 11014 (see Mayer, Chapter 14).10

 The most famous Wobbly to cross from the United States into Canada 
was Joe Hill. An immigrant from Sweden, Hill travelled to bc in 1912 
during a strike of “navvies” building the Canadian Northern Railway line. 
There he penned songs for the strikers, including the classic “Where the 
Fraser River flows,” still sung by workers in the province. Other American 
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Wobblies joined the strike, and if they did not leave songs, they left a prac-
tical message of transnational solidarity. Henry McGuckin left his home in 
Paterson, New Jersey and made it to Washington State in late 1911. There, 
he heard Wobblies give impassioned soapbox speeches about industrial 
unionism, the need for a workers’ revolution, and the ongoing Aberdeen 
free speech fight. McGuckin volunteered to join in the free speech fight as 
Tommy Whitehead signed him up in the iww. Whitehead had been elected 
to the iww executive board in 1908, along with Joe Ettor, St. John, and 
Trautmann, as part of the syndicalist, anti-De Leon group, and edited the 
iww newspaper the Industrial Worker in 1916. In 1919, with the arrests of 
hundreds of Wobblies during the United States’s first Red Scare, he served 
as the acting general secretary-treasurer of the union.
 After Aberdeen, Whitehead asked McGuckin to go to Vancouver, bc, 
where another free speech fight had broken out. McGuckin hiked, camped 
out in hobo jungles, and rode the rails to Vancouver to participate in the 
open-air street meetings where iww and Socialist Party of Canada orga-
nizers proselytized and organized. In another example of transnationalism, 
one iww speaker, Jack Graves, “very English,” McGuckin observed, “got 
up on the soapbox, and I have never heard a better or clearer presentation 
of industrial unionism and socialism.” From Vancouver, McGuckin went 
to Kamloops, bc, a railway junction town, where he walked up and down 
the line in a circuit that took six days, staying in the makeshift construction 
camps as he signed up workers in the iww and distributed its newspapers 

During the iww strike against the Canadian Northern Railway, Joe Hill wrote “Where the 
Fraser River flows.” Courtesy of bc Archives collections. 
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and Little Red Songbook. He had spent nearly four months organizing when 
the strike broke out. Tommy Whitehead left the United States to meet him 
in Kamloops and become one of the strike coordinators. The intervention 
of the police and mass arrests soon broke the strike. McGuckin spent over 
four months in jail, and Whitehead was released early only because the 
terrible prison conditions nearly cost him his sight.11 
 This strike gives us another way to examine the transnationalism of 
the iww across the US-Canadian border. Much of what we know about 
iww members and transnationalism is restricted to the lives of famous 
immigrants such as Joe Hill and activists of some prominence such as  
J. H. Walsh. Riordan and McGuckin were more typical iww members, but 
their stories also are accessible because they were white and male, and more 
able, in the case of Riordan, to take part in public matters such as union 
elections. In the case of McGuckin, his experiences were recorded with 
the aid of his university-educated son. That we know more about them 
reflects the reality of class, race, and gender in their period and in the uni-
versities of ours. Although labor, gender, and immigration history have 
been established academic disciplines for at least 40 years, this work has 
largely been done by scholars limited to sources created in English. Only 
recently have historians tackled primary sources in other languages, which 
are rarely as plentiful and well-curated as the newspapers, government 
documents, company records, and union materials created in the dominant  
language. 
 Episodes such as the 1912 strike, however, give us some limited access 
to less visible aspects of the iww’s transnationalism. The iww insisted on 
organizing all workers, regardless of their nationality, race, or ethnicity. This 
contrasted sharply with the view of the craft unions that belonged to the afl 
and the Canadian Trade and Labour Congress (tlc). R. S. Maloney, the afl 
“fraternal delegate” to the 1907 tlc convention in Winnipeg, undoubtedly 
thought he was making a broad, inclusive statement when he told Canadian 
unionists that “We speak a common language, are descendants from the same 
races, inhabit the same land and our labor problem with all its ideals, aspira-
tions and ambitions is alike for both of us.”12 However, Maloney’s conception 
of the working class excluded indigenous peoples, African-Americans, the 
one-third of Canadians who were Francophone, non-Anglophone immi-
grants, women, and the so-called unskilled; in short, the great majority of 
people. The workers Maloney and the afl ignored made up the iww’s target 
constituency, and represented many of the workers it organized in the 1912 
railway strike. We get a glimpse of this reality from a Vancouver newspaper 
editorial that racialized and denounced the strikers:
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The word “wap” [sic] in the United States language denotes a mammal 
whose place in the animal kingdom is that of a closely allied species to 
man, who works on the railway grade when he is not on strike or in town 
pursuing pleasures equally noisome in bottles and in skirts. He wears 
foot-rags instead of socks, and he has other names beside the poetical 
word “wap” in our abundantly endowed language. “Bohunk” is one of 
them and “hunk” is another …. The “waps” are the lower animals among 
the makers of the grade …. swept up from all parts of Europe. They are 
turbulent, moody, superstitious, and often wicked. They are very amenable 
to the intrigues of agitators. They come of mother-forgotten races feudal 
even yet, and misery, hopelessness, and even hunger have not been long 
disestablished from their lives. Italians, Bulgar, Russ, Wallachian, Croat, 
Hun, they have little regard for sanitary regulations, do not wash, and 
seldom change their shirts ….

The only advantage to the “wap,” the editorial concluded, was that the 
railroad could not be constructed without their cheap labor, “unless coolie 
labor were employed,” an even more hated group which the paper knew 
its white, respectable readers would not accept. The use of Chinese labor, 
after all, had been explicitly forbidden under the terms of the government 
charter issued for the new railway.13 
 The steady organizing work of Wobblies like Henry McGuckin and  
J. S. Biscay paid off when, in March 1912, over 4,000 “waps” overcame dif-
ferences of nationality, language, and culture to strike against the terrible 
conditions in the construction camps. They did more than walk off the job: 
they created a model of a workers’ society in the bush country of British 
Columbia. They built new, clean camps to live in, brought in supplies, and 
organized the camps to keep order. They ran classes in socialist theory 
and created a rough system of rules and administration. As one news-
paper reported on one of the camps, it was “a miniature republic run on 
Socialistic lines, and it must be admitted that so far it has been run success-
fully.” The strike eventually was defeated when police arrested hundreds 
of Wobblies, but conditions for the railway workers improved consider-
ably. As McGuckin concluded, “a strike is part of the total struggle, and 
where it has forced better conditions that are enjoyed by other members 
of the working class, it cannot be called a defeat.” It did more than that: it 
proved that transnationalism and internationalism could forge a workers’  
organization along lines of class and across nationality and ethnicity.14

 The 1912 strike offers yet another insight into the transnationalism of 
the iww. Fred Thompson, born in St John, New Brunswick in 1900, joined 
the iww in San Francisco in 1922 and wrote a history of the union in 1955. 
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In it, Thompson maintained that the nickname “Wobbly” came from a 
Chinese restaurant owner who extended credit to the striking railway 
workers. Unable to pronounce the letter “W,” he would ask workers if 
they were in the “eye wobble wobble.” Mortimer Downing, a longtime 
member of the iww and an editor of the Industrial Worker in the 1920s, 
gave a different place and date for the story, suggesting the word was 
coined “up in Vancouver, in 1911” where “we had a number of Chinese 
members.” While later Wobblies such as the singer Utah Phillips have held 
that “it’s a story that we’re not particularly proud of, because it’s a racist 
perception” and folklorist Archie Green concluded there is “no evidence 
for the Chinese lingual tale,” earlier generations, typified by Los Angeles 
Wobbly Mortimer Downing, thought “it hints of a fine, practical interna-
tionalism, a human brotherhood based on a community of interests and of 
understanding.”15

 The organization of the transnational, multi-ethnic workforce of the 
province was not restricted to the 1912 strike. The lumber handlers local 
Walsh aided in its 1907 strike was nicknamed “the Bows and Arrows” after 
the large number of indigenous workers who worked on the Vancouver 
waterfront and joined the union. It also included, as Walsh noted with some 
pride, “Scotch, French, Swede, Indian, German, Norwegian, half-breed, 
Dane, Japanese, Arabian, Italian, Chillian [sic], Filipino, Negro, Russian, 
Mexican, American, Portuguese … I might say here that not one of the 
membership, although composed of eighteen different nationalities, has 
proven untrue to his obligation.” The polyglot membership also gave the 
union a great advantage, Walsh explained: “when you go down to the mill 
with a body of pickets that can talk every language under the sun … when 
a fellow comes along to say ‘No savvy,’ he soon learns that won’t work.” In 
the northern seaport of Prince Rupert, an iww organizer declared, “when 
the factory whistle blows it does not call us to work as Irishmen, Germans, 
Americans, Russians, Greeks, Poles, Negroes or Mexicans. It calls us to 
work as wage-workers, regardless of the country in which were born or 
color of our skins. Why not get together, then … as wage-workers, just as 
we are compelled to do in the shop.”16

 The iww defended this internationalism in the face of the racism of 
other bc unions. When the Sandon local of the wfm announced that it “vig-
orously condemns the employment of Asiatic help in any capacity” and 
called upon “its friends and members to use every lawful and honorable 
effort to secure the banishment of the present Orientals” and halt further 
immigration, the Industrial Worker condemned the miners in strong lan-
guage. It first noted that the wfm had left the iww for the afl, and so it 
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was clear “they don’t know very much about industrialism” or “the profit 
system we are living under.” As long as labor was a commodity, “bought 
and sold upon the market, its price being regulated to a large extent by 
supply and demand …. what difference it makes to workers whether bc 
is black, white or yellow is hard to understand.” The answer was instead 
for “workers to own the means of production themselves.” To do that, the 
paper continued:

we must educate and organize on class lines; we must do away with 
racial prejudice and imaginary boundary lines; we must recognize that all 
workers belong to the international nation of wealth producers, and we 
must clearly see that our only enemy is the capitalist class and the only 
boundary line is between exploiter and exploited …. We must organize 
all workers regardless of sex, creed, color or nationality into One Big 
Industrial Organization.

This was more than a rhetorical flourish. As historian Kornel Chang ob-
serves, the iww “made significant efforts to organize and ally with Chinese, 
Japanese, and South Asian workers in the Pacific Northwest.” This in-
cluded building links with radical Chinese and Indian nationalists, whose 
nationalism took the form of an anti-imperialism based on socialist ideas of 
class and colony (see Khan, Chapter 3).17 

 The historian E. P. Thompson famously noted that class conscious-
ness is the way in which class experiences “are handled in cultural terms: 
embodied in traditions, value-systems, ideas, and institutional forms.”18 
As immigrant and migratory workers, transnationalism was a lived expe-
rience for Wobblies and the workers they sought to organize. The class 
consciousness the iww sought to build was based on an internationalism 
that explicitly refused the racialized, racist logic of capital, the nation-state, 
and conservative trade unions. It could, and often did, transcend the border 
between the United States and Canada and the broader borders of race and 
ethnicity. 
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Wobblies Down Under:

The IWW in Australia

Verity Burgmann

On the other side of the Pacific Ocean, the Industrial Workers of the World 
(iww) became a significant force within a labor movement that was already 
industrially strong and represented by a politically successful Labor Party. 
This chapter explains why the iww appealed to workers in a national con-
text very different from that of the United States, investigates the type of 
workers who became Wobblies “down under,” discusses the distinctive 
strategies of this far-flung iww, and tells the tale of how it met its particular 
and peculiar fate.

The IWW’s Appeal to Australian Workers

The militant workers who joined iww clubs established by the De Leonite 
Socialist Labor Party beginning in 1907 tended to reject its enthusiasm for 
“political action.” Australian working-class political action already had 
brought about the world’s first Labor governments at the state level in 
1899 and the federal level in 1904. Labor was, again, in power federally 
in 1908–09, 1910–13, and 1914–17 as well as at the state level for much of 
this period in most of the country’s six states. The failure of Labor govern-
ments to meet radical workers’ expectations, however, convinced them that 
a political party could not act as the shield of the revolution, and instead 
encouraged many to view the parliamentary process as having nothing to 
offer a revolutionary working-class movement.1

 For instance, in August 1907, Hunter Valley coalminers deleted the 
reference to political—as in electoral—action before adopting the iww 
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Preamble. They argued that if workers came together on the industrial 
field they could control events on the political field. At least as early as 
1906, Colliery Employees Federation president Peter Bowling had estab-
lished contact with the Western Federation of Miners in the United States.2 
On October 30, 1909, a conference of trade unions in Melbourne, in a para-
phrase of the non-political 1908 iww Preamble, urged:

all trade unions and wage workers to organize industrially with the object 
of obtaining possession of the fruits of their industry, recognizing that 
the employing class and working class have nothing in common, and 
that poverty and want will continue until the wage workers unite on the  
industrial field as a class to abolish the wage system.3

As these discontented workers developed their own non-political versions 
of the Preamble, it is unsurprising that they turned to the Chicago iww after 
1908. At a meeting to launch an Adelaide iww Club, “overalls brigader” 
Harry Clarke presented Chicago literature and a further meeting was called 
to discuss the two alternatives (see Leier, Chapter 9). At the adjourned 
meeting on May 6, 1911, the gathering resolved to form a Chicago-line 
local, which subsequently became the Australian Administration of the 
iww with the right to charter further locals on the Australian continent. 
Militant workers in Sydney agreed in September 1911 that, “any industrial 
movement that is bossed by any political movement cannot live.”4 
 The Adelaide Local issued a charter to a Sydney Local on October 13, 
1911. John Dwyer of the Sydney Local, commenting on the state Labor 
government’s recent strikebreaking action against miners, declared, “a 
party that can send up trainloads of armed Police to Lithgow is a queer 
crowd to carry the flag of emancipation.” This Sydney Local published its 
own version of the Preamble, with a significant addition: “knowing that 
all attempts to bring Emancipation of the Proletariat about, by means of 
any kind of political party has and must end in failure, therefore we reject 
parliamentary action.”5 Its 1911 recruiting leaflet warned workers: 

The Capitalist Class and their political agents—many who are called friends 
of the workers—plan to keep you under the yoke of tyranny by offering you 
what they are pleased to call working class legislation, such as Arbitration 
Courts, Wages Boards, Labor Exchanges, National Insurance and Workers’ 
Compensation, etc., on condition that you smother your discontent, and 
have nothing in common with those who desire you to act for yourselves.6

Labor governments further aided the growth of the Chicago iww by 
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confirming its dire warnings against political action. “I was absolutely 
convinced,” explained leading Wobbly Tom Barker, “after seeing [Labor] 
politicians … that a strong and even ruthless working-class body was  
necessary to see that people were properly protected and properly  
paid.”7

 The strength of the iww in North America stemmed from discontent 
with weak, conservative, ineffective craft unionism rather than disillu-
sionment with working-class parliamentary politics, which had not been 
tried seriously. In Australia, by contrast, it was the precocious nature of 
the political labor movement that explains the appeal of the Chicago iww. 
It expressed and reinforced the strong feelings of resentment felt by many 
workers towards their elected representatives. Operating in a country 
with almost universal suffrage and compulsory electoral registration, the 
Australian iww was truly non-political, informed by the unique expe-
rience of the inability of Labor governments to unmake capitalist social 
conditions.
 The Australian administration was shifted from Adelaide (Local 1) to 
Sydney (Local 2). In January 1914, the Sydney Local began publication 
of Direct Action, a dynamic newspaper enlivened by Syd Nicholls’s superb 
cartoons. From this point, the Sydney Local grew rapidly and new general 
workers’ locals, based on locality rather than industries, sprang up across 
the country: Broken Hill, Port Pirie, Fremantle, Boulder City, Brisbane, 
Melbourne, Tottenham, Perth, Mount Morgan, and Cairns (an all-Russian 
local). In addition, there were individual Wobblies, especially in remote 
areas. iww active membership probably never exceeded 2,000 in a popula-
tion of 4.5 million, slightly smaller in proportion than iww membership in 
the United States. However, Direct Action influenced the wider labor move-
ment with a circulation around 10–15,000, on top of the fact that copies 
were passed from hand to hand. 
 In a peculiarly strong position to indulge in polemic based on evidence, 
Direct Action emphasized the futility of political action, the betrayals by 
Labor politicians, and their huge salaries and perks. The Australian iww’s 
best-known song was “Bump me into Parliament,” which ridiculed the 
pretense of Labor mps to advance working-class interests while enjoying 
the pomp and circumstance of parliamentary life. The lyrics include:

Come listen, all kind friends of mine,
I want to move a motion,
To build an El Dorado here,
I’ve got a bonzer8 notion.
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Chorus:
Bump me into Parliament,
Bounce me any way,
Bang me into Parliament,
On next election day.

Oh yes I am a Labor man,
And believe in revolution;
The quickest way to bring it on
Is talking constitution.9

Also to the tune of “Yankee Doodle” was “Hey! Polly,” which began:

The politician prowls around,
For workers’ votes entreating;
He claims to know the slickest way
To give the boss a beating.

Chorus:
Polly, we can’t use you, dear,
To lead us into clover;
This fight is ours, and as for you,
Clear out or get run over.10

The conditions for the comparative success of the Wobblies in Australia 
were provided by those within the labor movement whom they opposed.

Who Were the Australian Wobblies?

Principal speakers for the iww disproportionately included activists expe-
rienced in labor movements of other parts of the planet, whose principal 
reference point in theory and practice was, literally, the workers of the 
world. Global mobility is a distinctive feature of the Wobbly phenomenon. 
Patterns of movement were freer then than they would become after the 
First World War, when trade barriers and immigration restrictions became 
more systematic. Mining, construction, and heavy industry provided em-
ployment opportunities for footloose single men; cheap sea travel linked 
Britain, its dominions, and America; and an efficient mail service and print 
capitalism allowed ready communication from one worksite to another.
 Foremost amongst Wobbly orators was Donald Grant, born in 1888 in 
Inverness, Scotland, who migrated to Australia in 1910. He found work in 
a paper mill, and later as a dental mechanic. He forsook the Sydney-based 
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International Socialists for the iww. Tall, with thick red hair brushed back 
and a strong Scottish accent, he attracted huge crowds to Sunday meet-
ings in the Sydney Domain.11 Fellow Wobbly Betsy Matthias recalls him 
as “Curly-headed, Scotch, poetic Donald!” whose speeches eclipsed all 
others.12 Contemporary activist Fred Farrall claims he was:

an orator that could hold his own with anybody in the country, anybody. 
The average politician wouldn’t be in the race. His command of the 
language and the way he could use it could be devastating. He could 
humiliate anyone. And he could recite yards of Robert Burns and Shelley 
and those poets who upheld the rights of the common people.13

Labor movement leader Henry Boote, writing in 1917 when Grant had 
been jailed “for fifteen years for fifteen words,” noted:

For years he was the most popular orator of the Sydney Domain. Sunday 
after Sunday thousands surrounded the stump from which he spoke. His 
pungent satires upon capitalistic society evoked the laughter and applause 
of vast audiences. His eloquent appeals for working-class solidarity stirred 
them to the depths of their being.14

John Benjamin King, a hefty Canadian born in 1870, had worked as a 
miner, teamster, stoker, and engine-driver, and had been an iww organizer 
in Vancouver and Auckland before arriving in Sydney in 1911 (see Derby, 
Chapter 11). The police believed he had been sent in an official capacity by 
Chicago headquarters, but, like the American sailors they noticed speaking 
from the iww platform, King had come of his own accord. Though not in 
Grant’s league, he was a fine orator with a boisterous and aggressive style. 
During his 1914 speaking tour as general organizer, Direct Action billed 
him as “a convincing and earnest expositor of scientific organization, and 
Marxian Economics.”15

 Charlie Reeve, a thickset Cockney with straight, well-oiled, long dark 
hair was, according to his security file, only 5  feet  1  inch tall and “very 
much tattooed on the arms, hands and fingers.” Born in 1887, he arrived 
in Sydney in 1907 after experience in the American iww, and worked as 
a bricklayer. The police regarded him as “one of the most aggressive 
speakers of the i.w.w.” His fellow members, according to Grant, thought 
him “a bloody madman” who “would fight the whole world—so long as 
it was looking on.” Tony McGillick remembers a more poignant side to 
Reeve, that he was a master at painting word-pictures of the sad lot of the 
worker: “He would describe a cold morning when it was still dark, when 
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the worker would awaken to the shrill peal of the alarm-clock, with the 
prospect of a day of weary toil for little reward.”16 In jail in 1921, Reeve 
mused how his thoughts always strayed to the Domain on Sundays: “I am 
there with you, at my be-loved meetings, rubbing shoulders with Men from 
all parts of the World, and can feel the unspoken wish and determination to 
strive for a better world. With all their faults, I love my class.”17 After his 
term in jail Reeve lived in a homosexual relationship with another Wobbly, 
a Danish sailor called Carl Jensen, who worked as a laborer at Sydney’s 
White Bay power station.18

 Tom Barker was born at Crosthwaite in Westmoreland, England in 1887 
of Lakeland farming stock. He started working on farms at age 11, then 
went to Liverpool at about 14 to work in a milk-house. In 1905, he joined 
the army, where he trained young horses, took an army certificate of ed-
ucation, and became a lance-corporal. Invalided with slight heart trouble 
in 1908, he worked on the Liverpool railways. In June 1909 he migrated 
to New Zealand, joining the Auckland tramway company as a conductor. 
In 1911 Barker became secretary of the New Zealand Socialist Party’s 
Auckland branch, but he left around the end of 1912. Sacked from the tram-
ways, he went organizing for the iww and became involved in the general 
strike of 1913, three charges of sedition being laid against him. A key figure 
of the New Zealand iww, he was imprisoned in January 1914 then placed 
under a £1,500 bond. He came to Sydney in February 1914.19 Barker soon 
became the leading figure in the iww down under, until his deportation to 
Chile towards the end of the war (see de Angelis, Chapter 16).
 Though not a great orator, Tom Glynn was a gifted writer and edited 
Direct Action. Born in Galway, Ireland in 1881, he arrived in Australia in 
1900, then served as a trooper in the Boer War. He remained in South Africa 
as a sergeant in the Transvaal Police and was suspended for refusing to 
shoot a Zulu boy during an uprising. By 1907 he was active in New Zealand 
radical politics, leaving the Wellington De Leonites to join a larger socialist 
party, hoping to split off its “revolutionary element.” By 1910 he was back 
in Johannesburg in the tramway service, becoming general secretary of the 
South African Industrial Workers Union. He played a leading part in the 
1911 tramway strike, for which he was jailed (see van der Walt, Chapter 
18). After becoming prominent in radical journalism in South Africa, in 
late 1911 he left for Ireland and the United States, where he joined the iww, 
and finally worked his way back to Australia in 1912 as a stoker, after which 
he worked mainly as a tramway conductor in Sydney.20

 Of the 89 Sydney Local members in late 1911, 15 had continental 
European names. Three presented American dues cards; another three had  
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transferred from the Auckland Local. On the membership list police 
obtained in 1916, most of the 1,091 surnames and given names were 
“Anglo-Celtic,” including 56 “Mac/Mc” names, 16 “O” names, and 
many other Irish ones such as Maloney or Murphy. There were 84 names 
signifying continental European origin, mainly Scandinavian or German, 
of whom ten gave their occupation as seaman.21 Of the 75 Wobblies pros-
ecuted under the Unlawful Associations Act during September 1917, 27 
were born overseas, mostly in the British Isles. Of the Sydney Twelve, 
whose arrest and trial are outlined below, only John Hamilton from 
Victoria and Bill Teen from Tasmania were Australian-born. Three 
were from England (Reeve, Besant, Beatty); two from Ireland (Glynn, 
Larkin); two from Scotland (McPherson, Grant); one from New Zealand 
(Moore); one from Canada (King); and one from Russia (Fagin). A gla-
zier who arrived in Sydney in 1910 via Wales and the United States, Fagin 
had been a member of the Socialist Party of America. He was one among 
many Russians, Bulgarians, and Italians who formed ethnic networks 
within the iww. There were German and Austrian-born members, too, 
some of who were interned enemy aliens of considerable concern to the 
authorities.22

 The Wobbly as foreigner became a stereotype deliberately exaggerated 
by opponents. While a significant proportion of the most public propa-
gandists of the movement did hail from the geographically dispossessed 
tribe of internationally itinerant radical activists, a large proportion of the 
membership belonged to the nomads of the domestic labor movement: 
migratory rural workers in railway construction, lumber, wood, agricul-
ture, and sheep and cattle grazing. The occupation of “laborer,” common 
in Wobbly records, denoted the kind of unskilled worker who pursued  
employment wherever and whatever it might be.
 However, unlike the American hoboes largely ignored by institu-
tionalized labor, nomads were respected within the Australian labor 
movement—revered rather than reviled. Among the labor movement’s 
strongest participants, they were especially active in the new unions 
formed late in the nineteenth century. Itinerant workers’ high standing re-
flected the fact that Australia was primarily an extractive and large-scale 
grazing economy absolutely dependent on the labor of migratory workers; 
the United States was a more industrialized economy in which transient 
workers played a vital but smaller role.
 Wobbly Bill Beattie claimed, “The bulk of our membership was com-
posed of bush and construction workers who travelled by necessity.”23 
Barker recalled:
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We had the Home Guard, from Sydney, but most of the members worked 
in the country, came into Sydney from time to time, took out their card, 
and would take a bundle of papers and sell them wherever they went. 
Often they worked as miners until the shearing season came, then went 
up to North Queensland, started to shear and followed the sun until they 
got down to Victoria, which was quite a long time …. That was a time of 
great unemployment, backward industry and vast movements of working 
people, especially single men. Migratory people looked for support when 
they came to a new place and if they found an i.w.w. branch they knew 
they were amongst friends, and that created a solidarity of spirit that was 
something more than words … wherever there was an i.w.w. branch you 
could go there for friendship and help and also to get on to a job.24

Military intelligence observed that iww influence in the Queensland meat 
works was strongest in the freezing departments which hired itinerant 
workers; more skilled, domiciled workers were less tainted.25 Tom Audley 
recalls that Bill Casey, who wrote “Bump me into Parliament,” was “a real 
hobo type.”26 Direct Action ran frequent reports from Wobblies “on the 
track,” which typically contained tales of a cowed boss quickly conceding 
the demands of Wobblies they had unwittingly hired. 
 Wobblies did not last long on jobs, with the result that they and their pro-
paganda dispersed all over the continent. When Jimmy Seamer, a mining 
industry union activist during the First World War, was asked whether the 
Wobblies moved about a lot, he commented, “Yeah, and they was pushed 
about, too.”27 Direct Action editorialized:

To be “fired” simply means a change of jobs, and a change is good for all. 
It is not good to be in one job too many years. It has a tendency to make 
one too contented. The more one roams around, the more experience he 
gets, and he is more fitted to fight the industrial battle.28

Military intelligence stressed the nuisance value of the nomadic agitator 
fomenting discontent: “Quinton … travels over a considerable area of the 
Darling Downs country; therefore has special opportunities for spreading 
the teachings of the i.w.w.”29 Reporting on trouble in the northern cane 
fields in 1918, the censor noted: “Shepard and others of the i.w.w. gang 
appear to carry a good stock of literature with them—they are always on 
the move and they disseminate their criminal doctrines at every halting 
place.” The censor referred to Norman Jeffery as one of many Wobblies 
“touring the country disseminating, by their soap box orations, the doc-
trine which our Government … has thought fit to denounce.”30 There 
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are numerous examples of the wandering Wobbly fanning the flames of 
discontent the length and breadth of the continent, roaming because their 
limited skills could not secure them stable employment.
 This stereotype—caricatured in secondary literature and revered by 
Wobblies themselves—deserves qualification. Examination of the Broken 
Hill Local minute books, for example, reveals that this local of miners 
flourished as a stable institution. One duty of the management committee 
was to go to the local hospital on Sundays to visit sick fellow-workers and 
deliver their copies of Direct Action.31 Francis Shor argues that the Broken 
Hill Local affords a corrective to notions of the iww as a loose affiliation of 
migratory militants; he draws a picture of a community-based membership 
in an established setting of working-class solidarity and militancy. By the 
end of 1916 the Broken Hill Local exceeded 100 members, and even after 
the jailing of many members, it retained an organizational life and identity 
that guaranteed its social significance.32

 When police raided Sydney Local headquarters in September 1916, they 
obtained “documentary evidence” with which they compiled a list of 1,091 
iww members, with addresses and occupations, and duly forwarded it to 
military intelligence. Two categories of Wobbly reveal themselves from 
the residential addresses: the itinerant worker, and the stationary worker 
living in the inner city.33 Such domiciliary characteristics typified the less 
skilled sector of the working class from which Wobblies disproportionately 
came. The iww, Direct Action announced:

carries on its agitation principally amongst the unskilled workers. By 
organising the lowest paid workers and gaining better conditions for them, 
it has the tendency to force the higher paid grades and “aristocrats of 
labor” to get busy and fight for more concessions if they would keep ahead 
of the “common labourer.”34

Contemporary activist Fred Coombe claimed it was from “right amongst 
the working class” that the iww gained its support, from “the hard 
workers,” such as laborers and miners.35

 Early membership in the Sydney Local, a general workers local, con-
sisted of nine laborers, four wharfies (longshoremen), three miners, two 
wireworkers, one gardener, one shearer, one glazier and one signalman.36 
By late 1911, this Local had 89 members: 35 laborers, 8 miners, 7 seamen, 5 
wharfies, 3 gardeners, 3 timber-getters, 2 carpenters, 2 engineers, 2 stonema-
sons, 2 bakers, and 1 painter, canvasser, tinsmith, signalman, shearer, glazier, 
wireworker, dental mechanic, boilermaker, shearer, painter and docker,  
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engine-driver, conductor, automobile-driver, carter, fitter, elevator operator, 
and hairdresser.37 Though the 1916 list compiled by police used broader 
categories, the occupational breakdown was similar, with the vast majority 
in unskilled or semi-skilled employment. Well over a third of the men (375) 
classified themselves as laborers: 42 wharfies, 66 miners, 56 seamen, 44 
firemen (including ship and railway firemen), 35 factory workers, 69 building 
workers, 55 metal workers, 71 transport workers, 55 hotel and retail trade 
workers, 13 rural workers, and 8 postal workers. There also were 92 skilled 
workers, such as fitters, electricians, plumbers, mechanics, printers, and cab-
inet-makers. There was a sculptor, a musician and 2 vaudeville artists, and a 
few non-manual workers—a schoolteacher, 6 public servants, 7 clerks, and 
one draughtsman. The 20 females included 7 in the clothing trade, 2 public 
servants, 1 laundress, 1 typist, 1 governess, 1 housekeeper, 1 laborer, 1 clerk, 
2 married women, and 3 who declined to provide an occupation.38

What Were They Like?

Wobblies have been cited as representative of Australia’s “national char-
acter” because they recruited many members from the nomadic rural 
proletariat, and manifested attitudes and values of the national type based 
on this mythologized worker: loyalty to one ’s mates, antagonism towards 
authority, and contempt for middle-class virtues such as sobriety, industry, 
formal education, and religious observance.39 The inventive genius of 
imported Wobbly argot easily absorbed local cultural mores. Wobblies suc-
cessfully played on widely accepted themes. Mr. Simple, the Mr. Block of 
down under, believed in the promises of respectable, middle-class Labor 
“pollies.” Like the Australia of national mythmaking, the predominantly 
masculine iww adopted a pose of extreme toughness. Though rebel girls 
were welcomed, Shor’s designation of the Australian iww as an example of 
“virile syndicalism” fits.40 Rowan Day has studied this masculinist Wobbly 
culture taken to violent extremes in the outback in his study of the killing 
by enraged Wobblies of a country policeman, an act roundly condemned 
by the union’s leadership.41

 The recruiting card issued to new Wobblies listed “Pamphlets you 
should read”: Advancing Proletariat, The Social Evil, The Immediate 
Demands of the i.w.w., Industrial Union Methods, Arbitration and the Strike, 
Job Control, and Direct Action. The Preamble on this card served as a con-
cise expression of iww ideology and was known well by most members, 
often by heart. Embodying much Marxian theory and proletarian wisdom 
in blunt terminology, this Preamble was considered much better than the 
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sacred texts of socialist sects. The iww scorned the “scientific socialist” 
who, according to Direct Action, quoted Capital by the page but was useless 
in struggle:

Glib-tongued theory is of little help in the class struggle unless it is backed 
by class loyalty and class action …. A man is not what he thinks, but what 
he does. It is easy to think war, or think strike, or to theorise on tactics, but 
it takes real manhood and real womanhood to back up these theories and 
these thoughts in the actual everyday battle of the working class. 

Talk and education were necessary, Direct Action argued, but class ac-
tivity and loyalty were more important. “The capitalist system cannot 
be theorised out of existence, nor can it be effaced by a plentiful supply 
of platitudinous piffle.” The fact remains that “analysis of the capitalist 
system of exploitation is only more or less of academic interest; the matter 
of vital importance is the remedy for putting a stop to that exploitation.” 
Experience had proven that the members worth having were those whose 
understanding was of a practical bent, suited for revolutionary action.42

 Peter Rushton identified the good, the bad, and the ugly Wobbly: “The 
organization attracted the disgruntled, the larrikin, the army dodger, the 
criminal, and those who joined merely for companionship. It also ap-
pealed to the idealist.”43 Norman Rancie insisted, “We had amongst our 
members men and women of high ideals, intellectuals, men holding re-
sponsible positions, men of integrity, clean living family men and home 
lovers.” Contemporary activist Tom Payne recalled that Wobbly Mark 
Anthony was “a man with a big heart,” who returned regularly to Clunes 
to look after his mother and family, filling up their larder before returning 
to Broken Hill. There were heroes, too: Alexander Horrocks lost one eye 
from a fall of earth while saving a mate in a mine accident. However, Fred 
Farrall described his Wobbly cousin Roly Farrall as a contradiction of his 
political views, having no respect for other people, least of all his wife Jean, 
frequently a victim of Roly’s drunkenness, “But he was a character.”44

 That the Wobblies were “characters” is indisputable. Socialist May 
Brodney disliked the “exhibitionalism” of the iww, and dismissed it for 
making “a cheap appeal to emotionalism rather than logic,” yet wrote: 
“give them their due they were most entertaining …. The language was 
colourful & speakers were fluent & had their following.” The Sydney 
Morning Herald conceded that the Wobbly “has an enthusiasm in his ideas 
which gives him an almost fearful impetus in the promulgation of his views, 
and the infection of others with his doctrines.” The Bulletin commented: 
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“Misguided they are, of course, and all that; but how the enthusiasm of 
these i.w.w. people shames Liberals and Laborites.” To Wobblies, workers 
had a choice: One Big Union or Barbarism. Wobbly energy levels indicated 
the vehemence with which they adhered to their class-struggle philosophy, 
and the extent to which they were formed from that section of the working 
class that had nothing to lose in seeking to change the world.45

What Did They Do?

Australian iww Locals had little choice but to “bore from within” rather 
than practice “dual unionism.” This departure from North American iww 
practice was an adaptation to Australian circumstances. In 1916 union 
density was 47.5 percent in Australia, compared with 12.2 percent in the 
United States. The Australian iww was not aiming to organize workers 
neglected by trade unionism, but hoping to change the basis on which all 
workers were organized. Thus, most Wobblies also belonged to established 
unions. Within them, Wobblies criticized craft unionism, sectionalism, 
and the emergence of a union bureaucracy, especially when numerous and 
better remunerated than the workers it served. A security file on the iww 
noted, “there has been a growing movement on the part of the i.w.w. men 
to join Unions so that the principles of their organization might be more 
widely promulgated.”46 They understood that boring from within could 
only succeed if relations with other unionists were reasonable. In private 
iww correspondence seized by police, Wobblies advised each other not to 
alienate craft unionists.47 Tom Barker expressly warned the miners estab-
lishing the Tottenham Local in 1915 not to “antagonise the crafties,” for 
“they are the material we have to work upon, and therefore every care 
should be taken to keep their good will.”48 
  By boring from within, Wobblies spread their ideas. Military intelli-
gence noted that iww theories had “struck deep into the militant unions.”49 
New South Wales Labor Premier Holman regretted “the secret but steadily 
growing influence of the Industrial Workers of the World over union or-
ganisations.”50 Jimmy Seamer recalled: “You met Wobblies wherever you 
went …. All militants followed the Wobblies …. They had a foot in every- 
where.”51 The effects of the Australian iww locals’ decisions to make a  
political virtue out of industrial necessity were significant. In relegating 
dual unionism to long-term aspiration and boring from within in the mean-
time, Wobblies down under secured considerable protection. Australian 
employers could not easily isolate and physically intimidate Wobblies, 
because they worked within a strong union movement with the added 
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respectability of sponsoring a party regularly in government. Where 
American Wobblies were confronted violently by employers and their 
thugs, Australian Wobblies were simply hemmed in, while sheltered, by the 
labor movement itself.52

 In the United States, the iww was internally riven by concern that anti-war 
activity would distract from organization at the point of production and 
invite government repression, which explains its reticence on the war and 
withdrawal of anti-war pamphlets it had produced. By contrast, in Australia, 
no organization opposed the outbreak of war as promptly and vociferously 
as the iww. The front page of Direct Action for August 10, 1914 declared:

WAR! WHAT FOR? FOR THE WORKERS AND THEIR 
DEPENDENTS: DEATH, STARVATION, POVERTY AND UNTOLD 
MISERY. FOR THE CAPITALIST CLASS: GOLD, STAINED WITH 
THE BLOOD OF MILLIONS, RIOTOUS LUXURY, BANQUETS 
OF JUBILATION OVER THE GRAVES OF THEIR DUPES AND 
SLAVES. WAR IS HELL! SEND THE CAPITALISTS TO HELL AND 
WARS ARE IMPOSSIBLE.

On August 22, Tom Barker urged: “LET THOSE WHO OWN AUSTRALIA 
DO THE FIGHTING. Put the wealthiest in the front ranks; the middle class 
next; follow these with politicians, lawyers, sky pilots and judges. Answer  
the declaration of war with the call for a GENERAL STRIKE.”
 The iww threw itself wholeheartedly into campaigning against the war 
and Australian involvement. In so doing, it increased rather than dimin-
ished its opportunities to organize at the point of production because its 
anti-war activity won it many supporters amongst workers critical of the 
senseless slaughter. The threat of conscription gave the iww its greatest 
opportunity to have its voice heard, and it expanded rapidly in this period.53 
“Great crowds used to come to our anti-conscription meetings,” Tom 
Barker recalls, “up to a sixth of the population of Sydney gathering around 
and trying to hear the speakers.”54 The iww became established in the pa-
triotic mind as the source of disloyal infection, and confirmed in the radical 
working-class mind as the center of anti-militarist resistance. As the labor 
movement divided over the war, Australia’s involvement in it, and con-
scription, the role of the iww in encouraging this regrouping into left/
anti-conscription and right/pro-conscription forces was crucial. By acting 
as a “radical flank” entirely opposed to the war, iww campaigning helped 
at least to defeat conscription in referenda in 1916 and 1917.55 
 By November 1916, Labor Prime Minister Hughes complained that the 
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iww was “largely responsible for the present attitude of organised labor, 
industrially and politically, towards the war.”56 Three-quarters of fed-
eral Labor politicians indicated they would refuse to pass a Conscription 
Act. Prime Minister Hughes blamed the iwws, “foul parasites” who 
had “attached themselves to the vitals of labour.”57 Hughes appealed to 
“organised labour” to cast out from its midst those who dominated the anti- 
conscription wing of the movement: “Extremists—i.w.w. men, 
Revolutionary socialists, Syndicalists, ‘red-raggers’ … who seek to use 
labour for their own purposes.”58 Hughes’s desire to beat back iww in-
fluence within the labor movement sealed the fate of those he blamed for 
fomenting opposition to him and his kind from within that movement.

What Happened to Them?

In Australia, the repression of the iww was engineered by the right wing 
of the Labor Party—in government—to prevent the union from seizing 
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control of the labor movement, if not of the means of production. Labor 
governments at the federal and state level cast the iww as an enemy agent. 
While the Australian Wobblies did not endure the privatized retribu-
tion inflicted upon their American fellow-workers—beatings, lynchings, 
intimidation, and torture by individual patriots—the state-sponsored 
suppression of the Australian iww, which occurred before American crim-
inal syndicalism legislation, proved sufficiently draconian to achieve the 
eradication of the iww as a viable organization, notwithstanding successor 
organizations and its formal re-emergence after 1928.59

 Repression was facilitated by the framing of 12 Wobblies tried late in 
1916 for treason-felony: plotting arson on Sydney business premises.60 
With public hysteria aroused by this case, the Hughes National Labor gov-
ernment enacted the Unlawful Associations Act, passed on December 19, 
1916, under which any member of the iww could be imprisoned. In the next 
few months, 103 Wobblies were jailed, usually for six months with hard 
labor, and many more were sacked from their jobs. Twelve foreign-born 
Wobblies were deported; at the same time, US authorities were ship-
ping American Wobblies to Australia, the ships passing each other in the 
Pacific.61 
 The final irony was that the labor movement, whose right-wing political 
representatives had suppressed the iww, was also responsible for releasing 
the Twelve—proof that the strategy of boring from within had earned 
Wobblies acceptance within the wider labor movement. The agitation was 
so strong that the movement to release them included all manner of labor 
organizations: trade unions, labor and trades hall councils and regional in-
dustrial councils, left-wing parties, and even sections of the Labor Party.62 
Union after union committed itself in support of the release campaign and 
to industrial action if necessary. The Twelve were released in stages by 
New South Wales Labor Premier Storey during 1920 and 1921, bowing to 
the strength of the labor movement campaign to defend those whom fellow 
workers saw as their most militant, but still their own. Labor News boasted 
that the liberated men owed their freedom to the fact that Labor was in 
power.63 In departing jail, it is unlikely any of the Twelve sang “Polly, we 
can’t use you dear.”

Conclusion

Though the Australian iww was a direct transplant from the United States 
and remained recognizable as such, it adapted to local circumstances. The 
extent to which the iww down under flourished in a different setting was  
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attributable to distinctive characteristics developed in intelligent response to 
the environment in which it operated. Had it been obliged to toe a “Chicago 
line,” its local impacts would have been less remarkable. In contrast with the 
Communist movement that succeeded it, the iww’s commitment to freedom 
of militant working-class maneuver is worth celebration.
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Ki Nga Kaimahi Maori Katoa  
(“To All Maori Workers”): 

The New Zealand IWW and the Maori1

Mark Derby

Of all the international labor movements of the early twentieth century, 
the Industrial Workers of the World (iww) has been described as “cer-
tainly the most consistent in organizing workers of color.”2 The Wobblies’ 
commitment to working-class solidarity across racial and ethnic, as well as 
national, lines is attested to by its polyglot publications, the status of leaders 
such as the African American longshoreman Ben Fletcher, and its influence 
on other multiracial organizations such as South Africa’s Industrial and 
Commercial Union.3 The iww’s anti-racism, like other aspects of its rev-
olutionary syndicalist platform, took varying forms in the many different 
countries and communities in which it emerged. The Australian iww’s  
address to non-white minorities, according to Verity Burgmann:

centred on the issue of immigrant workers…. Apart from expressing 
sincere regret at the plight of the Aborigines and indicting British impe-
rialism for its hand in this, Direct Action otherwise ignored the Aboriginal 
issue; the iww wrongly judged it as lacking industrial significance.4

The New Zealand and Australian branches of the iww shared much in 
common, including many mutual members, due in part to their countries’ 
geographic proximity, shared heritage of colonization, and interchanging 
workforces. However, distinct features of the relations between New 
Zealand’s indigenous Maori population and its Pakeha (non-Maori) ma-
jority were reflected in that country’s iww. In particular, the New Zealand 
iww newspaper, the Industrial Unionist, published a series of articles in 
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the Maori language, written by a Pakeha Wobbly, Percy Short.5 A house-
painter and decorator by trade, Short also worked as a licensed translator 
and teacher of the Maori language. He helped to found the vigorous 
Auckland local of the iww and was a member of its newspaper’s editorial 
collective. This inclusion of material in the language of the indigenous mi-
nority may make New Zealand’s Industrial Unionist unique among Wobbly  
newspapers of any colonized country.
 The New Zealand Wobblies’ appeal to Maori signified far more than 
simple political inclusiveness or even anti-racism. In the early twentieth 
century, the Maori population could count on few political allies among the 
non-Maori majority and faced many powerful opponents, overt and other- 
wise. They represented less than 10 percent of the country’s population, 
were mostly of the poorest class, and their loyalty to the state remained 
questionable in the wake of bitter land wars against the government and 
British Crown 50 years earlier. The Wobblies could empathize with those 
alienating characteristics and were further inclined to admire Maori for 
their pre-colonial traditions of communal society and collective property 
ownership.

Percy Short: Maori-Speaking Radical

Percy Short was born in Wellington in 1881, and later moved north to the 
much smaller, rural town of Feilding, a service center for the surrounding 
large sheep farms.6 Its population was then made up of predominantly 
Pakeha settlers of British origin. The Maori of the Feilding area belonged 
to the small Ngati Kauwhata tribe and were based around their marae, or 
communal meeting place, called Aorangi, about 2 miles outside the town. 
Aorangi Marae had its own bakery, blacksmith, and Maori-owned store.7 Its 
people lived and worked collectively, supporting themselves from a com-
bination of subsistence agriculture and seasonal labor on the surrounding 
sheep stations.
 In this district, as in the country generally, Maori were a marginalized 
minority within the general population, a rural semi-proletariat routinely 
ignored and frequently despised by the settler majority. Within both races, 
however, there were exceptions to this pattern, and Short, a dapper young 
man with a waxed moustache, proved one of them. By means unknown to 
his present-day descendants, he had learned to speak the Maori language 
fluently, gaining qualifications as a translator and interpreter. From around 
1908 he taught night classes in “the language of the Maori Race, including 
conversational Maori.”8 In later life, especially when outside New Zealand, 
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he occasionally claimed to be of Maori ancestry himself, but there is no 
evidence to support this and his family disputes it.9

  It was unusual at that time (and remains so today) for Pakeha such as 
Short to become competent in the language of New Zealand’s indigenous 
people. In this respect, however, the Maori language offered advantages 
over the indigenous languages of other colonies, or former colonies, of 
Britain such as Australia. Although the major tribal groups spoke differing 
dialects, their native tongue was essentially the same from one end of the 
country to the other. Students of the language drew upon a substantial body 
of written Maori, since the first Christian missionaries had made efforts to 
learn the language and render it in written form, primarily to teach converts 
the scriptures. Maori took avidly to reading and writing and became literate 
in their own language even when they spoke little or no English. They pub-

Percy Short, circa 1912. Courtesy of Lynley Short, his granddaughter.
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lished a number of Maori-language newspapers, but few publications other 
than some religious materials and official notices and journals were rou-
tinely printed in both languages. Even when Maori lived in close proximity 
with Pakeha, as in Feilding in the early twentieth century, the two races  
occupied separate social realms, with little communication between them.

Organizing the Maori Workforce

One vigorous national organization that attempted to bridge the divide 
between the races was the New Zealand Shearers Union. Maori played a 
vital part in the national shearing industry, usually working in teams based 
around extended families, a system that accorded with the traditionally 
communal nature of Maori life.10 From the 1880s, when it began printing its 
rules in their language, the Shearers Union made special efforts to recruit 
and retain Maori members.11 These efforts were likely prompted less by a 
spirit of inclusiveness than by the fear that Maori might undermine union 
rates, or act as strikebreakers during disputes.12 
 The union succeeded in recruiting a large percentage of the Maori 
shearing workforce, and some Maori held leading positions within it. The 
first president of the Gisborne and East Coast branch was a champion 
shearer named Raihania Rimitiriu, and a fellow Maori, James Morgan, 
was branch secretary. In 1909, the union’s Maori members called for spe-
cific representation and the union appointed a Maori organizer, Henry 
Hawkins.13 At the union’s 1910 annual conference, Morgan was elected 
vice-president “representing the Maori race.”14 That year also saw the 
launch of the union’s monthly newspaper, the Maoriland Worker.15 

Industrial Unionism in New Zealand

Among the rural communities in the Feilding district, the Shearers Union 
likely had a significant Maori membership and served as a rare progressive 
force in a community dominated by the “wool kings,” the owners of the 
large sheep stations. However, it was not the only one. By 1911, Feilding 
also had an active branch of the New Zealand Socialist Party (nzsp), with 
Percy Short as its secretary. He described the party in this period as:

a flourishing organization … its membership comprised many varieties 
of socialists—anarchists, single-taxers, step-at-a-timers, revolution-
aries, two-wingers (political and industrial), Christian socialists, 
rationalists, materialists and Fabian idealists, not to mention the anti- 
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Parliamentarians—the syndicalists. The Socialist Party never had a class 
war policy, though most of its members managed to be followers of Marx. 
It sold thousands of pounds worth of socialist literature.16

A group of socialist immigrants from the United Kingdom had formed the 
nzsp in 1901, having been attracted to New Zealand by its reputation for 
advanced social experimentation, and in particular its universal franchise 
and state-sponsored system for compulsory arbitration of industrial dis-
putes. Since the 1890s, that system had suppressed industrial unrest and 
sustained a placid parliamentary coalition representing craft unions and 
liberals. 
 By 1905 the militant wing of the labor movement, comprising larger, 
semi-skilled unions representing miners, dockworkers, laborers, and 
shearers, chafed under the restrictions of compulsory arbitration. Less than 
a year after the iww was formed in the United States, the first strike in  
15 years took place in New Zealand mines, and two years later the miners’ 
unions broke away from the compulsory arbitration system to negotiate 
directly with employers using the strike weapon. These unions formed the 
nucleus of the avowedly socialist and syndicalist-dominated New Zealand 
Federation of Labor (fol), known as the “Red Fed,” formed in 1909.17 
 From 1906 the small, combative nzsp championed opposition to the 
arbitration system and espoused De Leonite revolutionary industrial 
unionism.18 Its journal, Commonweal, began reporting on iww activities in 
the United States and distributing radical literature such as the US weekly 
Appeal to Reason. In March 1908 Commonweal reported a visit by nzsp 
party organizer Edward Fitzgerald to the small mining town of Denniston: 
“Comrade Fitzgerald has aroused the Workers on this hill to see that this 
system will fall …. he showed the fallacy of arbitration, and also the need 
for a branch of the iww in Denniston.” Later that year the iww preamble 
was adopted at the nzsp’s annual conference.19 In 1910 militants from the 
anti-conscription movement formed an iww Club in Christchurch. They 
applied to join the fol as a New Zealand branch of the iww and were  
admitted in June 1911.20 
 The fast-growing Federation assumed control of the Maoriland Worker 
from the Shearers Union in 1911, and expanded it into an impressive na-
tional weekly whose masthead proclaimed it, “A Journal of Industrial 
Unionism, Socialism and Politics.” Percy Short contributed occasionally.21 
 With the iww as a syndicalist grouping on its left, the fol’s constituent 
unions achieved considerable success in winning improved conditions and 
rates of pay.22 With the exception of an element of the Shearers Union, 
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almost none of its individual members were Maori, who were unoffi-
cially excluded by geographic and social divides. Most waged workers 
lived in the towns, but the Maori population remained overwhelmingly  
rural.
 The iww was especially active in Auckland, the country’s biggest city 
and its first port of call for overseas ships. It was thronged with young 
single men raring for excitement and confrontation. The loose-knit and un-
tested Auckland Wobblies received powerful reinforcement in November 
1911 when three Chicago-style, anti-De Leonist Wobblies from Canada, 
including J. B. (Jack) King, arrived on a visiting ship. Two young English 
radicals on board, Alec Holdsworth and Charlie Blackburn, had been 
strongly influenced by the three Canadians during their long voyage.23 By 
the time all five disembarked in Auckland, they were primed to make an 
explosive impact on the locals. 
 “In a very short time,” Holdsworth later recalled, “Jack [King] was on 
the street expounding Industrialism (One Big Union) and Marxism in the 
vernacular.”24 He was backed up by at least 25 local Wobblies, including 
the heavily tattooed fishmonger Charlie Reeve (see Burgmann, Chapter 
10).25 Every Sunday they drew thousands to their platform down by the 
wharves. “We had little or no objections around the soapbox,” according 
to Holdsworth. “Attention was good, collections were good—and we had 
no other source of income.”26

The 1912 Waihi Strike

In early 1912, King left Auckland to spread the Wobbly message around the 
North Island, eventually settling in Waihi, a company town economically 
dependent on Australasia’s largest gold mine. There he led a Marxist eco-
nomics class, enrolled about 30 miners in an iww local, and soon played a 
leading part in a mass strike that shut down the mine.27

 The fol held its annual conference shortly after the Waihi strike began, 
with King attending as a Labourers Union delegate. He convinced the 
Federation to adopt the first part of the iww Preamble into its own consti-
tution. His motion for a general strike in support of the Waihi miners was 
lost, but he found support from other delegates, including future Labour 
Prime Minister Peter Fraser, who said, “With such propagandists I have no 
quarrel, whose work must undoubtedly advance the revolutionary working 
class movement.”28

 By August 1912, with the strike still not settled, King’s name was raised 
in Parliament as a dangerous agitator and potential saboteur. He left for 
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Australia just ahead of the police, and became a stalwart of the Wobblies’ 
Sydney local.29

 The strike had, by then, spread to a coalmine in the town of Huntly.30 
The managers of both mines called for strikebreakers to reopen their 
stalled operations, specifically targeting Maori. The Maoriland Worker 
claimed in October 1912 that “emissaries of the employers are travelling 
among the Maoris and by every possible device practically kidnapping 
some of them into scabbery.”31 Waihi strike leader Herb Kennedy later 
claimed that two-thirds of the scabs at Waihi were “half-breed Maoris, the 
pahs [Maori villages] in the Thames country having been circularized for 
this purpose.”32 Maori were some of the most notoriously violent strike-
breakers, including a tall thug named Peter Leaf, known from his sinister 
appearance as the “Snake charmer.”33 However, other Maori were success-
fully discouraged from strikebreaking in the mines. When five Maori were 
recruited as scabs at Huntly, “the Maori members of the Union brought 
inside pressure to bear on their fellows to cease work.”34 
 After six months on strike, the political tide turned sharply against the 
Waihi miners. Squads of mounted police attacked their picket lines, and 
when police encouraged violence between strikers and scabs, brawls broke 
out between the warring parties in the streets. Vigilante squads of strike-
breakers then ran riot through the town, forcing strike leaders and their 
families to leave their homes overnight. Alec Holdsworth saw a boatload 
of terrified Waihi women and children arrive in Auckland, and he and 
other local Wobblies scoured the countryside to feed them. The Auckland 
Wobblies marched as a body at the funeral parade for a murdered striker, 
Fred Evans.35 

The NZ Wobblies’ Newspaper

The brutal crushing of the Waihi strike had the effect of dispersing hard-
ened and angry strikers around the country. Several of them joined iww 
groups, including 16-year-old George Phillips, who served as the Auckland 
local’s secretary for the next three years.36 The iww also gained defectors 
from among the most active and effective members of the nzsp. English-
born Tom Barker had migrated to New Zealand in 1909 and worked as a 
tram conductor in Auckland, serving as secretary of its nzsp branch from 
1911. Two years later he began organizing for the iww (see also Burgmann, 
Chapter 10, and de Angelis, Chapter 16).37 Percy Short, who had by then 
left Feilding for Auckland, also joined the iww and remained a close friend 
of Barker’s throughout his life.38 Alec Holdsworth later recalled that:
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All boats from America were met by one or more of us wearing our iww 
badge, in case there should be a Wobbly on board with the appropriate 
swag [of rebel literature]. But it was a precarious source of supply, so we 
set to and got out our own newspaper, the Industrial Unionist.39 

This, the first iww periodical in the Southern Hemisphere, was launched 
as a monthly in February 1913. A lively, attractive broadsheet, filled 
mainly with material reprinted from overseas Wobbly and other publica-
tions, it also featured irreverent local content. Five Wobblies, including 
Holdsworth and Short, collectively edited the paper.40 
 The Industrial Unionist (iU) traced local versions of international polit-
ical currents, such as the policy of “boring from within” politically broader 
institutions. In New Zealand this debate focused on whether the Federation 
of Labor (later the United Federation of Labour, or ufl) should be remod-
eled on iww lines, with all unions in each industry combining into a single, 
national industrial union, “ultimately allowing for the formation of One 
Big Union throughout the entire country.”41 The defeat of the Waihi strike 
weakened iww influence within the fol, which, by 1913, was routinely re-
ferred to in the iu as the “fool.”42 At the same time, the Maoriland Worker 
deplored “the malicious attempt of the employers to identify the ufl with 
the iww.”43

 Although membership details are lacking, no Maori are known to have 
been paid-up iww members or regular readers of the iU. Nor does the New 
Zealand iww appear to have addressed Maori or other racial questions in 
its political program or the main, English-language, sections of its paper. 
However, many Maori must have encountered iww agitators and work-
mates through their workplaces. To reach out to this barely organized 
section of the workforce, Short drew on his Maori-language expertise. 

Maori-Language Articles

Beginning with its sixth issue, the iU included articles in Maori, written 
by Short but attributed to and evidently endorsed by the entire editorial 
collective. These skillfully combined traditional Maori expressions with 
translations of iww propaganda. Several were followed by an appeal, 
also in Maori, for subscriptions to the newspaper, indicating that their 
purpose was active recruitment and not simply pre-emption of possible 
strikebreaking. Collectively, the articles amount to an embryonic Marxist 
economic analysis in the Maori language, using authentically Maori  
metaphors and cultural values:
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In the past, the work of one person went towards the wellbeing of 
everyone, of the whole tribe. The thoughts of one were the thoughts of 
everyone. The people of old worked and ate together. They lived and 
died together. However, the custom has changed completely …. Now all 
the wealth belongs to the bosses: the land, the mines, the ships, the great 
machines, the trains and much more. All we can do is go to the people who 
control our belongings and beg for work. Our wealth is being stolen by the 
wealthy – the capitalists …. Stick together! Let us unite our thoughts! Be 
resolute! Be brave! Workers of the whole world, unite; you have nothing to 
lose, you have the world to win.44

Short’s article in the following issue acknowledged the devastating loss of 
land and resources by Maori. Just as Maori had violently resisted the loss of 
their lands in the past, he wrote, all workers should now form a single tribe 
to recover and retain their possessions:

When your land has passed into the hands of the Pakeha, it has gone 
forever. All that remains to you are your physical bodies as an article of 
sale which you may sell to your master, just as though you were a horse or 
a dog. Therefore, rise up! Come to the rescue of your own people, and this 
union, the iww, will come to your assistance.45

In this and later articles Short appealed to Maori on their own terms, using 
familiar expressions, concepts and arguments such as their historical ex-
perience of land loss through questionable private sales: “Following the 
introduction of the musket, the land sharks arrived. Soon the bulk of your 
lands had been taken from you, and the sharks occupied it instead.”46 
Another article summarized the Marxist theory of surplus value, indicating 
that Short resisted patronizing or underestimating his Maori readers.47

 Less often, he addressed the general anxiety within the labor movement 
that the low-paid and casually employed Maori workforce might become 
strikebreakers. In September 1913, he recalled the Waihi miners’ strike and 
deplored the actions of those Maori who had acted as strikebreakers and 
paid thugs.48 Elsewhere, he likened them to those Maori who sided with the 
government during the Land Wars of the previous century, a comparison 
bound to rankle with their descendants.49

The 1913 Waterfront Strike

By late 1913, the vigorous Auckland iww local decided to expand its ac-
tivities elsewhere in the country. Tom Barker acted as a roving emissary, 
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riding with the tramps on railway freight cars.50 Holdsworth says, “He 
went without money and was without price. But he had a bundle of po-
tential rebels in his bag—a pile of Industrial Unionists—each one more 
for the Revolution.”51 Barker’s journey was interrupted at Wellington by 
the outbreak of a waterfront strike. He promptly organized a program 
of speakers and music opposite the wharves, and led guerrilla attacks 
on parties of mounted “special constables” (untrained volunteer police  
reinforcements) recruited from rural districts. 
 The strike soon spread to other industries and other cities, and striking 
dock workers eventually shut down every port, paralyzing the country’s 
export-based economy. For several days, a general strike in Auckland 
brought commercial activity in the city almost to a standstill. The gov-
ernment enlisted thousands of strikebreakers and special constables, and 
reinforced the regular police with armed military detachments. Historian 
Eric Olssen described “unprecedented scenes of violence and civil disorder 
in New Zealand during the 1913 strike, the most significant strike in the 
country’s history.”52 
 During the strike, production of the iU increased from monthly to twice 
weekly, with each issue urging a general strike to bring down the govern-
ment. Barker said, with engaging frankness, “When we got an edition out 
we went down on the streets and sold it, the next day we went on the booze 
and the following day got the next edition out.”53 
 Short managed to supply only one further Maori-language article 
once the strike began, urging Maori workers to join the strikers and resist  
appeals to act as strikebreakers and special constables:

The leading figures of the shipping companies and the Government mean 
to destroy the unions of New Zealand workers, so that they can succeed in 
lowering their wages. The newspapers are concealing the most important 
point. These bosses are looking for people to act as policemen to fight 
us. None of you should participate in these treacherous dealings. It is 
disgusting work …. It was these bosses who confiscated your land, they 
who shot your ancestors in days gone by. This gang of thieves is your 
enemy – people without heart …. We are all workers together, we are ever 
one tribe—the tribe of workers.54

The same issue exulted, in English, that “The Maoris have protested against 
the Government enroling [sic] Maori for ‘special’ duty during the present 
industrial trouble, and pointed out that they greatly resented the acceptance 
of two Maoris [for this role].”55 This likely refers to a speech given to a 
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Wellington strike meeting, through an interpreter, by Te Heuheu Tukino, 
the powerful chief of a large central North Island tribe. He said that when he 
heard that “members of my race” were being enrolled as special constables, 
he sent messages to Maori in all parts of the country, asking them:

to refrain from participating in the present struggle, by remaining neutral 
and not signing on as special police. It is quite clear to us that the struggle 
you are fighting is for a fair and just cause, and … that the present 
Government is using the same tyranny against us as they are using against 
you at the present time.56 

The extent to which Short’s articles contributed to this stance cannot be 
known. It is notable, however, that very few Maori appear to have acted as 
either special constables or strikebreakers in 1913.
 No new Maori-language material appeared in the iU, whose pages instead 
were devoted to urgent updates on strike developments around the country. 
One of those, from Auckland, reported that Chinese greengrocers, whose 
ethnic group faced ridicule and discrimination from the white-majority pop-
ulation, “have been approached and it is understood that they are favourable 
to a proposal not to supply scab restaurants etc with greengrocery and fruit.”57

 As the strike grew more violent and widespread, the iU claimed a rela-
tively enormous circulation of 5,000. Barker sold copies in the street until he 
was arrested and charged with sedition. The arrests of other strike leaders, 
and the government’s recruitment of more than 10,000 strikebreakers and 
special constables, finally broke the strike. The iU ceased production at 
the end of November, and as in the aftermath of the Waihi strike, many 
Wobblies not already in jail scattered far and wide to avoid retribution. 
 Barker was released on a £1,500 bond, and promptly jumped bail and left 
for Sydney. There he, Reeves, and other New Zealand Wobblies rejoined 
Jack King and greatly strengthened the Australian iww.58 Those remaining 
in New Zealand disappeared into remote parts of the country to organize 
rural workers.59 The outbreak of the First World War soon afterwards em-
powered the New Zealand government to finish the job of destroying labor 
militancy. All strikes in essential industries became illegal, rights of free 
speech and assembly were severely curtailed, and a wide range of publi-
cations were banned, including all by the iww.60 The government also 
imposed exceptionally harsh conscription laws. Some Wobblies served 
jail sentences for opposing conscription; others set up an escape route for 
conscientious objectors, smuggling them in the coalbunkers of ships to 
Australia, where conscription was not imposed.61 These measures shattered 
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the mettlesome movement that Barker, Short, and others had built up, but 
also saw it disperse internationally. The New Zealand iww proved a short-
lived yet resilient and adaptable organization, capable of surviving severe 
state repression by reforming elsewhere. 

Percy Short in Europe

Short was among those who left the country, and in February 1914 he trav-
eled to Europe.62 He saw this trip as an opportunity to communicate with 
like-minded European syndicalists, an instance of iww transnationalism 
extending from the world’s periphery to its political centers, rather than the 
reverse, as is often assumed. In May 1914, he visited the Paris headquarters 
of the Général Confédération des Travailleurs (General Confederation of 
Labor, or cgt), meeting executive members Léon Jouhaux, Charles Marck 
(who, said Short, “had worked 18 months at the docks in London, and was 
an intimate friend of Ben Tillett’s”), and Christiaan Cornelissen, editor of 
the Bulletin international du mouvement syndicaliste:

They asked me a number of questions concerning the labour organisations 
in New Zealand and Australia, and Cornelissen made notes of my replies 
for publication …. They were extremely interested in my account of the 
class war in the Antipodes, and were jubilant with the success of the direct 
action propaganda. This organization has no time whatever for politics, 
and is very hostile to the French Socialist Party, which they said is very 
active just before the elections.63

Short was also interviewed by the anarchist archivist and historian Max 
Nettlau, to whom he gave a highly colored version of Maori support for 
revolutionary syndicalism, and of his own ethnic origins. Nettlau gained 
the impression that:

our comrade is Maori by birth, the son of a native of New Zealand, the 
people who are more and more pushed aside but keep standing tall with 
extraordinary energy and endurance …. [Revolutionary syndicalist] 
propaganda is particularly successful amongst Maori because of the past of 
this people with their indigenous communism. Amongst Maori, a worker 
who acts as a scab and steals the bread out of their comrades’ mouths is 
basically unheard of because their old sense of solidarity stemming from 
their tribal customs prohibits such actions.64

In the United Kingdom, Short offered public lectures, illustrated by “a 
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splendid set of slides,” on “The Maori race in New Zealand—from can-
nibalism to civilization.” His promotional literature features, somewhat 
oddly, a photograph of himself as a Maori woman, with facial tattoo, pipe, 
and typical costume. 

Post-IWW Addresses to Maori

After two years abroad Short returned to Feilding and started a family.65 
He married Annie, an Englishwoman, and they had a son, John, three 
years later. Although called to enlist in 1917, he managed to avoid mili-
tary service.66 Short continued working as a house painter and periodically 
a licensed translator, traveling to district courts to represent Maori land 
claimants and defendants.67

 The pre-war revolutionary socialist movement, he observed sadly, had 
been eliminated:

Craft unions had captured nearly all the militant labour unions …. The 
socialist movement finally became moribund. It was kept somewhat alive 
in theory by the formation [in 1916] of the NZ Labour Party, which 
finally detached itself from the everyday struggles of the mass of wage  
workers.68

The iww itself was not resurrected, and its commitment to addressing the 
Maori people and their political concerns was not sustained by successor 
organizations on the left, despite repeated efforts by Maori themselves. 
An atypical exception was a Maori-language article in a 1916 issue of the 
newspaper of the New Zealand Waterside Workers Union, which had a 
significant Maori membership. Under the heavily ironic headline “Te 
Matau a te Pakeha” (“Pakeha wisdom”), the writer warned Maori readers 
not to trust such wisdom, which fattened the lazy man (the employer) while 
leaving the workers hungry.69 
 In 1928, a Maori delegate to a conference of the New Zealand Workers 
Union, the successor of the Shearers Union, urged the organization to run 
a regular column in the Maori language.70 The following year, Maori exec-
utive members of the Watersiders Union suggested publishing the union 
rules in Maori. Nothing came of either proposal.71 Only when Maori were 
thought to be at imminent risk of scabbing, it appeared, did white unionists 
make efforts to address Maori on equal terms. 
  The New Zealand Communist Party (nzcp), formed in 1921, made 
only cursory efforts to address Maori political concerns, despite repeated  
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urgings from the Comintern to do so.72 In 1935, the party finally produced a 
number of articles and at least one pamphlet in the Maori language.73 
 Unlike other former Wobblies who joined the nzcp and struggled to 
work within it, Short remained a fellow traveler, though he admired the 
achievements of the Soviet Union. By 1931 he had returned to his home-
town of Wellington, and spent the rest of his life working as a painter and 
paperhanger. He became secretary of his local branch of the Friends of the 
Soviet Union (fsu), and tried to learn Russian.74 In 1935, he wrote to the 
USSR’s Acting President of the Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign 
Countries, requesting an official invitation for a fsu-organized delegation 
of Maori performers to the Soviet Union. “They are born entertainers, 
exceptionally fine singers in both their own and the English language.”75 
Short also appealed to Maori to take part in this delegation, through a 
Maori-language article in the fsu newsletter Soviet News.76 The prospect of 
Muscovites entertained by floor-shaking haka during the height of Stalinist 
purges is intriguing. However, no invitation materialized and the proposal 
did not proceed.77

 Short continued to correspond with his contact within the USSR, how-
ever, hoping for support to publish his lifelong researches into traditional 
Maori society. His application of Marxist theory to Maori custom, he ev-
idently hoped, would challenge the findings of authoritative ethnologists 
such as Lewis Henry Morgan and even Friedrich Engels:

I believe that I am the only person who is making use of this rich ethno-
graphical harvest and explaining its nature by the aid of dialectical 
materials…. The Maoris, being a communistic people, are extremely inter-
ested in your social system, and it is impossible to find a single individual 
who is hostile to it, especially when they are informed of the freedom 
enjoyed by the small nationalities within your country. They know what it 
means to be suppressed by an imperialist nation.78

Upon his death in 1944, Short left many pages of unpublished notes on 
punaluan (polygamous) marriage, cannibalism, leadership, and other 
features of pre-colonial Maori life. However, it is his handful of Maori-
language articles for the iU that proved his most significant contribution. 
 Short’s published addresses to Maori exemplify the observation that 
“The iww can be seen as a precursor to today’s social justice movements.”79 
In sharp contrast with the pre-First World War period, many of the polit-
ical concerns his articles raised, such as the historical loss of tribal lands, 
now stand at the center of New Zealand political life. In the country’s labor 
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movement, the nearest present-day equivalent to the Wobblies is the vig-
orous and effective Unite Union, representing workers in the fast food and 
other minimum-wage industries. Maori and their fellow Polynesian New 
Zealanders are prominent within the leadership, as well as the membership, 
of Unite, a development which Percy Short and his fellow New Zealand 
Wobblies could hardly have envisaged, but one in which they would surely 
have rejoiced.
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Patrick Hodgens Hickey and the IWW: 
A Transnational Relationship

Peter Clayworth

Patrick Hodgens Hickey (1882–1930) was a transnational labor agi-
tator whose relationship with the Industrial Workers of the World (iww) 
strongly influenced his development as an activist. His early career as a 
radical ran parallel to the birth and growth of the iww. Hickey was a New 
Zealander who adopted socialism and revolutionary industrial unionism 
while working as an itinerant miner in the United States. His “conversion” 
took place in mid-1905, just as the iww was being founded. Hickey came to 
prominence from 1907 to 1914 as a militant leader of a major workers’ revolt 
against New Zealand’s compulsory arbitration laws. He then worked as a 
union organizer and anti-conscription campaigner in Australia during the 
First World War. The iww became an important force in the New Zealand 
and Australian labor movements over the same period. This chapter out-
lines Hickey’s changing relationship with the iww, tracing his evolution 
from an ally into a bitter opponent of the Wobblies.
 The Western Federation of Miners (wfm) was one of the major initia-
tors behind the foundation of the iww in June 1905. Around the time of the 
founding conference in Chicago, Pat Hickey arrived at Bingham Canyon, 
Utah. Finding work as a copper miner, he joined wfm Local 67, beginning 
a long career as a union activist. Hickey grew up in New Zealand’s rural 
backcountry and first came to the United States in 1900. Traveling as a 
hobo, he worked in the American West’s mines and smelters. Back in New 
Zealand in 1901, Hickey became a coal miner at Denniston. He returned 
to the United States in 1903, after visiting Ireland. Working his way across 
the continent, Hickey ended up in Utah. Up to that time he had shown little 
interest in unions or socialism.1
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 Hickey joined the wfm immediately after the Colorado “Labor Wars” 
of 1903–4. The union had been driven out of Colorado after bitter, vio-
lent strikes at Cripple Creek and Telluride. Hickey met veterans of these 
struggles at Bingham Canyon. He wholeheartedly adopted the wfm view 
that workers must organize along class-conscious lines to win the class 
war. Defeat in Colorado also compelled the wfm to take a leading role in 
founding the iww. On May 20, 1905, Local 67 voted its approval of the 
upcoming Chicago convention and any new organization formed there. 
Local 67 supported Bingham Canyon iww Local 93 from its formation in 
late 1905, until its disbanding in 1909. Historian Philip Mellinger describes 
Local 93 as a “dependency” of wfm Local 67. This close relationship may 
explain why Local 67 ignored the 1907 wfm national conference decision to 
cut all ties with the iww.2

 In September 1905, Hickey left Bingham Canyon to avoid the Utah winter, 
armed with a new commitment to the class struggle and socialism. He ad-
vocated revolutionary industrial unionism and political action through the 
vehicle of a socialist party. These beliefs have prompted some commentators 
to suggest Hickey followed the ideas of Daniel De Leon. Most likely, how-
ever, Hickey’s industrial and political views developed from his experiences 
living and working in western mining towns rather than from De Leon’s 
theories. Hickey respected De Leon as a socialist but also admired Eugene 
V. Debs, leader of the Socialist Party of America (spa). In 1902, the wfm had 
officially endorsed socialism and the spa. Hickey followed the wfm policy of 
combining political and industrial action, and he joined the spa rather than 
its rival, De Leon’s Socialist Labor Party.3

 When Hickey returned home in 1906, New Zealand had been under a 
compulsory arbitration system since 1895, with no major industrial disputes 
since 1893. Conciliation boards and an arbitration court settled disputes, 
while lockouts by employers and strikes by registered unions were illegal. 
Hickey’s return coincided with growing worker resentment over the arbi-
tration system’s perceived failure to deal with inflation. From February to 
June 1908, Hickey took a leading role in an illegal strike by the Blackball 
Miners’ Union, directly challenging the arbitration system. After winning 
the strike, Hickey and fellow socialists Robert Semple and Paddy Webb 
organized the New Zealand Federation of Miners, an industrial federation 
modeled on the wfm. Hickey and other militants urged member unions 
to cancel their registration under the arbitration system and take direct 
action through the federation. In 1910, the newly renamed New Zealand 
Federation of Labour (nzfl) expanded to include all unions who wished to 
join. The nzfl soon became known as the “Red Feds.”4
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 Canadian agitator H. M. Fitzgerald first founded a short-lived iww 
branch in Wellington in 1907, but the iww only really became a force in 
New Zealand after 1911. This followed the arrival in Auckland of a group 
of Vancouver Wobblies, including labor agitator J. B. (John Benjamin, or 
“Jack”) King. They advocated Chicago iww principles and opposed those 
of De Leon’s “Detroit iww.” This meant the Vancouver Wobblies rejected 
electoral politics, arguing instead that workers should concentrate on in-
dustrial organization. They recruited local Auckland activists, including 
former New Zealand Socialist Party (nzsp) member Tom Barker (see de 
Angelis, Chapter 16), and began spreading industrial unionist propaganda.5

 The iww influence on the militant wing of New Zealand’s labor move-
ment reached its peak in 1912. A number of Wobblies, including King, 
attended the 1912 nzfl annual conference. By this time the nzfl included 
miners, longshore workers, general laborers, tramways workers, shearers, 
brewery workers, gas stokers, and flax mill workers. The 1912 conference 
voted unanimously to reorganize as a national industrial union along iww 
lines. It also approved Hickey’s motion to adopt a version of the iww pre-
amble. The Red Feds were co-opting iww organizing principles rather 
than actively supporting the official iww. The federation remained open 
to electoral politics, a position the Wobblies strongly opposed after 1908. 
Hickey had been an nzsp parliamentary candidate in the 1911 election and 
supported the nzfl’s political stance. The new nzfl constitution was sup-
posed to come into force in January 1913, but its adoption was derailed by 
events at the gold mining town of Waihi.6

 The powerful Waihi Miners’ Union, an nzfl affiliate, went on strike in 
May 1912, after the Waihi Gold Mining Company helped establish a break-
away, pro-arbitration Engine Drivers’ Union (see Derby, Chapter 11). In 
July 1912, the Reform Party, strong supporters of farming and business 
interests, took power in New Zealand. The new prime minister, William 
Ferguson Massey, authorized mass police intervention in Waihi, while the 
company recruited “free laborers” who doubled as vigilantes. J. B. King, 
Waihi’s iww organizer, fled to Australia as repression closed in on the 
mining town. Hickey traveled around Australia from July to December, 
touring the mining towns raising funds for the Waihi strikers. By the time 
he returned to New Zealand, police and vigilante violence had crushed the 
Waihi strike.7

 The struggle exacerbated tensions between the nzfl and moderate 
unions. The moderates refused to support the strike, arguing it was an in-
ter-union dispute. State-sanctioned violence at Waihi shocked moderates 
and militants, leading both groups to reassess their positions. The nzfl 
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abandoned its iww-influenced constitution, instead opening unity negoti-
ations with moderate unions. Hickey acted as an organizer for the Unity 
Campaign, serving as secretary of the Unity Conferences held in January 
and July 1913.8

 The iww refused to participate in the Unity Conferences. They believed 
the proposed new federation structure would be dominated by profes-
sional union leaders, watered down by the inclusion of moderate unions, 
and flawed by promoting political action. The Wobblies particularly ob-
jected to federation executive control of the strike weapon, an idea Hickey 
defended. At the July 1913 Unity Congress, the old nzfl combined with 
a number of moderate unions, forming the United Federation of Labor 
(ufl). The ufl dropped the iww preamble and organizational system. 
Hickey was elected ufl secretary-treasurer, with his old comrade Bob 
Semple as organizer. A new political organization, the Social Democratic 
Party (sdp), was also created at the Unity Conference. The iww dismissed 
the ufl and the sdp as organizations of “professional labor spongers and 
reactionary craft officials.” Hickey, a professional labor organizer, became 
more ideologically separated from the iww, as he increasingly favored po-
litical action. Police violence at Waihi had convinced him workers must 
gain control of the state ’s coercive structures through the ballot box.9

 In October 1913, the Great Strike broke out (see Derby, Chapter 11). A 
coal miners’ strike at Huntly and a longshore workers’ strike in Wellington 

Miners’ Hall, Runanga, circa 1910 (1/2-179351-G). Courtesy of the Alexander Turnbull 
Library, Wellington, New Zealand.
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escalated into a nationwide strike of maritime workers, miners, and seamen. 
For employers, farmers, and Massey’s government, the dispute was an 
opportunity to force unions out of the ufl and back into the arbitration 
system. Strike supporters and special constables fought armed street bat-
tles in Wellington, while Auckland experienced a brief general strike. The 
Great Strike was broken in December 1913, as first the seamen and then 
the longshore workers went back to work. The mining unions held out 
until January 1914. The ufl was weakened by the strike, with many unions 
leaving the federation. Hickey and Semple lost their ufl organizing jobs 
and became subject to employers’ blacklists. The iww strongly supported 
the strike, with Tom Barker among those arrested for sedition. Following 
the strike ’s defeat many Wobblies, including Barker, departed for Australia. 
After war was declared in August 1914, Wobblies still in New Zealand were 
subjected to surveillance, censorship, and arrest.10

 Hickey strongly opposed the First World War and became frustrated by 
the splits it initially created in New Zealand’s labor movement. A black-
listed militant with a family to support, he eventually took a job laboring 
on a backcountry government road gang. In November 1915, Hickey left 
for Australia with his wife Rose and two-year-old son, Patrick Jr. Hickey 
feared New Zealand would introduce conscription and believed job pros-
pects would be better across the Tasman. He found work as an organizer 
for the Victorian Railways Union and joined the Victorian Socialist Party, 
Australian Labor Party, and One Big Union campaign. From 1919 to 
1920 he worked as an organizer and newspaper editor for the Queensland 
Railways Union. Hickey and Rose both worked as anti-conscription  
activists during the conscription referenda of 1916 and 1917.11

  The Australian iww campaigned against the war and for industrial 
unionism, with Barker and King as two of its most visible activists. Despite 
holding similar beliefs on war and industrial organization, Hickey now 
bitterly opposed the iww. He took up a successful libel case against the 
Australian prime minister, W. M. Hughes, who had accused him of being a 
Wobbly. Yet Hickey defended Tom Barker, imprisoned for printing a sedi-
tious cartoon. He described Barker as “too good and too loyal a member of 
his class to be caged in a Bastille.”12

 Hickey became convinced that iww attacks on union officials and 
supporters of political action seriously threatened Australian work-
ing-class solidarity. He responded with an anti-iww pamphlet, Solidarity 
or Sectionalism?, published by the Australian Workers’ Union in 1918. 
Hickey based Solidarity or Sectionalism? on material he had received from 
the United States. He repeated accusations the wfm had made against the 
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iww, along with criticisms of the Wobblies from American socialists such 
as Debs, De Leon, and William Trautmann, who had left the iww in 1912. 
Hickey continued to admire the wfm and the American socialists. His attack 
against a younger generation of militants could be seen as the response of 
an older generation still claiming the right to define industrial unionism. 
Hickey refused to acknowledge that iww ideas and actions were not far 
removed from his own early militancy. It is not clear what impact Solidarity 
or Sectionalism? had on the labor movement, but labor’s opponents seized 
on it as evidence of disunity in the workers’ ranks.13 

 Hickey returned to New Zealand in 1920, renewing his activism in the 
labor movement and New Zealand Labour Party. He continued to promote 
industrial unionism but now as a labor journalist, Labour Party activist, 
and union official rather than a militant agitator. Following a series of set-
backs in both the industrial and political fields, Hickey became disillusioned 
with the New Zealand labor movement. He and his family moved back 
to Victoria, Australia, in 1926, where he managed hotels and renewed his 
activities with the alp. He was selected as an alp state parliamentary candi-
date in 1929, but retired from the electoral contest due to a head injury. He 
died from the resulting brain damage in 1930.14

 The period of Hickey’s militant labor activities, from 1905 through 1920, 
ran parallel to the birth, growth, and repression of the iww in the United 
States, New Zealand, and Australia. Hickey’s introduction to revolutionary 
industrial unionism and socialism came through the wfm, the union that 
helped found the iww. His early militancy and general sympathy with the 
iww reflected his time as an itinerant miner and convert to revolutionary 
industrial unionism and socialism. While actively involved in building the 
nzfl, Hickey became interested in iww organizational ideas, which appar-
ently showed a way of creating a militant industrial federation from a range 
of occupational unions. At the same time, Hickey’s belief in political action 
contradicted the Chicago iww’s anti-political principles. Hickey’s developing 
career as a union organizer brought him under attack from the Wobblies, 
a rift that was deepened by his work in creating the ufl. The defeats of the 
Waihi Strike and 1913 Great Strike seem to have dampened Hickey’s belief 
in direct action, whereas Tom Barker and J. B. King remained enthusiastic 
direct action advocates. By the time he first moved to Australia, Hickey was 
convinced the Wobblies were a disruptive element in the labor movement. 
He now thought the class war could be won through established union or-
ganizations and working-class party politics. This set him completely at 
odds with the iww, who still believed in rejecting electoral politics and labor 
leaders in favor of direct action by workers themselves.
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“The Cause of the Workers Who Are 
Fighting in Spain Is Yours”: 

The Marine Transport Workers 
and the Spanish Civil War

Matthew C. White

With the precipitous decline of the Industrial Workers of the World (iww) 
in the 1920s, many Wobblies looked to Spain, the Confederación Nacional 
del Trabajo (National Confederation of Labor or cnt), and the interna-
tional labor organization to which the cnt belonged, the International 
Working Men’s Association (iwa, also sometimes referred to as the iwma) 
as models to rebuild around. When the Spanish Civil War began in 1936, 
iww members saw not only the workers’ revolution they dreamed of but 
also a battle against the fascism that they saw spreading around the world, 
including the United States. Not surprisingly, given their preference for 
direct action and a millenarian view of the revolution and war in Spain, 
many Wobblies, mainly sailors, volunteered to fight in Spain. Sadly, 
though, the cream of the new generation of the iww’s Marine Transport 
Workers Industrial Union No. 510 (mtw) were either killed or wounded 
there. Furthermore, the experience of Spain exacerbated the already toxic 
relationship between Wobblies and Communists which pushed Wobbly 
seamen into the Sailors Union of the Pacific (sup), which eventually sub-
sumed much of the mtw. For iww sailors in the 1930s, Spain was the life of 
the mtw—and, for many, their own grave. 

The IWW in Decline

The iww entered the 1930s in a sharp decline that began in the mid-1920s. 
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In 1925, emerging from the so-called Emergency Program split, the iww 
had at least 16,970 members, but five years later, it had only 2,300.1 More 
than any other factor, the 1924 split triggered an exodus from the iww that 
deprived the union of resources, which in turn further hastened the de-
parture of members. By 1932, the iww stood on the precipice of ruin with 
barely a thousand members and $29 on hand.2 While mtw 510 also hemor-
rhaged members, the sailors remained the only element of the iww with a 
significant presence in their industry.3

 The sailors of the Marine Transport Workers had a singular history 
within the iww and US sailors’ unions in general. The mtw’s early base 
of strength was among Spanish and Latin American sailors who came 
to the union in 1913 after abandoning the International Seamen’s Union 
(isu) because of its anti-immigrant, racist policies. These sailors gave the 
mtw a cross-cultural, evangelical, anarcho-syndicalist cast (see Alonso, 
Chapter 5) which continued into the 1940s. From the 1910s to the early 
1930s, the mtw spread the iww to Mexico, Chile, Uruguay, and elsewhere 
in Latin America, as well as Germany and Sweden.4 By the 1930s, ships’ 
“black gangs”—those who stoked a steamship’s boilers and typically were 
covered in coal dust, oil, or grease—were largely “Americanized,” with 
a resulting drop in Spanish and Latin American sailors. However, their 
legacy continued to influence a new generation of US-born, typically white 
sailors. Tommy Ray, a future Communist, joined the iww after encoun-
tering a ship’s black gang, characteristically made up of Spanish sailors, 
singing Wobbly songs, in 1924.5 Crew lists reveal significant overlap be-
tween Spanish sailors of the 1920s and non-Spanish Wobblies of the 1930s. 
 Like their fellow deep-water sailors, iww sailors traveled extensively and 
found themselves in situations few other Americans did. Future Wobbly 
International Brigades volunteer Robert Charles Watts, for example, 
served in the Mexican Army during the Cristero War in the late 1920s.6 
The effect of such socialization led sailors like Harry Lundeberg to join 
anarcho-syndicalist unions abroad, including the Argentine Federación 
Obrera Marítima and the cnt.7 By the early 1930s, it also led some iww 
members, particularly sailors, to look to Spain and affiliation with the cnt 
and iwa to reenergize their own moribund organization. 
 Meanwhile, in 1934, after many attempts to rebuild the union in 
Philadelphia, Detroit, and elsewhere, iww organizers finally found a foot-
hold in Cleveland.8 By the mid-1930s, the sailors and the Cleveland group 
had become the two most powerful elements of the iww, but they stood 
at odds with each other because the anarcho-syndicalists of the mtw typ-
ically opposed contracts, while the Cleveland group, led by socialists of 
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various stripes, did not oppose signing agreements with employers.9 The 
sailors accused the Clevelanders and national headquarters of unrespon-
siveness to their needs. When the mtw attempted to organize workers in 
Puerto Rico in 1934, the slow reaction of the Chicago headquarters stymied 
their efforts. This and similar incidents convinced sailors of the necessity of  
affiliation with the iwa to prevent future failures.10

 The sailors no longer believed the iww to be a viable international or-
ganization.11 mtw militant and future International Brigades volunteer 
Harry F. Owens lost patience with those who argued that the iww could 
not affiliate with the iwa because the iww itself organized internationally. 
Owens, a Philadelphia-born sailor who joined the iww in 1921 at the age of 
18, worked to reinvigorate the iww’s radicalism and organizing attempts. 
He argued that “just because we take in every nationality does not make 
us international.” Owens reckoned that to help build a truly international 
organization that could compete against capital and the Communists, the 
iww must affiliate with the iwa and the cnt. Owens continued, “we are not 
dogmatic and are living in a revolutionary age. The iwma has millions of 
members [mainly in Spain, as Owens pointed out]. The iww will get lots 
of prestige and members from this affiliation. Let’s have One Big Union 
the world over and crush capitalism before it crushes us.”12 Owens artic-
ulated an idea that became more powerful in the ensuing years: that the 
cnt’s notoriety and strength would ultimately lead to a rejuvenated iww. 
Ultimately, the Cleveland group nullified a successful vote for affiliation 
with the iwa with another vote, further deepening the enmity between both 
groups (see Thorpe, Chapter 6).

Wobbly–Communist Acrimony

The animosity between the Clevelanders and sailors, however, paled 
in comparison to the hatred that developed between Wobblies and the 
Communist Party of the United States (cpusa). The toxic relationship 
stretched back to 1920 and the so-called “Philadelphia controversy,” and 
the iww’s refusal to affiliate with the Profintern. By the middle of the 
1920s, evidence emerged of Communists attempting to subvert the iww, 
and in 1926 a Communist attempt to take over the mtw failed.13 When it 
became apparent that the mtw was not going to become an appendage of 
the cpusa, and with international communism entering the so-called Third 
Period, the Communists founded their own Maritime Workers Industrial 
Union (mwiu), largely based on Wobbly principles. For the entirety of the 
1930s, usually in the pages of the mwiu’s newspaper, Communist waterfront 
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organizers and cadres battled mtw members. But while many Communist 
leaders despised the Wobblies and vice versa, many rank and file  
Communists remained sympathetic to the iww.
 Most Communist critiques of the mtw had little to do with mtw strategy, 
and instead mocked iww pretensions of being a mass union when many 
Wobblies seemed content to sit in their halls and debate philosophy.14 Such 
critiques also rang true for Wobblies like Harry Owens. If only “Hall cats 
had put their shoulder to the wheel, we would have a parade all by our-
selves with millions of members,” he charged. Instead, organizations such 
as the mwiu seemed to thrive.15 Owens and his circle of Wobbly sailors 
refused to let the “revolutionary age” pass them and the mtw by.

The MTW in the Mid-1930s

When the West Coast maritime union resurgence began in 1934, the iww 
still had a dual card presence in longshore and sailor unions. For example, 
Wobblies played a crucial role in rebuilding the Sailors Union of the Pacific 
(sup). sup leader Harry Lundeberg, a longtime syndicalist and possibly an 
iww member at one time, began tailoring the sup to the iww because of the 
strong Wobbly sentiment among many members. Wobbly sailors, in turn, 
supported the sup and Lundeberg, who would eventually call on them in 
his ideologically tinged turf war against the International Longshore and 
Warehouse Union (ilwu), National Maritime Union (nmu), and cpusa, 
discussed below.16 During the last years of the 1930s, the sup newspaper 
printed both the sup and iww card numbers of contributors, and a number 
of sup leaders were dual-carders, such as Lloyd “Sam” Usinger, who would 
run the blockade to deliver materials to Republican Spain during the war.17 
The iww’s relationships with both the sup and the Communists also spilled 
over into Spain, and would reverberate back again to the United States.
 While West Coast Wobblies seemed content to build up the sup in lieu 
of making the mtw a single-card union, East Coast Wobblies pursued a 
different strategy. In the Gulf Coast ports of Texas, the mtw remained the 
only viable sailor’s union in the first half of the 1930s.18 On the Atlantic 
Coast—particularly Philadelphia, Baltimore, New York, and Boston—
the mtw still boasted a sizable membership. Because of the corruption 
of the International Seamen’s Union (isu) and the void created by the 
Communists after disbanding the mwiu in 1935 in favor of boring from 
within the isu, the mtw saw a chance to become a major sailors’ union 
again. mtw members continued “quickie” strikes to better conditions, and 
in 1934 more ambitiously called port-wide strikes, thereby demonstrating 
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their power on the Gulf.19 By the middle of 1936, the isu sat on its deathbed 
and the mtw seemed poised to fill this vacuum. 
 Not coincidentally, mtw efforts coincided with the Popular Front. In 
1934, with the arrival of the Popular Front, relations softened between 
Communists and Wobblies on the East Coast. While the organiza-
tions’ leaders continued hating each other, the waterfront section of the 
Communist Party earnestly began to recruit ex-Wobblies. Party leaders 
noted, to their chagrin, that many waterfront members were “anarchists.”20 
Incredibly, many long-time Wobblies joined the cpusa in these years, 
even as they continued to be loyal members of the iww. Future Wobbly 
International Brigades volunteers, including James O. Yates, Bernard 
Spaulding, and Virgil Morris, all joined the cpusa at this time.21 Briefly, 
at least, East Coast maritime iww members and Communists shared a 
common purpose: turning the wreckage of the isu into a fighting indus-
trial union. After July 19, 1936, waterfront Wobblies and Communists 
shared another goal, namely supporting the Spanish Popular Front against 
fascism. 

Spain, the Strike of 1936, and the MTW’s Resurgence 

On the waterfront, the mtw did all it could to support revolutionary Spain. 
Rank-and-file Communists in Philadelphia in turn supported the mtw’s 
actions. In September 1936, iww sailors led by Harry F. Owens struck a 
ship carrying explosives for Fascist Spain. The shipping company and the 
isu were taken aback by the strikers’ show of solidarity with the Spanish 
people. According to Owens, “the captain of the ship asked the sailors 
‘what have you fellows to do with the Spanish workers?’ The crew re-
sponded, ‘they are workers, and we are workers, and an injury to one is an 
injury to all’.”22 As a strike leaflet informed their fellow workers, “the cause 
of the workers who are fighting in Spain is yours.”23 Presumably the sailors 
hoped that some of the cnt’s prestige might rub off on the iww. Eventually 
the isu shipped scabs down from New York to break the strike, but unlike 
in past actions, Communists did not interfere on the isu’s behalf because 
they likely supported the strikers. 
 After the West Coast waterfront strike of 1934, East Coast longshore 
workers and sailors eventually agreed to strike again to boost the sailors’ 
conditions and wages. The International Longshoremen’s Association 
(ila) and sup agreed to walk out in late October 1936. Renegade isu mem-
bers and the mtw hoped to go out with them in order to tie East Coast 
wages and conditions to those of the West Coast and, importantly, to chal-
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lenge the dominance of the floundering isu and ila. When the strike began 
in early November, the heads of the isu and ila told the press and gov-
ernment that the strike was illegal and strikers should be arrested by local 
authorities. These unions’ leaders believed this to be a fight to the death, 
and so took any and all measures to defeat their opponents.24 

 In Philadelphia and several Gulf Coast ports the mtw led the strike. This 
strike, as sailor Fred Hansen later argued, proved the last chance for the 
mtw to establish itself as a major sailors’ union. Hansen remembered, “I 
was in Philly and the sentiment for the iww was great.”25 On November 1, 
Wobblies started picketing and calling on ships to strike. By the end of the 
day nearly every ship in Philadelphia was crewless, and Wobblies con-
vinced ila longshore workers (many of them former iww members) to 
walk off as well.26 On November 2, Mayor Samuel Davis Wilson declared 
the strike “outlaw and illegal” and ordered the strikers arrested. The police 
targeted the so-called “ringleader” of the strike and arrested Harry Owens, 
as well as ten other Wobblies.27 Owens received 30 days in jail. A day later, 
three sailors’ unions, some affiliated with the afl, told the mayor that they 
had authorized the strike, and Mayor Wilson relented. One of the pro-
testing organizations was the Ship Cleaners’ Union of Philadelphia, led by 
Wobbly and Communist Virgil Morris.28 The Popular Front had actually 
helped Wobblies.
 But with the government, police, shippers, the isu, and the ila united 
against the Wobbly-led strikers, violence soon broke out in Philadelphia. 
The shippers and spurned unions hired private detective agencies, which 
worked in tandem with police to break the strike. Hired goons began 
roughing up strikers. In one instance, Burns Detective agents attempted to 
kidnap strikers, successfully grabbing one and prodding him into a car with 
a pistol. iww onlookers rushed the agents, who shot at the Wobblies. On 
the scene, iww member and future International Brigades volunteer Fred 
Miller asked the police if the Burns shooters were also Philadelphia cops. 
The cops responded affirmatively, to which Miller replied, “You are liars. 
This car has New Jersey license plates.”29 When Walter Dickey, an isu 
agent in Houston, killed Johnny Kane, a young iww militant and delegate, 
Dickey got off with a slap on the wrist.30 This violence was nothing new 
to older Wobblies used to this level of collusion between the government, 
capital, and rival unions, but to younger strikers their concerted action 
came as a shock. The lack of justice infuriated the strikers and suggested to 
them that fascism was not merely a European problem.
 Eventually, the combined weight of the opposition defeated the strikers. 
Most supporting unions backed away, sometimes with Communist prod-
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ding, but not Virgil Morris’s Cleaners’ Union.31 Meanwhile, news from 
Spain ran side by side with strike news in the left and labor press, striking a 
deep chord with the sailors. Wobblies and Communists alike, frustrated by 
what they perceived as the rise of fascism in the United States but heartened 
by the prospect of a revolution in Spain that could provide an alternative to 
both fascism and capitalism, began to see the Spanish conflict as the most 
important of their generation. If they could not win this strike and beat 
fascism in the United States, they could defeat it in Spain. As Harry Owens 
wrote, it was “the workers in Spain who are fighting the fight of the world-
wide working class! If we don’t [win] we will have to fight the same black 
beast of reaction here.”32 

Wobblies and the Spanish Civil War

In the latter part of 1936, the cpusa began to recruit volunteers to fight in 
Spain. The waterfront section of the cpusa proved particularly successful at 
recruiting from the ranks of “outlaw” strikers as the strike began to falter. 
This first group included a number of Wobbly sailors, including Virgil 
Morris and Ray Steele. Regardless of the political persuasion of individual 
sailors, they did not lose their group integrity. With their love of direct 
action and ultra-masculine culture, sailors flocked to fight in Spain. There, 
they made up the bulk of several companies and influenced the political 
culture of the predominantly “American” International Brigades units 
such as the Lincoln Battalion, Washington Battalion, MacKenzie-Papineau 
Battalion, 2nd Squadron of the 1st Transportation Regiment, John Brown 
Battery, and an assortment of smaller units.33 The Popular Front thaw that 
led Communists to unite with Wobblies in Philadelphia continued in Spain. 
 When the first contingent of the Lincoln Battalion arrived in Spain in 
early January 1937, a few Wobbly sailors were already there serving in an-
archist militias.34 Later, several Canadian Wobblies, including one sailor, 
went to Spain and joined the International Shock Battalion of the Durruti 
Column, but by far the greatest number of American Wobblies served 
in the International Brigades.35 The iww’s presence in a Communist-
controlled organization must appear strange given the general toxicity of 
the Communist–Wobbly relationship and the iww’s affinity for the cnt, 
but the iww was not in a position to raise its own unit of volunteers. When 
the Socialist Party began recruiting its own Eugene V. Debs Column, in 
competition with the Communists, some Wobblies joined this more ideo-
logically friendly organization, including anarchist and occasional sailor 
Pat Read and Mike Raddock.36 When they arrived in Paris in February 
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1937, they found the Debs Column stillborn, so reluctantly they joined 
the Communist effort. Later, when Wobbly construction worker Ivan A. 
Silverman was killed in Spain, his obituary noted he joined the International 
Brigades “with the knowledge that it was Commie dominated but at that 
time it seemed to be the only way of getting over there fast.”37 Indeed, for 
many Americans eager to get to Spain, the International Brigades remained 
their only choice. With few exceptions, the Debs Column volunteers and 
the sailors were the only Wobblies who went to Spain who did not hide 
their iww membership. By contrast, many other Wobblies sensed their 
politics might not be popular among their Communist comrades.38 Hiding 
one ’s dissenting politics in the American units of the International Brigades 
initially was unnecessary because of the diverse political culture within 
them, but still reasonable considering the speed at which tensions between  
Communists and their opponents on the left heated up in early 1937.
 Spain became the latest flashpoint of conflict between the iww and 
cpusa. The iww supported the cnt and the revolution that the Spanish 
anarchists were staging there. When the Communist Party’s line turned 
against the cnt’s revolution, party members fought a propaganda battle and 

American sailors in the Lincoln Battalion, Jamara, Spain, 1937. The man holding the 
newspaper is iww member Bernard Spaulding; standing third from the right is fellow 
Wobbly Virgil Morris. Courtesy of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade Archives, Tamiment 
Library, New York University.
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more than a few physical street battles with cnt supporters in the United 
States.39 To win the propaganda battle against the Communists and support 
the revolution in Spain, various American anarchist and socialist groups 
founded the United Libertarian Organizations (ulo), which produced the 
newspaper Spanish Revolution.40 The mtw helped found the ulo, and as one 
of the major constituents, many mtw members attended ulo conferences 
and served in its leadership. Fresh from the defeat of the 1936–37 strike, 
Harry Owens attended one of these founding meetings and was elected 
recording secretary. In this particular meeting, the organization discussed 
future International Brigades member Jack Altman’s attempts to bring 
the Socialist Party into the Communist fold. Owens knew of the ongoing 
battle between Communists and his iww and anarchist comrades, yet in 
the two months after this meeting a number of Philadelphia Wobblies, in-
cluding Owens, James O. Yates, Barney Spaulding, and Fred Miller, joined 
the International Brigades.41

Wobblies and the Popular Front in Spain

What Wobbly volunteers saw in Spain after arriving in the early months 
of 1937 awed them. Harry Owens wrote that it “will gladden the heart of 
every Wob to know that the unions in Spain have apparently taken over in-
dustries themselves.”42 Numerous Wobblies joined the cnt, including Pat 
Read and Barney Spaulding. The revolution that they dreamed about was 
coming to pass and they were participants. However, the political situation 
in Spain was changing rapidly. The coalition of Communists, socialists, 
republicans, and anarchists that governed Spain soon fractured and this 
eventually affected Wobbly volunteers.
 As the situation in Spain evolved, so did the American maritime situation. 
East Coast sailors still wanted to put the final nail in the isu’s coffin and so, 
in the spring, began talks about forming a new National Maritime Union 
affiliated with the afl’s new rival, the Congress of Industrial Organizations. 
Wobblies, who despised the isu and possibly had different ideas about 
the future shape of the nmu, supported this new union. The sailors of the 
Abraham Lincoln Battalion, regardless of politics, heralded this new union’s 
birth. When sailors in training camp elected a representative to send greet-
ings from Spain to the nmu’s founding convention, they chose the openly 
Wobbly James Oscar Yates.43 While Wobblies and Communists fought each 
other on the streets of New York and docks of San Francisco, in Spain they 
remained good comrades—at least for a while—but events in both Spain 
and the United States threatened to poison their relationship.
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 The American units of the International Brigades were politically di-
verse organizations, and in the early part of their existence, occasionally 
democratic. The wide net the Communists cast recruiting party members 
during the Popular Front period, as well as for the International Brigades, 
brought in a cross-section of the early twentieth-century left, including 
many imbued with republican and revolutionary ideas of military structure 
and discipline. A number of volunteers, Communist and non-Commu-
nist alike, said they would happily fought for bourgeois democracy, but 
even more so for revolutionary democracy. Many volunteers were revo-
lutionaries grounded in radical traditions which they brought to Spain and 
which paralleled Spanish anarchist traditions. The volunteers expected an 
egalitarian army, and briefly had the power to create one. When the first 
Communist cadres sent to Spain to lead the volunteers did not live up to 
the troops’ expectations, battalion leaders chose new leadership with input 
from the volunteers, and in some cases volunteers elected their commanders 
democratically. In the American transportation unit, the 2nd Squadron 
of the First Transportation Regiment, volunteers elected Wobbly Mike 
Raddock as adjutant. In the Lincoln Battalion, Wobbly Pat Read virtually 
created the battalion’s transmission section. When the Estado Mayor of 
the xvth International Brigade (to which the Lincoln Battalion belonged) 
established a Transmissions Company, it was widely recognized—and 
accepted by the cpusa—that Read was the most qualified to command 
the unit. Democratic and well-functioning units were not contradictory, 
and well-functioning units not only served the Spanish Republic but also  
reflected well on the cpusa.
 Eventually these radical traditions and democratic, egalitarian methods 
of ordering revolutionary militaries butted up against the needs of the 
Spanish Republican Army and the Communist conception of the Popular 
Front. The commander of the George Washington Battalion complained 
that too many revolutionary military ideas existed among the troops, who 
believed, in his summation, “we’re volunteers. If we want to accept orders 
and discipline, it’s OK. But if we do not like an order, we don’t have to 
carry it out. We have the right to decide what to obey and what to reject.”44 
Sailors, Wobblies, and “Wobbly traditions” were often blamed for these 
radical ideas. Edward Cecil-Smith, Washington Battalion company 
commander and later commander of the American-Canadian MacKenzie-
Papineau Battalion, argued that numerous volunteers “retain many 
traditions which the west has inherited from the Wobblies” when speaking 
about the unit’s lack of discipline.45 In the Washington Battalion Machine 
Gun Company, Young Communist Carl Geiser complained that “our 
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present corporal [Harry Owens] is an iww member, and has Constitutional 
objections to giving orders, besides drinking a bit heavy.”46 To Geiser, 
winning the war demanded that participants give and take orders, so  
revolutionary ideas had to be quashed. 

Trouble in Spain and at Home

At the end of 1937, as the Republic’s fortunes declined, the Republican 
Army became a conventional military force on the Soviet model, with 
a rationalized structure and new disciplinary regime. In the Lincoln 
Battalion, this coincided with the introduction of a new group of politi-
cally intolerant, hands-on Communist leaders as well as rumors of strife 
both in Spain and the United States between Communists, Wobblies, 
and “Trotskyites.” Similarly, on American waterfronts, Communists and 
Wobblies returned to a war footing. The West Coast feud between the sup, 
ila, and newly formed nmu became violent and politicized. According to 
its leader Harry Lundeberg, the sup was fighting an anti-Communist cru-
sade. The Communists accused Lundeberg and his Wobbly allies of being 
Trotskyites, mimicking the language used by the Communists against 
Wobblies and anarchists in Spain. Because of the mtw’s connection to 
the sup, the East Coast mtw became a de facto sup auxiliary, placing nmu 
Wobblies in an awkward position and Wobbly sailors in Spain in a worse 
one. The comradeship in Spain that insulated American Wobblies from 
these controversies frayed.
 The new acrimony affected even popular Wobblies like Pat Read and 
Mike Raddock. As Wobbly lumberjack Axel Rheinholm complained, “crit-
icism of the governmental policies were severely discouraged; to criticize 
was to invite the epithet ‘Trotskyite,’ the favorite term of abuse by the 
clique in charge.”47 Raddock was beloved by the 2nd Squadron of the 1st 
Regiment de Tren, but became hated by Communist functionaries by late 
1937. According to one report, Raddock was “very disruptive and destruc-
tive politically. Undisciplined, [and] slanderous of leadership.”48 Read, 
whose bravery earned the respect of his transmissions company and much 
of the 15th Brigade, was accused of verbally attacking Brigade leadership. 
Commissar John Gates wrote that Read was an “anti-political-die hard 
i.w.w.” who carried “on a campaign against the leadership.”49 Eventually, as 
punishment, Read was demoted and expelled from Spain. His Communist 
comrade and good friend, Harry Fisher, remembered Read declaring, 
“the head commie told me that I’m a bad boy, doing the fascists’ job, by 
knocking the party.”50 Questioning the International Brigades’ leadership, 
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as Read and Raddock did, pushed the boundaries of a democratic army and 
exceeded the shrinking boundaries of the Popular Front. But while Read 
was expelled from Spain, his punishment never went further. For some 
sailors, the story was very different.
 Virgil Morris’s troubles began well before the decline of Republican 
fortunes, and were compounded by Wobbly–Communist acrimony in the 
United States. Communists accused him, like other Wobblies, of “creating 
a bad relationship between the volunteers and the military and political 
leadership of the Battalion.”51 His pranks made him well known and ini-
tially popular among his fellow volunteers, but after a few months, Morris 
and many other volunteers believed that they deserved a rest or to possibly 
go home. When neither came to pass, Morris deserted. He was sentenced to 
a labor battalion. There, Morris frequently attempted to escape, often using 
fantastic methods. In one case, his jailer, Lincoln Battalion volunteer Tony 
DeMaio, accused him of attempting “to leave the camp without permission, 
attacking the guard, getting [his] rifle and calling on the men to kill the of-
ficers.”52 Eventually he found himself in prison, away from his circle of 
sailors, where the American maritime union situation in the United States 
made his life more miserable. Suddenly, his iww membership mattered and 
was a strike against him. Far from being a Communist hero of the strike of 
1936, he was listed as “a labor spy and provocateur in the U.S.A.”53 As with 
other volunteers, it appears that his punishment included beatings.54 Later, 
Morris was released to work on fortifications and then returned home.
 A similar case involved Morris’s comrade in the 1936 strike, Fred Miller. 
Miller arrived in March of 1937 with several other Wobblies, including his 
friend Harry Owens. After the battle of Brunete, where Owens was killed, 
Miller attempted to desert but was caught and sent to Camp Lukas, a disci-
plinary and rest center. After his release, he was arrested four more times, 
possibly for drunkenness, but eventually was investigated for “sabotage 
and disorganizational agitation.”55 His file hints at what that might mean: 
like Raddock, Read, and Morris, Miller “was very antagonistic toward the 
c.p. He is a useless, good for nothing lumpen.”56 A further snippet of his 
file mentions that Miller was a “wobbly diehard” and an “anarchist ele-
ment.”57 According to fellow sailor William McQuistion, Miller suffered 
severe beatings at the hands of his jailers, including Tony DeMaio. In both 
Morris’s and Miller’s cases, the moment they deserted they put themselves 
in increased danger because they no longer remained within the confines 
of their circle of comrades in the Lincoln Battalion who respected “the 
‘wobbly’ outlook.”58 The jailor who supposedly beat Morris and Miller, 
DeMaio, knew full well of the struggles between Wobblies and Communists 
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on the waterfront, and believed that Wobblies were “Trotskyites.”59 Miller 
was released in February 1938, just in time to participate in “the retreats.”
 The decline of the Republican war situation only heightened the sus-
picion and contempt that some Communist leaders and functionaries 
had for Wobblies. On March 7, 1938 the Fascists launched a devastating 
offensive in Aragon which quickly sent the Republican Army, including 
the Americans of the XV Brigade, into a chaotic retreat. Fred Miller was 
one of the lucky volunteers who merely was captured, whereas the Fascists 
executed Wobblies Ivan Silverman and Robert Charles Watts. Many vol-
unteers, with few places to retreat and assuming the Republic defeated, 
deserted and attempted to find ways to exit Spain via Barcelona. During 
the retreats, an American ship with several Wobblies in its crew arrived in 
Barcelona, including sup leader and iww delegate Lloyd “Sam” Usinger.
 Usinger, a longtime Wobbly, was one of Lundeberg’s lieutenants and 
likely one of those who argued the sup was worth rebuilding as a vehicle for 
Wobbly unionism. Now Usinger was in Spain, attempting to aid “Spanish 
workers to secure food and ammunition to carry on their war against the 
Fascist invasion.”60 Instead, he arrived at the exact moment that hundreds of 
international volunteers converged on Barcelona to leave Spain. Usinger and 
other Americans, with assistance from the cnt, helped these volunteers to do 
just that. Many of the demoralized volunteers arrived with stories to tell that 
rationalized their desertions. While the underlying truth in their tales should 
not be discounted, much was bogus. A number of the stories fed to Usinger 
by volunteers including William McQuisition—who later told the same tale 
to the House Un-American Activities Committee—contained many exag-
gerations or outright lies. Usinger broadcast their version of events in an 
article in the sup newspaper, West Coast Sailors, as part of an attack on the 
Communist Party and nmu. Usinger’s piece prompted the sup to cease sup-
porting the Spanish Republic and expel Communist International Brigades 
volunteers, which set off a chain reaction eventually leading to Communists 
expelling Wobblies from the nmu.61 The cleavage between the two organiza-
tions split wide open. The Popular Front that had led Wobblies to go to Spain 
with their fellow sailors was dead.

Disaster and Decline

The Spanish Civil War ultimately proved a disaster for the iww. While 
the casualties in Spain hurt much of the American left, the mtw experi-
enced a death blow. The defeat of Spanish anarchism was also a Wobbly 
defeat. The ascendency of the Spanish anarchists had given the mtw a 
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much-needed boost, and the mtw tied its fortunes to the cnt, but with the 
anarchist revolution defeated, the mtw became demoralized. Making mat-
ters worse, many of the new generation of mtw leaders were either killed 
or “broken” in Spain defending what they believed was the revolution that 
would transform the world. The Philadelphia Branch’s leadership was hit 
particularly hard. Branch secretary Oscar Neef was wounded and fell out 
of the iww soon after returning from Spain.62 Fred Miller stayed in the iww 
but never held another leadership position.63 Nearly two years of war left 
Barney Spaulding “demoralized” and “cynical” which, along with his cnt 
membership, precluded him from joining the Spanish Communist Party.64 
Spaulding instead dropped out of both the iww and the Communist Party. 
Virgil Morris returned to the West Coast and dropped out of the iww. 
However, the branch’s worst loss was Harry Owens, a leader who had the 
ability to articulate the need for an independent, militant maritime union 
and mobilize people around that idea.
 Compounding the loss of iww members who had fought to build a com-
petitive, independent mtw, events in Spain ensured that Wobblies were 
merely pawns in the power struggle between the sup and nmu. When the 
sup, with Wobbly support, began to expel Communists, it was only a matter 
of time until the Communists expelled the Wobblies from the nmu, pushing 
the iww sailors deeper into the sup. After building a substantial dual-card 
presence within that union, many Wobblies abandoned the iww altogether, 
“singing the praises of Harry Lundeberg and giving the blessing to the 
sup [to] scab the nmu out of existence,” in Fred Hansen’s words, and com-
pletely undermining any solidarity between the sup, nmu, and Wobblies 
in both organizations.65 Before the war, Wobbly sailors had scrupulously 
avoided scabbing—even on their Communist enemies—for to scab  
signaled that their organization was dying. Alas, it had died, in Spain.
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Edith Frenette: 
A Transnational Radical Life

Heather Mayer

Edith Bonny Frenette was a border-hopping Wobbly. Born in Maine in 
1881 to Canadian parents, Frenette worked as a cook in the lumber camps 
of Port Alberni, British Columbia but also spent time in the United States. 
She frequently crossed the US–Canadian border during her active years, 
and fought for and with the Industrial Workers of the World (iww) in both 
countries. A true “Rebel Girl,” Frenette did not let fear of arrest keep her 
from fighting for the right to free speech. She roused her fellow workers 
with her rendition of “The red flag” outside the jailhouse in Spokane, 
Washington. She struck fear into the heart of the mayor of Everett and 
was characterized as the mastermind of the Wobbly free speech fight in 
that city. Though she has not been memorialized as much as other Wobbly 
heroes, no one can deny Frenette ’s impact on the union in the region.1

 In the early twentieth century, the Wobblies of the Pacific Northwest 
undertook multiple free speech fights. Street speaking was an essential tool 
of Wobbly organizers. When workers came to town from the lumber camps 
or agricultural fields, the organizer met them on the street, denouncing the 
wage system and advocating industrial unionism. Thus, when cities banned 
street speaking, the Wobblies attempted to force the repeal of such bans by 
bringing in so many people to speak as to make enforcement impossible.
 An early iww free speech fight occurred in Missoula, Montana in 1908. 
iww organizer Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and her husband Jack Jones were 
organizing there when the city banned street speaking. The police arrested 
several Wobblies, who were sentenced to 15 days in jail, before the iww 
put out the call for more members to come to Missoula. Both Flynn and 
Frenette were arrested during the fight. The Industrial Worker, the offi-
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cial Northwest organ of the iww, reported that “when Mrs. Frenette was 
arrested there was an enormous crowd [that] followed her to the jail, and 
while not riotous, were certainly indignant.”2 An anonymous “Free speech 
fight diary,” published in the International Socialist Review in November 
1909, noted that Mrs. Charles Frenette was a member of the Spokane local 
and its advisory board. The diarist also wrote that, when she was arrested, 
the crowd “threw stones at the police, severely injuring Officer Hoel.”3 
Edith had been married for about two years at the time of the Missoula fight. 
While several husband-and-wife Wobbly teams organized in the region, 
Charles received no mention as actively participating in the struggle.
 In her autobiography, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn recalled that the female 
Wobblies arrested were “treated with kid gloves by the Sheriff and his wife,” 
though this same sheriff badly beat up her husband a few days earlier.4 This 
points to one of the most important contributions iww women made to free 
speech fights: they usually gained release earlier and received more lenient 
treatment than male Wobblies. While most Wobbly women objected to this 
preferential treatment, it allowed them to go back on the street faster, where 
they could publicize their experiences and continue the fight.
 After a few weeks, the authorities caved in and dropped all charges 
against those arrested. The Industrial Worker declared the Missoula fight 
over, but October 25 marked the beginning of another fight, in Spokane, 
Washington. Edith Frenette traveled the 200 miles back to her home base 
in Spokane to join this struggle.
 By November 10, Frenette sat in the Spokane county jail, arrested 
for street speaking along with Agnes Thecla Fair and Mrs. McDaniels. 
The Industrial Worker, which often exhorted its union readers to “be a 
man,” noted, “it ought to make some of you great, husky, imitations of 
men ashamed of yourselves when women suffer that you may have your 
rights.”5 Frenette remained active in the Spokane fight, and was released 
and arrested twice more within two weeks.6

 Speaking on the street was not her only “offense.” Frenette also was 
arrested and tried for disorderly conduct after singing “The red flag” in 
front of the Franklin school, where many of the arrested men were held. 
During her trial, the chief of police, as well as six other officers, testified 
that Frenette “acted as if she were drunk, that she had carried on in a dis-
orderly manner on the streets since this trouble started, and one said she 
acted like ‘a lewd woman’.” Frenette recited “The red flag” by request of 
the court, and did so “with such dramatic force that the Judge was horrified 
at its treasonable and unpatriotic sentiment.” He sentenced Frenette to 30 
days and fined her $100.7
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 The Spokane Spokesman-Review became interested in Frenette and the 
other Wobbly women arrested. The paper described Agnes Fair as a “slim 
girl in a black waist with a flaming red scarf ” who advocated $8 a day for 
four hours of work. Ann Arquet, also arrested at the iww hall, was de-
scribed as “a tall, masculine woman who had been haranguing the crowd 
at the hall with much vehemence, and a younger girl who was much ex-
cited.” Under the subheading “Pretty woman arrested,” the paper detailed 
the case of Frenette, described as “plump and pretty” and “by far the most 
attractive of the day’s batch of guests at the station.” During her trial, after 
a few days in jail, Frenette “seemed as neatly groomed and pink-cheeked 
as though she had spend the time at home.”8 Although her appearance 
and apparent femininity made for good copy, the attention they received 
demonstrated the paper did not take seriously Frenette ’s and the others’ 
commitment to free speech. Nevertheless, the Wobblies eventually won the 
right to speak on Spokane ’s streets.
 Subsequently Frenette popped up here and there in iww newspapers, but 
it was a relatively quiet period in the region. In May 1910, she served as the 
literature agent for the Tacoma iww local. In 1911 she wrote a letter to the 
Industrial Worker about a mass meeting in Port Alberni, British Columbia. 
There she stepped on to the soapbox after her brother-in-law Henry was 
heckled: “This was something they hadn’t figured on as they were hardly 
prepared to beat up a woman …. I called them a few choice names and 
appealed to their manhood, if they had any.” Frenette learned that a mob 
planned to “bind and gag Henry and myself and ship us out of town on 
the steamer which was to come into port that night. They changed their 
minds for some reason and we are still here.” She then called for more iww  
organizers to come to the region.9

 Tragically, in 1912 the Industrial Worker reported that Stella Frenette, the 
daughter of Edith and Charles, died after a one-week battle with measles 
followed by pneumonia. She was only 9 months old. At this point the family 
still lived in Port Alberni.10 Infant mortality rates were quite high, espe-
cially for working-class families, during this period—one of the reasons 
why many Wobblies supported more access to birth control information.11 
After her loss, Frenette is not mentioned again in the Industrial Worker until 
the 1916 Everett free speech fight, this time without her husband.
 Although the Everett Massacre remains one of the most infamous events 
in the history of the iww, little investigation has been made into the role 
women played in the events leading up to the killings and during the trial. 
Frenette ’s role in Everett previously has been ignored or downplayed 
by historians. This dismissal of women contrasts sharply with the con-
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temporary activists and writers who found it important to highlight the 
involvement of Frenette and other women.
 The free speech fight in Everett began in August 1916. Organizer James 
P. Thompson had arrived with 20 or so Wobblies from Seattle to speak on 
August 22, but no hall would rent to the iww, so they decided he would 
speak on the street. Everett sheriff Don McRae announced he would not 
allow it and threatened to throw out of town any Wobbly he could find.12 
Thompson commenced speaking on a street regardless. He lasted about 20 
minutes before the police arrived to break up the meeting. After Thompson 
and his wife Florence were arrested, James Rowan, Lorna Mahler, Frenette, 
and several others all attempted to speak but were also arrested.13 

 The following morning, the police deported James and Florence 
Thompson, Herbert and Lorna Mahler, and Frenette back to Seattle. 
Frenette, Lorna Mahler, and James Thompson spoke at a meeting there 
that same night, raising $50 for the cause.14 By September 7, the Wobblies 
resumed speaking in Everett, resulting in Frenette and five male Wobblies 
being arrested. The Everett Tribune noted that Sheriff Luke “encountered 
considerable trouble in placing Mrs. Frenette under arrest when she dis-
played indignant resistance.”15 The men were sentenced to 30 days but 
Frenette was released the next morning.
 That night two more Wobblies were arrested, and a “crowd of Everett 
citizens, in company with the few iww members present” marched to the 
jail to demand the prisoners’ release. The Everett Tribune described the 
crowd as consisting of “an element of youths and general loiterers, curious 
pedestrians and a large representation of women.”16 While there, the crowd 
knocked over a fence, which led to Frenette being arrested and charged 
with inciting to riot. She was later released on $1,000 bail, a huge amount 
for a labor activist in this period.17 The Tribune warned its readers that 
these street meetings were no place for place for children, and that women 
and girls, “who lately have been in the thick of the excitement,” should stay 
away.18

 Everett officials checked incoming trains for Wobblies, so on September 9 
a few of them—including Frenette—took the train to the nearby town of 
Mukilteo and boarded the Wanderer, a boat which Frenette had arranged 
to take them to Everett. They were met on their way, however, by another 
boat carrying Sheriff McRae and 60 deputies, who fired six shots at the 
Wanderer; McRae then boarded the boat and arrested everyone on board, 
including the captain. In jail, McRae and the other deputies beat the men 
repeatedly. On September 11, Rowan returned to Everett but was arrested 
as soon as he stepped off the train. That night McRae took Rowan from the 
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jail and dropped him outside of town on the road leading back to Seattle. 
After walking a little way down the road, a group of a dozen or so men with 
guns met Rowan. They threw a cloth over his head, beat him with guns 
and clubs, tore off his clothes, leaned him over a stump, and whipped him 
50 or more times. Rowan returned to Seattle after the beating and had pho-
tographs taken of his wounds; these photos were circulated around Seattle, 
encouraging—rather than deterring—more people to join the Wobblies’ 
free speech fight.19

 Frenette, meanwhile, went to Police Chief Kelley to complain of the 
vigilante beatings of Wobblies. She told Kelley:

It seems that there is an ordinance here against street speaking and we feel 
that it is unjust. We feel that we have a right to speak here. We are not 
blocking traffic, and we propose to make a test of the ordinance. Will you 
have one of your men arrest me or any other speaker who chooses to take 
the box, personally, and take me to jail and put a charge against me, and 
protect me from the vigilantes who are beating the men on the street?

Kelley responded noncommittally; he would do what he could but claimed 
Sheriff McRae really controlled the situation.20

 The tragedy that followed is one of the most infamous in iww and 
Washington State history. On November 5, a group of Wobblies boarded 
the Verona and headed to Everett for a free speech rally. Sheriff McRae 
tried to stop the boat from docking and exchanged words with the men on 
board. Then shots were fired, leading to the deaths of at least four Wobblies 
and two deputies, including Jefferson Beard. Afterwards, everyone aboard 
the Verona was arrested; eventually 74 Wobblies were charged with Beard’s 
death.
 Frenette testified during the first trial, of defendant Tom Tracy. 
Though she had played a large role in the events leading up to the mas-
sacre, Frenette had not been on the Verona and was thus not on trial for 
Beard’s murder. Instead she had spent the night of November 4 in Everett, 
which was proven during the trial after one prosecution witness claimed to 
have seen her in Seattle the morning of November 5 discussing bringing 
red pepper to Everett to use against the vigilantes.21 The defense disproved 
this by submitting as evidence the ledger from the hotel in Everett where 
Frenette stayed the night before the massacre.22 Immediately after the 
shootout, Frenette, along with Lorna Mahler and Joyce Peters, had re-
turned to Seattle, where they were arrested. It was initially reported that all 
three were arrested for attempting to throw cayenne pepper in the face of 
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From left to right: (top row) Joyce Peters, Edith Frenette, “Mrs. Herbert Mahler,” 
(bottom row) Herbert Mahler, Fred H. Moore. Seattle Post-Intelligencer, November 15, 
1916.
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Sheriff McRae while being transported to the hospital. Frenette was even-
tually charged with first-degree assault after witnesses declared she had 
pointed a gun at McRae after the shooting.23 She was jailed for three weeks 
then released on $2,500 bail. The charges were later dropped.24 

 During the Tracy trial, Frenette was portrayed as one of the main or-
ganizers of the Everett free speech fights. When Everett Mayor Dennis 
Merrill testified regarding the confrontation between Wobblies and city 
officials preceding the massacre, he claimed that the Wobblies, specifi-
cally Frenette, tried to intimidate him.25 In his report for the Seattle Union 
Record on the day’s proceedings in the Tracy trial, Albert Brilliant referred 
to Frenette as “the terror of the prosecution … who during the entire trial 
has been pointed to by the state as the center of a conspiracy which had 
for its object the invasion of the city of Everett, the assassination of city 
authorities, and the destruction of the city by fire.”26 Although she was not 
on trial, authorities viewed her as the mastermind behind the Wobblies’ 
presence in Everett.
 In legal proceedings, Wobblies were often questioned on moral 
grounds, whether or not they related to the charges. These questions were 
asked to demonstrate the defendants’ character and insinuate that Wobblies 
believed in changing not only economic relations but social ones as well. 
Frenette ’s testimony in Everett proved no exception. When examining her, 
after asking about the events on the day of the massacre, defense attorney 
George Vanderveer asked if she had lived in the same room as Earl Osborne, 
another iww member, while residing in a Seattle rooming house during 
the free speech fight. It is likely that he wanted to address any potentially 
damaging testimony before the prosecution did. The cross-examination, 
indeed, pressed the point, interrogating Frenette about her personal life, 
trying to get information about her relationship with her husband and 
where exactly she called her home. When asked where Mr. Frenette ’s home 
was, Edith replied that he lived on Vancouver Island; when asked when she 
had last lived there, she replied that she had not been there in a year. Had 
she been “home” since? She said, “not to that home. Any place one stops 
is a home. A hotel is a home.”27 The prosecution continued pressing her on 
whether or not she had ever lived in the same place as Osborne, and she 
replied that she never had made it her home. Where she had lived and with 
whom had nothing to do with her actions in Everett, yet a woman who left 
her husband and lived with another man could be seen as morally suspect 
and easier for a jury to view as an outsider. Thus, the prosecution implied 
that her testimony was not trustworthy nor was she entitled to the same 
protections as “respectable” Everett citizens.
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 Eventually Tom Tracy was acquitted, and since there was no more evi-
dence against any other arrested Wobblies, all other charges were dropped. 
This was a high point of support for the organization in the United States, 
but alas, it was followed closely by US entry into the First World War, 
which triggered massive, nationwide repression of Wobblies.
 Sadly, after playing such a significant role in Spokane and Everett, Edith 
Frenette disappeared from the headlines. Since it seems that she had left her 
husband, she possibly remarried and changed her name. James Thompson, 
a Spokane free speech fight veteran, was one of 100 Wobbly leaders on trial 
for espionage during the First World War. In June 1918, when examined 
during the trial in Chicago of the United States vs. William D. Haywood 
and others, Thompson was asked about Frenette. The prosecution asked 
whether he knew her and whether or not she had belonged to the iww in 
1917. To this query he replied, “I am not sure. She owns a homestead up in 
Canada, and that technically might bar her out, but I am not sure whether 
or not she has a card.”28

 While we do not know where Edith Frenette ended up, her actions 
clearly demonstrate her dedication to fighting for the working class, re-
gardless of nationality. She did not believe that the interests of workers 
stopped at a border, just as borders did not stop her from moving for work, 
family, or activism. She valued belonging to the iww, an organization that 
also believed in her.
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Jim Larkin, James Connolly, and  
the Dublin Lockout of 1913: 

The Transnational Path  
of Global Syndicalism

Marjorie Murphy

The ideas of “One Big Union,” or industrial democracy, as espoused by 
the Industrial Workers of the World (iww), captured the imagination of a 
global community of young socialists (broadly defined) who hungered for 
social justice in their own lives and world. Jim Larkin and James Connolly 
grew up in two different Irish immigrant communities outside of Ireland. 
Both traveled to America and participated in all that the iww had to offer, 
and then together they launched an aggressive, successful One Big Union 
drive in Dublin. Even in the most obscure immigrant neighborhoods, the 
Irish imagined an entirely different way of life and, for a brief moment, 
took the idea of One Big Union and made it theirs. The explosive nature 
of the 1913 Dublin lockout and its consequences, however, reverberated 
throughout the British Empire, leading Larkin and Connolly down the 
path of Irish republicanism and armed struggle.
 These two Irish socialists—Jim Connolly and James Larkin—came to 
America in 1902 and 1913 respectively, and participated in the iww at two 
different and formative moments. Exiles more than immigrants, they were 
intimates of Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, William Z. Foster, and “Big Bill” 
Haywood. The cities involved were more disparate: New York, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Dublin, Belfast, Liverpool, and Edinburgh. But as Robert M. 
Fox noted:

In outlook and method both Larkin and Connolly owed a great deal to the 
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iww, or rather, one would say, they represented the same kind of movement 
in Ireland, a movement of unskilled “outcast” workers, believing in sudden 
strikes, in sympathetic action; a coming together of men who felt they had 
to rely on their own strength to achieve anything because the law was 
always weighted against them and their rights as citizens [were] denied.1 

The methods were often the same; however, it is not always obvious 
whether the Irish socialists were influencing the iww or the other way 
around. Furthermore, some successful tactics in America simply did not 
work in Ireland. The idea of syndicalism captured the hearts and minds 
of so many, yet the yoke of colonialism was such that the competing need 
for self-determination forced these organizers’ hands. By the time the First 
World War offered the Irish the opportunity to rise up against the British, 
these two men had organized a military extension of the working class; 
even Lenin admired their panache. Yet at that revolutionary moment, with 
international socialism failing all around them, they chose the nationalist 
path—not the narrow vision of republican orthodoxy, but the visionary 
path that tied the Irish struggle to a global struggle of emancipation.2

 This chapter focuses on the similarities in content and tactics between 
the iww and Irish syndicalists, but it begins with the conditions required for 
the knitting-together of a global response to the era’s extreme exploitation 
and conditions of the working class. Engels, of course, began his descrip-
tion of the working class in England with the Irish living and working in 
British textile mills in the 1840s, and by the 1890s these conditions had se-
riously declined. Connolly and Larkin came from the slums of Edinburgh 
and Liverpool, and nowhere, in either writings or speeches, did they seem 
as bitter as when they talked about the condition of working-class housing. 
The Dublin slums were the worst in Europe—worse, they said, than those 
of Calcutta. At the height of the 1913 lockout in Dublin a tenement collapsed 
on Church Street, one of the poorest neighborhoods in Ireland. The building 
just fell apart, killing seven people instantly. The incident seemed to signify 
the complete disregard for the city’s working poor. Many such eighteenth- 
century townhouses fell in on themselves while the new Catholic middle 
class collected rents beyond wages for the little that could be had. The only 
two leaders who stood openly with the Irish poor were James Connolly 
and Jim Larkin.3

 James Connolly’s escape from the slums of Scotland came, ironically, 
via the British Imperial Army. He was assigned to the British military 
barracks in Dublin where he met and married his wife, only to desert the 
military and move back into Edinburgh. There he learned the basics of 
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socialism, first from the Socialist League and then from Keir Hardie, the 
founder of the Independent Labour Party and mentor to both Connolly 
and Larkin. Connolly returned to Dublin from 1896 to 1903, to write and 
organize for the new Dublin Socialist Club, where he encountered more 
poverty and resistance in the slums of the city. Undaunted, he launched the 
Irish Socialist Republican Party (isrp) within a month of his 1896 return to 
Ireland. The isrp’s membership card carried the famous saying later incor-
porated into the essence of “Larkinism”: “The great appear to be great to 
us because we are on our knees. Let us Arise.”4

 In the late 1890s Connolly and a handful of fellow travelers managed to 
keep the Workers’ Republic newspaper afloat, organized outdoor meetings, 
demonstrated against the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria, celebrated 
the Paris Commune, and produced a commemoration of the rising of 1798 
which Connolly put together with the famous actress Maude Gonne. After 
a celebration of the British defeat at Dundee in the Boer War in 1899, the 
club admitted it no longer had funds to pay Connolly as its organizer. By 
1901 the isrp launched municipal election campaigns and the Workers’ 
Republic appeared monthly, then bimonthly, while Connolly accepted 
speaking engagements in England, Scotland, and America. Daniel De Leon 
and the Socialist Labor Party (slp) of America invited him in the early 
spring of 1902. Although he returned to Ireland and Scotland that same 
year, by the spring of 1903 he had returned to the States for a seven-year, 
self-imposed exile. He arrived as some American socialists, anarchists, and 
radical unionists contemplated a new kind of organization, the iww, then 
just a glint in their eyes.5

 Connolly’s escape from a hand-to-mouth existence in Dublin led him to 
a tortuous encounter with slp politics in the United States. The party liter-
ally ran him ragged with speaking engagements in the new country, while 
he sold subscriptions to the Workers’ Republic. Yet slp organizers attacked 
him for taking off too much time, not appearing at all of the speaking en-
gagements contracted for, and refusing to repudiate a letter published in 
his Irish paper from Father Thomas Hagerty, a Catholic priest and one of 
the founders of the iww. Hagerty was best known for creating an organi-
zational chart, known as Father Hagerty’s Wheel, for the newly-formed 
outfit. Furthermore, Connolly had to contend with De Leon, with whom 
he immediately entered into a controversy over wages. Doctrinaire, vitu-
perative, and vindictive, De Leon engaged in an open controversy with 
Connolly about whether wages followed prices. Much to De Leon’s 
chagrin, his fellow iww members agreed with the Irish newcomer, and 
moreover kicked De Leon out of the iww in 1908.6
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 By then Connolly had moved his family to New Jersey, where he worked 
at the Singer Sewing Machine Company and, for the first time, provided his 
family with financial stability. The job did not allow Connolly much time 
to work for the iww, however, so soon he went on the road again. The iww 
hired him as a New York organizer, lining up dock workers, traveling for 
the iww, and writing Socialism Made Easy for Charles H. Kerr Publishers. 
He never lost touch with Ireland, and paid attention to Jim Larkin’s strikes 
and lockout in Belfast as well as to the spreading of the idea of One Big 
Union. His family moved closer to Elizabeth Gurley Flynn in the Bronx 
and, while not in the suburban, middle-class housing of their old life, 
they were back among the Irish-Scottish community of socialists where 
Connolly continued to labor.7 The temperamental American economy 
failed in 1907 and subsequently Connolly’s family again suffered.8

 At this time he began a new Irish newspaper, the Harp, in which he ex-
plained that Irish people had the wrong impression of the prosperity of 
America. Connolly warned his Irish brethren that America was not the 
“free” country they might have dreamed of; indeed, he urged them to think 
twice before leaving Ireland. He pointed to the iww free speech move-
ment in Spokane, Washington; spoke bitterly of the convict labor system 
in Galveston, Texas (where 50 convict laborers had been beaten to death); 
and warned his audience not to take the word “convict” to heart because 
“it is easy to become a convict in America.” To his Irish audience, he 
warned against the false impression that silent relatives had become too 
rich to reach back to their Irish peasant past. In fact, he told them those 
relatives were probably unemployed, unable to reach anything or barely 
scraping by; that is, they had nothing to write home about. He had no illu-
sions about English capitalism in Ireland, and argued that even if the Irish 
could overthrow British colonialism, they still would be faced with cap-
italist oppression. And yet in the end, he joined Tom Clarke and the old 
Irish Republican Brotherhood (irb), committing his life to the ill-fated up-
rising of 1916. When Irish nationalists rose up in armed rebellion at Easter 
1916, and declared an Irish Republic, only to be brutally suppressed by 
the British, Connolly was not surprised. He had long held that the cause 
of Irish socialism required a national identity. Furthermore, he knew he 
would be killed by the British. He only worried that his socialist friends 
might not understand why he was there. His explanation was, “I am an 
Irishman.”9

 The 1905 Teamsters’ strike in Chicago, the iww’s birthplace, also of-
fered potential lessons to Connolly and Larkin. The Teamsters struck in 
support of the tailors who were then on strike from Montgomery, Ward 
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and Company. The Teamsters’ sympathy strike grew into a general strike 
which threatened to shut down the entire city. The strike operated on the 
idea of Teamsters’ refusal to carry “tainted goods” as well as the most basic 
principle of the newly-formed iww: “An injury to one is an injury to all.” 
But Chicago, unlike the British colonial city of Dublin, had just elected 
a very pro-labor mayor, and the local labor federation just had ousted a 
corrupt union leadership with the help of the recently organized teachers’ 
union. The potential for greater violence was moved past, as the represen-
tatives of labor and capital sought a solution. This incident reveals one of 
the big differences between the Americans and Irish: violent and clearly 
partial as the justice system was in the United States, the iww and other 
unions sometimes could achieve victories. In contrast, the Irish persistently 
faced the wall of imperialism. Connolly and Larkin had no illusions about 
American justice and supported the revolutionary iww, but the situation in 
Ireland persistently pulled them back into the nationalist agenda.10

The Global Transmission of IWW Ideas

Connolly stayed in America until 1910. His experiences with Irish national-
ists in the Clan na Gael (an American organization of Irish republicans) and 
Irish Americans in the iww gave him ideas about how to organize workers 
once back in Ireland. Before then, he had grown very close to Elizabeth 
Gurley Flynn and her father Tom, in the Bronx. One of her most well-
known chapters as a Wobbly organizer occurred in the Lawrence strike of 
1912, in a time when the iww started to line up increasingly radical gar-
ment workers. The famous Bread and Roses strike eventually shut down 
all of the textile shops in Lawrence and engulfed 20,000 strikers between 
January and March of 1912. The strike escalated quickly and mill owners 
just as quickly closed the plants. Workers picketed and threw ice at factory 
windows, the militia was called upon, and “Big Bill” Haywood traveled 
all over Massachusetts to raise funds for striking families. Finally, in the 
bitter cold of February and to save them from starvation, the iww decided 
to send children to sympathetic working-class families in New York and 
Philadelphia.11 

 The tactic came from Italy originally and was imported to Lawrence. 
Perhaps Flynn learned of it from her fellow Wobbly organizer Carlo Tresca, 
who also helped lead the Lawrence strike. On February 10, 1912, 119 strikers’ 
children traveled to Grand Central Station where working-class families, in 
solidarity, waited to provide shelter for them until the strike ended. The iww 
called on Flynn to popularize the program, which garnered terrific press 
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coverage. The sight of “adopting” parents picking up emaciated children 
who then, later, appeared for a press review—but now were well-fed with 
new, warm clothes—made it simple for the media to broadcast the Wobblies’ 
point: the strike was starving the children. The move proved so popular that 
the iww planned a second children’s crusade, this time for Philadelphia. But 
this time, Lawrence city officials sent police to the railway station to prevent 
the children’s departure. Images of police with batons charging mothers with 
children, causing many tears and much pandemonium, resulted in headlines 
and a congressional hearing in Washington, d.c., which further exposed the 
horrific conditions in the mills. Flynn’s participation in the strike, and in 
particular in the children’s campaign, guaranteed that this tactic later found 
its way into the Irish Lockout of 1913.
 When Connolly and Larkin introduced the children’s campaign tactics 
into Ireland, however, they were stopped by the Irish Catholic hierarchy. 
In particular, Archbishop William Walsh feared the children would be 
given to British working-class families, possibly even “socialists and an-
archists.” To prevent this eventuality, Walsh sent 50 priests to “rescue” the 
children. The church condemned these striking working-class mothers for 
threatening the spirituality of their children. Simultaneously, the Dublin 
Metropolitan Police threatened the escorts for the children and arrested 
some of them, which also intimidated the children. Apparently, the church 
and state worried more about the state of these children’s souls than their 
physical well-being. And unlike the Lawrence strike, no congressional  
investigation occurred.12

 By the time the Dublin strike began in 1913 James Connolly had re-
turned to Ireland and met Jim Larkin for the first time. Connolly went to 
Belfast to run the dock workers’ union while Larkin began building the 
organization in Dublin, a very different economy. Dublin, an old imperial 
city and jewel in the British crown in the 18th century, had been supplanted 
by Bombay in the 1860s. By then, the great Irish orator Daniel O’Connell 
had convinced the British Parliament to rescind its severe restrictions on 
Irish Catholics, and a new Irish Catholic middle class had risen to replace 
the old Protestant ascendancy. Dublin, however, had not fully recovered 
from colonial rule. It remained the entrepot for British goods, the finished 
materials of England’s industrial revolution, while the Irish continued to 
produce beef, butter, and other agricultural products to feed the British 
Empire. The Irish economy, therefore, stagnated while other European 
industrial revolutions took off. Workers in Dublin largely worked the 
docks, though some made biscuits at Jacob’s factory, or worked as car-
ters, draymen, and teamsters. One of the largest employers, the Guinness 
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Brewery, had only a few Catholic employees, in accordance with company 
policy, and those were on the docks. The dockers were Larkin’s favorite 
union men. Larkin had been so successful in Liverpool as a dockside orator 
that his British union sent him to Belfast, where he achieved the enormous 
success in the strike and (earlier) lockout of 1907.13

 The Protestant and Catholic dockers, living in the poorest sections of 
Belfast, did not receive the higher wages of their (unionized) counterparts 
in Liverpool, and so pushed first, for union recognition, in order later, to 
gain the same wages as were paid in Britain. When Thomas Gallaher, owner 
of a tobacco factory and chairman of the Belfast Steamship Company, 
refused, the dockworkers struck—joined by carters, shipyard workers, 
sailors, firemen, boilermakers, coal heavers, transport workers, and the 
women who worked in Gallaher’s tobacco factory. Larkin helped orga-
nize one big industrial organization, bringing in all sympathetic workers 
who received strike pay from Larkin’s own union, the National Union of 
Dock Labourers (nudl). After five months, the leadership of the union 
decided to settle the strike and get the men back to work, thus undermining 
Larkin’s strike leadership. This resulted in his founding the Transport and 
General Workers Union in 1908. Despite the leadership struggle between 
Larkin and the nudl, the strike proved to have an enormous impact on 
workers in Belfast, Liverpool, and Dublin: bringing in thousands of previ-
ously ignored workers, raising pay rates, and including both Catholic and 
Protestant workers.

The Challenges of Organizing in Dublin

But most importantly, the industrial nature of Larkin’s new union spread. 
In Liverpool the dock workers formed their own industrial union, which 
led to the 1911 general transport strike, introducing mass organizations 
and heralding a new era of general labor unrest in England, Scotland, and 
Wales.14 Dublin proved more difficult to organize. Connolly and Larkin 
worked there together between 1911 and 1913, using tactics and methods 
they had learned in the United States while in the iww. The Irish Transit 
and General Workers Union (itgwu) was Larkin’s answer to the trades 
unions he had belonged to in Liverpool. This new organization included 
everyone from newsboys to biscuit workers, and eventually brought in 
tramway workers, one of Dublin’s most lucrative industries. When the 
itgwu needed financial help for its 1913 strike, Big Bill Haywood toured 
Dublin, Liverpool, and Manchester on behalf of the hard-hit Irish workers. 
However, William Martin Murphy, one of Dublin’s wealthiest capitalists 
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(owner of a hotel, newspaper, tramways, and much property) and part of 
the rising Catholic bourgeoisie, was determined not to allow syndicalism 
to take over his city. He organized 396 employers, nearly all of Dublin’s 
capital class, into an association to keep workers locked out while Larkin 
brought 20,000 workers into his growing union. The stand-off, which 
began at the end of July 1913, grew progressively over time and lasted until 
February 1914.
 One incident best illustrates the way in which Larkin’s appreciation of 
the iww’s sense of theatre and defiance marked the strike. At the height of 
tensions, on August 29, Larkin, who had been jailed but later escaped, and 
Connolly came down from Belfast to step in, only to be arrested. A big 
union rally had been set for Sackville Street across from Murphy’s aptly 
named Imperial Hotel, where rumor circulated that Larkin would appear. 
Workers mingled in the wide streets of this commercial thoroughfare with 
upper-class shoppers, all wondering about the large contingent of police 
armed with batons also milling about. A large car pulled up and from it 
emerged an old gentleman in formal clothes and a beard. He energeti-
cally headed straight for a second-story balcony, where he revealed that 
indeed he was Murphy’s nemesis Jim Larkin, and proceeded to bark out his  
defiance on the doorstep of the capitalists’ prize hotel.15

Lockout supporters in front of union headquarters with signs “Murphy Must Go!” re-
ferring to their nemesis William Murphy. Notice the children without shoes holding the 
signs, the cold winter of 1913 settling in. Courtesy of the National Library of Ireland.
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 A riot ensued, and here is where the iww tactic—of turning a workplace 
action in a community strike, as in Lawrence—turned into something far 
more serious than that of the Bread and Roses strike. Clubbing indiscrim-
inately, police chased the poorest of Larkin’s followers into the Northern 
Corporate dwellings, another of Dublin’s slums. The police did not leave a 
single window intact, and in a neighborhood where few had personal pos-
sessions, it was reported not a teacup was left unbroken. Cracked furniture 
and cracked heads left two dead, others in comas, and between 300 and 400 
injured. The police did not just chase the poor to their homes, they invaded 
them, beat the tenants—including women, children, and the infirm—and 
smashed what they could. The neighborhood invasion reaffirmed British 
colonial power over the local population, the very reason why Connolly 
insisted that the socialists must push for a workers’ republic in Ireland; not 
just socialism but republicanism—a break from the empire.16

 Though it struggled on, the strike proved a losing proposition. Although 
20,000 workers struck or were locked out, the British unions failed to send 
the food and supplies Irish workers needed. By January 1914 the starving 
strikers went, hat in hand, to sign anti-union contracts, accept even lower 
wages, and submit to Murphy’s triumph. Larkin’s use of iww direct 
action or Larkinism, a term for Larkin and his politics derisively used by 
Murphy and others, had been defeated, but the man remained undaunted. 
Employers used Larkinism “as a short-hand for militancy, the cult of the 
agitator and the sympathetic strike.” Ultimately, even in the face of defeat, 
both Larkin and Connolly saw a future for socialism, industrial unionism, 
and—not least—republicanism.17

The Struggle Between Irish Republicanism and 
Internationalism Comes to a Head

The final difference between Larkinism and the iww rested on the fact that 
Larkin and Connolly felt they literally were engaged in class warfare in the 
summer of 1913. Although the Wobblies had no illusions about the role of 
the police, militia, and private military forces, in the United States they did 
not advocate forming a working-class army. But both Larkin and Connolly 
can take credit for the formation of the Irish Citizen Army (ica), though 
the real impetus came from the British Colonial Office. Convinced the 
Irish were an inferior race and not worthy of the rights of the English, the 
Royal Irish Constabulary (ric) operated under the assumption that their 
job was to respond as they would to any colonial subject: ignore their hu-
manity. On the eve of the 1913 strike, Murphy had notified the police that 
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they would be called upon to protect his property, and the ric immediately 
partnered with them. In response, the union created its own army to pro-
tect workers, which raised issues of armed struggle, in both Ireland and 
the United States. Armed with hurling sticks, the ica appeared as early as 
November 1913.
 Larkin’s ties to the creation of the ica certainly would have brought him 
into close contact with Tom Clarke, the old Fenian fighter and a leading 
member of the paramilitary irb. The secrecy of the irb indicated that these 
old republicans hesitated to bring either Connolly or Larkin into the fold, 
but the very existence of the ica, parading publicly in Croyden Park, cer-
tainly got the Brotherhood interested in the two labor leaders. The exact 
nature of their relationship may never be known, but Larkin’s protests 
of innocence to the contrary, armed struggle surely was the main topic 
of discussion within the irb and in its cousin organization, John DeVoy’s 
Clan na Gael in New York City. The Clan Na Gael and the irb hoped to 
turn England’s disadvantages during the First World War into Ireland’s 
opportunity.
 By July 1914 German guns arrived, via the sailing boat Asgarth, and 
some were dispersed to the ica. As founders and leaders of the ica, neither 
Connolly nor Larkin could have been ignorant of these events. In New 
York, the republican cause began to rely on Roger Casement, a promi-
nent Irish nationalist with German connections; concurrently in Dublin, 
the old irb used Tom Clarke ’s Tobacco shop on Sackville Street to keep 
John DeVoy, Clarke ’s former boss in NYC, well informed. The Clan Na 
Gael and the irb both followed the Irish nationalist agenda. For his part, 
after the guns of August began, DeVoy ran to the German Consulate to 
negotiate for arms and support for an Irish uprising. His plans included 
Larkin, who arrived in New York a few months later. The long historical 
debate over the reasons for Larkin’s departure from Ireland remains un-
resolved. We know that Larkin and Connolly tried to salvage relations 
with British trade unions. Connolly’s bitterness over their failure to aid 
the striking dockworkers, however, often outweighed his devotion to the 
idea of international socialism. A second—and far more important—blow 
to internationalism came, of course, with the support of the continental 
socialist parties for the war.18

 Jim Larkin barely had disembarked in New York City before being re-
cruited by the Socialist Party of America and John DeVoy’s Clan na Gael 
and given a scheduled speaking tour. Almost immediately, Larkin went to 
Madison Square Garden to address 15,000 New York socialists celebrating 
the election of Meyer London to the US Congress. As Larkin followed a 
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whirlwind of such speaking appointments, it soon became clear that Larkin 
did not share DeVoy’s agenda. How much Larkin knew about the scheme 
for an armed uprising in Ireland in late 1914 or early 1915 remains unclear, 
but he lost no time in making contact with Connolly’s friends, Tom Flynn 
and his daughter Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, nicknamed the “Rebel Girl” by 
Joe Hill (see Halker, Chapter 19).
 It may have been Flynn who suggested that Larkin give the keynote 
speech at the January 1915 memorial service for the iww poet and trouba-
dour Hill. Though not the main speaker at the memorial, Larkin spoke at 
the graveside. There, he argued that “Joe Hill was shot to death because he 
was a member of the fighting section of the American Working Class, the 
Industrial Workers of the World,” though he also made it clear that he did 
not belong to the iww. Indeed, he specifically indicated that he refused to 
belong to any one organization but, rather, would speak freely and set his 
own schedule.19 
 Larkin was in no hurry to embrace the iww or other organizations 
around him. Such reticence might explain why he gained a reputation as a 
“Catholic communist,” who had no problem denouncing the British, sup-
porting the Kaiser, and waving his gold cross to audiences while declaring: 
“I stand by the Cross and I stand by Karl Marx.” But his cross was a Celtic 
one—that is, not a symbol of the Roman Church, or the Christianity of 
the largely Protestant socialists in America. Catholicism was a signifier for 
Irish, and if there was a distinctive Irish race, then Larkin identified with it. 
He was not an immigrant to America, rather just a visitor. Plus, Larkin and 
Connolly were about to take a separate path from their Wobbly comrades. 
They maintained their socialist principles but embraced the anticolonial 
struggle as they moved into the nationalist camp.20

 In America, the growing militancy of the working class raised issues 
of direct action, sabotage, and syndicalism, whereas armed struggle pre-
occupied the Irish. Big strikes in the clothing industry in Chicago, New 
York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore in 1915 led to intense iww ac-
tivity. Telephone and telegraph workers unionized, public school teachers 
in Chicago reaffiliated with the national afl, and William Z. Foster 
(having left the iww to pursue his strategy of boring from within) joined 
forces with Chicago’s labor federation chief and Clan na Gael fellow- 
traveler John Fitzpatrick. Larkin could not have been better situated to see 
a grand vision of the iww and the American labor movement. Foster had 
just published an influential pamphlet on syndicalism, in which he spoke 
of the “naked power” of capitalist forces and proposed that to face this 
challenge syndicalists must even contemplate exterminating the scabs used 
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to undermine the workers’ cause. While debate raged within the iww and 
socialist press in America, only Foster seemed to want to take direct action 
to extremes. Foster also urged workers to resist the thought that American 
democracy held any remedies for the working class, and declared that its 
republican ideology was just a “pretense” with which to deceive working 
people.
 The Irish possessed no rights so long as the British occupied Dublin 
Castle—and the Great War presented the Irish with an opportunity to 
remove them. We do not know exactly what Jim Larkin was up to in 1916, 
or what happened to James Connolly during a few days in January when he 
was back in Dublin. But when Connolly returned to Dublin, he embarked 
on a steady path to join the Irish rising planned for April 1916. Meanwhile, 
Larkin was being introduced to the German legation in New York City, 
who subsidized him for two years and, in February 1916, brought him to 
Hoboken to learn about chemical explosions. On April 18, his German con-
tact was arrested in New York while waiting for Larkin, who disappeared. 
Larkin’s training occurred only six days before Connolly marched the ica 
to the General Post Office building in Dublin, beginning the Irish rising of 
1916, for which Connolly was executed. When Larkin reemerged in Butte 
in June, he told the largely Irish miners, “be true to the spirit which inspires 
the rebellion in Ireland.” Larkin remained focused on events in Ireland and 
longed to return home.21

 Much has been written about Larkin’s jealousy of Connolly for going 
ahead with the rebellion. Some writers even go so far as to argue that 
Larkin, selfishly, was angry that the rebellion happened without him. 
Regardless, Larkin never forgot Connolly or the Easter Rising, and he con-
stantly reminded his Irish-American audiences of his Irishness. He viewed 
the world through a prism shaped more by the contours of the lockout of 
1913 than the Socialist International of 1914. Republicanism was part of his 
socialism, just as it had been for Connolly. If a Catholic identity and ad-
miration for the republican promises of rejecting privilege were unsightly 
to the more sophisticated radicals of New York and Chicago, then neither 
Larkin nor Connolly cared. Their experiences in Ireland had left neither 
with any illusions about what Irish capitalism looked like to the ordinary 
Irish working people; yet in their near-simultaneous pursuit of German aid 
between 1914 and 1916, neither one backed away from the irb.22

 In 1923 Jim Larkin returned to Ireland, where he continued his pursuit 
of radical labor politics. After his death in 1947, he was buried in Glasnevin 
Cemetery, just outside of the plots reserved for the Easter Rising martyrs. 
The lockout and the Rising remain the main signposts on the road to Irish 
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independence. Two of the men at the center of both events worked closely 
with the iww in the United States, and the influence of the One Big Union 
idea stuck with them and gained expression in the Dublin lockout of 1913.
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16

Tom Barker and Revolutionary Europe

Paula de Angelis

In February of 1920, maritime worker and Industrial Workers of the World 
(iww) organizer Tom Barker ended his tenure as general secretary of the 
Marine Transport Workers Industrial Union (mtw) chapter in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina. He worked his passage to London aboard a Norwegian 
steamer with an iww crew, carrying with him almost a decade ’s experience 
as a “globetrotting agitator.”1

 A self-educated worker in a classic socialist tradition, erudite, multilin-
gual, and widely read, Barker wrote vividly and with a masterful grasp of 
the iww rhetorical style. His contemporary writing, as well as his autobi-
ography (recorded as an oral history in 1963), tell the story of a fascinating 
transnational Wobbly activist in an exciting time and place—post-war 
revolutionary Europe—and provide unique insights from a working-class 
perspective.
 Barker acquired his initial political education and red card in New 
Zealand, where he had emigrated in 1909. An effective strike organizer and 
talented soapbox orator, he crossed to Australia in 1914, where he became 
the business manager of the iww newspaper Direct Action, took care of the 
workers that came through the iww Hall in Sydney, and organized anti-war 
and conscription rallies in the Domain, which became a daily occurrence 
as the campaign escalated (see also Burgmann, Chapter 10, and Derby, 
Chapter 11).2

 Barker landed in Sydney to find a working class wrapped in war fever. 
The craft unions (generally referred to in Australia as “trades unions”) 
very much supported “the war effort.” The Labor Party, established in 
the 1890s by the trades union movement to represent workers’ interests 
in Parliament, furnished the leaders and Cabinets of the wartime gov-
ernments. The trades unions entered into no-strike agreements for the 
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duration, and then found themselves hamstrung in the face of growing 
rank-and-file discontent, unable to deploy their most effective method of 
redressing grievances and helpless in the face of a Labor government that 
had turned on the unions despite their support of the war.
 Barker and the Australian Wobblies agreed with their Irish fellow 
worker James Connolly, who stated, “a bayonet is a weapon with a worker 
on either end.” When in a fit of patriotism the waterside workers’ union 
expelled their “enemy” members, Barker wrote impatiently:

Now that the Empire is in danger the Sydney Wharfies have risen to 
the occasion. They have determined not to allow Germans, Austrians or 
Turks, naturalised or unnaturalised, to get a living on the Sydney water-
front …. The whole thing is childish in the extreme and unworthy of men 
who pretend to be unionists.3

Convinced that success depended on universal working-class solidarity, 
the purposes and dangers of “boneheaded patriotism” (a favored phrase 
amongst Australian Wobblies) were obvious, creating false divisions 
amongst the working class, and putting workers at a disadvantage in their 
conflict with employers and the capitalist state.
 For the US iww, the First World War was primarily a political issue, 
related to state persecution rather than direct industrial conditions. The 
American iww press followed the events in Europe closely and discussed 
the effects of the war on the European working class, but since the US 
iww officially chose to not take a stand on the war itself, those Wobblies 
who actively opposed the war and US participation in it did so through the 
Socialist Party and similar groups.4

 By contrast, the First World War had profound socio-economic effects 
on the Australian working class. Owing to its export-driven economy, the 
conditions and living standard of the working class in Australia steadily 
worsened during the war, compounding the effects of a terrible drought 
in 1914 and 1915. Trade with Germany, Australia’s second-biggest export 
market, ceased overnight. The importation of manufactured goods, 
coming mostly from Britain, slowed to a trickle. Even a population that 
unequivocally supported the Allies, as indeed most of the working class 
in Australia did, soured on the war effort after four years of sharply de-
clining living standards and the real possibility of widespread starvation. 
Since they were responding to different local forces, the Australian iww 
were actively involved in the anti-war and conscription movements. They 
formed coalitions with socialist parties and peace organizations, and partic-
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ipated in campaigns against conscription. Barker himself was jailed twice in 
Australia for anti-war propaganda.
 His third jail sentence was in preparation for his deportation as a 
“foreign radical,” a common experience for Wobblies and other radical 
itinerant workers in both Australia and the United States. Deported to—
and, shortly afterwards, from—Chile, Barker made his way to the Buenos 
Aires docks in Argentina and founded an iww chapter specifically devoted 
to organizing and representing the many foreign seafarers who passed 
through this busy international port. Primed by a familiarity with French 

Tom Barker (1887–1970), circa 1912. Courtesy of the Alexander 
Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.
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grammar, he quickly learned Spanish and immersed himself in the marine 
transport industry as a worker and job delegate.
 Barker admired the syndicalist, highly organized union that represented 
the local dock workers. “From 1919 when the Marine Transport Workers 
Union was first established for the foreign-going seamen in Buenos Aires,” 
he wrote in 1922, “the dockworkers systematically gave solidarity to their 
comrades from over-seas at any time upon demand.”5 He left Buenos Aires 
convinced that building the One Big Union of the Sea was an urgent neces-
sity, indeed the key to working-class mastery of the international industrial 
system. When he left for Europe, the national syndicalist Federación 
Obrera Regional Argentina (Regional Labor Federation, or fora) gave 
him delegate credentials, and he attended several transport union and  
revolutionary congresses on their behalf.6

 Tom Barker returned to the country of his birth in 1920 with his Wobbly 
principles firmly intact, his practical experiences having confirmed his 
commitment to industrial unionism and preference for syndicalist methods. 
The two years he spent in Europe as an itinerant revolutionary—in 
particular, his role and choices during his visit to the Soviet Union in 
1921—provide remarkable insights into his character and perspective. 
 He combined his duties as a fora delegate with his role as an inter-
national organizer for the mtw and iww. Technically based in London, 
multiple political hats kept him traveling and writing extensively until he 
arrived in Moscow in June 1921. First, he traipsed the United Kingdom 
speaking to his countrymen and women to gather support for the campaign 
to free his Australian fellow workers (later known as the iww Twelve) who 
were still political prisoners in Australia’s jails.7 Later in the year he at-
tended transport worker congresses and union meetings in Copenhagen 
and Berlin, acquiring work on the docks as he went; he fulfilled his dele-
gate role at these meetings while also fostering mtw branches and or local 
equivalents, and building political connections with syndicalist-oriented 
unions.
 This travel and networking sharpened his fluency in the languages he 
had been learning, especially Spanish, and established the lifelong multi-
lingual correspondence that Barker maintained with comrades and friends 
around the world.8 It also prepared him well for the job that he assumed in 
New York after visiting the Soviet Union, recruiting volunteers for an “in-
dustrial colony” in Russia; an office report noted in 1923 that Barker’s tasks 
included reading and responding to correspondence in every language 
except Finnish.9

 Barker’s own words provide the best evidence of his choices, analysis, 
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and character during this 18-month period, since he wrote for iww pub-
lications in both the Antipodes and United States. Conference documents 
provide supporting evidence, particularly those of the Red International 
of Labor Unions Congress, held in Moscow in July 1921. This meeting, set 
up under the auspices of the Communist International, gathered together 
some 300 radical union delegates from 42 different countries in order to 
establish a revolutionary trade union international, later known as the 
Profintern.
 Two significant arguments emerged amongst delegates at the Congress. 
First, should the Profintern directly affiliate with the Communist 
International (or Comintern)—then simultaneously holding its own 
Congress in Moscow? A second debate erupted over “the policy of working 
within the (mainstream) Unions versus the destruction of the Unions and 
the building of new revolutionary organisations.”10 (The US iww literature 
described this matter as the “dual unionism versus the boring-from-within” 
debate). English syndicalist Tom Mann argued both for affiliation with the 
Comintern and for boring from within, a position diametrically opposed to 
Barker’s.
 Mann and Barker had both lived and worked in Australia at different 
times. Both were familiar with the parliamentary wing of the Australian 
union movement and possessed syndicalist convictions; yet they drew very 
different conclusions from their shared experiences. Mann argued that the 
revolution in Russia had changed the game, and that the Comintern of-
fered the best option for building a real revolutionary International. He 
also argued that setting up competing unions in Britain was “doomed 
to failure.” Rather, “We must try to force radical changes inside the old 
organisations.”11

 iww principles, experiences in the marine transport industry, and expo-
sure to South American syndicalism all resulted in Barker drawing different 
conclusions. In 1908, the iww chose “to confine the activities of the orga-
nization to economic functions.” This did not mean that they ceased the 
sort of political activity traditional to socialist groups; on the contrary, they 
continued to produce propaganda and engage in civil disobedience. They 
simply directed it towards fostering direct action at the point of produc-
tion. Barker’s travels in Europe only confirmed his conviction, formed in 
Buenos Aires, that industrial unionism was a local form of syndicalism. “I 
have been in Norway for a month,” he wrote to Solidarity in June 1920:

and have had the pleasure of meeting most of the active boys of Norway. 
The Norwegian Syndicalist Federation … is as near to the ideas and 
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practices of the One Big Union as they can reasonably get, after taking 
local conditions into consideration.12

Whatever the attitude to political action, the iww and the syndicalists 
agreed that keeping unions separate from political party affiliations was 
a question of strategic necessity. Barker and the other syndicalists from 
Europe and South America cited the French argument that a union “groups 
together, independently of all political schools, all workers who are con-
scious of the struggle to be carried on for the abolition of the wage system.” 
Moreover, the iww Constitution stated: “to the end of promoting indus-
trial unity and of securing necessary discipline within the organization, the 
i.w.w. refuses all alliances, direct and indirect, with existing political parties 
or anti-political sects.”13 From this viewpoint, Profintern affiliation with 
the Comintern seriously compromised an important syndicalist principle 
(see Thorpe, Chapter 6).
 The syndicalist minority published a dissenting statement on this ques-
tion, and Barker publicly spoke against affiliation. Barker did not respond 
directly to the question of the appropriate attitude to the craft unions at the 
congress, or to Mann’s opinion that success required working within the 
mainstream union organization. Barker’s writing of the time shows quite 
clearly what he thought, though, especially in the British case. “Life is too 
short to bore from within,” he once wrote.14

The basis of marine unionism in Great Britain is rotten to the core, and 
neither fine-sounding names, nor aggressive talk can alter that fact …. 
The dockworkers are cursed with officials who only regard their jobs as 
stepping stones to get to Westminster …. Their main joy is to hang around 
the tradesman’s entrance at Buckingham Palace and exhibit their taste in 
spats as a way to bring about better working class conditions …. The axe 
has to go to the root; the spirit and structure of craft unionism must be 
destroyed.15

Decades later he commented, more tolerantly:

To get the best out of the power you have you must be united …. We 
haven’t even got it in Britain yet, we have craft unionism hanging on and 
no real effort to put an end to it, although there is a good deal of latent 
solidarity which largely gets over these problems.16

When Barker made his way to Moscow, he was fired with enthusiasm for 
the successful workers’ revolution, and eager to contribute, locally and  
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internationally. He remained in the Soviet Union for several months after 
the Congress, and his visit resulted in radical changes to his personal 
life—he married a Russian dancer named Bertha while there—and polit-
ical direction. It is clear that he was a conscientious but not enthusiastic 
conference delegate. He wrote at the time, “Industrial unionism takes the 
economics of Marx out of the class-room, popularizes them and applies the 
lessons …. [A] twenty-minute talk on the job in the vernacular is worth 
twenty meetings dealing with generalities.”17 Ideologically, Barker’s com-
mitment to the One Big Union emerged from his early socialist education, 
and was confirmed by eight years experience as a working-class militant. 
Personally, he enjoyed the life of an itinerant revolutionary, and was by 
nature suited to the direct action approach to organizing embraced by the 
iww. He had a personal distaste for bureaucracy, a deep distrust of church 
and state, and a decided preference for on-the-ground organizing and the 
company of working-class people.
 A love of oratory and the soapbox might have directed him towards 
a politically oriented career, if it were not balanced by a gregarious and 
informal nature, a distaste for ceremony and meetings, and a lifetime of 
manual labor. “I didn’t have a parliamentary mind and I never have had 
one,” he joked later, when discussing the reasons he first joined the New 
Zealand iww, and before the Profintern Congress even ended, Barker had 
found a project much more suited to his nature and preferences, through 
his new friendship with the legendary iww founder and leader William D. 
“Big Bill” Haywood, who had fled to the Soviet Union earlier that year.18 
Based in the Siberian basin, Haywood’s ambitious brainchild later became 
known as the Kuzbas Autonomous Industrial Project.
 The Kuzbas Project was developed as a joint endeavor between iww 
members then present in Moscow and the Bolshevik government. The 
project’s New York office, where Barker spent the following five years, 
recruited American industrial workers and engineers to live on the com-
mune established in the Siberian mining district in the Kuzbas basin, 
build modern industrial facilities and work systems, and teach those sys-
tems to local workers.19 Yet Barker did not uncritically embrace Soviet  
communism, later recalling:

When we had settled the plans for Kuzbass it was decided that I should 
go the United States with HS Calvert …. Then the question came up of 
whether I was expected to join the Communist Party. I told them that 
would go against my grain, because some of the iww ideas did not agree 
with some of the Communist ideas.20
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Barker never felt this decision was held against him, nor did it occur to him 
to question the different decisions of others. The project’s Moscow-based 
planning committee included, at Barker’s insistence, Tom Mann, whom 
he continued to regard with genuine admiration and warmth throughout 
several decades of association. Always active in his local community and 
union, Barker maintained lifelong friendships and working relationships 
with labor politicians, anarchists, and Communist Party organizers alike, 
judging his fellow revolutionaries on their track record and devotion to 
the principle of working-class liberation, rather than their organizational 
affiliations.
 Late in 1921, Barker traveled to New York with the Calverts and his 
new wife. There he deployed his language and literature skills in the US 
recruiting office of the Kuzbas Project, writing the publicity material and 
prospectuses, and handling its multilingual correspondence. His connection 
to the mtw continued; characteristically, he refused to become involved in 
the sectarian conflict raging between the Communist Party and iww, which 
was particularly virulent in New York. He concentrated on his tasks at the 
office, keeping himself and his new bride fed, and rewriting his serial The 
Story of the Sea for the mtw to distribute in pamphlet form. In 1923, Barker 
objected vociferously to the Soviet government’s decision take over the ad-
ministration of the Kuzbas Project, but was persuaded to return to his job 
as a salaried worker; thereafter, he evidently relegated the Soviet Union to 
the status of another boss.
 The political position Tom Barker took at the Profintern congress, 
and indeed all of his public perceptions and actions in post-war revolu-
tionary Europe, were colored and informed by his own experiences 
during the previous decade. The First World War, and its economic and 
cultural effects on the Australian working class in particular, cemented a 
distaste for parliamentary politics and party-based ideologies, as well as 
a profound opposition to state-induced racism and patriotism. His work 
as a maritime union organizer in Buenos Aires proved the soundness of 
industrial unionism in practice, and supported a lifelong belief in the ca-
pabilities and mission of his class. His convictions on “the historic mission 
of the working class” ran so deep that they informed the very basis of his  
rhetorical strategy. “We learn by experience,” he wrote in 1922:

Therefore it is our duty and should be our joy to encourage action, to 
dissipate ignorance and, by working within the field of our experience and 
with the things and the men with whom we have contact, to make steady 
progress toward our objective.21
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Tom Barker retained his indifference to political affiliations and labels 
throughout his long and active life. Worker solidarity, for him, always went 
beyond ideologies. He came to industrial unionism by a uniquely transna-
tional route and articulated its principles with passion and skill. He joined 
a revolutionary union in a time of economic and social turbulence, but the 
ideas and convictions he embraced in the 1910s and 1920s remained with 
him. His affiliations and tactics changed with his circumstances, but his in-
ternationalism, commitment to solidarity, and interest in his community 
remained constant throughout his life.
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P. J. Welinder and “American 
Syndicalism” in Interwar Sweden

Johan Pries

When Pär Jönsson Welinder returned home to Sweden some time in the 
spring of 1925, he should have been a broken man. Twice he had been part 
of veritable hurricanes of labor militancy. And twice he had seen them  
utterly defeated.
 In his mid-20s, P. J. Welinder had participated in the cataclysmic Swedish 
“Great Strike” of 1909. This series of strikes and lockouts was driven by 
demands from the labor movement’s grassroots, forcing the leadership into 
an all-out battle with employers. The entire country eventually came to a 
complete standstill for a month, transforming unruly local conflicts into a 
disciplined war of attrition involving as many as 300,000 workers.1

 In the end, the 1909 strike was broken. Sweden’s social democratic 
unions almost collapsed in the aftermath, and turned towards extreme grad-
ualism. Out of this cataclysmic event emerged Swedish syndicalism. Labor 
radicals disappointed with the social democrats’ unenthusiastic leadership 
of the strike formed the syndicalist Sveriges Arbetares Centralorganisation 
(Swedish Workers Central Organization, or sac) in 1910.2 
 Welinder, however, followed thousands of blacklisted grassroots union-
ists who refused the employers’ demand to tear up their union cards, and 
instead boarded a ship bound for America. Within a few years he established 
himself as an Oregon-based logger, but again found himself in the middle 
of a massive grassroots struggle. This time it was the 1917 Northwestern 
lumber strike, one of the key events of the explosion of militancy taking 
place around the Industrial Workers of the World (iww) in the late 1910s. 
At this decisive moment, Welinder joined the rapidly growing iww.3

 In the following years, powerful employers and state agencies outma-
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neuvered and crushed the iww’s momentary strength. Welinder briefly 
rose to prominence within the movement, first in the leadership of the 
Portland iww branch in 1921, and then as a 1924 candidate for iww gen-
eral secretary. Welinder appears to have been involved in the group of 
self-proclaimed iww traditionalists based in the Pacific Northwest and 
their struggle against what they understood as centralists within the union. 
After the great schism resulting in two simultaneous 1924 iww conven-
tions, Welinder served a brief spell as the temporary general secretary of 
the smaller of the two iww fractions battling for control of the organiza-
tion, the so-called “Emergency Program” group. Just a few months later 
he abandoned this remnant of a union and began an arduous voyage back 
to Sweden. Interestingly, these experiences of defeat never seem to have 
embittered Welinder, but traveled with him and became mythic materials 
he used to shape political struggles in new situations.4

The SAC: Growing Up and Slowing Down 

Early in 1925, Welinder showed up at a syndicalist meeting in Gothenburg. 
The sac had, by the mid-1920s, grown to almost 40,000 members, with 

P. J. Welinder, circa 1930. 
Used with permission from 
the Sveriges Arbetares 
Centralorganisation.
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the large port city of Gothenburg one of its crucial urban strongholds. 
Welinder instantly leveraged his status as a prominent iww old-timer to 
gain influence in the sac and set about implementing what he saw as the 
crucial lessons of “American syndicalism.”5 
 The discussions among the sac’s central figures at this moment largely 
centered on how syndicalists could draw on the cultural politics and 
institutional strength that their social democratic competitors so clearly dis-
played. Gradualist ideas were rapidly winning ground through discussions 
about syndicalists engaging in non-union organizations like cooperatives 
to create a wider network of radical allies. The sac’s left-leaning majority 
blocked some of the most clearly reformist proposals, but the notion of 
restrained and protracted struggle for local hegemony had nonetheless 
become a fundamental part of Swedish syndicalism by the early 1920s.6

 In this battle over the shape of syndicalism to come, Welinder initially 
sided, as he had in America, with the decentralists who dominated the orga-
nization’s left. In April 1926 the growing group around Welinder founded 
a weekly paper, Arbetare-Kuriren, which furiously attacked those seeking 
to bring the sac closer to social democracy. This Gothenburg-based 
group seems to have written most of the paper’s longer pieces and interna-
tional coverage, largely focusing on the iww. Shorter and more mundane 
reflections appear to have been sent in by a dispersed network of local sym-
pathizers. A remarkable feature of this clearly marginal, workerist paper 
was how it managed to publish several soon-to-be famous writers, like the 
1940s best-selling novelist Folke Fridell, the 1969 Nobel literature laureate 
Harry Martinson, and very early translations of Langston Hughes’s poetry.
 It quickly became clear that the people coalescing around Arbetare-
Kuriren wanted to be more than a counterforce to the sac’s slide towards a 
more social democratically influenced syndicalism. Their agenda was nei-
ther to conserve what the sac had become by the mid-1920s, nor simply to 
return to its 1910 program. Rather, they argued for a third kind of syndi-
calism which, based on the American experience, they claimed as tactically 
superior to both the sac’s right and left factions.
 As the sac’s centralists in the late 1920s began to leave syndicalism and 
return to the actual social democratic unions, the fault lines of Swedish syn-
dicalism shifted. On the one side was an uneasy truce between some of the 
old leftist decentralists and the more moderate centralists, agreeing in general 
terms on long-term tactics focusing on creating durable parallel structures 
outside the state to fight for hegemony from below. On the other side, 
Welinder’s Arbetare-Kuriren group argued that struggles should be disruptive, 
quick, and unbound from the restraints of allied civil society organizations.7
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 The “American” position increased its influence after Welinder was 
employed as an agitator by the sac’s Southwestern Regional Committee, 
spending most of 1926 on a speaking tour visiting countless towns and 
rural communities during the launch of Arbetare-Kuriren. The old Wobbly, 
who by all accounts was a superb public speaker and regularly drew large 
crowds, used this opportunity to create a network of supporters, sub-
scribers, sellers, and contributors to his weekly far beyond Gothenburg. By 
1927, Arbetare-Kuriren had been endorsed by the sac’s four southernmost 
regional committees. As tensions increased, these four regional districts 
started to break away from the sac. In October 1928, a second syndicalist 
union formed around the Arbetare-Kuriren tendency. Interestingly, the new 
Syndikalistiska Arbetare-federationen (Syndicalist Workers Federation, 
or saf) never officially tried to organize within the iww’s structure, yet 
presented itself as the “interpreter” of Wobbly ideas in Sweden, and even 
urged sailors in Swedish ports to join the iww’s existing transnational 
Marine Transport Workers Industrial Union rather than set up saf locals.8 
 The new organization initially included just over 2,000 members, less 
than 10  percent of the sac’s total membership before the split. Most of 
these were based in a dozen locals in the southwestern part of the country, 
between Gothenburg and Malmö. The largest locals were in Borås, 
Helsingborg, and Gothenburg, which together initially comprised more 
than half of the membership. Members overwhelmingly worked in logging, 
construction, railroads, and the large textile mills of Borås and Mölndal. 
The saf grew rapidly, more than doubling its membership in a few short 
years and reaching its zenith around 1933.9 

“American” Syndicalism in Sweden

Despite both groups claiming a true syndicalist pedigree, the saf and sac 
had drastically differing strategic visions. The most contentious issue, 
however, was the spiraling costs associated with the sac’s central admin-
istration and two daily newspapers, Arbetaren and Norrlandsfolket. These 
disagreements might appear to have little bearing on the contemporary sit-
uation, and often have been treated in strictly political and programmatic 
terms. But neither side in the conflict maps neatly onto the grand narratives 
of interwar politics, or onto the syndicalists’ more narrow centralist-de-
centralist debates. Several key “centralist” figures in the sac had strong 
anarchist leanings, most prominently Arbetaren’s editor Albert Jensen. The 
saf “decentralists” on the other hand combined unashamed Marxist class 
analysis and close attention to state regulation of “social issues” with an 
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absolute dismissal of Leninism and a much more radical anti-nationalism 
than the sac’s majority.10

 Instead of emphasizing different political programs, this debate makes 
more sense and can be drawn on more fruitfully today, by considering how 
it reframed the iww experiences of 1917—as Welinder sought to mobilize 
memories of that historic moment in his alternative to the sac’s gradualism. 
Particularly interesting is the way the saf drew on how the iww had imag-
ined its own social basis, in that it invites a discussion about how social 
movements make sense of political time. Welinder argued for the remaking 
of the “overly organized” sac and keeping dues at a bare minimum not 
only out of decentralist principles, but also in order to become more ac-
cessible to “the most destitute” parts of the working class as the iww had. 
These marginalized workers, key to the saf’s strategy, would be attracted 
by the organization’s affordability.11

 Reining in the costs of a centralized bureaucracy, large strike funds, and 
cultural projects like daily newspapers went hand in glove with a strategy 
that had a completely different temporal imagination and understanding of 
struggle than the sac’s gradualism. Welinder and his group saw the slow 
accumulation of resources, allies, and respectability as futile. The property- 
owning class never could be defeated “with money,” in Welinder’s words. 
All that this institutional build-up of resources was understood to do was 
block the natural escalation of local conflicts through the working class’s 
internal bonds of solidarity.12

 To avoid such slow institutional preparation for protracted battles, 
Welinder’s group, like the iww, argued against signing contracts with 
fixed expiration dates. In this way the employers could not set the stage 
for struggle and entice workers into isolated and long battles of attrition. 
Instead, the Welinder group advocated short bursts of disruptive activity. 
The entire union focused upon one or a few points of brief and intense 
struggle—and at a time of their own choosing. In this rendering, direct 
action fixated less on a specific method, such as a strike or sabotage, than 
a temporal intensity surging through the links of solidarity forged by  
previous moments of struggle.13

 Creating a culture of autonomy and instilling “a force of initiative, desire 
for great deeds and will to struggle” among workers was crucial for this 
strategy. Only this self-reliance enabled groups of workers to act quickly 
and with a minimum of central coordination.14 It was as if this brand of 
syndicalism understood itself less as a formal organization than a strategic 
tendency within the working class which had to be nurtured culturally. 
 The cultural image of workers evoked was far from the respectable 
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union member steadily paying dues in rational apprehension of disci-
plined battles to come, an image associated with the most skilled sections 
of the working class and crucial to social democratic claims to hegemony. 
Welinder’s vision of working-class culture highlighted sudden and over-
whelming passion erupting in moments of intense struggle, spreading 
through the emotional ties of solidarity within the working class. This 
sense of time and tactics clearly bears traces of Welinder’s two formative 
political events.
 Both the 1909 Great Strike and the 1917 lumber strike began as unruly 
moments from below, with official labor leaders only partly controlling 
them. Only when the insurgency slowed down and ossified into two op-
posing camps did the superior institutional strength of the employers 
bec0me decisive. Welinder’s view of syndicalism as happening in intense 
moments of struggle seems to owe more to these experiences where self- 
activity had been so crucial, and to a weariness over the way they had been 
defeated, than to simply turning a naïve revolutionary romanticism into a 
political tactic.
 What makes Welinder’s strategy different from the iww’s is that it did 
not address precarious workers in the same direct way. We can find no ex-
amples in Arbetare-Kuriren of the romanticized “hobo” who played such a 
crucial role for the iww. The saf never directly mimicked the way in which 
the iww had drawn strength from the dispersed routines of mobility and 
struggles of seasonal labor migration. Instead of a mobile working-class 
subject signifying flexibility, saf literature evoked a much more general 
notion of class that gained specificity through the construction of political 
time. Only by framing action as sudden and outside the slow, disciplined 
gradualism of the rational and respectable union member was the unruly 
culture associated with precarious workers evoked.15

An Untimely End

The small but extraordinarily active milieu around Welinder did not last. 
Its success hinged on a strategy of sudden disruptive moments of struggle 
interlinked across time and space by intensely emotional solidarity. Sweden 
in the early 1930s did see a series of flashpoints where labor unrest spi-
raled out of hand—most notably the Ådalen events of 1931 which left four 
demonstrators dead at the hands of the army—and advances by both the 
sac and saf. But by the middle of the decade, the conflict between broad 
populist nationalist alliances and Nazism increasingly came to dominate 
Sweden, as it did the rest of Europe.
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 This not only made different tactical objectives central to the labor move-
ment, but also introduced a different sense of political time. The Nazis’ 
rapid rise to power in Germany shattered the very notion of the workers’ 
movement operating within a progressive flow of history, whether slow 
and gradual or fast and disruptive. In the years that followed, time seemed 
to move backwards, as the left instead became engaged in what Geoff Eley 
calls “the politics of retreat.”16

 Enduring the unprecedented level of state repression unleashed by Nazi 
Germany became the key strategic question of they day. Not only did the 
rhythm and pace of the saf’s “American” syndicalism seem untimely; its 
sense of direction, the idea of workers’ struggles driving history forward 
towards the inevitable liberation of a socialist future through isolated acts 
of disruption, suddenly made little sense. No room for such disruptive 
moments existed in the new paradigm of preventing the collapse of the ex-
isting order through cross-class alliances. The careful discipline of slow 
struggles became a key component of the democratic rearguard actions 
which replaced the fight for a socialist future.
 The saf had, since its formation, been involved in a series of labor dis-
putes. Most of these were local conflicts on Sweden’s west coast, the most 
infamous being the 1932 protracted battle of 80 striking millworkers in 
Mölndal which, unsurprisingly, yielded very mixed results for an organi-
zation pulled into the kind of battle it sought to avoid. With the death of 
Pär Jönsson Welinder from tuberculosis between two of his never-ending 
speaking tours in October 1934, the saf lost what little momentum it still 
had. Only a shell of its former self, the saf reintegrated into the sac in 
1938, bringing with it just over 1,000 members.17

 Historical judgment has not been kind to Welinder and the saf. 
Syndicalism in Sweden’s Southwest never recovered from the organiza-
tional chaos that followed the saf’s collapse.18 But the theoretical work that 
the sac–saf debate provoked, and the rich archive it has left for posterity, 
may provide a less bleak legacy for our present moment. The way that 
this bitter debate rearticulated the iww’s appeal to precarious workers, by 
making temporal imagination a crucial terrain for political strategy rather 
than nomadic mobility, might prove more useful today than in the 1930s. 
 The two temporalities emerging from the sac–saf debates are perhaps 
best understood when read alongside Antonio Gramsci’s discussion of the 
need for socialists to shift strategies between wars of position and wars of 
maneuver. Instead of seeing the two senses of time in this bitter debate as 
mutually exclusive, they can be seen as complementary, as ways to navigate 
different strategic situations.
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 Gramsci wanted to transform civil society to indirectly influence the 
state before a decisive revolutionary push to rapidly seize power.19 But nei-
ther the saf nor the sac seemed interested in the state, whether in terms 
of reforms or revolution. And perhaps it is this syndicalist concern with 
shaping everyday conduct, rather than Gramsci’s attention to how the cap-
italist state could be repurposed by cultural struggle, that is more relevant 
in our own neoliberal conjuncture than in Welinder’s day. Can the poten-
tial of intense moments of struggle to escalate and connect through links 
of solidarity be a way to understand the flickers of disruption seen today, 
rather than dismissing them as failed revolutions? And can we think about 
the tasks of the grindingly slow activism that surrounds these moments as 
building institutions and nurturing cultures of solidarity and self-activity, 
thus creating the conditions for disruptive moments to spread, rather than 
reforms that never seem to add up to real change? Brought to bear on 
the present in this way, Welinder and the Swedish quasi-Wobblies of saf  
provide an example to learn from.
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“All Workers Regardless of Craft,  
Race or Colour”: 

The First Wave of IWW Activity 
and Influence in South Africa

Lucien van der Walt

The Industrial Workers of the World (iww) quickly spread across the 
globe, its ideas and organizing model having a notable impact in a wide 
variety of contexts. In South Africa, the iww had an important influence 
on sections of the left, labor, and national liberation movements beginning 
in 1908. By the end of 1910, iww-style syndicalism was an important in-
fluence on local socialist networks, and on the country’s main left weekly, 
the Voice of Labour; an active iww union had waged significant strikes in 
Johannesburg, and also spread into Durban and Pretoria; and the local iww 
and Socialist Labour Party (slp) actively promoted variants of the iww 
approach through written propaganda and public meetings.
 By 1913, this early wave of iww-influenced activity had almost com-
pletely faded away. It has since been overshadowed by a second upsurge 
of syndicalism, starting in 1915, and the founding of the Communist Party 
of South Africa (cpsa) in 1921. However, it bears closer examination. It 
helped lay the foundations for later left activism by promoting industrial 
unionism and syndicalist ideas, pioneering a class-based anti-racist left 
perspective on South Africa’s social and national questions, and forging a 
layer of militants who would play important roles in subsequent years. 
 It is also worth revisiting in order to recall, and reflect upon, its lim-
itations. While syndicalist (and communist) organizing from 1915 onward 
was notable for building a substantial base among black African, Coloured, 
and Indian workers, the first wave of iww organizing and influence was 
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not. Instead, it was marked by an inability to break out of a largely immi-
grant, white, and English-speaking working-class milieu. The reasons for 
the contrasting situations—which lie largely at the level of politics—are 
important to understand, and will be considered in the conclusion.

Context: An African Capitalist Revolution

iww ideas and models traveled into South Africa along the rivers of human 
labor that flowed into the territory to work in large-scale capitalist diamond 
mining, centered on Kimberley, and gold mining in the Witwatersrand. 
Prior to the late 1800s the territory was marginal to the world economy, 
mainly comprising non-capitalist agrarian societies. The new mines, 
however, rapidly attracted massive amounts of Western foreign direct in-
vestment, more than the rest of Africa combined.1 The Kimberley mines 
were run by a monopoly and used cheap labor, a pattern of centralization 
reproduced on the Witwatersrand, where the mines—large, dangerous, 
deep-level operations—were soon controlled by an oligopoly of giant 
foreign firms. By 1898, the Witwatersrand was producing 27 percent of 
the world’s gold. Mining towns sprang up along the reef, running east to 
west, the most of important of which was Johannesburg, which exploded 
from a population of 3,000 in 1886, to 100,000 in 1896, and then 250,000  
in 1913.2

 The mines spurred a massive expansion in infrastructure, a boom in port 
towns like Cape Town and Durban, agricultural commercialization, the 
rise of secondary industries, and the emergence of a southern African re-
gional political economy. They developed in the context of late nineteenth 
and early twentieth-century globalization, based on unprecedented flows 
of commodities, capital, and labor, and premised on advances in geog-
raphy, telecommunications, and transportation which enabled, for the first 
time, a genuinely global economic system.3

 This was also the era of the Scramble for Africa. In southern Africa, 
Britain was the dominant power, waging a series of wars from 1879 to 1902 
in which all the remaining independent black African kingdoms, Coloured 
polities, and Afrikaner republics were conquered or subjugated. (The 
term “Black Africans” refers to the indigenous, agrarian, Bantu-language-
speaking peoples. “Coloureds” in southern Africa means the “brown” 
people, largely of mixed race, Afrikaans-speaking and Christian, many de-
scended from slaves and servants. “Afrikaners” (or “Boers”) are a local 
white group, largely descended from Dutch, French, and German set-
tlers, and distinct from local “English” whites. “Indians” refers to people 
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of South Asian descent, who lived in South Africa in significant numbers, 
many arriving as indentured laborers.)
 Almost the whole region was carved into British territories, aside 
from German South West Africa and Portuguese-ruled Angola and 
Mozambique. The centerpiece was the Union of South Africa, into which 
the older British Cape and Natal colonies were merged with conquered 
Afrikaner republics and black African polities by a 1909 Act of the British 
Parliament. The Union was a racist state: all the formal elements of parlia-
mentary democracy were in place, but almost all voters were white men, 
no person of color could sit in Parliament, and a battery of laws enforced 
racial discrimination and subjugation. The Union’s total population in 1911 
was just short of 6 million: 4 million black Africans (67 percent), 1,276,000 
whites (21 percent), 525,000 Coloureds (9 percent), and 150,000 Indians 
(2.5 percent). The majority of parliamentarians represented Afrikaner 
landed interests, British and South African “English” capital, and powerful 
interests like the military. Black Africans were largely governed as subjects, 
through a system of indirect rule administered by black chiefs in the 10 per-
cent of land set aside as “native reserves.”4

 Subordinate to Britain economically and politically, South Africa had 
dominion status like Australia, Canada, and New Zealand, entailing sub-
stantial autonomy within the imperial framework. Force was central to 
the formation and consolidation of the new South African state, and every 
prime minister before the apartheid Parliament of 1948 was a former gen-
eral. Mining, farming, and manufacturing were largely in (white) private 
hands, but the state soon dominated communications and transportation, 
including rail, and played a growing role in electricity, heavy industry, and 
forestry. 

The Working Class: White, Black, and Red

The working class in South Africa was drawn from across the world. 
White immigration boomed: the white population in the Transvaal re-
public (later province), site of the gold mines, grew eightfold in this period. 
White immigrants were largely working class, many (but by no means all) 
skilled, and came mainly from Britain and Australia. In 1905, 85 percent of 
white underground gold miners were British-born; in 1921, 59.8 percent 
of typesetters, 55.8 percent of fitters, and 48.3 percent of carpenters were 
foreign-born. Large numbers of landless Afrikaners also entered wage 
labor: often unskilled, they were employed in mines, state industries, and  
manufacturing, and formed the core of the pool of poor whites.5
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 But cheap Coloured, Indian, and above all black African labor com-
prised the bulk of the workforce and the bedrock of capitalism. Coloureds, 
centered in the Cape, were the largest part of Cape Town’s proletariat, and 
included many artisans; they were also important on the Witwatersrand. 
Indians, concentrated in Natal, were increasingly urbanized, and inte-
gral to the Durban economy. A growing population of urbanized and  
proletarianized black Africans was important across the country.
 The biggest battalions of labor were black African migrant men, con-
centrated in mining, heavy industry, and the docks, in both the private and 
state sectors. They were cheap and unfree labor, and employed on terms 
amounting to indenture which made strike action and quitting criminal of-
fences. Subject to an internal passport system (the pass laws), and housed 
in closed compounds, they returned periodically to rural homesteads, 
where their families resided, and to which they retired. Imperial war, land 
dispossession, and colonial taxation generated migrant labor across the 
region. In 1920, for example, only 51 percent of African miners working in 
South Africa were locals; the rest were from either Mozambique or British 
colonies. As in other sectors, divisions between blacks were fostered in the 
mines, with compounds divided by ethnic group and country of origin, and 
elements of an ethnic division of labor in place.6 
 The working class in South Africa was, in short, a stratified one, frac-
tured by skill, ethnicity, race, and place of origin, as well as urban versus 
migrant divisions. Tensions festered within the multi-racial slums that 
could be found in all the big cities (despite state efforts at creating segre-
gated townships), sometimes flaring into race riots, while ethnic clashes 
were a recurrent feature of the mines.

The Rise of (White) Labor

By 1913, the Witwatersrand economy employed 195,000 black Africans 
in mining, 37,000 in domestic service, and 6,000 in factories, workshops, 
and warehouses; plus 22,000 whites on the mines, 12,000 in industries like 
building, tramways, printing, and electricity, and 4,500 in rail. Whites, con-
centrated in urban areas, sometimes reached half of the population of the 
bigger cities and towns: in 1904, for example, Johannesburg had 155,462 
residents, 82,000 of them white.7 
 The urban white working class, concentrated in working-class districts, 
dominating the skilled trades in the mines, and central to manufac-
turing and transport, was a potent force. It is hardly surprising, given its 
large immigrant component, that its politics and traditions were deeply  
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affected by international trends. White workers founded labor unionism 
in southern Africa. The first two successful unions were formed in 1881 in 
Cape Town on the British craft model; one, the Amalgamated Society of 
Carpenters and Joiners, was actually a branch of a British union. American 
influences were also not unknown—there was, for example, a short-lived 
effort to form a Knights of Labor branch in Kimberley around 1890—and 
Australian labor was another important reference.
 By the start of the twentieth century, the labor movement’s center of 
gravity had shifted to the Witwatersrand, where the Transvaal Miners’ 
Association (tma) and the Witwatersrand Trades and Labour Council (wtlc) 
were formed in 1902. White miners led largely unsuccessful general strikes in 
1907, 1913, 1914, and 1922, centered on winning union rights, job security, and 
wage, health, and other concessions. Steeped in racial prejudice, and fearing 
replacement by “cheap docile labour,” the white unions were isolated from 
the mass of black workers. There were, however, some efforts to organize 
the unemployed across racial lines, notably in Cape Town in 1906.8

 Union weakness, the rise of labor parties in Australia and Britain, and 
the opening of the electoral road with grants of responsible government 
and then dominion status to whites, all fostered a turn towards electoral 
politics. Union-backed candidates ran for office in Johannesburg in 1903 
and 1904 and in Cape Town in 1905, and three labor-backed men were 
elected to the Transvaal parliament in 1907. In October 1909, the South 
African Labour Party was formed with union backing, winning four seats 
in the September 1910 South African general elections and capturing the 
Transvaal provincial government in 1914. It was heavily influenced by the 
“White Australia” policy, and its program combined social-democratic 
reforms with demands for race-based job reservation, residential segre-
gation, and Indian repatriation. This “White Labourism” was the main 
current in South Africa’s organized labor movement.

Thunder on the Left

But running against this tide, especially in Cape Town and Johannesburg, 
was an alternative, revolutionary, socialist current in the white working 
class. This too was deeply influenced by movements abroad; its founders 
were mainly Scottish and English immigrants. A notable example was 
Glasgow-born fitter Archie Crawford, a former British soldier, fired 
from Pretoria’s state-run railway works in 1906 for agitation, central 
to a 1907 unemployed movement in Johannesburg, and elected to the 
Johannesburg municipality on a pro-labor ticket, he launched a General 
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Workers Union (gwu) in 1908.9 Moving steadily leftwards, Crawford 
formed the Johannesburg Socialist Society with comrades like Irish-born 
Mary Fitzgerald of the tma. The Society campaigned unsuccessfully for 
the Labour Party to adopt a clear socialist goal, and stress class, not color. 
Crawford was one of two unsuccessful Socialist Society candidates in the 
1910 general elections. His dismal performance (eight votes) was at least 
partly because of his racial politics. Rather than avoid the color issue, as 
some historians have charged, he was notorious for opposing segregation 
in his campaign: “more than one time it looked like he would be torn to 
pieces by an ignorant mob.”10 
 Crawford and Fitzgerald produced the Voice of Labour beginning in 1908. 
Initially a free bulletin for the gwu, it survived that union’s 1909 collapse, 
and was relaunched as a “weekly journal of socialism, trade unionism and 
politics.” Claiming a circulation of 2,000, it reached “the leading Socialists of 
Durban, Kimberley, Bloemfontein, Pretoria, Cape Town and Johannesburg.” 
The first sustained local socialist paper, it provided a forum for activists  
dissatisfied with craft unions and the Labour Party.11 
 The content was eclectic, with articles on everything from “Good 
government: a noble legacy,” to pieces by local anarchists such as Henry 
Glasse and Wilfred Harrison. Correspondents like Glasse promoted syndi-
calism and “direct action … over politics—I mean of course Parliamentary 
politics.” The paper carried extracts from publications such as the Bulletin 
international du mouvement syndicaliste. Daniel De Leon and the syndicalism 
of the American slp, which had local supporters, was also prominent, artic-
ulated by figures like Philip Roux, an unorthodox Afrikaner chemist who 
fought for the British in the Anglo-Boer War (1899–1902). Roux saw One 
Big Union as the alternative to craft divisions, colonialism, and militarism. 
He was close to Jock Campbell, a “Clydeside Irishman, a self-educated 
working man,” who “had long ceased to work at his trade and now lived 
for and on the movement,” and who was reputedly the “first socialist to 
make propaganda amongst the African workers.”12

 Hostility to craft unionism, the Labour Party, and White Labourism 
became defining features of the left network that emerged around the Voice, 
and these traits would be integral to the syndicalist current that emerged 
within it. Crawford, for example, insisted socialist ethics recognized no 
color bar, and called segregation “foolish in the extreme.” “It is useless for 
the white worker to kick his coloured brother slave.” Segregation schemes 
could never halt the capitalist drive for cheap labor. Glasse similarly argued 
that white workers, in fighting class battles “independent of the coloured 
wage slaves—the vast majority,” exhibited “idiocy.”13
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 In 1910, South Africa experienced a rise of syndicalist and iww ideas 
and a “vigorous reaction” against “parliamentary reform.” One spur was 
British syndicalist Tom Mann’s February–March tour of Durban, Cape 
Town, Johannesburg, and Pretoria. Besides promoting syndicalism, Mann 
publicly insisted that black and Coloured workers be included in unions, 
contrary to claims by later writers.14 
 Mann also persuaded the wtlc to set up an Industrial Workers’ Union 
(iwu) in March 1910, for workers outside existing unions. It attracted a few 
small organizations of bootmakers, bakers, confectioners, and tailors, and 
held Sunday night meetings at Johannesburg’s Market Square. In June, 

Andrew Dunbar, blacksmithing at 80 years of age, in 1960. From 
Ivan L. Walker and Ben Weinbren, 2000 Casualties: A History of 
the Trade Unions and the Labour Movement in the Union of 
South Africa (Johannesburg, South Africa: South African Trade 
Union Council, 1961).
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iww enthusiasts associated with the Voice network “captured the organisa-
tion and put it on a proper basis.” Tom Glynn, an Irishman and ex-soldier 
who worked on the Johannesburg tramways, played a key role. An ardent 
Wobbly who first encountered the iww in New Zealand, he became iwu 
general secretary. Glynn worked closely with Andrew Dunbar, a Scottish-
born blacksmith who led a large strike on the Natal railways in 1909 before 
moving to Johannesburg, where he worked at the tramways and joined the 
Socialist Society.15 
 Glynn and Dunbar helped reposition the iwu as a “class-conscious 
revolutionary organisation embracing all workers regardless of craft, 
race or colour,” renaming it the Industrial Workers of the World (South 
African Section). The iww-sa identified itself with the Chicago wing of 
the American iww, but it is not clear when this affiliation was formally 
recognized on the American end. While some unions like the bootmakers 
left over these changes, the local iww-sa union made rapid gains at 
Johannesburg’s City and Suburban Tramways Company.16 
 The tramways had been taken over by the municipality in June 1904, 
and electrified beginning in February 1906. Trams were housed and re-
paired adjacent to the main municipal power station in Newtown. By 1914, 
they carried 30 million passengers. Like other state operations, trams were 
segregated. The lines were concentrated in white working-class areas and 
the multiracial slums of western and central Johannesburg; the tram-yards 
and adjacent President Street power station were located in the central 
slums. In January 1911, the trams had 351 white workers: 1 waiting room 
attendant, 5 pointsmen, 11 inspectors, 150 drivers, and 153 conductors, not 
counting the workers doing maintenance at the yards, or the employees at 
the power station, which also employed black migrants.17

 Meanwhile, the slp formed in Johannesburg in March 1910. Vaguely de-
scribed in the historical literature as “Marxist,” it was actually a De Leonist 
grouping, and maintained especially close links to the slp in Scotland. 
It ran meetings at Market Square on Sunday mornings, selling a “steady 
stream of journals and pamphlets” from Glasgow and Chicago, including 
the Socialist (also sold through shops) and the American Weekly People. 
Besides Roux and Jock Campbell, key figures included John Campbell 
(a Scot), Charlie Tyler (an English immigrant and unionist), and Israel 
Israelstam (a Lithuanian immigrant with ties to the local General Jewish 
Labor Bund).18

 Changes, meanwhile, were afoot at the Voice. Crawford left South 
Africa in late 1910 for a 13-month trip around the world, and was replaced 
as editor by an unidentified Capetonian syndicate called “Proletarian.” 
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“Proletarian” advocated “an organisation of wage-workers, black and 
white, male and female, young and old,” along with “a universal general 
strike preparatory to seizing and running the interests of South Africa.” 
Under his editorship, the Voice carried extensive iww material, weekly 
“iww notes” by Dunbar and Glynn, and regular slp contributions. Gone 
were the pieces on “Good government.” Instead, the Voice commissioned 
a series on iww history, “specially written for The Voice” by Chicago 
iww general secretary Vincent St John. The Chicago iww, in turn, car-
ried reports on the iww-sa, often sourced from the Voice, in its Industrial 
Solidarity and Industrial Worker. The Voice never lost its open character, 
but its emphasis shifted, as contemporaries noted, “From Trades Unionism 
and Politics … to Industrial Unionism and Direct Action.”19 
 International divisions between the rival iww trends represented by St 
John’s “Chicago iww” and De Leon’s “Detroit iww” played out locally, 
between local militants embedded in different international networks—the 
iww-sa, connected to the Chicago iww, and the South African slp, con-
nected to the Glasgow slp. Criticizing the iww-sa for “physical force” 
politics and “Anarchism,” slp members would arrive at the iww-sa’s 
Sunday night meetings at Market Square armed with party literature and 
claiming to represent the “true” iww. Heated exchanges took place, and 
Dunbar complained that the slp members, not the employers, had proved 
the union’s “most bitter opponents.” However, the divide was not abso-
lute: some slp members also belonged to the iww-sa.20 

On the Left Track: Strikes in Johannesburg

While both the slp and iww-sa invested much energy in propaganda, the 
iww-sa was qualitatively different from other small leftist groups such as the 
slp and the Socialist Society—it was also a functioning union. For Glynn, 
the “other socialisms” confined their activities to propaganda or elections, 
but the iww aimed, “here and now,” to forge “the structure of the new 
society within the shell of the old” through revolutionary unions. Ruling-
class power did not lie in the control of ideas or parliament, but in control 
of capital. Thus, revolution required workplace organizing. “Proletarian” 
agreed: the “parliamentary gas-house” was the “biggest farce imaginable.” 
This outlook helps explain why a May 1911 effort to unite the iww-sa, slp, 
Socialist Society, and groups in Cape Town and Durban into an “Industrial 
Freedom League” lasted only a few weeks.21

 The iww-sa did not care much about that debacle, as it was preoccupied 
with the tramways. Workers’ earlier efforts to organize had failed. However, 
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they made a breakthrough with the iww-sa. Authoritarian management was 
a major grievance, and the spark was resentment at the impending return of 
an unpopular inspector, J. E. Peach. On Monday January 16, 174 conductors 
and drivers signed a letter of objection: this was rejected by management in a 
notice on Thursday January 19, stating that Peach was resuming duties imme-
diately. Glynn organized a meeting that day, which sent another protest letter. 
Then, at a further meeting at 1 a.m. on Saturday, he successfully proposed a 
strike, despite opposition by Labour Party supporters.22 When the morning 
shift started, strikers rallied at the yards, wearing “bits of red ribbon” and 
listening to speakers standing on a repairing car. The trams sat idle as strikers’ 
representatives negotiated with “emissaries of the municipal authorities” in 
an empty tram and police watched the scene of “perfect peace.” Glynn and 
others also approached the power station workers, who agreed to shut down 
the plant in solidarity at 1 p.m.23

 Management initially promised a commission to look into the com-
plaints, then when this failed, threatened arrests using the 1909 Industrial 
Disputes Prevention Act, which forbade lockouts and strikes without  
30 days’ notice and imposed a lengthy conciliation process. Glynn, in typ-
ical Wobbly style, retorted: “You can start with me and my place will be 
filled in regular order until we are all in jail, and who then will run your 
cars?” And to his fellow strikers, he enthusiastically declared: “For every 
leader seized there are half a dozen here to take his place.”24

 His confidence was well founded: employers were not obliged to rec-
ognize unions, but workers in strategic positions in industries such as 
transport, mining, and power could defy the law. At eight minutes to 
1  pm, the municipality capitulated: the power station was then the only  
functioning municipal power and gas supplier. 
 The mayor appeared in person, promised a commission of enquiry, 
and also that Peach would not be an inspector. Excited workers drove the 
tramway cars out in a long “triumphant procession,” to “a cheering and 
sympathetic populace.” Almost the entire tramway workforce then en-
rolled in the iww-sa, forming a Municipal Industrial Union presided over 
by Glynn. Crawford exaggerated slightly by claiming iww-sa member-
ship began to “exceed that of any other working class organisation,” but it  
compared favorably with the 800 members reported by the tma in 1909.25

 May 1911 saw a second tramway strike, centered on the terms and com-
position of the municipal commission. Wobblies Glynn and W. P. Glendon 
organized a boycott of the hearings at the City Hall, fearful of a biased 
inquiry. The first hearing on April 25 was blockaded by iww-sa pickets, 
and an employee who arrived to give evidence was assaulted. The inquiry 
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exonerated Peach, but Glynn and Glendon were subsequently summoned 
by the tramways management and dismissed for their role in the strike and 
assault.26 
 The night of Thursday May 11 witnessed “reckless speeches” at the 
tramway sheds. A strike resolution was again passed. Glynn declared that 
the iww-sa “recognised no Industrial Disputes Act,” but “claimed the 
right to cease work when they wanted.” The dismissals were an attack on 
“the cause of the working class.” The crowd, growing to 500, proceeded to 
Market Square, where Dunbar stated they must all be willing to go to jail. 
The slp’s John Campbell also spoke, stressing that “any little differences 
between the labour organisations” must be “brushed on one side in times 
of trouble.”27

 At 5 a.m. Friday morning, the iww-sa struck, demanding that no 
January strikers be penalized, and that Glynn and Glendon be reinstated. 
This time, however, the municipality was well prepared: police surrounded 
the power station, patrolled the streets, and protected scabs. They also ar-
rested Glynn and Glendon. Fitzgerald led a contingent of women with red 
banners through police lines to physically block the trams, and workers 
erected barricades in Market Square. On Saturday, the municipality in-
voked an archaic 1894 Transvaal proclamation banning public meetings of 
six or more, and mounted police started to clear the Square. Police clashed 
with demonstrators and arrested speakers, one after the other, including 
Dunbar, John Campbell, and Glynn (who had just been released on bail).28 
 Public sympathy was high: even the Labour Party rallied behind the 
strikers. On Sunday, mounted police charged protestors, leading to more 
injuries and arrests. The police also arrested two iww-sa members, William 
Whittaker and T. Morant, for allegedly placing dynamite on the lines. The 
dynamite story, plus the ongoing disruptions in transport, helped shift 
public feeling. Within the week, the trams were running. Seventy workers 
were fired. Glynn got three months hard labor. Blacklisted, he left South 
Africa in late 1911 and became a leading figure in the Australian iww.29

 The iww-sa remained active, holding successful meetings at Market 
Square. It gained new notoriety in October 1911 and January 1912 when 
Dunbar, Glynn, Fitzgerald, Morant, and others formed a “Pickhandle 
Brigade” which broke up election meetings for councilors blamed for 
smashing the May strike. The Voice and the iww meanwhile organized a 
solidarity campaign for Whittaker and Morant, whose trial dragged on into 
1912. The case collapsed when it emerged that a government agent, John 
Sherman, had laid the dynamite. Whittaker successfully sued for damages. 
A Whittaker-Morant Fund operated into June 1912 to aid the men.30
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 When the Pretoria railways hired Sherman in late 1911, the iww  
organized protest meetings at Pretoria’s railway works, addressed by 
Crawford, Dunbar, Fitzgerald, Glynn, and others, with some support from 
the Amalgamated Society of Railway and Harbour Servants. An iww-sa 
“Pretoria Local” attracted workers, including “some of the Railway 
Servants Association,” and government fears that the tramway strikers’ 
open defiance of labor law might spread onto the railways seemed likely 
to be confirmed. The iww also spread to Durban, the country’s principal 
port, where “comrade Webber” from Johannesburg played an active role. 
A “very forceful and fluent” speaker, specializing in “blood-curdling class 
war propaganda,” he spoke on “Syndicalism versus socialism” at the Town 
Gardens, championing direct action and presenting the Labour Party as 
class traitors.31 

A Party Affair

But the “revolutionary methods” of the Pickhandle Brigade did little 
to advance on-the-job organizing. The shattered Municipal Industrial 
Union collapsed by early 1912. A further blow to the iww-sa came from 
Crawford. He returned in November 1912, took control of the Voice, 
ousted “Proletarian,” and campaigned for a united socialist party. He had 
long advocated a socialist party for “political action,” and its “absolute 
corollary,” parliamentary action, and clearly envisaged the iww-sa as the 
proposed party’s union wing. An admirer of the Socialist Party of America 
(spa), he insisted it was closely allied to the iww, and that the iww, in turn, 
supported parliamentary action. St John fired off an angry letter repudi-
ating Crawford’s misrepresentations, but it only appeared in the Voice in  
mid-1912.32

 Texts favoring elections and party-building flooded the Voice. In January 
1912, Crawford announced a socialist unity conference set for Easter. The 
slp, seeing an opportunity to promote its positions, cautiously expressed 
support. Dunbar, Morant, and “Proletarian” remained resolutely hostile 
to elections and parties. But Crawford had supporters in the now-smaller 
iww-sa. In September 1911, Dunbar managed to defeat “a certain few” in 
their “attempt … to take the iww management.” In early 1912, the union 
seemed on the verge of splitting. The Crawford faction secured a resolution 
that “the iww instruct its speakers not to attack the Socialist Party.” It tri-
umphed at the February 7 iww-sa conference. Dunbar, the best remaining 
organizer, was expelled for his anti-party positions, and a newly elected 
committee, headed by Fitzgerald, took over. On April 7, Easter Sunday, the 
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United Socialist Party (usp) was founded. The iww-sa attended, but made 
no substantive contribution. The usp identified with the Socialist Second 
International, and its rules were “modelled after … the American s.p.”33

 The short-lived usp was not a success. Webber clashed with others in the 
usp in Durban. slp members tried to win over the usp and, failing, with-
drew to work within the Labour Party. usp affiliates ignored party work 
and directives. iww-sa organizing, beyond Whittaker-Morant solidarity, 
died off. The usp focused instead on lectures, elections, and international 
solidarity campaigns. Articles in the Voice complained of apathy in the usp 
and its slow growth, and of growing problems in financing the Voice. By 
the time of the great 1913 general strike on the Witwatersrand, the iww-sa, 
the usp, and the Voice were dead.34

Conclusion

The great majority of local Wobblies and syndicalists before 1915 were rad-
ical, English-speaking white immigrants, mostly from Britain. Immigrant 
radicals like Dunbar, Glasse, Harrison, Israelstam, and John Campbell 
played a pivotal role in promoting syndicalism locally. Local radical circles 
were linked into transnational radical networks through the movement of 
people and the international circulation of the radical press, and develop-
ments like the 1908 iww split into “Chicago” and “Detroit” sections had an 
important local impact.
 This is not to say that developments abroad were simply copied locally. 
Radicals in South Africa had to grapple with the challenges of a social 
order substantively different from that of, for example, Australia, Britain, 
or the United States. They developed innovative tactics, such as the wom-
en’s contingent in the May 1911 strike, and the subsequent Pickhandle 
Brigade, as well as innovative analyses, crucially through the critique of 
White Labourism.
 Noting a growing number of strikes by black workers with approval, 
local Wobblies and syndicalists condemned the “idiocy” of restricting the 
labor movement to a minority of workers, all white and most of them ar-
tisans. The “‘aristocrats’ of labour” “attitude of superiority” was damned 
as “grotesque.” All workers, the radicals insisted, had a common interest 
in the abolition of the cheap labor system, its cause, capitalism, and its de-
fender, the state. Either workers of color would secure the same rights and 
wages as the whites, or the “stress of industrial competition” would compel 
the whites to “accept the same conditions of labour as their black brethren.” 
Meanwhile, nationalism was rejected as the politics of “small capitalists.”35
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 There is certainly no evidence for later claims, pioneered by Communist 
Party writers but repeated by scholars, that groups like the iww-sa or slp 
capitulated to white racism. What set these radicals apart from the main-
stream labor movement was precisely their principled commitment to the 
formation of an inter-racial labor movement.36

 This position alienated the majority of the white working class, yet 
the radicals also proved unable to build a base amongst black African, 
Coloured, and Indian workers. The obstacles to organizing these workers 
were, of course, substantial, including racial divisions, language barriers, 
repressive labor laws, restrictions on free movement, and the closed com-
pound system. But the obstacles were not insurmountable: several craft 
and general unions in Cape Town had organized skilled Coloured workers 
by 1910, and in 1917, syndicalists formed the first unions among Indians 
in Durban (the Indian Workers’ Industrial Union) and black Africans in 
Johannesburg (the Industrial Workers of Africa). 
 The radicals’ failure was a political one, a failure to translate princi-
pled opposition to racism and national oppression into mobilizing African, 
Coloured, and Indian workers around class and national and racial de-
mands. Condemning White Labourism and advocating One Big Union 
across racial barriers were essential, but inadequate, steps. They had to be 
turned into a specific strategy to organize workers of color, who were obvi-
ously not being drawn in by the Voice or through Sunday meetings on the 
Market Square, or through speeches at the tramyards or railway works. And 
organizing had to involve more than abstract denunciations of capitalism: 
it had to involve addressing the reality of national and racial oppression 
and grievances, by fighting against racist laws like the pass system, through 
the One Big Union.
 The big syndicalist breakthroughs from 1915 onward happened when 
organizations like the International Socialist League and the Industrial 
Workers of Africa built a large base of black, Coloured, and Indian support 
through precisely these methods. However, the ideas of the Voice, iww, and 
slp helped lay the ideological basis for this breakthrough—and veterans 
like John Campbell, Dunbar, and Tyler all became central players in that 
second syndicalist wave.37
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Tramp, Tramp, Tramp: 
The Songs of Joe Hill Around the World

Bucky Halker

Of the many people who passed through the Industrial Workers of the 
World (iww) and achieved some degree of public recognition, only song-
writer Joe Hill (1879–1915) realized mythic status and international fame, 
albeit posthumously. Hill long ago ascended to the upper realm in the 
pantheon of protest songwriters, and his music continues to be sung and 
heard in areas far removed from the United States. The legendary Woody 
Guthrie and Pete Seeger understood Hill’s esteemed stature and acknowl-
edged his importance. They included three Hill songs in their collection 
Hard Hitting Songs for Hard-Hit People, and Guthrie wrote a song entitled 
“Joe Hillstorm.”1 That workers like Joe Hill even wrote songs is testament 
to the human will to create art under difficult circumstances. Nevertheless, 
working-class songwriting was an established tradition in the American 
labor movement decades before Hill arrived in the United States.2

 The process by which Hill became mythical is well documented.3 By 
contrast, the process by which his songs moved beyond the United States 
to other parts of the world remains largely untold. This essay explores 
that remarkable story, offering a description and an examination of the  
international migration and dissemination of Hill’s songs.
 Joel Emmanuel Hägglund (or Hillström) was born in Gävle, Sweden, 
to a musical, religiously devout, financially comfortable family. But after 
his father, a railroad conductor, died from occupational injuries in 1887, the 
family fell into poverty. Joel and his siblings had to leave school and work. 
Joel survived severe tuberculosis, and after his mother’s death in 1902, he 
and his brother departed for the United States. Hill spent several years as 
a migrant laborer, learned English, got involved in labor struggles, joined 
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the iww around 1910, and fought in the Mexican Revolution. He served as 
an organizer, cartoonist, and journalist for the iww, but it was his songs 
that garnered him a real audience. Hill’s clever lyrics, often laced with 
humor, irony, slang, sarcasm, and seriousness of purpose, typically were 
set to the tunes of hymns and popular melodies of the day. They appeared 
in Wobbly publications and found use at strikes, demonstrations, and meet-
ings.4 Unfortunately, Hill traveled to Utah, where the iww and the Western 
Federation of Miners had a base. He became an easy mark for the authori-
ties, who charged him with the murder of a grocer and his son. Despite the 
lack of evidence or motive, a jury found him guilty in a few hours and the 
state executed Hill by firing squad on November 19, 1915.
 Before his death, Hill’s songs circulated widely in working-class ranks. 

Rebel Girl (1915), Joe Hill’s original cover art drawn while in prison in 
Salt Lake City, Utah, and inscribed to Katie Phar, a 10-year-old Wobbly 
singer in Spokane
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Though he wrote only a few dozen, a handful of which featured original 
music, pieces like “The preacher and the slave,” “Mr. Block,” and “Scissor 
Bill” found regular service in Wobbly battles between 1911 and 1915. Like 
other iww songs, workers memorized Hill songs, transported them around 
the country, and put them to use on street corners and picket lines, passing 
them along to others. Both sociologist Nels Anderson and poet Carl 
Sandburg made note of Wobbly and Joe Hill songs in their path-breaking 
early folksong collections.5 
 As an itinerant himself, Hill played a first-hand role in spreading his 
music across borders. In 1911, Hill was one of dozens of Wobblies who 
joined the forces of the Partido Liberal Mexicano in Tijuana, Mexico, 
where his singing helped boost morale, and that same year he and a fellow 
Wobbly took passage to Hawai’i, a beehive of Wobbly activity among 
Chinese, Korean, Filipino, Hawaiian, and other workers. While working in 
Hilo, Hill composed “A trip to Honolulu,” an original instrumental piece, 
and played his and other Wobbly songs for his fellow workers, though 
little evidence survives about his time in Hawai’i.6 A year later, Hill trav-
eled to Canada’s Frasier River region during a strike against the Canadian 
Northern Railroad. Borrowing the tune from the 1905 hit song “Where the 
River Shannon flows,” Hill penned “Where the Fraser River flows” and 
found an immediate audience with strikers and other Canadian workers. 
His work continued to resonate with them after his death.7

 Other factors proved more important in the migration of Hill’s songs 
than his own travels. Wobbly activity around the world, especially the wide 
distribution of iww newspapers and the Little Red Songbook, proved vital 
in the transmission process.8 The persistent efforts of individual artists and 
activists also proved essential. The spread of technology, from 78 rpm re-
cordings to the internet, cannot be underestimated either.9 Today, Hill’s 
music has a wider audience and artist base than ever, though this growth 
rarely has been steady.
 Joe Hill’s songs in Sweden illustrate the process and factors that influ-
enced the pace of dissemination. During his life, Hill wrote songs only 
in English, interacted minimally with Swedish-Americans, and made no 
effort to publish in his homeland, where he remained virtually unknown. A 
posthumous Swedish pamphlet on his life appeared in 1916, and from 1924 
to 1940 articles, pamphlets, and songbooks in Sweden featured his songs.10 
Though a biography by Hill’s early translator, Ture Nerman, appeared 
in 1951, the next flourish of music activity came during the counter- 
culture years when younger Swedish musicians (re)discovered Hill.11 
Monica Nielsen, Finn Zetterholm, Fred Akerström, Mats Paulson, Oskar 
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Norrman, Pierre Ström, Hayati Kafe, Anders Granell, and the group Mora 
Träsk all recorded Hill songs between 1969 and 1980.12 Jacob Branting also 
provided the first nearly complete Swedish collection of Hill’s songs in 
1969.13 Ingvar Söderström’s biography of Hill, a two-hour tv special in 
1970, and a feature film in 1971 further aided the cause. In 1980, Sweden 
even issued a Joe Hill commemorative postage stamp.14 The Swedish  
spotlight shone brightly on Joe Hill.
 In Australia and New Zealand, the Joe Hill song tradition preceded 
Sweden’s. From its 1905 beginning, the iww garnered support on ocean 
freighters and in international ports. Australia and New Zealand were key 
points on international shipping lanes and for the migrant labor economy, 

Joe Hills Sånger: 
The Complete 
Joe Hill Songbook 
(Stockholm: 
Prisma,1969). 
Translations from 
English to Swedish 
by Jacob Branting.
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on and off the seas (see Chapters 10 by Burgmann, 11 by Derby, and 12 
by Clayworth). Little wonder that iww ideas and songs sailed the seas 
to both countries. Remember, too, that iww founder and leader William 
Trautmann was born in New Zealand, and miners from there appeared at 
the Wobblies’ founding convention. Branches appeared as early as 1907 in 
Sydney, Australia and 1908 in Wellington, New Zealand, and newspapers 
and songbooks followed. Prior to being repressed for anti-conscription and 
anti-war efforts during the First World War, the union held considerable 
influence among labor in the two regions and engaged in a number of key 
strikes. Participants recalled singing and hearing Joe Hill and Wobbly songs 
at events.15 iww member and editor Tom Barker (see de Angelis, Chapter 
16) reported: “We used to have really good singing at our meetings. We 
usually picked up the Salvation Army crowd when they had finished and 
marched away.”16 During the prosecution of Wobblies in Perth, Australia, 
the prosecutor read Hill’s “Casey Jones, the union scab” as evidence of con-
spiracy. Reports in 1926 stated workers sang “The preacher and the slave” 
during a demonstration in Wooloomooloo Bay, Australia. In 1929, Labor 
members sang that and other Wobbly songs in Canberra at the Parliament 
House!17

 Unfortunately, documentation of Hill’s musical legacy from 1915 to 
1950 in other parts of the world remains less complete than for Sweden, 
Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and the United States. Wobbly and Hill 
songs certainly traversed the seas to England, where a songbook appeared 
in 1917. John Hasted, a physicist, activist, and figure in the British folk re-
vival of the early post-Second World War period, recalls that Wobblies 
“began to contribute songs that travelled back across the Atlantic and 
became popular in Britain” in labor circles, and specifically cites the songs 
of Joe Hill.18 The widespread distribution and influence of iww songbooks 
and newspapers, many in languages other than English, also demands 
highlighting. Among Finnish Americans, Wobbly songs found a large au-
dience. Various editions of Finnish-language iww songbooks printed by 
Työmies (The Worker) in Superior, Wisconsin made their way to Finland 
in the First World War era. Well-known Finnish-born tenor Hannes Saari 
(1886–1967) even recorded Hill’s “Workers of the world, awaken!” for 
Columbia Records in New York City in 1928.19 
 Nevertheless, Hill’s musical legacy was anything but solidified outside 
North America by 1930, until Paul Robeson helped change this situation.20 
From 1949 to the 1960s, Robeson’s international music tours regularly 
featured “I dreamed I saw Joe Hill,” unquestionably keeping Hill in the 
limelight. Robeson sang the song, written in 1936 by Earl Robinson with 
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lyrics from a 1930 Alfred Hayes poem, to great fanfare in 1949 in Edinburgh, 
Moscow, London, Stockholm, and elsewhere, as well as during his 1960s 
performances in Australia and New Zealand. Robeson’s concerts and re-
cordings released in England after 1952 made the song a “standard” among 
the left, elevated Hill into the mythical realm, and established Hill songs 
as “sing-alongs” in the early British folk revival. One scholar argued that 
the Hayes-Robinson composition “is possibly the best known Labour song 
in Britain.”21 The story in Scotland and the German Democratic Republic 
(GDR) followed parallel paths. Subsequently, younger musicians inspired 
by Robeson felt compelled to locate the songs of Joe Hill and record his 
work.22

 Joan Baez inspired audiences and musicians in similar fashion some 20 
years later. Her recording of “I dreamed I saw Joe Hill,” from the leg-
endary Woodstock music festival in 1969, found its way to literally millions 
of listeners and viewers, thanks to lps and a film dedicated to the festival. 
Some people no doubt asked, “Who the hell is Joe Hill?” The perfor-
mance inspired musicians like myself to seek out iww songbooks and learn 
Hill songs. Of course, one factor in the reception given to Baez and Hill 
was the thirst for new music by counterculture participants. If 1950s hip-
sters searched out old blues and jazz recordings, the counterculture put a 
premium on opening minds to new music and politics. As a result, Hill’s 
international audience picked up in the 1970s and continued unabated 
thereafter.
 In Finland, the Turku Student Theatre group recorded an lp of Hill 
songs and the Hayes-Robinson piece, released in 1975 as Joe Hill in 
Lauluja. The group included members of the Red Carnation Band, whose 
repertoire featured Hill songs. Although the lp reportedly sold poorly, the 
group’s version of “Antti Mäntii” (“Casey Jones”) received radio play.23

 Perhaps the most unusual region in Joe Hill’s musical journey has been 
Germany. Germans and German-Americans, including Trautmann (the son 
of German immigrants to New Zealand) and the United Brewery Workers’ 
Union, played a key role at the iww’s founding. But it was an American 
nato soldier named Victor Grossman (originally Stephen Wechsler) who 
swam the Danube to the German Democratic Republic (GDR) in 1952, and 
did much to promote Hill’s legacy there. After defecting, Grossman helped 
introduce American folk and protest music to East Germany’s discontented 
youth. From 1958 until 1990, he promoted Hill’s music and “I dreamed I 
saw Joe Hill” in the GDR. He and Canadian folksinger Perry Friedman 
featured Hill songs in tours in the 1960s, and years later Grossman joined 
Earl Robinson on tour, highlighting Robinson’s famous song. Grossman 
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also often aired Robeson’s recording and other Hill songs on his radio pro-
gram. He acted as Pete Seeger’s interpreter during the singer’s 1976 and 
1986 tours, and wrote articles on Hill for GDR publications. In his books 
Von Manhattan bis Kalifornien: Aus oder Geschichte der USA (1974) and If I 
Had a Song: Lieder and Sänger Der USA (1990), Grossman included Hill’s 
story and music. He recently recalled a largely forgotten opera staged in 
East Berlin in 1970 entitled “Joe Hill,” a work written by leftist British 
composer Alan Bush which featured Joan Baez in performance. Joe Hill 
may not have had much traction in the Federal Republic of Germany, but 
in the GDR he was certainly known.24

 Not surprisingly, the hundredth anniversary of Hill’s execution brought 
an outpouring of concerts, plays, and recordings around the world. The 

Never Forget Joe Hill (Venice: FuoriPosto, 2015), Book and cd project by Rino De 
Michele and the artist collective ApARTe° in collaboration with the Instituto Ernesto De 
Martino and Macacorecords.
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iww and an army of musicians—including Tom Morello, Joan Baez, Ziggy 
Marley, and myself—organized nationwide tours and other events in the 
United States.25 In Germany, musician Elmar Wigand began to play Joe 
Hill songs in 2006 after joining the iww in Cologne and performing with 
the Grand Industrial Band, later reformed as the Overall Brigade. Wigand 
and his musical mates recorded two Hill songs, including Wigand’s 
German translation of “The tramp.”26 Italian artist Rino de Michele con-
ceived, edited, and published Never Forget Joe Hill (2015), a remarkable 
multi-language graphic history and cd. It features de Michele ’s artwork 
and musicians performing Hill and Hill-inspired songs in Swedish, Catalan, 

Joe Hill, The Little Red and Black Songbook (Paris: Éditions cnt-rp, 
2015).
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traditional Roman dialect, and Italian. The artist also involved himself in 
Hill tribute performances in Italy and Sweden.27

 The most unique recent Hill rendering can be found in the Austrian 
“radical Eurodance” duo Circle A’s 2015 version of “The preacher and the 
slave.” More conventional folk and punk rock recordings feature versions 
of Hill and Hill-inspired material by a range of performers including the 
Wobbly Brothers, 12 Dead in Everett, and Chumbawamba from England, 
Fred Alpi in France, and Lucas Stark and Jan Hammarlund of Sweden. 
Hammarlund, Stark, Alpi, the Overall Brigade, Bethan Wellbrook, Billy 
Bragg (England), Ewan McVicar (Scotland), Tom Morello (USA), and 
Stina K (Sweden) all performed Hill concerts, while Hammarlund and 
American artists David Rovics, George Mann, Sons of Hanzo, Anne 
Feeney, and myself ventured to foreign lands in 2015–16, spreading his 
songs.28

 Today, Joe Hill’s musical legacy continues to expand. Workers may no 
longer carry his songs in their heads, riding the rails and loading ocean 
freighters, but the iww songbook remains a strong seller and musicians 
continue to discover Hill anew. Others learn Hill songs from tracks on 
the internet. Word of mouth and learning from other musicians, however, 
remains a critical part of the process, anchoring Hill’s music in the folk 
tradition. Which artists in what countries are performing or recording Joe 
Hill songs may change, but on any given night someone will surely be 
singing, “You’ll get pie in the sky when you die, that’s a lie.”
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